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Preface

I am not experienced in giving birth to children. But since I had the
experience of waiting for the "arrival" of our son Michail, and all that
happened thereafter, I know that this book must be compared with
something like the birth of a living being. What is of particular interest
here, is that it took several years before this book could "arrive". This
raises the question, in what ways the period of work and struggle that
came before the actual composition of the book, can be compared with the
prenatal stages of a human being. To me, it can be compared with a
period of work and struggle, during which a human being is preparing his
or her forthcoming appearance on this planet amidst those who are

awaiting him or her. And certainly this book has been waited for a long
time - and it was received with what can be described as a generalized
Christmas feeling.

It all began in the Fall of 1983, when I, still a student in Psychology,
consulted Professor Van Meel in order to find a subject for my master's
thesis. He mentioned several possibilities, but not the one I had expected
from him. Van Meel's article on the many functions of gestures, dating
from 1979, had raised my interest, because of a peculiar passage on "The
function of dance".So, I asked him whether dance could be a subject of
research. From then on, I was busy studying dnd practicing dance

expression. After I passed my final exam in 1984, I was offered the
possibility to start a project on the expressive potential of large body
movements, supervised by Jacques van Meet. A new period started - a

period that, in the end, gave birth to this book. But that was only at the
very, very end.
So, let me start with thanking Jacques for his encouragement -he was a
promotor in the true sense of the word. He kept the faith in me and the
project, at times when I myself had almost lost it. Without him, this book
would not have appeared. I also want to thank my collegues at Tilburg
University in this period: Max Feltzer, Nelleke Rogels, Herman Soppe,
and Johan Willems, for sharing their ideas and views on the subject, and
for their capacity to provide social support when necessary.
I also wish to thank the reviewers of earlier reports of the studies,
presented in this book. Known by name are: John Archer, Martha Davis,
Maria Lewicka, Mark Meerum-Terwogt, Joann Montepare, Miles Patterson, Martti Takala, and Harold Wallbott.
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Thanks also go to the members of the doctoral committee: Professor dr.
Nico Frijda, Professor dr. Beatrice de Gelder, Professor dr. John Rijsman,
and Professor dr. Bernard Rime.
Furthermore, I wish to thank Professor dr. M. Bijnen and Dr. M. Croon
for their advices on statistical techniques.

I thank Eddy Becquard and the student of the Tilburg Academy of
Dance for their cooperation and advices.
I thank my father in particular for his taking time to use his knowledge
language in order to correct the earlier drawings of the
manuscript.

of the English

The type-setting of the manuscript was done by Rinus Verkooijen. I
wish to thank him for his preparedness to help me when time pressed.
Rinus, I will not forget the music in your room while working together,
and your sense of humor amidst the pressures of time and stress.
Tilburg University was not only the place where the contents of this
book were prepared. It also turned out to be the place where I found the
one who gave me another kind of encouragement, without which humans
are just poor shadows of flesh and bone: Maria-Rosa de Visser. She did
not only give me the "general encouragement", that helped me in the
pursuit of the Final Goal, she also suggested certain parts of the design of
the developmental study, reported in Chapter 6.
Christmas signalizes a new beginning, and that is what I hope this book
will do as well. May it draw attention to the importance of large body
movements, may it stimulate thought and research about this topic, and
finally, may the reader enjoy the reading.

Marco de Meijer
Christmas 1990
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1.

Emotional Meaning In Large Body Movements:
The Context Of This Study

1.1. Introduction
Are we able to infer emotions from the body movements that other people
make? During a day, we come across many situations in which suddenly

occurring movement reactions seem to suggest an ongoing emotional state

on the part of the mover to us. Take, for instance, moments during a
sports match. Steffi Graf won the Wimbledon tournament in 1988 and
1989. In 1988 she reacted by vigorously throwing her arms diagonally
upward, and her head and upper trunk backward. In 1989, in that very
same moment, again she threw her head vigorously backward while her
trunk remained erect and her arms, fists clenched, were bowed, close to
her body. If the victory comes totally unexpected, the winner perhaps
slashes one hand against his face, while head and upper trunk are moved
backward (M. Chang after his victory over Lendl). Meanwhile the loser is
not unresponsive: when Becker was defeated by Schapers, he sunk to his
dangling
knees, the upper torso inclining forward, lowering his head, arms
was
called
in a
to the floor. Thus, he let "disgrace come over him", as it
newspaper. Missing an opportunity to score in a sportsgame may also
result in vehement reactions. A picture of Rend Hofman, taken during a
match against Ajax, shows him sunken to the knees, inclining, bowing,
striking the floor with both hands. In the dug-out we see the chairman of
his club, Mr. Kerkum, slashing both hands against his reclining face
(photographs in private collection).
Outside the context of sports such reactions can be observed as well. I
think of political meetings, natural disasters or wars. The sudden fall in
prices on Wallstreet, Fall 1987, provided us with other examples.
Photographs, taken at Wallstreet at that moment, show us for instance a
man standing, somewhat sagged, one hand against his throat. Another one
is sitting, inclining forward, his hand pressed against his face.
The question is whether such movement patterns provide us with clear
impressions of the underlying emotional states. Do people agree about the
kind of emotions that go with them? In other words: do we possess some
knowledge basis that tells us what movement patterns go with what states?
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The questions that I posed imply three things. First, I am interested in
one particular channel of communication, namely movements of the entire
body. They are to be distinguished from specific hand gestures, body

postures and orientations (Scherer & Wallbott, 1979). Secondly, I am
restricting myself to the decoder, the one who perceives these movements.
What kind of movement patterns are providing him information about
emotions, moods? What kind of inferences will he make? What aspects of
movement characteristics are important to him, as indicators of certain

states? Thirdly, I am referring to the inference of emotions and moods, in
other words, to expression. Expression should be distinguished from
symbolic or propositional communication (Buck, 1984; Collier, 1985).
Expression, or expressive behavior, is concerned primarily with affective
communication.
Until now, the role of large body movements has remained largely
neglected (Scherer & Wallbott, 1979: Spiegel & Machotka, 1974).
Moreover, if at all attented to, the importance of body movements as a
source of affective information has been questioned (Dittmann, 1987;
Ekman, 1965; Gellhorn, 1964; Izard, 1971; Tomkins, 1962, 1963). In most
of the literature on the subject, facial and vocal expressions, along with
culturally specific gestures (Birdwhistell, 1963; Labarre, 1947) are
supposed to be far more detailed and specific in the information they
present.

However, a number of arguments can be provided, that may justify my
research question. First, those who studied other channels of nonverbal
communication, especially the face, simply did not attend to the large
body movements that might accompany these expressions. This is strange,
because ethological research has shown that facial, vocal, and kinetic
reactions often occur together (Andrew, 1962; Van Hooff, 1973). Plutchik
(1980, pp. 275-276) presents us with an example of a rhesus monkey "who
has been approached by a photographer holding a camera. If one looks
only at the face, the long incisors and open mouth might suggest the
possibility of attack. However, the rest of the body implies a quite
different interpretation. The monkey is squatting, the hand relaxed, and
the eyes appear to be closed. The expression is in fact a yawn, which is
frequently seen in animals that are mildly frightened; the posture is
essentially submissive". (Plutchik, 1980, p. 275). So, by concentrating on
one aspect of expressive behavior, one might even arrive at an inadequate
interpretation. With humans, we must ask: how does the body move, while
a person looks surprised or angry? Is there not a slight withdrawal of the
chest and head with surprise, a clenching of the fists, along with a
tendency to contract, with anger? Is there not a tendency to expand the
body with joy, or to diminish the body with grief? Related to this issue
are recent findings that infants tend to use body movements (gestures,
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trunk movements, etc.) while responding to the mother's vocalizations and
facial expressions (see, for instance, Trevarthen, 1986). Everyone who has
observed a newborn infant will soon be convinced that he reacts to inner
and outer stimulation with the whole body: face, limbs, and voice. So,
these body parts seem to function in close connection with each other
from birth on.
Secondly, certain speculations about the phylogenetic development of

communication assume that large body movements have played a central
role in human social interaction before the facial and vocal channels were
developed far enough (Hewes, 1973). Why would movements by now have
lost their communicative value? There are certainly situations where large
body movements are almost necessary, e.g. at larger distances.
Thirdly, classical studies by Heider and Simmel (1944), and Michotte
meaning to
(1950) have shown that people tend to attribute emotional
moving rectangular forms. These authors suggested that this was a result
of the kinetic mode itself. A recent study by RimE et al. (discussed in
Rim6, 1983), corroborated these suggestions. In that study no difference
was found between the attributions evoked by moving geometrical forms,
and the same movements seemingly performed by human silhouettes. I
agree with Rime's conclusion: "Thus, we should conclude that movement
is, by its physical properties alone, capable of taking on expressive
qualities in the eyes of a human observer, or, to use Werner & Kaplan's
terminology, affective, postural, and dynamic qualities." (Rim6, 1983, p.
128; see also Bassili, 1976).
Fourth, there is a substantial amount of research findings indicating
that distinct posture positions are related to distinct states (Duclos et al.,
1989; Riskind 1983, 1984). There is only a gradual difference between
such positions (e.g. slumped body with arms folded) and body movements

(bowing trunk, folding arms slowly, etc.).
Fifth, starting with Aristoteles' Physiognomonics (Barnes, 1984), there
have been many speculations about the expressive meaning of body
movements. In the German and Dutch "Expression Psychology" (see
Asendorpf & Wallbott, 1982 for a review) this topic was considered at
length, although these reflections remained untested for the greater part.
Finally, reflections on the expressive meaning of body movements can
also be found in the worlds of dance and stage-acting (Cole & Chinoy,
1970; Van Meet & De Meijer, 1989; Moormann, 1989). One of the oldest
works is the Indian Bharata Natya Shastra, probably dating from 500 BC
(Ghosh, 1975). In the West, such treatises appeared later on, for instance
by M6nestrier (1682), Weaver (1712) and Noverre (1760). Weaver, in his
"Essay towards a history of dancing" (1712) gave a large amount of
prescriptions to his dancers, which he borrowed from old Greek
pantomime. At the end of the 19th century, the French actor Fran ois
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Delsarte (1811-1871) developed a comprehensive theory of expressive
movements. His ideas strongly influenced the pioneers of modern dance in
the United States (Shawn, 1963; Mazo, 1977; Garaudy, 1974). Writings by
Bulwer (1644), Engel (1785, 1786), Jelgerhuis (1827), and Chechov (1953)
examined the use of body movements in the service of expression at the
stage.

In conclusion, whereas much thought has been spent on the expressive
potential of body movements, it remained a largely neglected topic in
psychological research. Moreover, the role of body movements has been
seriously questioned. This problem will be considered now in more detail.
1.2. The

Specificity of Expressive Body Movements

As I noted, the informative value of expressive body movements has been
questioned in present-day research. More in particular, the specificity of
movement expressions was debated. Do expressive body movements
convey specific emotional states to the decoder, just like the face, or vocal
characteristics?

Interestingly, Gordon Allport (1924) suggested that body movements
are often more important than facial expressions. He wrote: "A great deal
also is added to facial expression by the accompanying position and
movement of the head, arms, hands, and body. In many cases they enable
us to read a significance into the facial aspect which we otherwise should
miss. (...) We often assign to facial expression that which we infer from
the rest of the body. It is indeed difficult to distinguish between the
expressions manifest in the face and those which we project, or read into
it, from the posture, the gestures, or the situation." (Allport, 1924, pp.
208-210). But, as I noted, this optimistic idea about the informative value
of body movements stands rather isolated in the literature on the subject.
Let us take a closer look at the actual empirical evidence.
Ekman (1965) showed his subjects still photographs of stimulus
persons, taken during a stress interview. The stimulus persons were in
sitting positions. Three separate cue versions showed either only the head,
the body up to the neck, or the whole person (head and body). The
subjects were to rate the stimulus persons on the dimensions PleasantnessUnpleasantness and Sleep-Tension. These dimensions were derived from

Schlosberg (1954). Ekman found, that facial cues provided primarily
information about pleasantness-unpleasantness, whereas body cues
provided only information about sleep-tension. Ekman concluded that an
observer receives from body expressions an impression of the encoder's
readiness to take some action relevant to the interaction. From this
information, he is able to infer intensity and/or level of arousal of the
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encoder. Ekman didn't use dynamic body information, nor did he ask his
subjects to look for specific emotions in the encoder.
In a second study, Ekman and Friesen (1967) showed the photographs
from the 1965 study to their subjects, and asked them to judge which of
six emotion categories, drawn from Woodworth (1938), was compatible
with each photograph. In addition, the authors related the results to a
distinction beween static positions and body acts. It was expected that if
the stimulus person showed a particular body act, the degree of agreement
about the presence of an emotion would increase. From the results, the
authors concluded that facial cues and body acts provided information
about emotion categories, whereas static positions didn't. The authors
hypothesized that body acts should be considered as adaptive responses to
the experience of an emotional state. "We assume that the type of
movement shown, in terms of its distinctive visual appearance, will differ
for the specific emotion aroused and that this is the reason why observers
are able to infer the presence of a specific emotion from observing a body
act. For example, an act which is an adaptive response to fear will usually
look different from an act which is an adaptive response to anger ..."
(Ekman & Friesen, 1967, pp. 718-719). So, as a result of this study the
authors reformulated their theory, suggesting that body movements
provide information about distinct emotional states.
However, in their publication "Unmasking the Face" Ekman and
Friesen (1975) seemed to have returned to their original viewpoint. The
authors wrote: "Emotions are shown primarily in the face, not in the body.
The body instead shows how people are coping with emotion. There is no
specific body movement pattern that always signals anger or fear, but
there are facial patterns specific to each emotion." (Ekman & Friesen,
1975, p7.). So, although they still considered body acts as adaptive
responses to affects, their informative value is minimalized.
Three objections can be raised to these studies. First, the authors used
still photographs, instead of films. Secondly, the stimulus persons were
filmed in a sitting position during a stressful interview. Being in sitting
positions can be expected to seriously constrain the possibilities of body
movement. Thirdly, is a condition of stress, anxiety, the most optimal
condition to evoke large movement reactions? Waxer (1974) reported that
anxious subjects appeared "tied up", as if fastened to their chair. So, what
would have happened if other states had been evoked?
Ekman and Friesen (1969b, 1974) presented some evidence that
deception about feelings can be reliably inferred from the body. The
number of illustrative gestures decreased in such a situation, along with an
increase of touchings of the face. In a more recent study, Ekman, Friesen,
O'Sullivan, and Scherer (1980) had judges observe spontaneous behavior
of stimulus persons in two different types of interview situations (honest
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and deceptive). In both conditions, the stimulus persons were shown a
short film, and were thereafter interviewed about their feelings. In the
deceptive condition, they were shown a stressful film, and were instructed
to deceive the interviewer about their feelings. The interviews were
video-taped, and the films were shown to the judges. Judges either saw
the stimulus person plus auditory channel (multiple channel), the face
only, the body only, or saw the entire stimulus person but without the
auditory channel. They were to rate each stimulus person on fourteen 7point bipolar adjective scales. Examples were likable-unlikable,
dominant-submissive, and relaxed-tense. The single channel judgements
that correlated most highly with the multiple channel judgements
depended on the type of attribute being judged and the situation in which
the behavior occurred.
Graham, Bitti, and Argyle (1975) compared the accuracy of
judgements made from the face and body movements with each other. In
this study, English, northern Italian and southern Italian students had to
express certain emotions, their performances being videotaped. Other
students, selected from the same cultural groups, were asked to identify
the emotions from videotapes of the face only, the body only or the whole
person. Results showed that, on average, judgements from the face alone
were significantly more accurate than judgements from the body alone for
specific emotions and for the dimension of pleasantness-unpleasantness.
However, significant interactions were found that showed the importance
of body movements. The English students' decoding of anger was more
accurate when based on body movement than when based on face,
whereas their decoding of sadness was more accurate when based on the
whole person than from either the face or the body alone; and southern
Italian's judgements of fear were more accurate when based on body
information.
Izard, who influenced research on the communication of emotions
considerably (see Izard 1971, 1977), seems to share the rather pessimistic
opinion about the expressive value of body expressions with Ekman and
Friesen. In one of his major publications he wrote: "In the course of
phylogenetic development (evolution) and ontogenetic development
(maturation) facial activity increases in importance for emotion
differentiation and for interpersonal emotion communication, while the
relative importance of postural activity decreases." (Izard, 1971, p.200).
Izard hardly examines the role of body movements in his work. Following
Tomkins (1962, 1963) he stated: "At the neuromuscular level emotion is
primarily facial activity and facial patterning, and secondarily it is bodily
(postural-gestural, visceral-glandular, and sometimes vocal) response."
(Izard, 1977, p.48).
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More recently, Collier (1985) suggested that only the facial musculature
differentiated enough to reflect the diversity of human emotions. The
viewpoints of Tomkins, Izard, and Collier contrast sharply with the
opinions of movement artists, e.g. dancers and choreographers (Foster,
1976; Van Meel & De Meijer, 1989).
Dittmann (1987) concluded, after a critical comparison of speech and
movement, that body movements have only few discrete carriers of
is

meaning. Hence, contrary to articulated speech, body movements can, at
best, provide us with a vague impression about the other. Therefore, our
inferences can only be probabilistic. "If there are enough movements to
yield enough probabilistic statements, we can feel more satisfied with our
accuracy: (1987, p. 60). Dittmann suggests, that although our inferences
are vague and probabilistic, they bre functional: "These inferences cannot
be couched in very specific terms, the way one might paraphrase what
someone has said - that is, the precision of the conclusions we can draw
from our inferences is not very high - but they can still serve us quite
well in dealing with others day by day." (ibid., pp. 60-61).
Dittmann's comparison of "body language" with vocal speech is
somewhat misleading. In general, optimistic approaches of movement
expression (Davis, 1973; Fast, 1970; Nierenberg & Calero, 1971; Strehle,
1954) are primarily concerned with expression, and certainly not with
symbolic communication. If the kinetic and vocal channels are compared,
they should be compared as to their affective contents. Contrary to
symbolic communication, expression is not characterized by a
conventional, communicative code that uses discrete elements. More in
general, body movements should be studied as forms of nonverbal behavior
rather than as nonverbal communication (Rim6, 1983). That is, they
should be considered as being caused by ongoing mental processes (like
thinking, perceiving, feeling), and not as being intended for
communication. However, in the eyes of a perceiver they might still be
informative (and hence, expressive). Moreover, Dittmann left a number of
elements in body movements out, that are likely to influence their
expressiveness, in particular certain continuous dimensions (e.g. tension
flow, speed, see Wallbott, 1980).
In summary, although it is often argued that body movements would
provide only vague impressions, related to general states such as pleasure
and activation, this notion hasn't been tested appropriately until now. The
idea, that body movements are less specific compared with facial
expressions, seems to be largely based on an insufficient analysis of the
components of body movement that might be involved in distinct
emotional states.
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1.3. Empirical Studies on the Encoding of Emotional States through Body

Movements

Before considering empirical findings which are concerned with the
decoding of emotional states from body movements, I will survey the
encoding research studies briefly. Do body movements, in fact, vary with
varying states?

Let me start with some findings concerning the ontogenesis of
movement reactions. Sylvester-Bradley (1981) reported certain movement
reactions as indicators of negativity in babies of 6-28 weeks of age. These
reactions included a hunched posture, where the baby would look at the
floor, his own feet, his clothes or hands for long periods of time, and look
at his mother only briefly from under the eyebrows. A second type of
movement reactions were trunk movements, including threshing and
struggling movements and back-arching. These reactions were often
accompanied by facial expressions. The same movement reactions in
infants have been reported by Brazelton, Kaslowski, and Main (1974).
Stern (1981) has given an account on the development of behavioral
signals of readiness or nonreadiness to interact. These behaviors include
gaze, head, and body orientation, and the use of space. It seems that, as
soon as these behaviors have developed, they are ready for interactional
use. From the third to six month, the infant reaches control over head and
gaze orientation, usualtly enjoyed in face-to-face play. Several distinct
spatial and orientational behaviors can be delineated in this period and
seem to have different signal functions. Examples are: gaze and head
aversion to the side with head lowering; gaze and head aversion to the side
with raising the head and looking up, etc. During the second half of the
first year the infant achieves control over the upper body, which makes
control over the spatial orientation of the body possible. Added to the
earlier developed gaze and head signals, the child has now a rich signal
repertoire at its disposal. During the second year, with 'the acquisition of
walking, the lower body becomes part of the behavioral repertoire. As a
consequence, the use of proxemics for interpersonal interaction is
mastered. Stern remarked that "As soon as an infant can walk, walking
toward and away in order to regulate the interpersonal physical distance
appears to function." (Stern, 1981, p.49).
Stern and Bender (1974) asked children aged 3-5 years to walk up to
three different stimuli: a standing strange adult, a seated strange adult,
and an empty chair. The major signals of readiness to interact were
functioning at the age of 3, and changed little over the next two years.
Stern's conclusion was that much of the basic nonverbal social signalling
system is developed by 2 to 3 years of age. This conclusion is in accord
with findings by others (Brannigan & Humphries, 1972; Jones, 1972;
McGrew, 1972).
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In conclusion, already in the first half of the first year, specific
movement reactions (along with facial expressions) in the service of social
interaction can be observed. The observation, that facial expressions and
movement reactions often go together is important, as it lends credit to the
idea, that both channels are linked with each other in the service of
emotion expression, and that they serve similar biological functions.
From an ethological viewpoint, Ginsburg (1980) reported the
occurrence of appeasement displays in third through fifth-grade male

elementary school children, during hand-to-hand agonistic encounters.
This behavior consisted essentially of diminishing posture ( e.g. through
kneeling, bowing, waxy passivity) and gaze aversion. This behavior was
effective in diminishing the probability of continued aggression.
Weisfeld and Beresford (1982) reported that erectness of posture was a
reliable measure of perceived dominance by peers in early grade school
children as well as high school students. Moreover, they presented
evidence that erectness of posture was related to performance on a college
examination, with students' posture changing in erectness upon their
receiving their grade.
Turning to movement expressions in adults, there is, first, a substantial

amount of research on the nonverbal behavior of clinical subjects.
However, most of these studies did not focus on large body movements,
but, instead, on hand gestures, head and body position, etc. We have to
"see through" these reports, in order to get a glance of the ongoing body
movements.

Waxer (1977), and Fairbanks, McGuire, and Harris (1982) reported
nonverbal characteristics of anxiety. Waxer, using untrained judges, found
a tense, stiff torso, and fast, nervous, ongoing arm, hand, and finger
movements as indicators of anxiety. Fairbanks et al. reported "head even"
(the patient looks straight ahead) and "hand tapping" (repetitious and
stereotyped hand movements). These results suggest that anxious patients
tend to make few large movements, but show restless, nervous little
movements instead. Depression is reported to manifest itself in a decrease
of outward directed (e.g. illustrating) movements (Ekman & Friesen, 1974;
Freedman, 1972; Freedman, O'Hanlon, 01tman, & Witkin, 1972; Natale &
Bolan, 1980; Waxer, 1974), and an increase of head-down postures (Natale
& Bolan, 1980, Waxer, 1974). Freedman, Blass, Rifkin, and Quitkin (1973)
found that openly shown aggression was accompanied especially by
gestures which rhythmically accentuated speech. If the aggression was
concealed, however, the authors found an increase of body-focused
movements.
In all, these clinical studies provide little information on large body
movement characteristics. This is partly explained by the constraints of
the social and physical context of an interview setting: the interactants are
sitting in chairs, are involved in verbal exchange of information, etc.
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Encoding studies outside the clinical context, focused for the most part
on leaning direction (Mehrabian, 1968b; Mehrabian & Friar, 1969), body
orientation (Mehrabian, 19688), arms akimbo (Mehrabian, 1968a), and
general openness of the body (Mehrabian, 1968a; Mehrabian & Friar,
1969). All of these units of analysis were found to vary with varying
emotional states, such as degree of liking, and interest-boredom (for
extensive reviews, see Bull, 1987; Mehrabian, 1969; Scherer & Wallbott,
1979). These relatively static elements are likely to be embedded in
movement sequences (e.g. one moves from a backward towards a forward
directed position), but absolutely no research has examined these
movements.
In conclusion, certain elements of body movements have been found
to vary with affective states. Moreover, body movements emerge as social
signals at an early age, and may even be partly biologically linked with
facial expressions. Therefore, body movements are likely to carry
affective information to others. In the next section, I will consider the
decoding of expressive body movements.
1.4.

Empirical Studies on the Decoding of Expressive Movements

What is known at present about the inference of emotional meanings from
expressive body movements? Some studies were directed at the inference

of emotional states from the behavior of clinical subjects (Ekman &
Friesen, 1969b, 1974; Dittmann, Parloff & Boomer,1965; Waxer, 1974,
1976, 1977; Wallbott, 1985). Certain states, such as depression and anxiety,
could accurately be inferred even by untrained subjects. General features
that served as important cues were, among others, the position of the
trunk and head, force and degree of openness. For instance, Waxer (1974)
found that depression was inferred from a downward head position,
avoidance of eye contact, and a low frequency of gestures. Waxer (1977)
reported that anxiety was inferred, among others, from "nervous" hand
movements, and a "stiff, rigid torso.
Early in this century, Flach (1928) had dancers move according to
instructions that prescribed certain spatial and dynamic features such as
direction, velocity, and degree of pressure. Thereupon she studied the free
protocols in which they reported their feelings during the movements.
Flach found that movements acquired the same expressive meaning when
they possessed the same general spatial and dynamic features. For
instance, begging was always characterized by a slow, indirect, outward
movement that grew slowly in muscle tension and was held at its greatest
tension in the end. Interestingly, Flach accentuated the role of general
features, like spatial direction and the development of tension. She
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thought that expressive movements ("Ausdrucksbewegungen") differ from
specific gestures and ritual presentations, because they always consist of
such general elements.
Information about the decoding of body information is also provided
by research conducted with the PONS-test (Rosenthal et al., 1979). This
test is supposed to assess nonverbal decoding skills. When the test is
administered, short filmed scenes are presented that portray a female actor
in various, emotionally loaden situations. Examples are "talking about
one's divorce", "nagging a child", "asking forgiveness". The same scenes are
portrayed along different channels, for instance, voice only, face only,
body and face, etc. The subject is asked to judge the emotional theme of
the enacted emotional situation from two alternatives. Factor analyses
have shown that results from body only and from face and body together
loaded on different factors. Accuracy was higher if body or face (or both)
were shown, compared with voice only. Performances on the facial and
body channels did not differ significantly.
Walk and Homan (1984) showed their subjects a videotape composed of
point light displays of figures representing different dances and emotions.
The emotions (sadness, happiness, fear, surprise, anger and contempt)
were mimed. In a free labeling condition, only the expression of anger was
accurately recognized. In a matching situation, there was agreement about
all six emotions. However, the authors provide no information concerning
the movement characteristics of the individual expressions. This makes it
impossible to draw conclusions concerning the contribution of specific
movement characteristics to the responses. Sogon and Izard (1987)
explored the differences in decoding abilities between 47 male and 47
female American undergraduates who judged emotion by observing the
body movements of Japanese actors and actresses with their backs turned
toward the viewer. Each of the actors and actresses posed body
movements for 7 emotion categories (joy, surprise, fear, sadness, disgust,
anger, and contempt) and 3 affective-cognitive structures (affection,
anticipation, and acceptance). Both male and female subjects identified
the emotion of fear, sadness, anger, and disgust. Compared to the body
movements of the negative emotions, those of the positive emotions and
affective-cognitive categories of affection and acceptance were not

identified as well.
Montepare, Goldstein, and Clausen (1987) found that certain features
of gait contributed to the recognition of distinct emotions. For instance,
angry gait was distinguished especially by heavy-footedness; sad gait by a
small amount of arm swing; proud and angry gait by greater stride length.
The four movement dimensions that were used in this study were not
systematically varied. So, the researchers had no direct control over the
movement characteristics that produced their stimuli. Moreover, walking
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movements might differ from other body movements as to their relevant
features.
Some of the research that was directed at static body information is of
interest too, in sofar as the moving body also contains spatial features, like
general direction and degree of openness. James (1932) used still
photographs of a masked male, and asked his subjects about the attitude
being expressed by each posture. He also asked them to indicate what
parts of the body served as the most important cues. Attributions could be
explained by means of two dimensions: Approach-Withdrawal and
Expansion-Contraction. Forward leaning of the body suggested approach;
drawing back or turning away suggested withdrawal; expansion was
characterized by expanded chest, straight or backward leaning trunk, and
contraction by forward leaning trunk, bowed head, drooping shoulders,
and sunken chest. The contribution of leaning direction was also found in
some other studies (Harrigan & Rosenthal, 1983; Mehrabian, 1968b).
A number of studies also demonstrated the importance of openness of
arm arrangement (Harrigan & Rosenthal, 1983; Machotka, 1965;
Mehrabian, 19688; Smith-Hanen, 1977). An open arm arrangement was
generally associated with emotional warmth and empathy.
Van Meet-Jansen and Moormann (1984) found that students succeeded
in matching posture expressions with distinct emotion categories. The
expresssions were enacted by co-students. Matsumoto and Kudoh (1987)
studied the interpretation of body postures in two different cultures
(American and Japanese). Certain elements of posture expressions were
highly correlated with interpersonal positiveness, namely: drooping one's
head, leaning forward, turning one's back, covering one's ears, and sitting
at the tip of the chair. Of these, the first three seem especially determined
by general movement features (spatial orientation, energy).
Riskind (1983) found that the kind of posture position (upright or
slumped) that a subject had to assume influenced the ease with which he
or she could remember pleasant or unpleasant life events. Pleasant events
were remembered with more ease when in an upright position, whereas
unpleasant life experiences were recollected faster when in a slumped
position. However, in this study facial and posture expressions were
varied together.
In other experiments, Riskind (1984) provided evidence that bodily
cues alone (slumped or upright) affected persistence in a difficult task,
locus of control, and self-reported depression. The direction of these
effects depended on the kind of feeling (success or failure) the subject

had experienced immediately before. If the posture was congruent with
that experience (slumped posture after failure; upright posture after
success), persistence was higher, external locus of control less, and
depression-ratings lower than if the posture position was incongruent (e.g.
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slumped posture after success). These results suggest that postural cues
provide important information to the subject related to how he or she
copes with affective experiences, and are likely to influence his or her
subsequent behavior.
Duclos et al. (1989) found a direct effect of posture position
(expressive of either fear, anger, or sadness) on the self-ratings on the
corresponding scales. The results suggested that the postures differentially
affected the self-ratings, suggesting discrimination among postures of
three negative emotional states.
In summary, previous research indicates that certain general movement
features contribute to the recognition of emotional states. Trunk
movement, degree of openness, sagittal and vertical direction, force, and
pace were reported as relevant cues. However, a systematic exploration of
the significance of general movement features is still lacking. For that
purpose, movement stimuli must be created that are systematically varied
as to their constituent features. This was the aim of the present research
project. In this project a number of experiments were conducted, that
focused on the role that distinct elements of body movements play in the
process of emotion attribution. Before these experiments are reported, the
theoretical framework that underlayed them will be presented. This
framework involves three aspects: 1) a definition of expression; 2) some
assumptions about what elements of body movement contribute to its
expressiveness; 3) a model of the inference of emotions from body
movements (decoding). The first two aspects will be examined in the
present chapter, whereas the third aspect is discussed in the next chapter.

1.5. Reflections on the Expressiveness of Body Movements through the
Ages

I will start my overview with the ideas of Aristotle (Barnes, 1984). It is not
known for certain whether the "Physiognomonics" was actually written by
Aristotle. It can be considered as the first scientific treatise on expression.
Although this study focused primarily on physiognomics, certain
reflections on pathognomics (the expression of transient states) are
included in it. Unfortunately, the Physiognomonics does not give a
detailed conceptual base for the large amount of inferences that are drawn
in it. Central to this work is the idea, that each kind of mental character is
signified by a specific, isolated bodily sign. For instance, Aristotle wrote
"A long quick step means enterprise and persistence, for its speed
indicates enterprise and its length determination. A short quick step
signifies enterprise without persistence." (Barnes, 1984, p. 1248). Thus,
length of step is a sign, related to the faculty of determination, whereas
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speed is a separate sign, signifying enterprise. Another general principle
he presented was: "Lethargic movements are a sign of a soft character,
rapid movements of a fervid temper: (Barnes, 1984, p. 1239).
Aristotle discussed many examples that included body movements as
one of the signifying channels. For instance, courage is reflected in an
upright carriage of the body; cowardice in a stooping and slow movement
style; impudence in "a carriage of the body not erect, but crouched
slightly forwards; quickness of movement" (ibid., p.1241): men of fierce
temper walk easily and erect; etc. But at the same time, other signs too
should be considered for the inference of character, such as quality of the
skin, bones, musculature, hair, and so on.
The idea, that to each separate mental faculty belongs a separate
expressive feature remained prominent during the Middle Ages, where it
can be found in the works of, for instance, Porta. In a new form it
recurred in 20th century Expression Psychology, especially in the works
of Lersch and Strehle (Section 1.6).
The two most important writers about expression in the (late) Middle
Ages were Paracelsus (1493-1541) and Della Porta (1538-1615).
Paracelsus' central axiom was the "hermetic" rule, which states that man is
a microcosmos, and a perfect mirror of the surrounding macrocosmos.
Thus, in order to understand man, we must seek for the corresponding
forces in nature, in the stars, the planets, and so on. Paracelsus taught that
the hidden forces that guide our lives are presented to us by God through
"signata", signs that lay before our very eyes. Thus, the human body shows
up numerous signs that are related to the attributes of the soul that is
incorporated in it. By knowing the signs that can be read in the hands, the
face, the skin, but also in "weis und geberd, wie sich der mensch erzeigt
und stellt" (Paracelsus, 1929, p. 175), we come to know what is "inside", in
the microcosmos.
Giovanni Battista della Porta's works were more in line with the
pseudo-aristotelic traditions that flourished in the Middle Ages. For
instance, his "De humane physiognomica" contained many comparisons
between human and animal appearance. This method was in fact criticized
sharply by Aristotle (see Barnes, 1984). In his "Della celeste fisonomia"
Porta (1616) presented an account on the forces that determine human
temperament. Porta denied the idea, that temperament is determined by
astral forces (such as the courses of the stars). Instead, it is supposed to
result from the combination of the four qualities cold, warm, wet, and
dry. Porta's work can be considered of importance as it presents a
summary of the ancient views on physiognomics that were developed until
his time. Moreover, he brought up physiognomics at the beginnings of the
Renaissance as a scientific topic that was far from resolved.
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Johann Caspar Lavater (1741-1801) was the first author who tried to

develop physiognomics into a branch of science of its own. His principle
work was the four-volume "Physiognomische Fragmente" (1775-1778). It
was his contention, that moral qualities of the soul were reflected in
corresponding aesthetic features of the body. Such attributes as beauty,
weakness, wryness were therefore considered by Lavater as the signs that
guide us toward understanding someone's true character. A
straightforward connection between these signs and moral qualities was
assumed. For instance, if someone has an ugly appearance, his hidden
thoughts can be safely assumed to be as ugly.
Lavater did not always make a sharp distinction between
physiognomics and pathognomics. With respect to permanent facial
features, he suggested that if certain expressions are often used during
lifetime, they will eventually become permanent (Lavater, 1775, p.62).
However, this explanation is not applicable to such body parts as the ears,
the chin, the forehead, the skin, which were also treated as reliable
physiognomic signs. Lavater almost completely neglected the expressive
due to his
meaning of limb movements and postures. This might be
is
ics
than
physiognom
fundamental
more
contention that the science of
underlying
only
reveals
because
former
the
the study of human actions,
emotions, passions, sensations (Buser, 1974).
One of Lavater's greatest opponents was Georg Christoph Lichtenberg
(1742-1799). Lichtenberg (1801) criticised Lavater's unreserved, uncritical
attitude towards his own inferences. Moreover, he warned, that Lavater's
physiognomics was too simplistic, and that it involved certain immoral
implications. "If the art of physiognomics will become that, what Lavater
expects from it, one will hang children even before they have committed
those deeds that deserve the gallows." (Lichtenberg, 1801, p. 181,
translation M. de M.). Another point of criticism by Lichtenberg
concerned the connection between moral qualities and bodily features.
Lichtenberg suggested that the study of pathognomics is of far greater
interest, as it leads to more reliable information (Buser, 1974).
Johann Jacob Engel (1741-1802) wrote a systematic treatise of the
principles of expression (Engel, 1785-86). It was written for the stage

artist. Central to Engel's point of view is the idea of the body as the
mirror of the soul. Engel criticizes those physiologists who restrict
themselves to the bodily "instrument", but who will never find the real
causes of our expressions. For these can only be found in the soul:" ...denn
nicht will man wissen: ob und wie durch den Mechanismus des K8rpers
Erblassen und Erroten moglich sei? sondern: warum dieser Mechanismus
bei den Leidenschaften ins Spiel gerathe und bei der einen so, bei der
andern anders ins Spiel gerathe". (1785, pp. 327-328). ("For one doesn't
want to know: whether and how by the mechanism of the body it is
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possible to become pate or red; rather: why this mechanism comes into
play during the passions, and why with this one in this way, and with that
one in another.")
Engel distinguished between "Malerei" and "Ausdruck". "Materei" is the
representation of an object, whereas "Ausdruck" signifies the subjective
attitude towards a thing, person, or event. This distinction recurred in
later expression theories (Langer 1953; Buck, 1984; Collier, 1985).
Engel's primary principle is that of analogy. For instance, if someone
yields to his stream of thought freely and unhamperedly, his movements
are also free and quick. If he encounters some hindrance during his
thought, this is mirrored by analogy in a sudden cessation of movement. A
variant of the principle of analogy is that of identification. For instance, if
someone concentrates deeply on a particular idea, he will tend to identify
with it even through unconscious body movements. If his thought is
experienced as lofty, figure and gaze will tend to rise. If a thought is
willful, the subject will assume a firm stance, a staight trunk, show a fist,
etc.

Another fundamental principle Engel formulated, is that each
expression is related to one of three prime motives ("Triebe"), namely
either to withdraw from, to unite with, or to remove from. The actor
should convey one of these fundamental urges through his bodily
expressions. Again it should be noted, that these three fundamental
tendencies returned in later theories (e.g. Biihler, 1933; Kafka, 1937).
Davitz's (1969) research findings concerning the experience of emotions
partially confirm Engels' notions, although some other tendencies were
extracted in addition (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.9).
Although Engel wrote for stage actors, it is of interest that he saw
expressive behavior as the bodily accompaniment of cognitive processes.
Kinetic patterns are evoked as it were to help the subject cope with some
problem. Whether the problem exists only in the form of an idea, or is
perceived in an ongoing event, doesn't matter. Thus, expression consists of
motor reactions that are directly related to the subject's intentions with
respect to an object, person, or situation. Only when gestures are used as
"Malerei" the subject deliberately tries to communicate some idea.
In 1806 Charles Bell published his "Essays on the Anatomy and
Philosophy of Expression." The author described expressions as
physiological reactions in the respiratory and blood systems that are
evoked instinctively. Thus, they signalize different emotional states both
to the subject and to the outward world. With Bell the idea emerged again
that bodily signals determine the quality of our feelings, and that they are
not just their passive reflections.
Theodore Piderit (1826-1912) published a detailed account on the
facial expressions. In his theory, he started from the following idea.
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Sensory stimuli are transformed by the brain into images that are either
pleasurable or unpleasurable. Because our images, however abstract they
may be, are always rooted in sensory experiences, our reactions to them do
not differ essentially from our reactions to physical objects and events. In
concluding, Piderit wrote: "die durch angenehme oder unangenehme
Vorstellungen verursachten mimischen Muskelbewegungen beziehen sich
auf harmonische (angenehme) oder disharmonische (unangenehme)
Sinneseindriicke (...)." (Piderit, 1886, p.38) ("the movements of the facial
muscles, which are evoked by pleasant or unpleasant sensory images, refer
to harmonic (pleasant) or disharmonic (unpleasant) sensory impressions
(...)). Thus, facial expressions are interpreted as acts that are instrumental
with respect to the physical sensations that form the base of mental
images. In addition, Piderit noted that often only the initial moments of
such acts are visible.
Piderit's notions deeply influenced the thinking of Darwin on the
subject of expression. In his "Expression of the emotions in man and

animal" Darwin (1872) presented a detailed theory, furnished with a rich
variety of observations. He was able to collect these examples through
sending a questionnaire to his many colleagues and friends over the world.
From his data Darwin inferred three mechanisms through which
expressions could come into existence:

1. The principle of serviceable associated habits: if a particular action is
instrumental with respect to an emotion state, it wit become associated
with it firmly. Each time this state is evoked, there is a strong tendency to
perform that instrumental act. As we will try to suppress it by our
conscious will, only those muscles will come into play that are the least
under volitional control, thus "causing movements which we recognize as
expressive" (Darwin, 1872, p.28). Darwin firmly believed that most of our
expressions were derived from our ancestors, who had performed them
voluntary.
2. the principle of antithesis'. according to the previous principle, certain
instrumental acts are evoked during certain states. The second principle
states, that an opposite emotional state will tend to evoke an opposite kind
of reaction. This principle can be illustrated by the expression of surprise:
"A surprised person often raises his opened hands high above his head, or
by bending his arms only to the level of his face. The flat palms are
directed towards the person who causes this feeling, and the straightened
fingers are separated." (p.286). According to Darwin this expression is the
opposite of a neutral condition, during which we tend to keep our arms at
rest. "Therefore, to raise the arms suddenly, either the whole arms or the
fore-arms, to open the palms flat, and to separate the fingers, - or, again,
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to straighten the arms, extending them backwards with separated fingers,are movements in complete antithesis to those preserved under an
indifferent frame of mind, and they are, in consequence, unconsciously
assumed by an astonished man." (p. 288). This principle would come into
play if no acts can be found that are instrumental to that particular state
of mind.

3. The principle of activity that results directly from the nervous systenr.
sudden intensive stimulation of the nerves evokes strong activation or
inhibition of the muscles, which is reflected in general behavior.
Examples are trembling with fear and crying with grief.

Darwin's first principle can still be found in present-day ethology and in
theories of nonverbal communication (cf. Ekman & Friesen, 1969a). Much
debate remains however with respect to the precise mechanisms through
which expressive behavior comes into existence. How much of it is
inherited; how much of it is learned during ontogeny? Moreover, Darwin
seems to have assumed that the acts, underlying our expressions, were
originally performed consciously and rationally. This would imply that he

made a sharp distinction between a felt emotional state,
behavior.

and its

However, can an emotional state be
accompanying
conceptualized devoid of any inclination towards certain acts? In line with
Arnold's theory (Arnold, 1960), I presume that any emotional state
contains urges towards certain actions which are linked with the quality of
the appraisal of the situation. These urges seem to be reflected in
expressive behavior. In line with biology-oriented emotion theories
(Tomkins, 1962, 1963; Plutchik, 1962, 1980), I presume that the emotions
have evolved as the psychological counterparts of fundamental, biological
urges (motivations). From this biological point of view, behavioral
tendencies associated with the emotions are inseparable from them, as
they evolved together with the emotion system, the system of displays, the
development of releasing mechanisms, etc. For instance, the state of anger
could only come into existence, while the organism developed a general
readiness to react antagonistically. And this general action readiness is
reflected in behavior, that is expressive of anger. On the other hand, the
deliberate, voluntary strike, aimed at the chin of the opponent, however,
is not expressive at all. It is a purely instrumental act, which is probably
(but not necessarily) motivated by an angry state of the mind. In other
words, should the forms of expressive behavior, as they occur in the face,
the limbs, and so on, not bt explained from the structure of the emotions
themselves, rather than from the particular instrumental acts that might be
effective in some situations in order to relieve an emotion?
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The second principle seems only intelligible, if it is assumed that
expressive behavior is also referentia/ behavior. Darwin's example of a
surprised reaction illustrates the point. The astonished person seems to feel
the tendency to perform an act which refers, by being opposite to it, to a
feeling of relaxation. Such a principle can only come into play through the
capacity of symbol use. (It should be noted that this particular expression
can also be explained by the first principle, if it is interpreted in the way I
suggested. In that case, the feeling of surprise may imply the felt tendency
to open oneself up to the unexpected, although this kind of action is not

"instrumental" from a rational point of view).
Although Darwin stressed that expressive behavior is transmitted
primarily through inheritance (Darwin, 1872, p. 352), he noted that it may
still be functional today. First, expressions serve to communicate emotional
states to others. Expressions "serve as the first means of communication
between the mother and her infant..." (Darwin, 1872, p.364). Moreover,
they seem to have some kind of self-regulatory function: "The free
expression by outward signs of an emotion intensifies it. On the other
signs softens
hand, the repression, as far as this is possible, of all outward
our emotions." (p. 365).
In "The Principles of Psychology" James (see Lange & James, 1922; James,
1884) described his well-known theory about the relationship between
emotion and action. He stated that the experience of an emotion cannot be
separated from our motor and sensory experiences. "Without the bodily
states following on the perception, the latter would be purely cognitive in
form, pale, colorless, destitue of emotional warmth." (Lange & James,
1922, p. 101). Moreover, the body operates as a soundingboard, resonating
to all our inner experiences: "The bodily soundingboard is at work, as
careful introspection will show, far more than we usually suppose: (ibid.,
p.121). Not only physiological reactions, but also the voluntary muscles are
part of this bodily soundingboard: "And what is really equally prominent,
but less likely to be admitted until special attention is drawn to the fact, is
the continuous cooperation of the voluntary muscles in our emotional
states. Even when no change or outward attitude is produced, their inward
tension alters to suit each varying mood, and is felt as a difference of tone
or strain." (ibid., p. 192). Thus, according to James expression and emotion
cannot really be separated. They are two sides of the same coin.
Expression is not something that becomes attached to emotion, as Darwin
thought. On the contrary, motor reactions follow immediately from our
perceptions, and determine the experience of our feelings. Still, Darwin's
and James' theses are not incompatible. Darwin focused on the complete
act that would follow from an emotion, if the subject would not suppress
it. James focused only on the expressive reactions themselves, without
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considering the underlying action tendencies, as he was interested in the
process by which we come to know our own feelings.
The Jamesian theory of emotions was modified in the fifties by Nina
Bull (1951), in what she called an Attitude Theory of Emotion. She
stressed that a distinction must be made between an actual act, such as
hitting or running, and the readiness to act. According to her theory, the
experience of an emotion is the result of the readiness to act in a certain
way (which is apparent from preparatory movements in the limbs. for
instance), and not from the actual performance of that act.
In the sixties, some major theories of emotion were developed in which
the experience of emotions was explained from bodily changes. However,
these theories (Tomkins, 1962, 1963; Gellhorn, 1964) focused exclusively
and deliberately on the face, and the role of other body parts was
gradually left out of sight. This might have contributed to the fact that,
until now, the expressive potency of large body movements is still largely
unresearched.

1.6. German and Dutch "Expression Psychology" in the 20th Century

Ludwig

Klages (1872-1956) presented at the turn of the century a view of

expression which differed radically from that of his predecessors. In
particular, he attacked the views of Darwin and Piderit. According to
Klages, expression cannot be explained by mechanical association, as these
authors had attempted. Klages (1929) conceived of the relationship
between feeling and bodily expression as one of "reflex" and "meaning". In
line with Aristotle's account "On the Soul" (see Barnes, 1984), Klages
remarked: "The living body is namely the reflex (Erscheinung) of the soul,
the soul (is) the meaning (Sinn) of the living body." (Klages, 1929, p.12,

translation M. de M.).
Klages stated that feelings (Gefiihle) and passions (Triebe) are closely
related. They differ in that the latter are aimed at specific goals (like

food, drink), whereas the former are characterized by

a

general

orientation (Gestalt) that is based on an underlying passion. Thus, whereas
the passions are displayed by real actions, the feelings convey themselves
in expressions, which are analogous to certain actions. In that sense,
expressive behavior was viewed by Klages as "Gleichnis einer Handlung"
(analogy of an act). Thus, he stressed that the expression is not
instrumental at all. It is only indirectly related to a specific instrumental
act: "Der Ausdruck verwirklicht nach Stiirke, Dauer und Richtungenfolge
die Gestalt einer seelischen Regung". ("Expression realizes the form of a
feeling by strength and duration") (Klages, 1942, p.156). Expression
occurs unreflected, and is hardly guided by conscious willpower.
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Obviously, Kiages' point of view differed from that of Piderit and Darwin
in that he was convinced that, with respect to its genesis, expressive
behavior could never be explained from instrumental behavior.
Klages (1942) presented, among others, the following examples:
expressions of both joy and anger are characterized by an outward
movements. In
tendency and increase of velocity and frequency of
of movements,
course
rhythmic
addition, joy is characterized by a smooth,
occupy much
to
tends
upward
and
directed,
it is primarily centrifugal,
course of
space. Anger is also characterized by an uneven, unrhythmical
destroying
at
barriers, small
movements, forward directed, tense, aimed
amount of space. From these examples it is clear, that Klages considered
rather general features (like velocity, spatial orientation) of behavior as
the essentials of expression.
In conclusion, according to Klages, expressions are characterized by
their general spatial and dynamic features, such as direction,
nts of
rhythmicality, etc., and they cannot be viewed as remna
as
analogous to the
instrumental actions. Instead, they should be viewed
In order to
ing
underly
motives.
vital
with
the
acts that are compatible
act that is
specific
the
ion
one should abstract from
understand an express
general
it can
Then
features.
only
those more
shown and extract from it
what
that
so,
behavior, and
be assessed what motives might underly
emotions are expressed by it.
focuses less
Klages's theory of expression is of interest inasmuch as it
the
general expressive compounds
on instrumental behavior, and more on
in
d
perceive
it. However, he did not present any actual
that can be
empirical evidence for his inferences. For the present investigation the
question may rise, whether such general compounds are the main
indicators that are used by the decoder. Do we in fact judge "joyness"
from such general elements as upward direction, large space, increasing
velocity immediately'!
Lersch (1932) and Strehle (1935, 1954) published classical works on
Strehle
expression. Whereas Lersch focused on facial expressions,
Both
nt.
moveme
discussed the expressiveness of face, gesture, and body
and
of
Darwin
those
from
authors derived their theoretical assumptions
from
a
derivation
as
behavior
Piderit. They tried to understand expressive
instrumental reactions to sensory stimulations.
Lersch (1932) distinguished between three classes of signs:

"Effektivzeichen", "Signikativzeichen", and "Spontanzeichen".

physical causes,
"Effektivzeichen" are signs that are produced by purely
that are used
signs
zeichen"
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between psychical and bodily processes (a co-existential linkage, as Lersch
called it). Thus, bodily changes affect our feelings, and our feelings affect
our bodily changes. Lersch held on to a one-to-one relationship between
bodily phenomenon and psychical content. Thus, each single, isolated
bodily phenomenon is supposed to correspond exactly with one particular
psychic process.
Strehle (1935, 1954) distinguished between three types of expressions
("AusdrOcke"): signicative expressions (signs, symbols), representative
expressions (metaphors, artistic symbols), and true expressions. The latter
type of "Ausdruck- he defined as a "mit bestimmten seelischen ZustRnden
oder Vorgangen regelmRssig und gleichforming verbundene, psychologisch
gekoppelte, ausserlich wahrnehmbare k8rperliche Erscheinungsform, die
fOr den Beschauer den unmittelbaren Charakter jener Erlebnisse tragt".
(Strehle, 1954, p.14). (an external visible, bodily display, which is
regularly and structurally related to particular psychical states or
processes, and which carries the immediate character of these states to an
observer). So, according to Strehle, the expressed content is perceived
immediately, without any inference drawing, by the decoder.
Just like Darwin and Piderit, Strehle conceived of expressions as
derivations of instrumental acts. As a result of either modification
(Abschleifung) or analogy of the original sensory reactions, expressive
behavior conveys the underlying psychical states through movement
elements that are part of the original, instrumental act. But the real
expression is no longer instrumental. In this way, characteristics like
forward tendency, high speed, tension, etc., acquire expressive
significance. It is of interest to note, that he distinguished a restricted
number of general movement characteristics that are the carriers of
expressive meaning in body movements.
With respect to singular movements, Strehle distinguished the following
relevant movement characteristics: velocity, tension, width, direction, and
course. Velocity is primarily related to quickness of reaction. Fast
reactions are characteristic of fright, vigilance„ attentiveness, etc. Slow
reactions are characteristic of such widely distinct states as self-

confidence, pathos, dullness, indolence, caution, and grief. Tension is
primarily related to creating or destroying barriers. Here Strehle
distinguished between "centrated" tensions, that accompany the
concentration of energy (e.g. a clenched fist), and stiffening. The latter
involves a tension of opposite muscle-groups. and is an indication of an
indeterminated defensive attitude, for instance during a state of anxiety.
Whereas velocity and tension are dynamic features, width, direction,
and course are labeled figural by Strehle. Figural features determine the
spatial orientation of a movement. The width of a movement, that is, the
amount of space it occupies, is closely related to the tendency to display
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oneself in public. Large movements accompany such distinct states as
pathos (if the movement is slow), impulsiveness, joy, enthousiasm, rage.
Small movements accompany, among others, simplicity, caution, modesty,
reservation. The subject remains "by himself", is not inclined to display
his feelings and intentions in public. Direction is described along three
axes: vertical, sagittal, and inward-outward. Forward direction results
from the tendency to decrease distance, and accompanies interest,
curiosity. Backward direction results from a tendency to increase distance,
for instance during fear, fright, or surprise. U pward direction
accompanies an increase of self-esteem, which is inherent to all positive
emotions. Downward direction results from a negative self-esteem, which
is inherent to grief, depression, modesty, discouragement. Moving inward
(contracting) results from a tendency to decrease as much as possible the
number of points of contact with the outward world. By analogy, it
emerges from a tendency to hide one's inner life from the outward world.
It characterizes fear, grief, misery. On the other hand, outward direction
emerges from the opposite tendency. One takes possession of the
surrounding space. It accompanies feelings of power and happiness.
Finally, the course of a movement is either linear or round. Linearity

reflects the power of the will over the emotions and

passions. Linear

movements are guided by conscious willpower, whereas round movements
are dominated by emotions and passions.
Strehle and Lersch used the same method of deciphering human
expressions. They searched for the expressive compounds, then linked
these compounds with the instrumental acts from which they were
supposedly derived, and concluded which intentions, feelings, etc.
corresponded with each of these singular elements. Finally, the elements
were integrated into a composite image of the expressed content, or of the
personality of the encoder.
The idea, that with each singular element a corresponding singular
emotional content can be linked, has been seriously criticized (Richter,
1956; Worner, 1940). As can be seen from the examples that were given,
Strehle noticed the fact that one particular phenomenon (e.g. quickness of
reaction) is too general in order to arrive at a specific inference. However,
he seemed to assume that the combination of a number of compounds will
give increasing specificity to our inferences. Although Strehle's ideas with
respect to the inference of personality are probably invalid in a number of
ways (this is beyond the scope of the present study), his observations have
provided us with many important examples of what can be considered as
relevant, general expressive features. However, Strehle's inferences
remained speculative. It was not experimentally tested what movement
features are evoked by what states, and what features are used by
untrained decoders as expressive cues.
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Kiener (1962) published a study on the expressive meaning of gestures
and body movements, that seems almost a copy of Strehle's work. The
same general features are distinguished, and the same inferences are
drawn from them. I will therefore not examine that work further.
Contrary to the German authors that were discussed so far, Buhler
(1933) and Kafka (1937) stressed the notion that expressions provide us

only with very general meanings. In particular, a general tendency to
either approach, withdraw, or move against (a distinction that was already
proposed by Engel, 1785,1786, see Section 1.5). Kafka (1937) suggested
that static features are more informative than the dynamics of an
expressive movement, as they reflect the underlying intentionality of the
act "The expressive meaning of a movement is therefore not so much
contained in its width and tension, but rather in the intention (Intention)
of the attitude that accompanies the performance of that movement ..:
(Kafka, 1937, p.286, translation M. de M.). These authors too did not
provide any empirical evidence for their ideas.
According to Plessner and Buytendijk (Buytendijk, 1948; Plessner,
1941; Buytendijk & Plessner, 1925) all human behavior can be divided
into 1) instrumental acts, and 2) expressive behavior
("Ausdrucksbewegungen"). Instrumental acts are characterized by goaldirectedness. When the aim of the act is fulfilled, it has come to its end.
On the other hand, expressive behavior is characterized by being an
"image", a "reflex" (Bild, Gleichnis) of an ongoing psychical process. A
particular emotion spreads through the entire body, and reflects itself in
the face, the hands, posture, movement, and so on. Contrary to Darwin,
Piderit, Strehle, and others, Plessner and Buytendijk considered expressive
behavior as non-instrumental behavior. It should not be explained as a
remnant of instrumental acting, but as a category of behavior of its own.
These authors stressed the structural correspondence between
expression and feeling. The expressive form contains qualities that are
inherent, essential to the corresponding feeling quality. Thus, the
"meaning" (Sinn) of expressive behavior is apparent immediately, as it is
reflected in the combination of directions and tensions that can be
perceived in the movements. "Thus, fright, no matter how it is expressed,
is always characterized by an "arret de mouvement" (Ribot) and by
shrinking into oneself; joy is characterized by expansion, opening up and
increase in tension; grief by shrinking into oneself, and so on.".
(Buytendijk, 1948, pp.340-341; translation M. de M.). The addition of "no
matter how it is expressed" in this citation is of importance: it refers to the
idea that expressions of a particular state may vary considerably as to their
outward appearance, but that they always contain some essential "core"
which conveys the underlying emotional state. So, Plessner and Buytendijk
noticed that the understanding of expressions is based on the perception of
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the rather general orientation of the subject towards his or her
surroundings. Thus, the general direction of upwardness is compatible
with pride, haughtiness, self-confidence brutality, preparedness for
action, boldness, open-heartedness, defiance, contempt. All of these
different attitudes and feelings share this same general behavioral
tendency.
Frijda (1956, 1982, 1986) further developed this view of expression as
"relational behavior". However, contrary to Buytendijk and Plessner,
Frijda stressed the aspect of functionality which is apparent in expressive
behavior. Expressive behavior consists of "action tendencies" that are,
somehow, useful to the subject in his present condition. And that is what
the decoder perceives: functional behavior. The subject is perceived to
open up towards his surroundings, to orient, to prepare for the delivery of
a blow, to approach or withdraw, etc. Frijda (1956) stressed that the
"subject" of expression perception is not a feeling state, rather it is the
behavioral attitude of the expressor.
According to Frijda all behavior that consists of the actual carrying out
of these action tendencies, should also be considered as expressive. This
idea implies that a sharp distinction between instrumental behavior and
expression is hard to make. It can be objected, that it is the aspect of
"non-instrumentality" of behavior which suggests to a decoder that it is
expressive. For instance, anger is expressed through facial, vocal, and
bodily reactions that are insufficient to really destroy or defeat the object
of that emotion. And that is what is perceived: the "useless" reactions, that,
by their specific outlook, tell us that the subject is angry. Expression
seems to be insufficient from an instrumental point of view. But is does
make "sense", as much as it is the physical embodiment of certain relevant
action tendencies. In other words: expression makes sense only as being
the embodiment of a wish to act instrumentally.
In summary, in German and Dutch "Expressionspsychologie" from the
early 20th century on, the topic of expression was approached primarily
theoretically. Almost no empirical studies were conducted that tried to
verify the rich variety of suppositions. Still, these theoretical notions are
of interest. Following points can be derived from the foregoing discussion:
1. First, a burning question: can expressions be understood as the remnants
of instrumental acts? Or, contrarily, are expressions qualitatively different
from such remnants. More in particular, should we conceive of
expressions as behavioral reactions that are determined immediately by
behavioral motives that underly our emotions, without any real
instrumental actions being necessary as precursors?
2. Expressive behavior is characterized by variety of form. plasticity. It is
hard to specify which behavioral reactions always follow upon specific
states.
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3. Nonetheless, expressions seem to carry some core of general
characteristics, such as openness-closeness, spatial orientation, tension,
that are closely related to emotional states. They seem to provide the cues
that a decoder may use to infer those states.
1.7. The

Ethological Viewpoint

The foundations of the present-day ethological viewpoint were in fact laid
by Darwin (1872, discussed in the previous section). As I demonstrated in
the previous section, Darwin looked upon affective expressions as
remnants of instrumental actions, that were supposed to be passed on to
later generations by becoming inherited. In present-day ethology,
expressive behavior is thought to have been preserved through the
mechanism of adaptation, just because it serves certain biological
functions.
In ethology the communicative function of nonverbal behavior
(including expressive movements) is stressed (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970, 1989;
Hinde, 1972). Thus, facial, postural, gestural, kinetic and vocal affect
displays are treated as social signals, which were shaped into their present
forms through the pressures of adaptation. Their present function is
sought primarily in the regulation of interactions between animals, rather
than that of processes that take place within the animal itself. Moreover,
in ethology, the forms that expressive behaviors have developed, are
explained as intention movements of fundamental motives (attack, flight,
to assess an affective bond) or as redirected behavior (e.g. banging a table
during anger). Thus, Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1970) writes: "( ) arrogance and
disdain are expressed by an upright posture, raising of the head, moving
back, looking down, closed lips, exhaling through the nose - in other
words in ritualized movements of turning away and rejection." (EiblEibesfeldt, 1970, p. 420).
Studies by Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1970, 1973,1989) demonstrated that Certain
expressive reactions are probably determined biologically. For instance,
the tendency to cover the face with shame was observed in an elevenyear-old blind child. Moreover, he presented evidence that many
behavioral patterns that occur during, for instance, flirting, greeting, and
aggression, are cross-culturally very similar. Flirting always consists of
intention movements of turning toward someone (reflected, for instance,
in the eyebrow-flash), followed by a tendency to move away (turning the
head to the side, bowing the head, lowering the gaze). Friendly greeting at
a distance is always accomplished by smiling, eyebrow lifting followed by
head nodding and often by waving with an open hand.
...
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Morris (1977) has pointed out that certain universal expressions can be
the result of universal learning experiences. This can be partly explained
by the shared characteristics of human anatomy. We can move our arms
and legs in only a restricted number of ways, we only move in a restricted
number of directions, we are always confronted with gravity, and so on.
In addition, many cultures share a number of learning situations. For
instance, children are probably picked up in all cultures, and this is likely
to go along with the same positive emotions. Thus, it experiences the
high-low distinction (or upward-downward) in similar ways. Moreover, it
will probably learn to anticipate to be picked up and respond to this

anticipation by extending the arms to the adult. This gesture can grow into
the universal gesture of greeting (Lock, 1978).
Still, human ethology has not yet addressed the topic of body
movement systematically. The observations of Morris (1977) are largely
anecdotal, although they demonstrate the richness of the human movement
potential in a convincing way. Eibl-Eibesfeldt's (1989) recent overview of
human ethology contains only few descriptions of large movement
and
reactions, whereas much attention is paid to facial, vocal, gestural,
proxemic body signals. So, although ethology presents us with a
framework that favors the study of movement expression, until now it did
not produce a substantial amount of research on the topic.
1.8. The

1.8.1.

Psychological Viewpoint: Nonverbal Communication Research

Concepts in Research on Nonverbal Communication

Present-day psychological research on expressive behavior is embedded in
what is generally called research on "nonverbal communication". It is
likely that this term was developed under the influence of behaviorism,
ethology, and information theory (Kendon, 1981; Van Meel, 1986).
However, not all behavior that is labeled "nonverbal communication" can
be considered as "expressive", in the sense of the literature that was
discussed so far.
Major works in the area of nonverbal communication (e.g. Dittmann,
1972; Harper, Wiens & Matarazzo, 1978; Poyatos, 1983; Hinde, 1972;
Scherer & Wallbott, 1979; Key, 1982; Siegman & Feldstein, 1987)
demonstrate the difficulties that arise when basic concepts are defined.
These difficulties emerge from the fact that often essentially different
types of behavior, varying from the use of conventional signs to the
unconscious expression of affective states, are brought together in this
area of research.
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Kendon (1981) has pointed out that the meaning of the term
"communication" had changed under the influence of mathematical
information theory (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Reusch & Bateson, 1951).
For instance, Weaver wrote: "The word communication will be used ... in a
very broad sense to include all of the procedures by which one mind may
affect another" (Shannon & Weaver, 1949, p.95).
It can be understood that the paradigms of information theory were
useful to the study of animal behavior (Hinde, 1972). Ethology attempts to
arrive at objective descriptions of interactive behavioral patterns in terms
of biological functionality. Not the "communicative intents" of an animal,
but the functions of communicative behavior are considered. The question
of intentionality is left out (Mackay, 1972). However, with respect to the
study of human communicative and/or expressive behavior, serious

difficulties may arise.

Ekman en Friesen (19693) proposed a classification of nonverbal
behavior which is based on the underlying intentions on the part of the
subject. As communicative behavior they consider behavior that is
consciously aimed at communication. Informative behavior is behavior
about which encoders reach agreement with respect to its meaning.
Interactive behavior is behavior that influences the behavior of others.
These classes are not mutually exclusive. An outstanding political speech
may be considered as communicative, informative, and interactive at the
same time. On the other hand, expressive behavior should be categorized
primarily as just informative behavior.
Similarly, Patterson and Edinger (1987) distinguished between
"indicative" and "communicative" behavior. Communicative behavior is
consciously aimed at communication, whereas indicative behavior occurs
spontaneously and unreflected. Expression, in the sense of the older
literature that was discussed in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 correspond exactly
with the latter category.
So, the term "communication" should be used with caution. Behavior
may provide information to a (trained or untrained) encoder, without the
sender being aware of this. But if the only criterion is informationextraction, we end up with trivialities. If I hang a picture on the wall, a
perceiver may conclude that I am postponing some other, difficult task, or
that I am fond of that particular painter, or that I like the colours in that
painting, and therefore, have such and such a character. In each case he
may consider my behavior as expressive of that particular content. In
order to avoid such trivialities, distinctions must be drawn between at
least three classes of informative behavior:
1) goal-oriented (instrumental), communicative behavior, like talking,
using sign-language, etc. The encoder is aware of the fact that he provides
information, his behavior is aimed at the optimal encoding and decoding
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provide. This kind of behavior is

instrumental with respect to the emission of specific messages.
2) goal-oriented (instrumental), physical behavior, like walking, climbing,
fixing a car, washing dishes. This kind of behavior is instrumental with
respect to the realization of specific goals in the physical, perceptible
world.
3) non-instrumental, spontaneous behavior, that accompanies mental
processes, for instance covering the face with shame or grief, jumping
with happiness, body-focused gestures during verbalization. This kind of
behavior is not instrumenta/, as it is not consciously aimed at a specific
goal. Expressive behavior is a subcategory of this class of behavior.
Contrary to the ethological viewpoint, present-day psychological models

about nonverbal behavior distinguish a wider array of functions. In
general, two broad groups of functions can be distinguished: 1) intersubjective, communicative functions, and 2) intra-subjective, managing
functions.
Categories of nonverbal behavior that serve communicative functions
can range from the level of not consciously regulated (e.g. synchrony,
posture mirroring, affect diplays) to consciously regulated (e.g. emblems,
sign-language). All categories of behavior that fit in this broad category
are characterized by the function of social regulation. They have the
potential to affect the behavior of fellow-humans in one way or another
and were developed (either by learning or in the course of evolution) for
this aim.

Managing functions seem to be served by behaviors that are evoked in

the subject during the performance of certain cognitive operations, or
accompanying the experience of emotions. For instance, with respect to
body touchings Norbert Freedman and his collaborators have suggested
that they are functional in the regulation of attention (see Barroso and
Feld, 1986; Barroso, Freedman, and Grand, 1980). Certain movement
reactions, such as leg movements and posture shifts, can be interpreted as
helping the subject to cope with tension (Freedman, Van Meel, Barroso,
and Bucci, 1986).
How does expressive behavior fit in with this distinction? Expressive

behavior seems to serve

both

groups of functions. For instance,

expressions of fear can be supposed to both present an effective social
signal to fellows (which might be aimed at releasing protection; decreasing
the likelihood of attack, etc.), And to help the subject cope with this
emotion (e.g. by releasing tension; inhibiting dangerous responses;
concentrating thought). Inasmuch as it is the emission of a signal, it is
"informative and interactive" rather than "communicative" (Ekman &
Friesen, 19693). Inasmuch as it is a coping mechanism, it is informative
behavior from the point of view of a spectator.
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How are expressive body movements viewed in present-day theories on
nonverbal communication? Ekman and Friesen's publication from 1969
(Ekman & Friesen, 19693) is of major interest. The authors distinguished
five classes of nonverbal behavior. From these five categories, two are
relevant with respect to expressive body movements. Affect displays
(sometimes referred to as "expressions") are the specific social signals that
are directly linked with certain emotional states. Ekman and Friesen
suggest that their exclusive site is the face. However, they provide no
solid arguments for this assumption. This becomes clear if we consider
how these displays have developed, according to the authors. They
hesitated to consider them as completely inherited. In line with Darwin
(1872), they suggested that they might develop from more concrete,
instrumental acts. "It might be that affective facial displays evolve in the
same way for each individual during the course of his development; these
affective facial displays might be elaborations of or in part initially based
upon constants in the human equipment involved in performing
rudimentary activities, or upon certain reflexes: (Ekman & Friesen,
19698, p.80). Is it not true that Darwin already presented a number of
examples with respect to body movements (shrugging the shoulders, lifting
arms, etc.) that were supposed to develop according to the same
mechanism?
The second category that is of interest, is that of adaptors. Adaptors
were supposed to develop from "adaptive efforts to satisfy self or bodily
needs, or to perform bodily actions, or to manage emotions, or to develop
or maintain prototypic interpersonal contacts, or to learn instrumental
activities" (ibidem, p.92). They noticed that Darwin explained the
development of expressions in that very same way. But then it becomes
very difficult to distinguish between affect displays and adaptors, as they
seem to have the same developmental origin! The main difference would
be, that, whereas affect displays are based upon certain inherited patterns,
that are modified during ontogeny, adaptors would develop completely
from learning experience. Moreover, whereas the former would provide
unequivocal information about emotional states, the latter were supposed
to remain rather difficult to interpret "We presume that if they were not
decayed by time and fragmented by inhibitions, but were instead totally
performed, their meaning would be obvious. But this is seldom the case,
except with children (...) Yet our own findings show that at least some of
these self-adaptors convey very specific (sic!) attitudinal information to
observers, with high consensus among observers;(...)" (ibid., p.95).
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I think that their discussion of both categories does not make clear why
the distinction should be made. The main problem is, that the authors at
that time had not enough empirical data at their disposal in order to treat
the subject of expressive body movements properly. The position of
therefore
expressive body movements within their classification remains
unclear.
In a later publication Ekman (1980) referred to adaptors as "body
manipulators". This is in fact a sub-category of the original group, as it
(like body touching). Movements directed at
only refers to self-adaptors
another person are no longer examined. They are not even mentioned in
that essay. The author is somewhat pessimistic about the informative value
of body manipulators: "...the occurrence of body manipulators does
influence how a person is perceived, but it is in global terms. Generally,
they are interpreted as signs of discomfort, nervousness, etc." (1980, p.97).
The actual empirical evidence Ekman and Friesen based their expectations
on is quite meagre (see Section 1.2).
The idea, that body movements may serve a coping function, and may
reciprocally affect the mental states and behavior of an individual, was
worked out further by Riskind and his collaborators (e.g. Riskind, 1983,
postures, but
1984; Riskind and Gotay, 1982). Riskind focused on body
underlying
tendencies
action
these can be expected to arise from the same
his
central
hypothesis as the
as real body movements. Riskind referred to
this
hypothesis, a bodily
"appropriateness hypothesis". According to
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Riskind's findings are contrary to a simple "positive feedback"
hypothesis, which states that the type of expression that is displayed
direct/y influences one's emotional state (see for instance, Laird, 1974).
This hypothesis was already formulated by William James (see Section
1.5). It states that subjects infer their emotions directly from their own
less
behavior. Thus, an upright body position would always make one feel
be
that
concluded,
depressed. But from Riskind's research it can

expression may or may not be appropriate in
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interactions between experiences, expressions and attributions take place
which are less straightforward than James' original suppositions.
Riskind's work has certain implications for the study of expressive
body movements. It can be assumed that these postures reflect the same
underlying action tendencies as expressive body movements, such as

withdrawing from a failed goal, or distancing from previous action
strategies (Kuhl, 1981) during failure.
More work which focuses on the effects of body movements in similar
situations as those studied by Riskind is needed.
1.9. Expression and Expressiveness
What is expression, and when can behavior be labeled "expressive"? The
following elements seem to be inherent to expressive behavior:

1) appraisat expressive behavior reflects some state of subjective
appraisal of information on part of the subject;

2) spontaneity. expressive behavior is not consciously used as a vehicle of
communication, for it is spontaneous behavior. The subject doesn't reflect
on the purpose of his/her expressive behavior in advance. It can also be
said, that expressive behavior is caused, rather than intended by the
subject. However, the distinction between spontaneous and intentional

communication must be conceived

as

gradual rather than absolute;

3) variability. there is probably no one-to-one relationship between
expression and content; in other words: expressive behavior is subject to
variability:
4) action tendencies: expressive behavior reflects tendencies to act in
certain ways, in order to cope with a felt emotional state. These action
tendencies result immediately from the quality of the appraisal. However,
action tendencies are not executed completely but remain either at an
initial level, or they are displayed in forms that are insufficient in order to
arrive at the realization of the action goals;
S) non-instrumentality. expressive behavior is aimed at certain goals
without being adapted to the specific demands of the situation. Expressive

behavior is not instrumental, as it is not suited to really accomplish what is
aimed. Expressive behavior remains at the level of action propensities.
Only through rational action preparation can the goals, that underly
expressive behavior, be expected to be reached. Stated briefly, expressive
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behavior is "wishful acting", as the wish to reach a certain goal dominates
over the adaptation of behavior to the demands of surroundings;

6) functionality. although expressive behavior is not instrumental, it
probably is functional. Expressive behavior seems to serve both selfregulatory and communicative functions. As self-regulatory behavior,
expressive behavior seems to guide mental processes that help one to cope
with a felt emotional state (Ekman & Friesen, 1969a; Riskind, 1983,
1984). As communicative behavior, expressive behavior can be expected
to guide peers towards adaptive social responses to the subject.
In summary, I suggest the following definition of expressive behavior:
Expressive

behavior

(expression)

is

the

spontaneous,

non-instrumental

motoric display of action tendencies that result from the subjective
appraisal of information: it serves to help the subject cope with his or her
emotional state. and to help relevant others to respond in adaptive ways to
the subject.

1.10.

Carriers of Expressive Meaning in Body Movements

Let me now examine the difference in form between instrumental and
expressive behavior. Whereas instrumental behavior is adapted to a
specific goal (be it by handling physical objects, or by presenting specific
gestures as a means of communication), expressive behavior is a
reflection, a "display" of an ongoing psychological state. Contrary to
instrumental behavior, expressive behavior is characterized by its
generality. It is not directed at a specific object, but rather at a general
direction, or at a "generalized other person". Now, this generality of
intention is likely to be reflected in a corresponding generality of
movement characteristics. I will illustrate this point with some of the
examples from the opening section of this chapter.
Steffi Graf's reactions (see Section 1.1) were characterized by the
following elements: tension, quickness, moving the trunk somewhat
backward and upward, uplifting the arms and clenching the fists. These
features together resulted in movements that are to be distinguished from
both instrumental acts and specific gestures. For at that moment she did
not rationally adapt her movements to any specific goals, nor did she
intend to communicate some specific message. Another example: we saw
Boris Becker sink to his knees, his upper torso inclining towards the floor,
his head lowering, and his arms just dangling about his body. Becker was
defeated. His behavior surely was not instrumental, as it led up to no
specific goal. He performed no specific act, and he did not create a
specific communicative gesture. But his reaction was characterized again
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by rather general features: downward and inward direction, decrease of
tension, openness.
So, what elements of body movements participate in expressive
behavior? The body as a whole supports the limbs as they are prepared to
carry out certain action tendencies. In doing so, the body as a whole will
show up numerous features that are directly linked with these action
tendencies. To begin with, the subject orients toward the object of his
action propensities: he directs his body along the fundamental axes that
exist in space. Thus, the body is moved according to particular directions
(sagittally, vertically, diagonally, horizontally); the spine is kept in such a
position that further actions can be taken in the appropriate direction; the
arms will also move along these general directions. So, rather general
spatial features are likely to result, such as forward direction, opening the
arms, stretching the trunk. Dynamic elements too are likely to be linked

with ongoing action tendencies. The subject will make use of time, mass,
energy according to the demands of his actions.

In conclusion, in large body movements the expressions of emotions are
likely to be reflected primarily through the general use of spatial and
dynamic dimensions, such as sagittal and vertical direction, openingclosing, velocity and use of mass. Hence, general movement features are
likely to determine the inferences that are made from these reactions to a
substantial degree.
1.11.

Summary and Conclusions

Whereas the role of facial, vocal, and postural cues in the inference of
emotions has been studied in detail, movements involving the entire body
have been seriously neglected in empirical reasearch. From a survey of the
empirical literature, it was concluded that the body might provide rich
information about emotional states, and that at least certain characteristics
seem to be used by decoders in arriving at their attributions. However,
almost all of these studies involved either static positions or stimulus
persons in sitting positions. Such studies leave out many elements that may
bear relevant information in the eyes of the decoder. It was concluded
that, in order to assess the expressive value of large body movements, it is
necessary to gain control over their constituing elements.
Next, the use of the term expression was examined. It was concluded
that expression is essentially spontaneous, non-instrumental behavior that
is characterized by the tendency to act in certain ways, without being
rationally adapted to the demands of the situation. It was assumed that
expressive behavior is functional as it helps the subject to cope with his or
her emotions, and to guide the behavior of relevant others toward the
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subject. Applied to large body movements, expressive behavior was
supposed to reflect itself primarily through general movement features,
such as the use of spatial directions, the general openness or closedness of
the body, and the general use of energy, time, and mass.
In the next chapter a model is proposed that describes how expressive
body movements are decoded. Thus, attention shifts from the encoder to
the decoder. In the third chapter, the development of stimulus material is
described, in which body movements are varied systematically. In the
fourth, fifth, and sixth chapters some empirical studies are reported,
conducted with that material. In the seventh chapter the results of these
studies are integrated into a general discussion, that focuses on the central
question of the present project are people able to infer emotions from
body movements, and if so, what features of body movements help them
to identify these emotions?
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Chapter 2.
The Inference of Emotions From Body Movements:
Theoretical Explanations

2.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter it was suggested, that expressive behavior not only
serves self-regulatory, intrapersonal goals; it also provides information to
conspecifics which is of high social importance. As humans are essentially
social organisms, to cope with emotions means to cope with one's
conspecifics. Being able to talk about one's feelings, acting out, raging,
sharing a joyful experience, are examples of ways of coping with
emotions that are shared with others. Moreover, humans are sensitive to
the responses of their conspecifics in such situations. Such behavioral
reactions as comforting, protecting, defending, sharing, are closely linked
with the perception of expressive behavior. They are, as it were, the
active counterparts of expressive behavior on the part of the conspecifics.
The inference of emotions from expressive behavior is the first step which
leads up to social involvement in the other's emotional life.
How do people use movement information as a cue to emotional states?
That is the main question that guided the present research project. In this
chapter it is examined how the process of emotion inference from
expressive body movements can be described and explained. What cues
does a decoder use, and how are these cues processed? What kind of
inferences are made? First a number of theories of decoding of expressive
information are discussed (Section 2.2). In the final section (2.3) I will
present my own model, which serves as a framework for the empirical
studies that are to be reported in Chapters 4,5, and 6.
2.2. Theories and Models on the Decoding of Expressive Behavior
2.2.1.

Motoric Empathy

Lipps (1926) suggested that the inference of emotions is based on the
involuntary imitation of the expressive act. Through afferent feedback the
decoder experiences the same emotional state as the encoder did.
Importantly, both the understanding and the feeling of that emotional
state are evoked through motoric empathy, according to this theory.
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Buytendijk (1948) formulated a similar theory. According to
Buytendijk, the perception of someone performing a movement produces
the urge to perform that same movement, or its counterpart, in the
perceiver. By so doing, "ideosympathic" empathy is the result. This
consists of the immediate, unreflected experience of the underlying
emotional state. True understanding of an emotion presupposes also that
the perceiver knows that it is the other who experienced that emotion.
This he called "heterosympathic" empathy.
The first step in the process of emotion inference, according to the
motor empathy theory, is the actual imitation of the
observed behavior.
Buck (1975, 1978) found that adults were able to judge the kind of
emotional situations children were watching from these children's facial
responses. Wiggers and Willems (1984) showed videotaped episodes in
which actors portrayed several emotions to five-year-old girls. The girls'
inferences of emotions, their own emotions, and their involuntary facial
imitations of expressions were measured. The authors found no evidence
that motor mimicry was a sufficient or necessary prerequisite for both
emotion inference and affective empathy.
The second step in the process is the effect of feedback from the facial
and other muscles on the own feeling state. A number of studies have
found evidence that afferent feedback from manipulated facial
expressions directly influences emotional experience (Duncan & Laird,
1977; Laird, 1974). In fact, according to a recent review of the literature
(Adelmann & Zajonc, 1989) most of the collected data are in line with the
facial feedback hypothesis. Some studies are beginning to appear that also
suggest differential feedback from bodily cues (Duclos et al., 1989;
Riskind, 1984; Riskind & Gotay, 1982). So, the motor empathy theory has
its weakest part in its assumptions with respect to the first step: the
motoric imitation of observed behavior.
In conclusion, the evidence that has been collected so far suggests that
emotion inference is not based exclusively on motoric empathy. This does
not exclude the possibility that involuntary motor responses at times occur
as a consequence of the detection of an underlying emotional state (nonempathic inference). These reactions may influence the decoder's own
feelings through afferent feedback.
21.2. Physiognomic Perception
Heinz Werner (1932, 1957; Werner & Kaplan, 1963) suggested that the
immediate perception of emotional qualities in facial and bodily
expressions results from a more primitive attitude, which is characteristic
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of children and archaic people. It is characterized by a high degree of

unity between the subject and object, mediated by the motor-affective
reactivity of the organism. Thus, perceptions tend to evoke immediate
affective-motor associations, which are not yet subject to reflection. This
primitive mode of perception is what Werner (1932) called the
physiognomic mode. Only with ongoing development the child learns to
differentiate between a thing and the subjective meaning it has for him.
From this development the symbols emerge, that are used in language,
thought, and artistic creation.
Werner did not make clear why emotional expressions remain subject
to physiognomic perception, in contrast to other forms of behavior we
perceive. However, one reason might be, that it is characteristic of
emotional expression that an intimate connection between feeling state
and behavior in the encoder exists.
Some classical studies by Heider & Simmel (1944) and Michotte (1950)
lend support to the idea the people are able to perceive emotional meaning
in moving, nonliving entities (see 1.1). Sudies by Tagiuri (see Tagiuri,
1960) fit in with the physiognomic framework. He showed different kinds
of line drawings, as well as moving dots that followed prescribed
pathways, to his subjects. The subjects were told that the lines represented
the pathway of a person, and were asked to infer the personality and
character of that person. Tagiuri examined, among other things, whether
the inferences were in terms of physical characteristics, or were given in
more psychological terms. He concluded that there was enormous variation
in the extent to which the interpretations were removed from a literal
description of the paths. A straight line evoked responses like "direct", but
also "logical", "ambitious", "dogmatic". Tagiuri also concluded that there
was not much agreement among the inferences. A given path could convey
many alternative things about the person moving. This should not come as
a surprise however. In daily life a person's pathway is not the sole cue that
is available, of course, and one may even question the salience of this cue
relative to other cues like trunk movement, arm movement, velocity, etc.
A distinction should be made between the apprehension of emotional
quality in anorganic forms and objects, such as line drawings, a landscape,
a sculpture, and that in true expressions of feelings. The essential
difference is, that in the latter case emotions are attributed to a person,
and not to his or her behavior. Although the features of behavior might
trigger off some immediate impression about an emotional state, we
normally are aware of the person whose emotions shine through that
behavior. It is possible that physiognomic perception is part of the
complete inference process. What Scherer (1978) has called "proximal
percepts" of expressive behavior, such as "hurried", "abrupt", "controlled"
(these examples are taken from Wallbott, 1985) seem to come close to
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Werner's concept of physiognomic perception. They can be applied to a
movement, without any reference to the acting subject. Such
physiognomic impressions might be part of the decoding process, as they
might form the input for inference-making about the encoder's actual
emotional state.

2.2.3. Expression Decoding as a Biologically Adaptive Mechanism

A number of theories, such as ethological theory (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1973;
1989) and differential emotions theory (Tomkins, 1962, 1963; Izard, 1971,

1979) have stressed the biological adaptiveness of expression decoding.
These theories suggest that a number of specific expressive patterns
correspond with rather fixed, specific experiences or reactions in the
decoder.

There is a substantial amount of research suggesting that at least a
number of facial and gestural reactions are inherited (Eibl-Eibesfeldt,
1989; Ekman & Friesen, 1971). But do such expressive patterns evoke
biologically determined reactions in conspecifics? There are two problems
that are to be considered in this respect. First, although there are a
number of inherited expressive patterns linked with specific emotional
states, our daily facial and gestural patterns are subject to much variation,
modification, masking and inhibition. At an early age children learn to
use certain facial expressions voluntary as a vehicle of communication,
and to mask their true feelings (Camras, 1985; Malatesta & Haviland,
1985; Saarni, 1984; Zivin, 1977, 1982). As Ekman and Friesen (1969a)
pointed out clearly, emotion expressions are subject to culturally specific
display rules.
Moreover, facial expressions vary in clarity. For instance, Izard (1971)
reported the difficulties he encountered when he tried to find a number
of agreed upon facial expressions of emotions. He started with about one
thousand photographs, but he was left with only sixteen of them. Only
these sixteen photographs were agreed upon by more than 70% of the
judges with respect to the emotion category they were supposed to
express.

Ekman and Friesen (1975,1978) nicely demonstrated which elements in

the face are responsible for these variations in clarity. Each facial
expression is, in its optimal form, characterized by a particular
combination of muscular contractions (Facial Acts) in different regions of
the face. Only if all relevant facial acts are performed, an optimal
expression results. If certain elements are lacking, as is often the case in
natural expressions, a less clear expression is the result.
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In conclusion, contrary to animal social signals, human emotional
expressions are far less fixed as to their forms and usages. The decoder
will have to reckon with these variations, and this he can only achieve as a
result of social learning.
Secondly, whereas animals tend to react in rather fixed ways to social
signals, emitted by their conspecifics (Lorenz, 1981; Tinbergen, 1951),
with humans this is not so. Our behavior is full of mental mediators, such
as inferences, calculations, reasonings, which inhibit our behavior, or
cause us to react differentially from what we really wanted to do. Are
there really specific behavioral responses to perceived expressive patterns,
that have a heriditary basis? At an early age infants react differentially to
at least certain elements within facial expressions, such as the mouth or
the eyes (Caron, Caron, & Myers, 1985; Field & Walden, 1982). Field and
Walden (1982) reported that neonates fixated longer on happy facial

compared with sad and surprised expresions, whereas
habituation to surprised expressions took longest. Kreutzer and
Charlesworth (1973) found that 6-month-olds and older infants were more
likely to react negatively when an adult displayed anger and sadness than
when the same adult acted happy or neutral. In a recent study, Termine
and Izard (1988) found that 9-month-olds tended to show facial
expressions that corresponded with those of the mother during a short
emotion-induction period (e.g. happy expression if the mother had looked
happy). Results such as these suggest that infants react differently to the
emotional expressions of significant others. However, such responses can
only be considered as precursors to adaptive social responses (see also
Dolgin & Azmitia, 1985).
A number of studies found more adaptive responses in infants to
expressive behavior. For instance, some studies by Klinnert and his
collegues have shown that infants use facial expressions emitted by their
mothers in order to control their own behavior. For instance, Sorce, Emde,
and Klinnert (1981) placed one-year-olds on a visual cliff, while their
mothers were posited at the other side. The infants crossed the cliff more
often when the mother smiled than when she produced a fearful
expression. Klinnert (1981) found that 12 and 18-months-olds were more
likely to explore a new and frightening toy if the mother showed a happy
face, but they moved closer to the mother if she produced a fearful face.
Klinnert et al (1983) argue that, somewhere during the first year of age,
the infant learns to use emotional expressions as a guide for its activity.
This process, which they call "social referencing", would be of particular
importance during situations of uncertainty. In these studies, infants seem
to use the information provided by facial expressions as a cue about how
expressions,

.

safe the situation is. This kind of sensitivity to expressive behavior in

significant others might be based on inherited mechanisms, but we know
too little about that at present.
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With increasing age the child learns to infer emotional states from
facial and bodily expressions, and to use that information in various ways.
It is clear that increasingly complex mediating processes occur. For
instance, the child gradually learns to look for deception in expressive
behavior (Blanck & Rosenthal, 1982; DePaulo & Jordan, 1982). Such a
learning process is necessary for the adequate functioning of decoding.
In summary, just as expressive behavior is influenced by many higherorder processes such as the application of display rules, decoding
mechanisms seem to be largely based on learning processes. This does not
exclude the possibility that they are also determined to some extent by the
organism's sensitivity to specific cues in expressive behavior, as the infant
seems to be equipped with such processes even in the first weeks of life.
However, the role of learning with respect to the development of emotion
recognition can hardly be overestimated (see also Dolgin & Azmitia,
1985).

Buck (1984) proposed a model of expression decoding which takes into
account the issues of cultural relativity and variability in expressive
behavior. First, she distinguished between two kinds of emotion
communication on the part of the encoder. spontaneous communication
and symbolic communication. Spontaneous communication is the
immediate expression of an emotional state which occurs nonvoluntarily.
Symbolic communication is characterized by an arbitrary relationship
between symbol and referent, which is based on social conventions.
On the side of the decoder, Buck distinguished between emotion
perception and cognition. Emotion perception is the result of the
immediate, unreflected apprehension of an emotional state. According to
Buck, humans are equipped with certain inherited decoding mechanisms,
which are attuned to emotion displays in our conspecifics. She wrote
"...individuals who respond appropriately to the displays of others must
(...) be favored, so that over the generations the attentional and perceptual
systems of species members must become "preattuned" to the pickup of
important emotion displays." (p.40).
However, because our spontaneous expressions are influenced by
display rules and become masked, inhibited, transformed, applied in
different contexts, we have to learn those rules. Moreover, we learn about
situations in which certain expressions are apppropriate, and can therefore
be expected. All such learning results in the development of emotion
cognition, which is based on thinking, calculation, inference-drawing. In
particular, it is based on the use of decoding rules, defined as "cultural
rules or expectations about the attentions to, and interpretation of,
emotional displays". (Buck, 1984, p.20).
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I think Buck's theory is of much interest to the present study.
However, we need a more detailed model about the kinds of cues people
use, and the way these cues are treated by them in the service of emotion
inference.
2.2.4. The Dimensional Approach
The dimensional approach seeks to explain the perception and experience
of emotions with a restricted number of basic, dimensional, buildingstones. What different emotions have in common is looked for, rather than
their differences. Thus, it is tried to place all of the different emotions
into a multi-dimensional space consisting of only a handful of constituent
dimensions.
Wundt (1896) suggested that emotions were characterized by their
position on each of three dimensions: hedonic tone (Lust-Unlust), tension
(Spannung-LBsung), and activation (Aktiv-Passiv). Woodworth (1938)
studied the interpretation of facial expressions, and concluded that they
could be arranged into six categories, which were ordered on a linear
(one-dimensional) axis. Expressions belonging to adjacent categories were
most likely to be confused with each other. In subsequent studies with
different groups of photographs Schlosberg and Woodworth (Schlosberg,
1952, 1954; Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1954) concluded that the perception
of facial expressions should be explained multidimensionally. Schlosberg
(1952) proposed a two-dimensional solution, with PleasantnessUnpleasantness and Attention-Rejection. Engen, Levy & Schlossberg
(1958) concluded that Sleep-Tension should be added to these two
dimensions.
One problem with these studies is that the dimensions were not derived
empirically, but the subjects were provided with them and were forced to
use them in the form of scales. Abelson and Sermat (1962) tried to
overcome this difficulty by having their subjects compare 13 photographs
of facial expressions pairwise. By using regression analysis they related the
judgements with the three dimensions of Attention, Sleep, and
Pleasantness. They concluded that Pleasantness explained the largest
amount of variance, and that Sleep and Attention were redundant. The
problem with this study is that the authors made use of the Lightfoodseries, which was originally developed in order to measure the SleepTension dimension. This may have influenced certain features that
characterized their stimuli.
Frijda en Philipszoon (1963) developed 27 bipolar scales, selected from
subjects' free responses in a previous study. They had their subjects judge
posed facial expressions with all of these scales. The authors found four
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factors, that explained 80% of the variance among the responses. The main
factor was again Pleasantness. The others were labeled NaturalnessSubmission, Control of Expression, and Attentional Activity-Disinterest.
Osgood (1966) had a number of subjects pose forty emotions, whereas
other subjects in the experiment were to determine the label of the
expressed emotion. Inter-judgement agreement was rather low with
respect to the separate categories. Factor-analysis resulted in 12 factors, of
which the first three explained 46% of variance. Osgood interpreted these
three factors as Pleasantness, Control, and Intensity, and he concluded that
they corresponded with the three dimensions that emerged from his
semantic differential (Evaluation, Activity, Potency).
If we try to summarize the outcomes of the studies that were
undertaken within the dimensional approach, it can be concluded that one
dimension recurred steadily: Pleasantness-Unpleasantness. The dimension
of Activation seems to come in second place (Dittmann, 1972; Frijda,
1986). With respect to the remaining dimensions there is much variation,
and one gets the impression that they are largely determined by the kinds
of stimuli and responses that are used in these studies.
How can these results be interpreted? What is the meaning of such
dimensions as activation and pleasantness? I think there are two
possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive. First of all, they can be
considered as true categories of meaning, which are superordinate with
respect to emotion labels. Thus, emotion categories can be considered as
basic level categories (Rosch, 1975), that are included in more general,
more diffuse and abstract categories. For instance, joy, admiration and
surprise may all differ as basic-level categories (Fehr & Russell, 1984;
Shaver et al., 1987), but they may be part of the same superordinate
category of "pleasant emotions". Following Rosch' theory, we can expect
that at the level of emotion concepts certain prototypic expressions exist.
This is in line with the findings of Ekman and Friesen (1971) and Izard
(1971).

A second interpretation, which is more in line with the ideas that
inspired the dimensional approach, is that these dimensions are attributes
which characterize the experiential component of emotions. These
attributes might reflect underlying processes, related to physiological and
psychological processes. Just as certain behavioral attributes are used by a
decoder in order to detect an emotion (e.g. openness, force, velocity),
certain experiential components may serve an indicative value. For
instance, joy is characterized, among others, by feeling pleasant and
active. But such general attributes are not likely to be sufficient in order
to detect a specific emotional state. Additional information, which is more
specific with respect to a particular state (e.g. behavioral tendencies) must
be provided, or else a rather vague, diffuse impression results.
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The Detection of Action Tendencies: Frijda's View

Frijda's view on the nature of expressive behavior was discussed in the
first chapter. Much of his research work focused on the decoding of
expressive behavior (Frijda, 1956, 1958, 1961, 1969, 1982). Frijda (1982)
posed the question, how communicative are emotional expressions, and
what do they actually communicate? He answered, that emotions can not
be untied from their linkage with specific action tendencies. For instance,
positive emotions are closely linked with a tendency to approach, whereas
negative emotions are closely linked with a tendency towards withdrawal
(Arnold, 1960). And that is precisely what is perceived in expressive
behavior. As Frijda puts it "One perceives the subject's opening up or
closing down, his reticence or responsiveness, his readiness for approach
or withdrawal; or one perceives his threat, power, his fuller or lesser
presence, et cetera." (Frijda, 1982, p.112). Frijda suggests that a decoder
does not perceive a mental, emotional state on the part of the mover. Such
an inference comes only secondarily. What a decoder perceives
immediately is the actual or potential relationship between the mover and
his surroundings (his "positionality"): "The meaning is there, outside, as
relational activity, as reference to possible forthcoming activity and to
external events, and as impact upon me, the observer." (p. 112).
Frijda (1982) points to the fact that there is much variety among
emotional expressions associated with the same underlying state.
Moreover, often these expressions are rather unspecific. For instance, a
full-blown expression of fear may occur seldom, but fear may influence
behavior by constricting movement, protective slowing, and so on. With
respect to such optimal expressions as were found in the face by Ekman
and Friesen (1972) and Izard (1971), Frijda suggests that these expressions
should be considered as "prototypes" in the sense of Rosch (1975), rather
than as "the true original expressive patterns corresponding to the major

emotions". (ibid., p. 107). Normally, we need a lot of additional

information (especially about situational cues), in order to arrive at an
inference in terms of an emotion label. However, I think it can be
concluded from this, that prototypical expressions carry optimal
combinations of relevant action tendencies, and that, the more relevant
action tendencies there are to be perceived, the less situational and other
additional information that is needed in order to arrive at a judgement in
emotion terms.
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Social Cognition and Attribution Theory

In the area of person perception little attention has been paid to how
expressive cues are used in the process of the inference of transient states.
Rather, stable traits were focused on, with behavioral characteristics
generally being seen as less prototypical, less abstract, less high in the
semantic hierarchy (Sherman, Judd, and Park, 1989). However, it might
be the case, that people treat certain behavioral characteristics as typical
of certain underlying stable traits or as distinctive features with respect to
person types. For instance, the physiognomic work of Lavater is filled
with such linkages between physical features and moral attributes. More
research on this topic is surely needed.
Studies in the area of implicit personality theories have shown, that
people tend to associate certain traits, emotions, and physical and
behavioral characteristics with each other. For instance, Rosenberg and
Sedlak (1972) analyzed pairs of traits, used by people to describe others.
They found that certain terms e.g. "aggressive and cool", "quiet and shy",
"happy and loyal" were often used together. Implicit personality theories

might influence the kinds of emotions we look for in others, or our

preparedness towards certain attributions.
In a recent survey of the literature, Sherman, Judd, and Park (1989)
point out that most work was focused on what type of information people
store (e.g. sterotypes, abstracted judgements); how this information is
organized in their minds (e.g. hierarchical, dimensional); and what the
influence of this stored information is on subsequent judgement and
behavior. For instance, Cantor and Mischel (1979) applied the theory of
Rosch (1975) to person concepts (such as extravert, cultured). They found
that the extent to which an instance (i.e. a description of a person) was
judged typical of a particular trait (e.g. extravert) increased with the
number of properties that the individual shared with extroverts in general.
This sugggests that typicality is a characteristic of both person and object
concepts. It may well be the case, that the presence of certain stereotypes
in the decoder influences the kinds of feelings, emotions, he is likely or
not likely to attribute to the mover.
However, the precise relationship between behavioral characteristics,
and, on the one hand, person concepts, and, on the other, emotion
concepts, has remained largely unresearched. Many questions arise: does
the knowledge of the social group, to which the mover belongs, influence
the likelihood of certain attributions? Is the expressive meaning of
movement characteristics in the eyes of the decoder influenced by such
knowledge? Is the typical image we create of someone else not
substantially influenced by, first, his or her movement characteristics,
and, as a result, of the inferred emotions?
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Whereas most authors in the field of social perception and cognition
worked with rather static concepts like traits and categories, McArthur
and Baron (1983) suggested a more dynamic point of view. They applied
Gibson's (1979) ecological theory of perception, to the field of social
perception. According to these authors, research on person perception
should also consider the impact of social perception on the perceiver
himself. They argued that certain characteristics of the face, voice, style
of movement, provide socially and biologically useful information about a
person's behavioral affordances. These affordances are of direct
importance also for the decoder. Thus, the accurate perception of
expressive information is viewed as part of an adaptational process, in
which both the encoder and decoder take part. For instance, young
children's faces possess certain qualities that elicit adaptive perceptions,
e.g. weakness, loveability, in need for care, etc. (see Berry & McArthur,

1986).

Although I agree with these authors, that the perception of expressive
behavior entails the apprehension of behavioral propensities, and that it is
adaptive to social interaction, I am convinced that it cannot be imagined
without the activity of inference-drawing on the part of the perceiver.
The latter actively uses his knowledge of past experiences in his search for
the psychological causes of this particular expression. Moreover, while
searching for it, the perceiver knows already that he has shifted his
attention away from the physical environment towards the psychological
reality of the person "behind" the behavior. Hence, he is primarily
"attuned" to the psychological processes that seem to go on in the other.
Only as a result of that attunement (which follows upon the apprehension
of the expressive quality of the behavior), affordances are revealed, that
are of importance also for the perceiver. For instance, the affordances that
are associated with fright, do not follow immediately from the behavioral
action tendencies that go along with that state, such as freezing,
developing tension in the whole body, and hiding. Rather, they follow
from the inference of the emotion "fright" itself. Only if the perceiver has
managed to arrive at that inference, he knows what affordances are
associated with it. Only then his subsequent behavior will be adaptive to
the situation.
In the area of attribution theory little attention has been paid to the role
of specific expressive cues (Harvey & Weary, 1984). Whereas social
cognition tends to focus on static concepts, e.g. traits, rather than transient
states, attribution research traditionally focuses on causal explanations of
behavior (Heider, 1958; Jones & Davis, 1965,; Kelley, 1967). Although
many different theories in this area have been developed, most of them in
one way or another focus on people's use of two kinds of explanations:
person characteristics versus situation characteristics. But what about
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emotions? Emotions can neither be conceived of as stable characteristics
nor as conscious goals the actor tries to pursue. Although emotions are
manifested in behavior as action tendencies (Frijda, 1986), these
tendencies are treated both by the encoder and the decoder in a way that
is entirely

different from voluntary goal-directed behavior. To the

decoder, the detection of emotional behavior means the detection of noninstrumental, "generalized" behavior. It is precisely this quality of noninstrumentality of behavior, that suggests the emotionality of the person
"behind the behavior" to the decoder. As Schneider, Hastorf, and
Ellsworth (1979) have pointed out, for this reason the attributions that
follow upon the detection of expressive behavior are to be regarded as
reactive attributions. They consist of explanations in terms of causes of
behavior, rather than of goals and purposes.
In conclusion, work on social cognition, person perception and
attribution is of interest to the present topic in as far as it examined what
can be called higher-order processes that may influence emotion
inference. First, expressive cues are likely to be part of people's
representations of traits and person types. Thus, certain expressive cues
might not only be mapped to emotion categories, but also to person types
and traits. For instance, certain expressive features may be mapped to
both the emotion categories "anger", "irritation", and to the person traits

"sour", "peevish". A final judgement may be hard to make, if not other
information is gathered in addition. Moreover, whether the perceiver
arrives at a judgement in terms of emotions, traits, attitudes, moral
characteristics, is likely to depend on the "attunements" of the perceiver.
While thinking about someone you met the previous day, you may try to
recall his behavior, in order to get an idea of what his character is about.
But you may also want to recall how he reacted to a statement you made,
and figure out what emotion might underly that reaction. Secondly, in line
with Buck's (1984) model of emotion communication, discussed in Section
2.2.3, emotion inference from behavior seems to involve both the mapping
of behavioral characteristics to emotional categories ("perception"), and
the application of decoding rules, such as knowledge about display rules
that exist in a culture ("cognition"). Person stereotypes may well influence
this latter aspect Of the decoding process. For instance, ideas like "a man
does not cry", or "a woman is apt to show her tears easily" may influence
our preparedness to arrive at certain final judgements. The influence of
such person concepts may increase in cases where expressive cues are
difficult to detect, or when they evoke only a vague and ambiguous
impression. Thirdly, implicit personality theories are likely to influence
the kinds of emotions, behaviors, and trait characteristics one "perceives"
in the other. We could speculate, that they may influence how certain
movement features are weighted, and even, what movement features are
attended to.
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Probabilistic Inference: Dittmann's View

Dittmann (1972) stated that emotion inference from behavior can be
viewed best as the computation of probabilities from situational and
behavioral cues. The decoder simply gathers as many cues as he can get
hold of and calculates his probability judgement. "In free social
interaction the computation of all of these probabilities appears to be
impossibly complex, yet people perform the computations all the time, or
at least they try to. Accuracy may not always be high for any given
behavior, but there are many behaviors in a social situation." (pp.53-54).
So, according to Dittmann, there is no "direct perception" in the sense of
Gibson (1979) or Buck (1984), as far as emotional messages are concerned.
Our impressions are always the result of indirect inference.
Dittmann's account of the communicative potential of body movements
was discussed in Section 1.3. Dittmann (1987) suggested that body
movements do not contain enough discrete elements in order to provide a
clear, specific message. As I noted in Section 1.3, Dittmann did not
consider all movement elements that might be relevant to the
communication of emotion. For instance, such characteristics as velocity,
flow, and tension are probably highly relevant (Wallbott, 1980). Moreover,
he did not consider the distinction between affective and symbolic
communication (Buck, 1984), which is very relevant witin this context.
Affective communication can be considered effective although it hardly
ever provides a specific, verbally well-defined meaning. I agree with
Dittmann, that attributions of states are based upon estimations. However,
it can be argued that the agreement among observers, as well as the degree
of specificity of their attributions, will vary, first, with the combinations
of relevant features that can be detected in a movement. For instance,
moving backward might be indicative of fear, shame, and surprise. If just
that feature were clearly visible, a rather general attribution could be
made, for instance retreat. However, suppose the target not only moves
backward, but at the same time drops his head slowly, while folding his
arms around his body. This combination of features can be expected to
contribute to the attribution of a more specific content, for instance
shame, whereas the probability that fear or surprise are attributed
diminishes. Secondly, the translation from a nonverbal impression into a
verbal label is likely to entail some amount of uncertainty and loss of
information. In daily life, our spontaneous impressions are usually not
couched in verbal terms. Only when we try to communicate our
impressions to others (e.g. in a psychological experiment) this translation
is performed.
In conclusion, in line with Dittmann (1972, 1987) I suggest that
impression formation is based on the computation of probabilities from
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the detection of distinct cues from the situation and behavior. However,
the degree of specificity and certainty of our judgements will vary with
the number of relevant features that can be detected, and the ease with
which our nonverbal impressions can be matched with verbal labels that
exist in our language.
2.2.8. Scherer's Model of Person Perception
Scherer (1978, 1981) developed a model of personality inference, which is
highly relevant to the present study. This model is an extension of
Brunswik's lens model (Brunswik, 1956) and an application thereof to the
area of person perception.
According to Scherer's model, the encoder externalizes both stable and
transient states in appearance and behavior. This information provides the
decoder with distal cues which can be observed and measured objectively.
Next, these distal cues are transformed into proximal percepts by the
decoder. At that moment the objective information is mapped in the
perceptual structures of the decoder. Finally, attributions of traits or states
follow upon inference based on these proximal percepts.
Scherer is not explicit about the dependence of attributions upon the
use of language and conceptual categories. It seems highly unlikely to me
that we use linguistic categories whenever we arrive at an impression
about someone's emotional state. Some kind of distinction must be made
between a nonverbal impression of an emotional state, based upon
proximal information, and a completely verbalized description. This
suggests that the final stage (emotion inference) is more or less divided in
two or more substages. On the other hand, in Scherer's model there is a
rather short distance between the proximal percepts, which consist of
physical features (brightness, loudness, thinness, etc.) and the final
attributions. In his application of Scherer's model to the study of hand
movement quality, Wallbott (1985) reported as "proximal percepts", among
others, "hurried", "abrupt", "uncontrolled", and "lively". It is clear that
these are not just representations of physical attributes, but already
impressions about psychological processes. With respect to expressive
movementsl, it can be assumed that what the decoder perceives are action

tendencies, that result from the appraisal of information on the part of the
mover (Frijda, 1982). The level of action tendencies must be included in
the model in order to arrive at a fruitful description of emotion inference
from body movements. Moreover, the decoder seems to perceive these
1 It should be noted that Scherer developed his model in order to explain personality inference
from vocal information.
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action tendencies always together with some motivating, "underlying"
emotional state. This is, I think, the result of the oddity of expressive
behavior, namely that it always points to some emotional state, just
because of its peculiar outlook. It is the quality of non-instrumentality,
unadaptedness to situational constraints, that suggests to the decoder that
this behavior is motivated by emotion, and not by goal-orientedness.
In conclusion, Scherer's model is of interest because of its detailed
description of the processes that underly the attribution of siates.
However, it seems to leave out certain important processes, which are
typical of the decoding of expressive behavior. The step between proximal
percepts and attributions seems to be too short. It is suggested that an
intermediate stage must be included, entailing the detection of action
tendencies related to emotional states.
2.2.9.

Expressive Behavior and the Structure of Emotion Concepts

Empirical studies have demonstrated a close relationship between
expressive behaviors and emotion categories (Burch & Pishkin, 1984;
Davitz, 1969; Frijda, 1987: Frijda, Kuipers & Ter Schure, 1989; Shaver et
al., 1987). Emotion categories are organized to a large extent around
behavioral tendencies. In fact, it is very difficult to imagine an emotion

without the awareness of certain associated action tendencies.
Contrariwise, it can be assumed that once an act is interpreted as
"expressive" (in the sense of my definition, see Section 1.9), it is mapped
immediately to an emotion category. As a result, we no longer perceive a
physical movement or instrumental act, but we "perceive" joy, fear, anger.
In other words, the act is transformed into an instance of an emotional
category, and thus becomes a window through which the emotion shines
to us.

Davitz (1969) had 50 subjects rate 50 emotion words on

a

sample of

556 statements, derived from a pilot study. In that first study, subjects
had given free descriptions of their thoughts, behavioral and somatic
reactions to a number of emotional experiences in their life. Davitz found,
first, that subjects agreed about a number of statements associated with
distinct emotions. Second, after cluster analysis, Davitz obtained twelve
clusters of related sentences, which he labeled Activation, Hypoactivation,

Hyperactivation, Moving Toward, Moving Away, Moving Against,
Comfort, Discomfort, Tension, Enhancement, Incompetence, and
Inadequacy. Factor analysis with these clusters as the variables resulted in
a two factor solution. The first factor showed a bipolarity, distinguishing
between pleasurable (positive) and unpleasurable (negative) clusters. On
the second factor only clusters associated with negative emotions loaded
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highly. It distinguished between two distinct types of negative emotional
experiences. From this factor analysis Davitz concluded that the twelve
clusters can be divided into three groups: "positive" clusters (Activation,
Moving Toward, Comfort, Enhancement) which dominate the" positive
clusters
1
emotions (such as joy and admiration); "negative: type
which
Incompetence),
Discomfort,
Away,
Moving
(Hypoactivation,
dominate such emotional experiences as sadness and fear; and "negative:
type 2" clusters (Hyperactivation, Moving Against, Tension, Inadequacy",
which dominate emotions like anger and hate.
Davitz' study is an attempt to arrive at a parsimonious, yet extensive
description of emotional experiences. I think Davitz' main result is not the
organization of the statements, but the differences between emotional
experiences with respect to their associated statements. Emotions are
qualitatively more distinct, if they differ with respect to more behavioral,
somatic, physiologic, and appraisal tendencies. For our daily experience
the discrimination between emotional states is probably more important
than knowing what they have in common. So we have learned to attend to
distinctive features (Gibson, 1969) of emotions. Some recent studies (e.g.
Fehr & Russell, 1984; Shaver et al., 1987) suggest that emotion categories
are represented in terms of prototypical instances. Emotion categories
have fuzzy boundaries, and their distinctive features should be conceived
as probabilistic rather than necessary or sufficient (Rosch, 1975, Rosch &
Mervis, 1975; Smith & Medin, 1981). On the other hand, given that our
experiences are not always very clear, as they pass by quickly, and often
beyond the grasp of linguistic coding, we can assume that there are
variations in clarity or diffuseness of experience. For instance, we may at
times experience only a vague feeling of tension and hightened activation,
without being able to arrive at a more specific, more clear selfattribution. The status of such terms as Hypoactivation, Tension, and
Comfort seems to be precisely that: they circumscribe more diffuse
feelings, that need more detailed information in order to be discriminated
at the level of emotion categories.
Shaver et al. (1987) found evidence that "all of the emotion terms in the
emotion lexicon - at least the hundred or so that are most prototypical of
the category emotion -refer in one way or another to a mere handful of
basic-level emotions." (Shaver et al., 1987, p. 1072). These basic-level
categories (e.g. joy, grief, anger) are probably the ones that are most
useful for making everyday distinctions among emotions. Moreover, in a
second study the authors investigated the structure of five basic-level
categories (fear, sadness, anger, joy, and love) in more detail. Sixty
subjects were asked to describe actual episodes in which they experienced
each of the five emotions. Another sixty subjects were asked to write
down what people "generally" experience when they become angry, afraid,
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and so on. The latter condition was included to allow comparisons between
actual experiences and general beliefs about such experiences. A sample of
120 accounts for each emotion was read by six coders, who subsequently
derived a list of features (antecendents, expressions, feelings, and so on)
that appeared in at least a few of these protocols. Three judges coded each
protocol with this feature list, by assessing presence or absence of each of

the features. In this way, a list of 23 to 29 prototypical features for each
emotion category was obtained. Finally, the six coders judged the
similarity or difference between these features using 5-point scales. The
results of these ratings were submitted to hierarchical cluster analysis. The
results give a nice description of the kinds of action tendencies and
movement characteristics that belong to these prototypes. For instance, the
prototype of fear consisted, among others, of "fleeing", "running",
"walking hurriedly". The prototype of sadness was characterized by
movement features and action tendencies like "withdrawing from social
contact", "slumped, drooping posture", "slow, shuffling movements",
"sitting or lying around", "being inactive, lethargic". The prototype of
anger consisted of movement features and action propensities like "heavy
walk, stomping", "tightness or rigidity in body, tight, rigid movements",
"attacking something other than the cause of anger", "hands or fists
clenched".

Frijda, Kuipers, and Ter Schure (1989) asked their subjects to recollect
instances of experiencing each of 32 emotional states, and to fill out a
questionnaire on 1) appraisal dimensions (e.g. Pleasantness, Expectedness,
Familiarity), and 2) action readiness modes (e.g. Approach, Avoidance,
Helping, Giving Up, Disinterest). The authors reported that both appraisal
patterns and patterns of action readiness showed distinct relations to
various emotion categories. They concluded that action readiness
components take an important part in the organization of emotion
categories. For instance, fear and anxiety were distinct from other
emotions by the importance of protection; anger was distinct by
antagonistic tendencies. All joy-like emotions shared the action tendency
of approach.
In conclusion, there is at present a substantial amount of research
evidence that indicates that emotion categories can be differentiated by
action tendencies. It can be assumed, although this should be tested
separately, that such action tendencies are inferred from distinct
movement characteristics.
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2.3. The Inference of Emotions from Body Movements: My Own Model

How are emotions inferred from body movements? The model that is
proposed here starts from the assumption that certain body movements
help a person to cope with his or her emotions through the motoric display
of action tendencies. At the same time the perception of these movements
will guide the behavioral reactions of conspecifics towards the person in
ways that are adaptive to that coping process. The perception of
expressive behavior transforms the decoder into a sharer, a social partner
in the process of coping with an emotion. For instance, reactions to grief
may help the person to turn inward, refrain from action, concentrate on
the experience that caused that emotion, etc. At the same time this
behavior will evoke tendencies to comfort, protect, etc. in conspecifics.
It is further assumed that the underlying invariant elements in
expressive reactions result from distinct action tendencies associated with
emotional states. In large body movements, these action tendencies are
reflected primarily in general movement features, such as backward
direction, slowliness, muscle strength, opening. Therefore, the model
assumes that people learn to use such general movement features as cues to
the inference of emotional states. The detection of action tendencies can be
considered as a first prerequisite for the inference of an emotional state. It
transforms perceived movement features into inferred behavior,
understood as being caused by internal processes on the part of the mover.

A second prerequisite is the apprehension of the quality of
expressiveness in behavior. This quality is revealed by certain peculiar
aspects of expressive behavior. They can be described by such terms as

non-instrumentality, generality (not being directed at a specific, physical
present object), and so on. As a result, movements are perceived not only
as "behavior", but, more specifically, as "wishful behavior" (see Section
1.9). It is behavior that is caused by the propensity to act in such and such
a way, although it will not be realized in this particular situation. I am
convinced that it is this quality of "wishfullness" that makes the decoder
aware of the expressive nature of what he or she perceives. Thus, the
detection of the quality of "expressiveness" will guide the decoder towards
searching for the internal cause of this behavior, rather than for the
conscious intentions of the mover. In other words, the "intended actions"
(action tendencies) that are inferred will be interpreted as parts of an
ongoing emotional process, hence, the decoder will try to map them to an
emotion category, or other psychological category (e.g. extraversion,
stupidity) or dimension (e.g. activation, degree of control).
It can be expected that the inference of emotions from expressive body
movements is always based on probability judgements, rather than on
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absolute certainty. There are two main reasons for this: First, action
tendencies are often witheld from appearance, so that only a few cues leak
out. The decoder will have to infer action tendencies from isolated, often
slight movement changes. Secondly, even if an expressive reaction is
performed entirely, no straightforward connection between that reaction
and an emotional label needs to exist. Hence, there are probabilityrelationships between a) movement features and action tendencies, and b)
action tendencies and emotion categories.
The present model is an extension of Scherer's (1978, 1981) model of
emotion recognition. According to that model, physical features of
appearance and behavior are proximally represented as percepts.
Attributions are the result of an inference process based on these percepts.
I would like to extend Scherer's model somewhat, in line with the forgoing
assumptions. From the point of view of the decoder, certain movement
features will convey action propensities on the part of the mover. The
decoder first perceives physical movement features (moves backward,
closes arms), these are translated into action propensities (for instance
moving away from me; withdrawing). These action tendencies are
perceived as part of an ongoing emotional process (namely the subjective
appraisal of information on the part of the mover). Hence, action
tendencies are matched with emotion categories, and the result of this
matching process is the impression of a particular, more or less definite
emotional state. Moreover, it is assumed that the decoder learns to weigh
distinct movement features as to their informative value. Distinct
movemement features contribute to the likelihood of particular emotional
states. Thus, each distinct feature has its unique weight relative to distinct
emotional categories (emotion labels).
How specific can our inferences be? In other words: what kind of states
can be discriminated? It is assumed, that the specificity of inferences will
vary with combinations of relevant features that can be detected in a
movement. For instance, moving backward might be indicative of fear,
shame, and surprise. If just that feature could be detected, only a rather
general attribution could be made, for instance "retreat". However,
suppose the target not only moves backward, but at the same time slowly
drops his head, while he folds his arms around his body. This combination
of features can be expected to contribute to the inference of a more
specific content, for instance shame, whereas the probability of fear or
surprise diminishes.
From this point of view, it is expected that particular movements, due
to their constituent features, are optimal expressions of particular
emotions, because they incorporate all relevant movement tendencies in
them. Other movements might still be considered expressive of a
particular content, but less consistently so, because they lack certain
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relevant features. Still other movements will be ambiguous, or not at all
expressive.
It can be expected, that a movement will suggest a particular emotion
immediately only if there are high probability relationships between some
of its movement features and one or more emotion categories. For
instance, suppose backward direction and opening are strongly associated
with the action tendencies withdrawal, preparation for action, receiving,
and these action tendencies are strongly associated with the emotion
concept (label) of "surprise". Only in such a case a backward and opening
movement will suggest surprise immediately. However, in real life we are
more likely to be confronted with less exclusive relationships. For
instance, withdrawing and preparation for action may suggest such
different emotions as surprise, joy, admiration, and fright, but each with
different degrees of likelihood. So, surprise may be more likely than joy,
and joy more likely than fright. In that way, it can be expected that each
combination of movement features will be differentially associated with
distinct emotion labels, with varying degrees of likelihood of each state.
I will not speculate about the existence of certain prewired, inherited
response mechanisms that might be preattuned to certain expressive
patterns. I do not exclude the possibility that such patterns exist, and that
they may evoke a direct impression. In that case, the word "inference" is
inappropriate. However, it is very likely that even then some inferencedrawing and calculation follow upon the immediate perception. I think
that a sharp distinction between immediate and reflected perception is a
forced one. Moreover, in the studies that are reported later (Chapters 4,5,
6) I have my subjects judge movement patterns by the use of verbal labels.
By so doing, I force them to make use of verbal thinking, which might
operate on more "basic", preverbal (and perhaps prewired) impressions.
The probability relationships that exist between movement features,
action tendencies, and emotion categories can be expected to be
influenced by the application of decoding rules (Buck, 1984). Decoding
rules can be applied, for instance, upon the perception of a particular
situation (Frijda, 1958, 1969). For instance, suppose someone reacts to a
propitious message with a fairly moderate expression. Only slight changes
can be detected in his behavior. However, at the same time we perceive
that some of his colleagues are in his neighbourhood. This perception may
lead us to the inference that the person's overt expressions are restrained
by this situation. As a result, we may put more indicative weight to

certain features we detected. Another example is the gender of the
encoder. The same expressive movements may suggest different meanings,

or at least have different indicative weights, depending on gender (Henley
& Harmon, 1985; Mehrabian, 1968a; Spiegel & Machotka, 1974). The
application of decoding rules can be considered as a higher-order process
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which acts on the basic processes of 1) inference of action tendencies, and
2) inference of emotion categories.
In summary, the present model assumes three levels of processing: 1)
level of physical (general) movement features (movement categories); 2)
level of action tendencies; 3) level of inferred emotions (emotion
categories). Inferences are likely to be guided by probability relationships
between each of these levels. Moreover, higher-order processes, such as
the knowledge of decoding rules that exist in a culture, are likely to act on
these basic processes and to influence the probablity relationships.

2.4. The Implications of Emotion Inference for the Decoder:
Reaction Tendencies

What are the implications of detecting some emotional state in another
person? I have suggested that these implications should be viewed from
the perspective of the reciprocal dependencies between humans.
Expressive behavior is functional with respect to the coping with
emotions. One aspect of expressive behavior is its visual appearance by
which it becomes accessible to conspecifics. These are not likely to remain
"unmoved: Frijda (1982) suggested that the perception of the action
tendencies in expressive behavior is likely to have a direct impact upon
the decoder. He wrote: "...protective withdrawal indicates either success or
leeway for me (the decoder, M. de M.), or it indicates its complement, the
presence of some threat in the environment." (Frijda, 1982, p.112). Thus,
the impact of expressive behavior can consist of awareness of the
subjective "meaning" the decoder bears for the encoder, or of certain
aspects of the environment that are of immediate significance to both
encoder and decoder. But that is not all. The decoder is likely to get
involved in what goes on with the encoder. There is an element of social
"appeal" in expressive behavior, which may lead, for instance, to
(affective) empathy. Stated briefly, I think the decoding of expressive
behavior is closely linked with relevant reaction tendencies (as the
complement of action tendencies in the encoder), which may or may not
be performed actually. For instance, inferring that someone else is in a
happy, elated mood may raise the reaction tendencies of attending,
approaching, asking questions about the cause, joining in the experience.
The inference of sadness may raise reaction tendencies like comforting
and protecting. The inference of anger may raise reaction tendencies like
alerting, self-defence, and being on one's guard against attack.
McArthur and Baron's (1983) ecological approach (see 2.2.6) to social
perception seems to be akin to the present viewpoint. My viewpoint
differs from McArthur and Baron's, in that I suggest that the detection of
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affordances (or action tendencies) is a result of inference-drawing,
whereas these authors stress the aspect of immediate perception of
affordances. The quality of expressiveness, that is perceived in expressive
behavior, guides the perceiver's attention away from the immediate,
physical or communicational goals that might be pursued in the situation,
and towards the underlying, inner processes that might have caused it (see
also Schneider, Hastorf, and Ellsworth, 1979). This evokes an active
search for meaning, which is largely based on inference-drawing. The
final outcome(s) of this inference-process can be expected to have a
certain appeal to the decoder, that is, to evoke certain reaction tendencies.
In this respect I agree with McArthur and Baron that the consequences of
this inference process are to be viewed within the framework of mutual
adaptation between encoder and decoder.
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Chapter 3.
The Development of a Movement System

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter the development of the movement stimuli, that were used
in the experiments, to be presented in Chapters 4,5, and 6, will be
reported. The experimental method that was used in these studies, is the
manipulation of the
physical (distal)
features that constitute body
movements. Most of the studies in the area of expression decoding used

one of two entirely different methods. Either 1) the stimuli consisted of
posed expressions, or 2) the stimuli consisted of spontaneously evoked

expressions.
With the first method the encoders create their own expressions, which
are either used immediately for decoding (see for instance Flach, 1928;
Montepare et al., 1987; Osgood, 1966; Van Meet-Jansen & Moormann,
1984; Walk & Homan, 1984), or some kind of selection process is carried
out afterwards (see for instance Izard, 1971). This selection is sometimes
based on the assessment of agreement scores from trained judges, or on
the comparison with some already developed instrument like the FACS
system developed by Ekman and Friesen (1978).
With the second method, expression is sometimes evoked by
experimental manipulation (Buck, 1975). In other studies, judges are
confronted with clinical subjects (for instance Ekman & Friesen, 1974;

Waxer, 1974,1977).
The method used in the present studies is not often found in this area

of research. Still, it can be traced back to the 19th century, when
Duchenne (1861) tried to produce facial expressions by attaching
electrodes to the fibres of the face. In that way, he was able to manipulate
facial movement features directly, and compare them with the impressions

they evoked.
It is interesting to note, that this method has been used more often in
the study of postural expressions (Duclos et al., 1989: Harrigan &
Rosenthal, 1983; Riskind & Gotay, 1982; Smith-Hanen, 1977). Probably,
the assumption that postures are determined by far fewer elements than
movements, is the reason why the latter were not studied in the same way
(Spiegel & Machotka, 1974). But is this true? Is there an almost infinite
number of elements in body movements, that contribute to the expressive
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meanings that are inferred from them? Or, on the contrary, can we select
a restricted number of elements, that can be expected to contribute most
to impression formation?

Dittmann (1987) concluded that only a few discrete elements can be
distinguished in communicative body movements. However, so-called
continuous features (like velocity, force) can be described by discrete
values. Extreme quickness or slowliness, strength and lightness can be
expected to produce more or less discrete features, that contribute to the
expressive meaning of a movement.
The first step towards the development of a movement system was a
survey of the literature. Which features have been found to be relevant
indicators of emotions? In Chapter 1 most of the studies that focused on
the decoding of emotions from body movements were already presented.
In the next section the results of these studies are summarized. In
addition, the opinions of older Expression Psychologists, who were
interested in the indicative function of body movements, are also surveyed
(Section 3.3). A second source of information were the opinions of artists
and philosophers from the world of artistic movement expression, in
particular dancers and choreographers. Do they use certain movement
characteristics deliberately to evoke the impression of human emotions?
This question is examined in Section 3.4. From the survey of empirical,
speculative, and artistic literature, my own movement system was
developed. This is reported in 3.5.
3.2. Summary of Empirically Found Expressive Movement Features
From the survey in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 a number of movement features
emerged, that were found to serve as indicators of certain emotional
states. I will summarize the results of these studies briefly. It is stressed,
that only such features are listed that functioned as indicators to untrained
judges. Also considered were such features that directly influenced the
behavior of decoders. The following movement features were found to be
relevant indicators:
1) head movements and positions: A bowed head position was an indicator
of a negative emotion (Matsumoto & Kudoh, 1987), submission
(Ginsburg, 1980), depression (Waxer, 1977). Raising of head and chin,
with the head thrusted backward, was an indication of dominance and
aggression (Camras, 1985).
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2) trunk movement and position: standing or sitting with straight trunk
suggested expansion (James, 1932), positive emotions (Van Meet-Jansen &
Moormann, 1984), dominance (Weisfeld & Beresford, 1982). Sitting or
standing with bowed trunk suggested contraction (James, 1932), negative
emotions (Van Meet-Jansen & Moormann, 1984), submission (Ginsburg,
1980), depression (Waxer, 1977), sadness (Duclos et al., 1989).
A stiff. unmoving trunk was an indication of anxiety (Waxer, 1974).
(Stiffness can also be considered as a feature of strength, whereas stillness
is also an aspect of movement velocity).
3) arm movement and position: an open arm position suggested empathy,
warmth, sympathy, openness, accessibility, whereas a closed arm position
conveyed a closed, reserved, cool attitude (Harrigan & Rosenthal, 1983;
Machotka, 1965; Mehrabian, 1968a; Smith-Hanen, 1977; Spiegel &
Machotka, 1974).
Spiegel & Machotka (1974) found that the meaning of arm openness or
closedness was partly influenced by gender and nudity of the model.
Closed arms of a line-drawn female nude were associated with modesty,
rejection, self-concern, cold, shyness, etc. An open arm position was seen
as approachable, warm, receptive, so, as rather positive. If the model was
a nude male however, the open arm position acquired a more negative
quality, especially of inmodesty and exhibitionism. If the models were
clothed, the closed positions suggested a still more negative meaning.
Van Meel-Jansen & Moormann (1984) too found that the exact
meaning of arm position was influenced by
other cues. An open arm
position could suggest an "inviting" attitude (associated with joy, for
instance), or a more "aggressive" attitude (suggested primarily by the
display of fists). Open arms could also communicate an "open, defensive"
mood, associated with disgust and fear. Closed arms could evoke the
impression of protecting a baby (associated with tenderness), but also a
tendency to avoid outer stimulation, associated with shame, guilt, and
grief. The combination of bowing and closing, and of stretching and
opening strengthened the impression of respectively a negative and a
positive mood.
Small arm movements during walking were an indication of sadness
(Montepare et at. 1987), low frequency of arm movements was associated
with depression (Waxer, 1977).

4) Leaning direction'. forward leaning suggested (positive) approach
(James, 1932), empathy (Graves & Robinson, 1976; Haase & Tepper, 1978;
Harrigan & Rosenthal, 1983) sympathy (Mehrabian, 1968b, 1972).
Combined with clenched fists, leaning forward suggested anger (Duclos et
al., 1989).
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Backward leaning suggested withdrawal (James, 1932), decrease of
empathy (Graves & Robinson, 1976; Haase & Tepper, 1978; Harrigan &
Rosenthal, 1983), and antipathy (Mehrabian, 1972). The meaning of
leaning direction seems to be determined in particular by the use of
interpersonal distance.

5) Direction of movement. Flach (1928) found that moving outward and
forward suggested begging or beseeching (one has to move in the direction
of someone else); turning away characterized dislike; curiosity was
expressed by turning towards the object of interest; grief ("Traurigkeit")
was characterized by downward direction.
pressure: a stiff, tense trunk was an indication of anxiety
(Waxer, 1974); weak, drooping arms were an indication of depression
(Waxer, 1977); a heavy, firm pace suggested anger (Montepare et al.,

6) Force,

1987). Absence of tension in the whole body was part of a posture that
induced sadness (Duclos et al., 1989). A tense, clenched fist was expressive
of anger (Duclos et al., 1989; Van Meel-Moormann & Jansen, 1984).
Flach (1928) found that begging was characterized by a gradual
increase of pressure; antipathy ("Trotz") was expressed by a sudden
increase of pressure; grief ("Taurigkeit") by a gradual decrease of pressure.

1) Velocity. walking with great stride-length was an indication of both
anger and pride (Montepate et al., 1987). Appearing tied up, unmovable
was an indication of anxiety (Waxer, 1974). Extravert emotions were
inferred from greater "dynamics" (Van Meel-Jansen & Moormann, 1984),
which is likely to be influenced by both strength and velocity of the
movement expression. Flach (1928) reported that suddenness characterized
antipathy ("Trotz").
8) Directness: Tagiuri (1960) found that a straight pathway was associated
with, among others, goal-orientedness, aggression, and determination. A
lingering pathway was associated with, among others, nonchalance,
relaxation, happiness, being unsure, fearful, and cautious.
cues reported and used in the literature
dichotomous:
bowed-straight, upward-downward, forwardbackward. This raises the question, whether decoders tend to use
dichotomies as the relevant dimensions, or, on the contrary, make use of
gradual changes. Both possibilities do not exclude each other. Each degree
of moving forward could possibly be associated with sympathy, but the
degree of sympathy might be inferred directly from the degree of forward
direction. Moreover, extreme values of a dichotomous dimension are likely
to be the most salient features, which are detected most easily.

It is of interest that most of the
were
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3.3. Expressive Movement Features According to the German and Dutch
Expression Psychology

The German and Dutch Expression Psychology, which flourished in the
first half of the 20th century, was discussed in detail in Chapter 1. It was
characterized by a richness of observations and reflections on expressive
behavior, whereas only few experimental studies were undertaken. With
respect to body movement, a restricted group of features can be
distinguished that were supposed to be part of emotional expressions. In as
far as singular movements are concerned, those features which according
to these authors characterized expressive movement are summarized in
Table 1.

Table

1.

General Movement Features Contributing To Expressivity According To German-Dutch
"Expression Psychology

Movement features Expressive meaning

Stretching

strengthened self-consciousness, vitality;

Bowing

diminished self-consciousness;

Large
Small

[combined with slowliness:] pathoG;
[combined with quickness:1 impulsiveness; joy, enthousiasm; rage;
simplicity; weakness; reservation;

Inward
Outward

fear, anxicty; misery;
happiness, joy; vanity; rage; power

Forward

interest, curiosity; world-oriented;

Backward

fright, fear; surprise; guild; rejection;

Upward
Downward

positive self-esteem; joy, pride;
negative self-esteem; guild, grief; discouragcment; modcsty

Fast
Slow

fright; vigilance, attentiveness
self-confidence; dullness, indolence; grief caution; path06;

Strong/Tense

goal-orientedness, preparation for action; concentration;

Stiff
Weak/Relaxed

fright, terror; rigidity; self-defence;
surrender; acceptance; enjoyment; disappointment; grief;

Linear

guided by conscious willpower; nervousness

Circular

guided by feelings, subconsciousness

Note. Major sources consulted: Klages (1942), Strchle (1954), Kietz (1956), Kiener (19561 and
Buytendijk (1948).
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3.4. The World of Dance

Within the context of the present study, dance is an interesting
phenomenon. In dance, the body as a whole is used in the service of
communication. It is one of the oldest art forms (Hanna, 1979; Sachs,
1937), and it can be found among all civilizations, varying from western
to stone-aged "primitive". Dance demonstrates how our rich potential of
body movements can serve the transmission of meaning without the use of
language.

Hanna (1979) defined dance as: "Human behavior composed of
purposeful, intentionally rhythmical, and culturally patterned sequences
of nonverbal body movements, other than ordinary motor activities, the
motion having inherent and aesthetic value" (p. 57). The fact that it is
"intentionally rhythmical", distinguishes dance from other kinds of body
movements. Moreover, the addition of "having inherent and aesthetic
value" is very important within the context of the present examination.
Hanna refers to the fact that dance not only transmits meaning (inherent
value"); it is also submitted to aesthetic conventions.
The distinction between expressive and aesthetic meaning, although
difficult, must be drawn when studying dance. The history of dance
shows that sometimes aesthetic considerations dominated (classical ballet),
and sometimes expression was the focal point (Modern Dance) (see

Kreitler & Kreitler, 1972; Van Meet & De Meijer, 1989). When
considering dance from an aesthetic perspective, the organization of

perceptual structure (e.g. balance, symmetry, "good Gestalts"), is focused
on rather than the motives, intentions, meanings that are expressed. When
we focus on expression, we are interested in psychological states that are
symbolized in the forms of the movements.
This distinction between aesthetic and expressive, dramatic aspects in
dance can already be found in an old treatise on the art of dancing (in this
case Dasi Attam from South-East India): the Bharata Natya Shastra, which
probably dates from 500 B.C. (Ghosh, 1975). In it a distinction is drawn
between natya, nritta, and nritya. Natya refers to the material, the stories,
legends, myths, that are danced. Nritta refers to the aesthetics of this form
&
of art (the use of rhythm, how to create beautiful forms, etc.) (Singha
the
abstract
to
create
patterns
rhythmic
Massay, 1967). Hand gestures
accompanying music, which is without song or speech. Finally, nritya
refers to the techniques of expression and mime.
Of course, aesthetic and communicative (expressive) meaning go
together when appreciating dance. This was nicely demonstrated in a
study by Van Wieringen et al. (1982). The authors showed 20 still
photographs of postures displayed by a female dancer to 50 untrained
judges. The judges were to rate each photograph on 25 bipolar scales,
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which were selected from a survey of dance criticisms in newspapers. A
factor analysis on the ratings of all scales resulted in four factors. The
authors compared the first, second, and third factor respectively with
Osgood's factors of Activity, Evaluation, and Potency.
Inspection of the scales that loaded highly on each of these factors,
suggests to me that the first and second factors reflected aesthetic
appreciations, whereas the third factor reflected expressive meanings.
Examples of scales that loaded on the first and second factor respectively
were: simple-complex, languid-vital, boring-interesting, ordinarysurprising (first factor); and coarse-graceful, unpleasant-pleasant (second
factor). On the third factor the following scales loaded highly: weakstrong, submissive-dominating, vulnerable-fighting, labile-stable.
Postures with high ratings on the latter factor to my opinion reflect a
readiness to act the actor stands erect, both feet on the ground, one arm
raised; or she is in a somewhat squatting, tense position. Postures with
negative ratings on this factor are characterized by sitting on the knees: to
my opinion a rather helpless position.
Thus, in the case of aesthetic meaning, the subject tends to attribute
emotions, sensations, etc. which seem to correspond with his own (he feels
attentive, bored, confronted with a complex form, etc.). In the case of
expression, the subject attributes emotions exclusively to the mover.
In the following, I will focus on those aspects of dance which concern
the expression of emotions. Dance theorists are not unanymous about the
relationship between dance and emotion (Hanna, 1984; Friesen, 1975;
Redfern, 1981; Sheets-Johnston, 1979; Snoeyenbos & Knapp, 1979).
Kreitler and Kreitler (1972) noted that movements are carriers of
meaning, even when not intended so. Many expressive movements are
culture-specific, but "beyond these levels there seem to be some bodily
movements with universally shared meanings. Approaching, flight and
attack, jumping with joy, and drooping with sorrow are only the most
obvious examples." (Kreitler & Kreitler, 1972, p. 181). In particular, the
vertical axis seems to communicate universal feelings along the dimension
of elation and depression. These authors suggested two mechanisms that
may underly the attribution of emotions to dance movements: synesthetic
tendencies, and abstractions from emotional and other human situations
which transcend cultural boundaries.
Snoeyenbos and Knapp (1979) concluded, that, for the most part,
dances are not directly expressive of emotions, as the dancer mimics,
"plays" his emotional state rather than that he really feels it. The authors
called this the "modeling" of expressive qualities that characterize real
(direct) emotional expressions.
Similarly, Sheets-Johnston (1979), inspired by Langer's theory of
aesthetic communication (Langer, 1953), stressed that a dancer or
choreographer uses the forms or essentials of a particular feeling, and
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transforms them into symbolic expressions. Sheets used the term "import"
of dance, in order to refer to the kind of message that comes to us through
dance. It is the pure phenomenon of joy, fear, abstracted from its
situationally specific forms, symbolically presented through a sheer form
of feeling.
1984) investigated the opinions of dancers,
Hanna (1983,
choreographers, and audience on how emotion was communicated through
dance. She concluded that there were several distinct relationships: 1)
emotion may stimulate dance in the immediate sense. Here, dancing comes
down to coping with a felt emotion. Dancing is equivalent with natural,
"true" expression; 2) emotion may be recollected, and used subsequently as
a stimulus to dance. Here, there is already a distance between emotion and
dance; 3) the dance may recollect an emotion and express it symbolically
rather than naturally; 4) dancing may induce emotion in the performer; 5)
the audience reaction to an ongoing performance may evoke the
performer's emotions; 6) the dancer attempts to evoke emotion in the
audience deliberately.
In this study, Hanna interviewed performers and audience members of
eight different productions. These included modern dance productions,
classical Indian dance, folk- and tap dancing. Audience members
indicated what emotions they had perceived, and by what clues they had
perceived them. Three main groups of clues were distinguished: action
(gesture, locomotion, posture), body parts (e.g. hands, face, feet), and
quality of movement (energy, time, space). There were large differences
between the dance productions with respect to the kinds of emotions
audience members perceived, And the kinds of clues that suggested these
emotions. An important result of this study was, that nor the face, nor
conventional gestures were the main clues that communicated emotions.
On the contrary, dance performances differed sharply with respect to the
elements that suggested each emotion, although almost al/ elements were
used by at least some spectators.
From a survey of the literature, we (De Meijer, 1984; Van Meel & De
Meijer, 1989) concluded that dance serves a variety of functions in
different cultures. It may stimulate group-cohesiveness, transmit a
cultural heritage (myths, legends), serve in the celebration of religious or
magic rituals, prepare for a hunt or fight, or evoke altered states of
consciousness. While serving each of these functions the central
"mechanism" which operates to produce dance movements remains the
same: it consists of the transformation of natural body movements into
rhythmic, stylized forms (Lange, 1975). Thus, both instrumental activities
(like fishing, sewing, fighting) and emotional expressions are transformed
into dance movements. By that means, the dancers make them larger,
broader, more extreme, more gracious, and adapt them to rhythm,
dynamics, metre.
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What elements constitute the expressive meaning, if we leave aesthetic
considerations out? We concluded that meaning is communicated in dance
through culturally specific. arbitrary symbols (like the Indian mudra's),

and universa/ actions and physical dimensions. By the latter we meant 1)
actions which are shared by most or all human cultures. Examples are
greeting, fighting, hunting, exploring. Whatever their meaning within a
broader narrative may be, these actions as such will be intelligible even to
members of a different ethnic group; 2) body parts which share universal
functions and, by that way, acquire expressive significance: the head is
related with the senses and thinking, the heart is related with emotional
life, the limbs reflect the direction of the will; 3) certain movement
qualities are universally functional: muscle strength is needed to remove a
barrier, or to meet a blow; quickness is needed to dodge, or to fly, and so
on; 4) certain spatial directions too seem to share universal meaning. For
instance, the vertical axis is related to the struggle with gravity, sagittal
direction is, among others, related to approaching and retreating, and to
the direction of the senses (that which is behind you, cannot be seen

directly).
How are such elements used in the creation of expressive meaning in
dance? Do dance theorists, dancers, choreographers share certain opinions
about the function of such elements as outlined above? This will be
examined in the next sections.
3.4.1. Indian Classical Dance
The ancient scholar Bharata Muni described the basic principles of Indian
classical dance and mime in the Natya Shastra. These classical dance forms
served the presentation of religious material to the community. The acts of
the deities, Krishna, Shiva, Brahma, and the lesser gods are narrated
through a combination of music, dance, mime, and song.
In line with Bharata Muni's distinction between natya, nritya, and
nritta (see previous section), three levels of communication can be
distinguished in Indian classical dance. First, there is the plot, the
narrative as a whole, with its figures, its tragedy, humor, etc. Secondly,
there is the technique of abhinaya (mimetic art). This can be called the
level of emotion expression. It includes the expression of emotions
through words and mime, physical movement, costume and decor, and
more subtle physical manifestations. Thirdly, there is the level of pure
movement qualities, directly accompanying musical rhythm.
At the level of emotion expression, nine basic emotions are
distinguished in Indian dance: love, anger, laughter, disgust, sorrow, fear
(terror), amazement, valor, and peace. The classical dance forms have
stylized poses and movements of the eyes, head, and body to convey them.
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With respect to body movements, Bharata described certain movements of
the chest. For instance, a drawn in chest expresses fear and modesty, a
heaved up chest denotes pride, courage, and anger. Folding in the waist
denotes female shyness. At the level of movement qualities, Muni
distinguished between masculine, vigorous movements (tandava), and
feminine, delicate movements (lasya).
Hanna (1983) found that spectators, who were not familiar with the
rules of expression in classical Indian dance, inferred many emotions
correctly from what they saw. In a performance in the Kuchipudi style,
the overwhelming majority of the respondents (87%) recognized anger.
The face, followed by hands, eyes, and gesture, were the clues used most.
Competition and pride were each perceived by 69%. Competition was
inferred primarily by hands, face, and arms, whereas pride was inferred
primarily through the face and hands. Another dance production she
included in her research was in the Kathakali style. Here, nearely
everyone saw anger (96%), which was inferred primarily by hands, face,
and gesture. Next came pride (69%), caring (65%), playfulness (58%), and
sadness (56%).

In conclusion, although Indian classical dance uses a large repertoire of
conventional symbols (such as hand gestures, stylized postures and eye
movements), it also brings across a wide spectrum of universal emotions,
which can be inferred even by spectators who do not belong to the
communities from which these dances evolved. Actions, body parts and
movement qualities all contribute to the attribution of these emotions.
3.4.2. Western Classical Ballet

Like Indian classical dance, the Western classical ballet evolved into a
highly stylized, rule-governed dance form. It developed at the courts of
France and Italy, primarily in the long period between 1400 and 1900, and
became a more popular art form in the 19th and 20th centuries.

Classical ballet is characterized by a sharp distinction between beautiful
form (aesthetic considerations) and narrative meaning (the story). All
movements are shaped according to the rules that were developed in its
long history, for instance by Menestrier (1682) and Noverre (1760).
Graciousness, softness, along with an increasing domination of the upward
tendency (moving away from the floor) were characteristic of its
development. On the other hand, from the Romantic Period on, certain
choreographers stressed the mimetic and expressive aspects. For instance,
when John Weaver produced his "Loves of Mars and Venus" in 1719, he
provided his dancers with detailed prescriptions for the enactment of
certain emotions (Cohen, 1977; Spiegel & Machotka, 1974).
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With respect to its technique of stylization, classical ballet is
characterized by a large amount of fixed postures and movements.
Examples are the five basic positions of the feet, five basic arm- and leg
movements, and basic postures like the attitude and arabesque. These
fixed forms notwithstanding, their use in the service of communication is
not at random. Lawson (1957) presents a number of general movement
dimensions, that characterize distinct emotional expressions.

- forward: accompanies greeting; posing a question; surprise (in order to
take a closer look at the object);

- backward: negation; refusal (ranging from a slight withdrawal of the
head to actual running away); dislike, hatred, fear (which is
accompanied by protecting movements);
- upward and outward: all happy emotions. The outward direction is
essential to positive states, it has the connotation of giving. If only the
upward direction is performed, the impression of pride or selfsufficiency is provided;
- downward and inward: all shades of grief are expressed in this way.
The body starts with sinking downward and inward, the head hangs
heavy on the shoulders, the shoulders drop towards the chest. It
becomes difficult to lift the feet from the ground. If only the
downward direction is performed, there is a connotation of fainting,
losing consciousness, as if one is pressed down by an enormous load.
Zacharias (1964) examined classical ballet from a phenomenological

framework. He showed that a number of fundamental opposites can be
discerned, such as outward and inward, open and closed, finite and
infinite. For example, the five basic positions of the feet represent
different stages, ranging from completely open (effac6) to completely
crossed (croise).

In conclusion, just like Indian dance, classical ballet is highly rulegoverned. Still, it makes use of fundamental dynamic and spatial
dimensions, which are likely to communicate universal emotions.
3.4.3. The Ideas of Fran ois Delsarte
The theoretic notions of Fran ois Delsarte (1811-1871) have had a
profound influence on the development of modern dance. After his stage
carrier was ruined due to problems with his voice, Delsarte started to
study the principles of expression in body movement. Although he never
published his ideas in book form, they were applicated by his many
pupils, primarily in stage acting. The American dancer Ted Shawn
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introduced them in American modern dance in 1914. Together with Ruth
StDenis he founded an important school of dance, from which many
important dance innovators emerged, such as Martha Graham and Doris
Humphrey (Garaudy, 1974; Mazo, 1977). Shawn (1963) discussed the
application of Delsarte's principles to the art of dance.
The most important principle according to Delsarte, is that of trinity.
Thus, he distinguished between three groups of movement directions: 1)

excentric movements, which flow from the center into the surrounding

space; 2) concentric movements, which are directed towards the center; 3)

normal movements. which are performed in the center, or develop a

harmonic balance between excentric and concentric directions.
Excentric movements correspond with energetic striving, willpower;
concentric movements correspond with mental activities: thought,
concentration; normal movements correspond with the emotional and
moral feelings. For example: "Excitement expands motion, thought
contracts motion, love and affection moderate attitudes" (Shawn, 1963, p.
48). And : "The extension of the gesture is in proportion to the surrender
of the will in emotion." (ibid., p.49).
Applied to body parts, a classification can be made into head
(concentric), trunk (normal), limbs (excentric); and into head (concentric),
upper torso (normal) and lower torso (excentric). Distinct body parts were
divided further according to this threefold principle. For instance, the
arm was divided into the excentric upper arm (which is most close to the
will), the concentric hand (which accompanies actions guided by thought),
and the forearm (with which we embrace). Applied to the torso, Shawn
remarks: "Expansion of the torso indicates different degrees of
excitement, vehemence and power of will. Contraction of the torso
indicates different degrees of timidity, pain, effort, or convulsion of the
will. Relaxation of the torso indicates different degrees of surrender,
indolence, intoxication, prostration, and insensibility of the will. The torso
leaning towards the object shows attraction, leaning away from the object
indicates repulsion, bent or lowered before the object indicates humility,
shame, obsequiousness. If the leanings are directly towards or away from
the object the expression is vital, if obliquely, then a more moral or
subjective meaning is conveyed." (ibid., p.39).
The space surrounding the body was also divided according to this
trinity. This resulted in: 1) the lower region, from the floor up to and
surrounding the legs and lower part of the trunk is the excentric-vital
realm of space; 2) surrounding the upper torso is the normal-emotional
realm; 3) the region on a level with the head is the concentric-mental
zone. "Almost all of our actual life and experience takes place beneath the
top of our heads, the common, natural experiences of every day.
Therefore, the realm of space above the top of our heads is the
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supernatural realm (literally-above, more than normal) and so in that
realm we express the emotions of ecstasy, aspiration, prayer, etc." (ibid.,
p. 32).
With respect to the use of spatial direction, Delsarte formulated the
Law of Altitude: "Positive assertion rises, negative assertion falls; in
general, the constructive, positive, good, true, beautiful, moves upward,
forward and outward - the destructive, negative, ugly, false, moves
downward, inward, and backward: (ibid., p.48).
The application of Delsarte's principles had certain profound
influences on the development of modern dance. The most important
influences were:
- the recognition of the torso as the source and main instrument of true
emotional expression; this was contrary to the domination of the legs in
classical ballet;
- the idea that all movements have psychological connotations, either
intended or unintended;
- the conscious use of tension and relaxation; this is contrary to the
domination of continuous muscle strength in classical ballet. Delsarte
pointed to the fact that tension and relaxation alternate in the rhythmic
flow of life events. A relaxation is necessary before a tension can be
produced, and every tension is followed by a relaxation;

- the recognition of the value and use of falling, of the floor, of
heaviness; contrary to the domination of the upward, flying tendency in
classical ballet. The conscious use of the alternation between upward
and downward movements had as consequence, that, "...the American
modern dancer needs for profound dynamics of meaning, a feeling of
great mass, great weight, and makes much more use of sustained
contact between the body of the dancer and the floor in lying, sitting,
kneeling, etc: (Shawn, 1963, p.63).
3.4.4. Modern Dance

A number of dancers which had a profound influence on the development
of modern dance, were raised in the school of Shawn and St. Denis. The
best-known dancers-choreographers are Martha Graham and Doris
Humphrey. Both left their tutors when they felt they needed to develop
their own techniques for the expression of their emotions (Mazo, 1977).
However, the core elements of their techniques remained close to the ideas
of Delsarte.

For Graham, the act of respiration served as a starting point. She felt
that the alternation of inhaling and exhaling corresponded with the
dynamic rhythms of emotional life. Her technique used contraction-
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release as a core element, which is reflected in the alternations of tension-

relaxation, contracting-expanding, moving inward-moving outward, and

so on. In addition, the alternation between moving toward the floor, and
moving upward (falling, leaping, etc.) was prominent in her technique.
About the way meaning is conveyed through movement, Graham
remarked: "Dance is another way of putting things. It isn't a literal thing,
but everything that a dancer does, even in the most lyrical thing, has a
very definite and prescribed meaning. If it could be said in words, it
would be; but outside of words, outside of painting, outside of sculpture,
inside the body is an interior landscape which is revealed in movement.
Each person reads into it what he brings to it." (cited in Mazo, 1977).
Thus, although dance provides "definite and prescribed meaning", the
latter cannot be couched in verbal terms.
The effectiveness of Graham's movement expressions is demonstrated
by the newspaper critics that appeared after her first performance in The
Netherlands, April 1954. A pressman called Hornstra wrote: "Nowhere (in
their movements, M. de M.) there is release, there is no movement that
rounds off and dissolves (...), there is never a clarity and purity of form
that releases heart and head. Almost all of the movements are directed
inward, covering, concealing, suggestive, but never fulfilling." (cited in

Stokvis, 1988, p. 14, translation M. de M.)
Mazo (1977) tried to summarize Graham's way of "putting things" as
follows: "In the end, despite the learning and feeling she brings to every
dance, despite the complexity of interpretation and the wide use of
theatrical methods and strong technique, it is 211 so very simple. We inhale
and exhale, expand and contract. We choose an action and accept its
consequences. We search and we find. After all the complications and
inner compulsions, we come to know ourselves, and the knowledge is not
always pleasant." (Mazo, 1977, p. 190). Martha Graham deeply influenced
the development of modern dance. In the Netherlands, great
choreographers like Van Manen and Van Dantzig were pushed on a new
avenue of making dances after her appearance in this country.
Doris Humphrey made use of fall and recovery as a core element in her
technique. To her opinion, the struggle with gravity is the central theme
of human existence. Humphrey pointed to the use of dynamics and form
more as a kind of aesthetic devices, which render a dance interesting to
look at. Her use of "opposition and succession" of movements can also be
traced back to the teachings of Delsarte.

The principles of tension-relaxation and fall-recovery can also be found
in the work of such pioneers of European modern dance ("Ausdruckstanz")
as Mary Wigman (1886-1972) and Corrie Hartong (born 1906). Both were
strongly influenced by the teachings of Laban, which are discussed in the
next section.
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In her book "Danskunst" Hartong (1948) points out the expressive
meaning of the space that surrounds the body. This space is divided into
three layers. Moreover, from the relationship between body and space a

number of fundamental directions result. The space is divided into the
following layers by Hartong:
- low: the "sub-human" realm, a realm of chaos, reigned by vital urges.
There is a strong tie with the earth, the darkness, the passions;
- middle: the human realm, reaching from the lowest middle (stomach)
up to the chest, while its psychological meaning changes from
masculine-energetic into female-emotional. It is a realm that gives the
opportunity to develop balance between the earth and the upward
striving of the arms. The dancer should use this area if he wants to
portray human emotions, thoughts, sensations;
- high: the "super-human", reaching from the highest middle to the
region high above, which can only be reached through jumping,
floating in the air. This area expresses corresponding feelings which are
characterized by upward-directedness, a striving away from daily
considerations: our ideals, religious feelings. The human quality tends
to be replaced by a godly or supernatural one.
With respect to the fundamental directions Hartong lists the following:

- forward: expresses goal-orientedness, an active mood, being attracted
by something;
- backward: yielding, being carried away by something.
- to the sides. unpersonal, somewhat driven, without direction or goal;
threatening;
- diagonal'. expresses a powerful, dominant attitude.
- moving in a circle. one complies to a force which comes from the midst
of the circle, which evokes the impression of extacy, being possessed
by something.
In conclusion, the opinions of dancers and choreographers have
demonstrated that they tended to make use of a restricted number of
fundamental spatial and dynamic dimensions, which were supposed to
convey basic expressive meanings. Of course, the "meanings" that were
supposed to be communicated were by no means restricted to human
emotions. Sometimes moral qualities are mentioned, sometimes spiritual
experiences, or very general moods (goal-orientedness, the positive, the
negative, etc.). But in the human mind, all of such meanings tend to be
related to each other. The negative, the bad, the evil tend to be associated
with negative emotions like hatred and envy, whereas the positive, the
good, the supernatural, tend to be associated with positive emotions
(delight, joy, ecstacy). The artist makes use of such intertwinings that
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exist in our minds, when he uses fundamental sensations, either in paint,
music, or movement. It can be expected, that such general features will
strongly determine the inference of emotional states, provided the decoder
senses some need to do so. With respect to body movements, a relatively
restricted number of fundamental dimensions is likely to determine a large
proportion of the "meaning" that is inferred from them.

3.4.5. The Ideas of Rudolf Laban

Rudolf Labant was born in Bratislava in 1879. He was the son of an army
general and travelled widely as a boy as his father moved from posting to
posting. Laban (1951) admitted that his acquaintance with Dervish

(islamitic mystic) dances deeply influenced his thinking in those days. In
the years before World War I, Laban organized dance festivals on the
shores of Lake Maggiore, and was a member of an art colony there. His
first principles of dance teaching and notation date from this period,
although none of his notations from this period were preserved. During
the period of 1910-1920 Laban was a prominent figure in the arts in
Switzerland. In this period, while still seeking for new forms of
expression, he became involved in Dada-ism (Richter, 1965). In the same
period, he became a freemason. There are strong links between Laban's
principles and masonic knowledge, skills and techniques (Foster, 1977).
After World War I, Laban went to Germany, where he became a
leading figure in the dance world. Exploration of his movement principles
was carried out in many dance schools he established all over Germany,
and in Switzerland, Hungary, Austria, Italy, and France. Laban's
collaborators and pupils experimented with dance and movement on a
theatrical, therapeutic, remedial, educational and purely intrinsically
pleasurable basis. Laban himself was primarily working as adviser and
choreographer. In 1938, Laban went to England, as his working space was
threatened by the rise of Nazi doctrines in Germany. In Dartington Hall,
some of his pupils (among them Kurt Jooss) had founded a dance school.
Here, Laban started to teach his principles, and had a profound influence
on English educationists, such as Ruth Foster and Lisa Ullmann.
In England, like before in Germany, Laban was consulted as a
movement specialist in the service of improving factory worker's
movement habits. With F.C. Lawrence he studied the movements of
women employed in a wartime factory moving large tyres (Laban &
Lawrence, 1947).

1

Laban's exact name is open to question (Foster, 1977)·
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In the twenties Laban developed a notation system (Kinography Laban
or Labannotation). Somewhat later, and much slowlier, he developed a
system of movement analysis, in the service of dance education and
movement ergonomics. This system was first called Eukinetics, later it was

called by various names, such as Choreutics and Effort Analysis. As Davis
(1979) notes, both systems are more or less complementary whereas
Labannotation describes "structural" characteristics (where, what, and
when) of a movement sequence, effort analysis describes the qualitative
elements (how, with what intensity and spatial character). In terms of my
discussion of expressive movement in Chapter 1, it can be said that Effort
Analysis focuses on general features of body movement. This renders the
model of particular interest with respect to the aims of the present
research. I will therefore discuss Laban's Effort-Shape model in more
detail.
Laban's Shape-Effort model owes much to his study of freemasonry. In
particular, his use of oppositions and his ideal of harmony (which can only
be arrived at through oppositions) can be understood from this. Thus,
movement is described and practiced in terms of opposed qualities, which
combine into a number of so-called basic effort actions. Laban (1948)
writes: "The study of basic effort actions is fundamental for both the
teacher and student [of Modern Dance, M. de M.] for the development of
a harmonious and balanced use of these actions in everyday life as well as
in the art of dancing. It is easily observable that many people tend to
over-emphasise certain actions which affects the ease and mastery of their
movement. Other actions are neglected or used so sparingly that the
natural range of effort expression becomes disturbed." (Laban, 1948,
pp.52-53). This is the core of Laban's therapeutic use of movement. A
disturbed effort balance is supposed to have a detrimental effect on
individual and collective well-being and efficiency, and it can be
remedied by practicing with the complete range of effort actions.
The Shape-component of the model (which was developed in more
detail by Lamb, see Lamb & Turner, 1969) concerns the spatial
characteristics of a movement. The following dimensions are
distinguished:
- rising-sinking (vertical axis)
- advancing-retreating (sagittal axis)
- widening-narrowing (horizontal axis)
- expanding-contracting. The latter dimension comes close to Delsarte's
distinction between concentric and excentric movements.
Effort concerns the use of energy during the performance of a movement.
In his first notations, Laban described movement with terms like "gliding",
fluent", "fluttering" (Davis, 1979). In the 1940s he refined this terminology
and made it more objective, by using three dichotomic dimensions: force
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(firm-light), time (sudden-sustained), and space (direct-flexible). A
fourth dimension was also used, but not independently from the others:
flow (bound-free). By combining the first three dimensions, eight socalled basic effort actions result
force:

time:

firm

sudden
sudden

direct

thrusting

firm

flexible

slashing

firm
firm

sustained
sustained

direct

pressing

flexible

wringing

light
light
light
light

sudden
sudden

direct

dabbing

flexible

flicking

sustained
sustained

direct

gliding

flexible

floating or flying

space.

effort action:

It is of interest that the Effort-Shape model describes movements
objectively, and not in terms of their expressive meaning or function. This
may have contributed to it's wide application in dance education (Van
Schaik, 1981; Redfern, 1982). Thus, a relatively small number of
movement dimensions can be used to describe movements that serve
expression in dance.
Moreover, application of this system to the study of nonverbal
communication (see Davis, 1979, for a review), suggests that natural
expression too can be described along these dimensions. Such parameters
as tension flow, dynamic complexity, and general spatial direction were
found to be related to. for instance, schizophrenia (Davis, 1970), psychosexual development (Kestenberg, 1975), and severity of family problems
(Dulicai, 1977).
In conclusion, Laban's Shape-Effort model seems to suit the aims of
the present investigation quite well: it combines the experiences from the
world of dance with an objective description of movement, that has been
used succesfully in nonverbal research. Moreover, this model incorporates
most of the relevant expressive movement features that were found in the
empirical research, in the older German expression psychology, and in the
opinions of artists from the world of dance. In Table 2 the relevant
movement dimensions that emerged from each of these sources are
compared. The Effort-Shape model seems to cover all of these dimensions.

Table 1

Comparison Of Expressive Movement Dimensions In Empirical Research, German Expression psychology, Dance, and Laban System

Empirical research

"Expression Psychology.

Expressive dance

(Section 3.2)

(Section 33)

(Section 3A)

1.

head

movement

2. trunk movement

trunk movement; inward/outward

excentric/concentric
excentric/concentric;
inward/outward
excentric/concentric;
opening/closing;inward/outward

1

openness of arms

movement width; inward/outward

4.

spatial directions:
forward/backward;
upward/downward

spatial directions:

5.

force; tension

force; tension/relaxation; stiffness

tension/relaxation;
contraction/release

6.

velocity velocity

sustained/sudden

sustained/sudden

7.

straight/lingering

linear/circular

forward/backward
upward/downward

Effort-Shape
(Section 3.4)

spatial directions:
forward/backward
upward/downward;
fall/recovery; spatial layers

-

expanding/contracting
widening/narrowing

advancing/retreating
rising/sinking

firm/light

direct/indirect
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3.5. Expressive Movement in Other Art Forms

From old age on, there have been writings on stage-acting (Cole &
Chinoy, 1970). Works by Cicero and Quintialianus deeply influenced the
use of gestures in acting. Elegance, gracefulness, etc. were the main values
that were used. In the seventeenth century, Bulwer (1644) presented some
prescriptions to the actor of the Elisabethan period. Here too, aesthetic
considerations involving stylishness, symmetry, flow, and contrast

dominated. At the same time, many actors in this period were known for
their convincing expression of emotion at stage (Joseph, 1964).
The work of the German Jacob Engel (1785, 1786) was already
discussed in Chapter 1, as his ideas had profound influence on the
development of expression theory. In these letters to actors, principles of
emotional expression, rather than of aesthetics, were formulated. His
central principle was the use of analogy. Through his movements, the
actor has to find the behavioral analogy of the mental state that he wants
to convey. He must search for the themes that make up that state, and try
to find out how they are mirrored by the body. Thus, he may find that
wrath tends to fill the body with energy, especially those body parts that
serve to grasp and destroy.
A second principle stressed by Engel was the use of three fundamental
motives, that underly all human feelings: to unite with the good, to
withdraw from the bad, and to remove the bad out of one's terrain. The
actor should convey one of these fundamental urges through his bodily
expression.
Delsarte, whose theory was discussed in a previous section (3.4.1.3),
developed his principles primarily with respect to stage acting and opera.
He stressed that movements always reflect mental states, so that the actor
has to develop awareness about how he moves and why.
Michel (1910) published a book filled with over seven hundred still
photographs of expressive body positions and movements for the actor.
Interestingly, the positions are ordered by movement characteristics (body
parts, directions, and so on), and not by emotional content. These
photographs show: 21-head-, 131 trunk-, 52-breast movements, 56
movements of moving either upward, downward (inward) or backward, 28
shoulder movements, 10 elbow movements, 382 hand movements, 4 feet
movements, 37 rest positions.
Michel presents a number of general principles of expression.

"Auffahren" (moving upward) will, depending on facial expression, evoke
such different impressions, as threatening, terror, elation, or
disappointment. Sinking of the breast, shoulders, arms, suggests
discouragement, shame, depression, etc. Terror is expressed by
contraction, along with wide opening of eyes and mouth.
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Michel seemed to be unsure about the specific meaning of movement
expressions if facial information is left aside. Moreover, although he
presents his illustrative material very orderly, he does not discuss the
expressions systematically. The systematic presentation of photographs
remains therefore rather unmotivated.
Stanislavski (1936), and his pupil Tsjechov (1985), developed
techniques that enable the actor to find the appropriate expressive body
movements that belong to the characters they have to enact. According to
Tsjechov, the energy of a movement gives us primarily entrance to the
will-power of a person. Moreover, the kind of movement, lends us insight
in his intentions, the direction of his will. Thus, according to Tsjechov,
one can use movement as a vehicle, not just of expression, but also of
coming to know the character one has to play. One "studies" this character,
first, through intuition, creative imagination. Next, one examines, what
movements are evoked, that are compatible with the intuitions. Suppose
one has to enact a person, who has a strong, dominating will, and is filled
with hatred and disgust. Then the actor creates a strong, well-formed
movement, and he bowes his head, in order to show his wish to dominate
and tyrannize.

In a study of the use of gestures by singers in opera, Scotto di Carlo
(1973) found that 68% of the singers analysed used a rich repertoire of
gestures, whereas 26% used only descriptive gestures. The author found
certain gestures which accompany emotional states: "gestes centrifuges"
(expanding), which accompany elation, and "gestes centripites"
(contracting) which suggest depression. She distinguished three classes of
gestures: 1) substituting gestures, which are used in stead of speech (e.g.
throwing one's hat onto the floor as a gesture of anger); 2) completing
gestures, which are used in addition to speech (e.g. intimidation during a
monologue), and 3) examplefying gestures, which accompany speech
without adding new information.
In other art forms, varying from mime, to literature, sculpture and
painting, artists often use body movements or their representations in
paint, stone, or verbal description, as a vehicle in the service of emotion
expression. However, there are few studies which focus on how exactly,
the artist uses movement characteristics in the service of expression. An
exception to this is Van Meel's (1989) comparative study of several art
forms. He concluded that, in the first place, an artist can depict natural
expressions. Most of the time however, he will transform them, using
fundamental dimensions that characterize those expressions. Thus, an
artist sty/izes the forms of natural expressions. Examples of stylization are
selection of essential characteristics, and abstracting from their accidental
forms in daily life. "When a dancer wants to depict "grief" or "joy", he
derives the fundamental dimensions of his movements from the gestures
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and postures that are also used spontaneously together with these
emotions. With grief the figure will be bowed and turned inward, with joy
expansive and open movements dominate." (Van Meel, 1989, p. 258,
translation M. de M.). Principles of aesthetics and artistic philosophy Will
influence the exact form in which the emotion is depicted by the artist,
varying from cubistic, surrealistic, to naturalistic. Such principles may
hamper direct understanding of these forms, in as far as they address
themselves at specific decoding skills. For instance, in a study, conducted
by Van Meel et al. (1988), preschool and elementary school children were
confronted with expressive dances, which depicted distinct emotional
themes. It was found that even 12-year-olds encountered large difficulties
with the decoding of these dances, although they did attribute emotions
and psychological motives to the dancers. These children seemed not yet
to have mastered the specific decoding skills that apply to this particular
artistic expression form.
Finally, a third process which influences the artistic forms of
expression is the development of an arbitrary code. Examples are the
Indian mudras that are used in Indian dance, and the symbolic attributes
of the saints, depicted in medieval pictures. In this case, one has to know
the exact message that each of these arbitrary symbols communicates. Van
Meet suggests, that such an arbitrary code system develops within the
context of a generally acknowledged function of art, e.g. the transmission
of religious beliefs, that are shared by the community.
Van Meel's suggestion that certain fundamental dimensions underly
spontaneous emotional expression, is in line with the idea that, in body
movements, general movement characteristics carry important emotional
information to the decoder. Bowing, turning inward, closing, are such
general movement features, that can be couched in varying, more specific
forms, that all express the same sorts of feeling states. They represent the
invariant elements, that the decoder seeks in order to arrive at an emotion
attribution. On the other hand, very specific forms (like ritual or
conventional gestures) can only be expected to be expressive if the
decoder has learned the specific rules that apply to them, or he will try to
detect more general elements in the movements.
3.6. Conclusions
The foregoing discussion has shown that performing artists in the worlds
of dance, stage-acting, and opera tend to use both specific conventions
(like hand gestures, gracious forms, etc.), and general movement
characteristics in the service of expression. Although modern dancers
often refuse to consider their movements as expressive of specific
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emotions (Mazo, 1977; Van Schaik, 1981), they cannot prevent the
audience from perceiving emotionality in these movements (Hanna, 1983).
The discussion of the ideas of both theorists and performers of
expressive movement, suggested that a relatively restricted number of
general movement characteristics were used. These characteristics are
almost always treated in terms of dichotomous dimensions: contractionrelease, rising-sinking, advancing-retreating, fall-recovery, expansioncontraction. This is in line with the results from the empirical decoding
studies, which were discussed in Section 3.2.
It was also concluded that the Effort-Shape model of Laban covers the
relevant movement dimensions, that were found in empirical research, in
the phenomenological "Expressionspsychologie", and in the world of
dance. This suggests that this model can be used as a basis for the
development of movement stimuli that serve the goals of the present
research aims.

3.7. The Development of a Movement System
3.7.1.

Movement Dimensions and Features

From the foregoing survey of the literature, it was decided to manipulate
the following general dimensions:
1. erectness

of trunk

2. openness of arms
3. vertical direction
4. sagittal direction
5. muscle strength

6. velocity
7. directness.

Dimensions 1-4 are spatial dimensions. They all concern the
relationship towards the space surrounding the body. Dimensions 5-7 are
dynamic dimensions. They concern the use of energy during the
movement.
Compared with the Shape-Effort model of Laban, two Shapedimensions were adapted to the purposes of the present study; namely
widening/narrowing and folding/unfolding (expanding/contracting).
From the results of the empirical research it was concluded, that trunkand arm movement had to be manipulated separately. In the Effort-Shape
model these specific body parts are not distinguished as such, as it
describes movement at a more general level, abstracted from body parts
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and actions. It was concluded that the "widening-narrowing" dimension
could be reduced to the general opening-closing of the arms, whereas
expansion/contraction could be reduced to stretching-bowing of trunk and
head. The other five dimensions were derived directly from the Shape-

Effort model.
The use of flow (Laban, 1948) was not systematically varied. There

were several reasons for this: First, Preston-Dunlop (1980) leaves this
fourth dynamic dimension (after weight, time, and space) out of her
teachings. The other three dimensions are considered enough to produce
the eight basic effort qualities. Secondly, flow is much more difficult to
describe and prescribe objectively than the other three dynamic
dimensions. As Laban defines it, flow is "bound" in "an action capable of
being stopped and held without difficulty" (Laban, 1948, p. 56); flow is
"free" in "an action in which it is difficult to stop the movement suddenly"
(ibid., p.56). This difference seems to be rather subjective, and dependent
on the idiosyncratic feelings of the mover. Moreover, it seems difficult,
even to Laban, to treat flow as independent from the other dimensions
(Laban, 1948, pp. 57-58). Finally, it seems that flow is more relevant to
the study of action sequences than to that of singular movements, such as
those in the present sample of stimuli. The way one movement is carried
over into the next might be described (among others) in terms of fluency
(free flow) and its opposite (bound flow) (see, for instance, Lomax,
Bartenieff, & Paulay, 1968).
I decided to develop dichotomous dimensions. This decision was based
on the recurring use of dichotomy in the descriptions of expressive
movement that are found in the literature. Thus, each dimension had to be
translated into two movement features. Moreover, in order to translate
them into particular movements, more detailed prescriptions had to be
developed.
As a next step, I decided to create the following dichotomous values

(features):

1. stretching - bowing
2. opening - closing
3. upward - downward
4. forward - backward

5. strong - light
6. fast - slow
7. direct - indirect.

The initial aim was complete independence of dimensions, so that, by
combining the seven dimensions, in all 128 combinations could be
produced. However, certain combinations were so awkward, that they
were deleted from the system in advance. First, stretched movements were
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never directed downward, and bowed movements were never directed
upward. Thus, erectness of trunk and vertical direction were not
completely independent. Secondly, in the literature, the vertical and
sagittal direction are often mentioned as entirely independent dimensions.
But varying them independently, would imply that each movement is
either forward or backward, and at the same time either upward or
downward. Thus, a third value had to be added to these dimensions,
namely "not sagitally directed", and "not vertically directed", and it was
decided that each movement was either vertically or sagitally directed.
The final movement system consists of 96 combinations: 2 (stretchingbowing) by 2 (opening-closing) by 3 (forward, backward, or either
upward or downward) by 2 (strong-light) by 2 (fast-slow) by 2 (directindirect).
3.7.2.

Coding System

Each movement was given a code, which describes the movement
according to all of its constituing parts. As these codes will be used in the
reports of the experiments (Chapters 4,5 and 6), this coding system will
be discussed briefly. The spatial features were coded in the following
way:

1. Stretching =S/ Bowing =B
2. Opening = + / Closing = 3. Upward =I/ Downward =I I
4. Forward = III / Backward = IV
These four parameters are placed in a fixed order behind each other:
trunk movement-arm movement vertical or sagittal direction. Thus, a
movement which is stretched, open, upward, is coded: S+I; whereas a
movement which is bowed, closed, forward, is coded: B-III.
The dynamic features were not coded separately, but according to their
combinations. This is in accord with Laban's eight Basic Effort Actions
(see Section 3.4.5.) which result from the specific combinations of these
three dimensions. The resulting combinations were coded by numbers, as
follows:
-

fast, direct = 1
fast, indirect = 2
slow, direct = 3
slow, indirect = 4
fast, direct = 5
fast, indirect = 6
slow, direct = 7
slow, indirect = 8

1. strong,
2. strong,
3. strong,
4. strong,

5. light,
6. light,
7. light,
8. light,
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Thus. a movement which is stretched, open, forward, light, slow, and
direct, is coded S+III7. A movement which is bowed, closed, downward,
strong, fast, and direct is coded B-IIl, and so on. The movement system is
depicted in Table 3.
Table 3. Schematic Representation of Movement Codes.
Stretching

aosing

Upward

Opening
Forward

Backward

Upward

Forward

Backward

Strong/Fastmirect

S+Il

S+IIIl

S+IV1

S.Il

S-II11

S-IV1

Strong Fast/Indirect

S+I2

S + III2

S+IV2

S-I2

S-III2

S-IV2

Strong/Slow/Direct

S+I3

S + In3

S+IV3

S-I3

S-III3

S-IV3

Strong/Slow/Indirect

S+I4

S+IH4

S+IV4

S44

S-II14

S-IV4

Light/Fast/Direct

S+15

S+III5

S+IVS

S-15

S-II15

s-Ivs

Light/Fast/Indirect

S+I6

S + III6

S+IV6

S46

S-III6

S-n/6

Light/Slow irect

S+I7

S +II17

S+IV7

S-I7

S-III7

S-IV7

Light/Slow/Indirect

S+I8

S + III8

S+IV8

S-18

S-IIIS

S-IV8

Bowing
Opening
Downward Forward

Backward

Closing
Downward Forward

Strong/Fastmirect

B + IIl

B+HIl

B+IV1

B-II 1

B-IIIl

B-IVI

Strong/Fast/Indirect

B + II2

B+II12

B+IV2

B-II2

B-III2

B-IV2

Strong/Slow/Direct

B + II3

B + IIB

B+IV3

B-II3

B-III3

8-IV3

Strong/Slow/Indirect

B + II4

B+m4

B+IW

B-II4

B-III4

B-IV4

Light/Fast/Direct

B+II5

B+II15

B+IVS

B-IIS

B-IIIS

8-IVS

Light/Fast/Indirect

B + II6

B+III6

B+IV6

B-II6

B-IIIB

B-IV6

Light/Slow/Direct

B + II7

B + III7

B+IV7

B-II7

B-III7

B-IV7

Light/Slow/Indirect

B + II8

B + HIS

B+IV8

B-118

B-IIIS

13-IVS

Backward
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Prescriptions for the Actors

The movement features were translated in more detailed descriptions, as
follows:
1. Trunk movement: stretched movements should be performed with
straight trunk and legs, bowed movements should be performed by
bowing the trunk and head and bending the knees (but the knees do not
touch the floor).
2. Arm movement: opening should be performed by symmetrically opening
the arms either in front of the body (when the movement is sagittally
directed), or upward (when the movement is upward directed). Closing
should be performed by folding the arms across the chest, slightly
touching the body. The hands are kept open, if the movement is light. The
hands are clenched into fists, if the movement is strong.
3. Vertical direction: upward movements should be performed by standing
on the toes, stretching the trunk, moving head and eyes upward.
Downward movements should be performed by bending the knees (but the
knees do not touch the floor), bowing the trunk, lowering the head.
4. Sagittal direction: forward direction is performed by moving one step
forward; backward direction is performed by moving one step backward.
5. Force. strong movements are performed by developing strength in all
muscles and clenching the fists; light movements are performed by
relaxing as much as possible while the hands are kept open. While moving
strong you should feel as if you have to conquer some heavy mass; while
moving soft you should feel as if nothing hampers your movements, as if
floating in the air.
6. Velocity. fast movements are faster, slow movements are slower than
normal walking pace. Fast movements are performed sudden, like a blow;
Slow movements are performed sustained, taking time to unfold. During
the rehearsals, it was established that fast movements lasted no longer than
one second. Slow movements lasted most of the time between 15 and 20

seconds.

7. Directness. direct movements are performed by moving in a straight
line towards the end-position; indirect movements are performed by
following an s-shaped path with trunk, head and arms.

Three students of dance expression (one male and two females) rehearsed
the movements under guidance of both the author and a teacher of
modern dance, who was also a specialist in Effort-Shape analysis.
Video recordings were made of each of the movements, performed by
each actor separately. Each performance opened with an actor in standing
position, who moved towards an end-position that froze the preceding
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slight angle to the camera position; they

As the face should not provide any additional information, facial

movements had to be controlled. It was decided not to hide the face
behind a mask, as this would render the targets very different from daily
life: they would probably look more like bank robbbers, clowns, stage
actors, etc. Therefore it was decided that the targets should keep their
face neutral. That is, the face should not communicate either a positive or

negative emotion.
3.7.4.

Accuracy of the Movement Stimuli

How well did the performances by the actors conform to the prescriptions
that were given? Will trained observers be able to detect the "real" value of
each of the seven dimensions, within each of the movements?
Two observers were acquainted with the prescriptions to the actors.
Next they were shown a tape which contained 24 movements randomized
with respect to actors and movement code. The observers were to judge
the values of each of the seven dimensions within each of the 24
movement items. During a second session, the same observers were
presented a second tape, with 24 different movement performances, again
randomized with respect to actors and movement codes. Restrictions were
1) eight performances of each actor were included, 2) all movement items
differed from each other on at least one dimension. The judges were
allowed to view the items as often as they wanted to.
Table

4.

Observers

Cohen's Kappas Of The Judgements Of Movement Features By Two Judges

Movement dimensions

M
tr

ar

vcr

sag

fo

vel

dir

1.0

A

.79

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

38

1.0

B

.75

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

38

1.0

.82

.70

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

.72

1.0

.88

A/B

Note. A = observer 4 B = observer B, M = agreement about complete movement code (7 features)
tr = trunk; ar = arm; vcr = vertical axis; sag = sagittal axis; fo = force; vel = velocity; dir =
directness.
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For both of the observers separately, the judgements were compared with
the "real value", corresponding with the movement code of the
corresponding item. For each judge separately Cohen's kappa was
computed for a) the 7 manipu/ated dimensions separately, and b) the
combinations of 7 features (which reflect the prescribed movement codes).
In addition, the judgements of the two observers were compared with each
other in the same way as they were compared with the objective standard.
The results of these computations are presented in Table 4. Kappas equal
to or higher than .60 are generally considered as satisfactory (Van de
Sande, 1984). The results show clearly that the shape dimensions (trunk
movement, arm movement, vertical and sagittal direction) were judged
correctly. Velocity and directness too presented no serious problem. Only
in one case one of the observers misjudged a value of directness. The only
dimension that presented some problems was force. Interestingly, the two
judges also disagreed with each other a number of times with respect to
this dimension. The results were discussed with both the observers, and it
turned out that they had concentrated on the occurrence of a fist in order
to assess muscle strength. However, in a number of cases the performances
did not allow the observer to perceive the exact hand gesture, for instance
because of the shortness of the movement, or because the hands were
folded around the chest. In particular a number of light perfornnances
were in that case misjudged as strong. On the other hand, in a small
number of cases, during a strong movement the actors displayed a claw
hand, instead of a fist. In such a case, one of the observers judged "light",
simply because no fist was shown. She admitted, that the movement as
such was performed strongly rather than lightly.
After we discovered this deviation from the prescriptions, we analyzed
all strong performances with respect to the specific hand gesture that was
shown. Moreover, we compared the gestures of the three actors with each
other. It was found, first, that deviations from the prescriptions occurred
only in stretched, sagittaly (forward or backward) directed performances.
In all cases, the targets showed a "claw" instead of a fist. Second, the three
actors showed exactly the same gesture.
A third judge has been trained specifically in the prescriptions with
respect to force. He was warned not to focus on the fists, but to analyse
the movement as a whole with respect to the question, whether the target
suggested force, or whether he suggested softness. He analyzed 24 items,
representing 24 distinct movements, 8 performed by each of the actors. He
was allowed to view the items as often as he wanted to. This judge agreed
with the original movement codes in all cases.
In conclusion. the results of this experiment suggest that the actors
conformed to the prescriptions very well. That is, the distal, objective
features that constitute these performances, are likely to correspond
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exactly with what was demanded. Only with respect to force the results
suggest that the actors sometimes did not show a fist hand during a
strongly performed movement. However, in that case strength was shown
in other aspects of the hand and arm movements.
3 J.5.

Neutrality of the Face

The targets were instructed to keep their face neutral. Thus, their facial
movements should provide no cues with respect to the quality of the
emotional state the target might experience. The aim of the following
study was to assess whether their performances fulfilled this prescription.
It was decided to select from the complete set of 288 movement stimuli
a sample of 96 items, representing all movements of the system,
randomized with respect to the targets.
Subjects

Twenty-four students from Tilburg University took part in this
experiment. Their mean age was 23 yrs, with age range of 18-32. There
were 12 male, and 12 female subjects.

Stimuli
Stimulus material consisted of 96 short video-taped recordings of each
movement of the system. Movement stimmuli were randomized with
respect to their location in the system and target. Of each of the three

targets 32 performances were selected. Two versions of the tape were
created, so that the first half of the first version corresponded with the
second half of the other, and vice versa.
The screen of the monitor was made invisible for two-thirds by a sheet
of white paper, so that the target could be seen from about the shoulders
and higher. This was done in order to prevent the subjects from seeing the
entire movement, and help them to focus exclusively on the face.
Procedure

The subjects were instructed to indicate, after the presentation of each
movement item, to what degree they thought the target's face expressed
either a positive or negative emotional state. As examples of positive
emotions were given: joy and sympathy. As examples of negative emotions
were given: anger, grief, and fear.
The response was given by filling in a 7-point ordinal scale, varying
from -3 to +3. As part of the instruction, the point corresponding with -3
was labeled "very negative" by the experimenter, -l was labeled "slightly
negative", 0 was labeled "neutral", +1 was labeled "slightly positive", and
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+3 "very positive".

In addition, the subject was instructed to indicate 0 if
he could not decide. The experiment started with four examples, followed
by the 96 experimental items.
Results
The raw scores were transformed into scores ranging from 1 (=-3) to 7
(+3). For each item, the mean score was computed. The results are
presented in Table 5. As can be seen, 17 out of the total number of 96
scores (17.7%) lay outside of the interval 3.5-4.5, which corresponds whith
neutrality. One movement stood out by a mean score of 6.
The distribution of mean scores was compared with a normal
distribution, using Kolmogorov-Smirnov's test. The result showed, that
this distribution did not deviate significantly from the expected
distribution, with Z = .77, p>.5), and M = 3.83, sd = .47. This indicates
that the mean scores were distributed normally around a mean score of
3.83, which corresponds with neutrality.
Table 5.

Mean Judgement of Quality of Emotional State Judged From Facial Movements

Movement Code

Mean Score SD

Movement Code

Mean Score

SD

S+Il

4.33

1.1

S-IN2

4.25

1.1

Sm3

4.00
334

0.8

S+n

3.71

12

S.IH4

3.29

0.8

4.04

1.0

S-III5

438

0.6

4A6
4.08
4.71

0.9

S-IH6

4.00

0.0

1.2
1.2

S.IN7
S-IIIB

187

0.8

3.79

0.9

S+18
S+HIl
S+IH2

4.16

0.8

S-IV1

3.75

0.9

434

1.0

121

1.2

4.04

03

S-IV2
S-IV3

S + III3

338

0.9

3.71

S + III4
S + III5

4El

1.0

S-N4
SIVS

3.75

0.7

4.21

0.7

4.33

0.8

S+I3
S+I4
S+IS

S+I6
S+I7

3.96

0.8

1.1

1.0

4.29

1.0

S-IV6
S-IV1

3.79

03

4.25

1.1

S-IV8

3.62

0.8

IHS

4.14

0.8

338

0.8

S+Wl

6.00

0.7

B+IIl
B+II2

3.96

0.7

S+IV2

4.12

1.1

B+ID

3.00

0.8

3.33

0.8

3.75

0.6

4.92

0.9

4.85

0.8

B+II4
B+II5
B+II6

S+m6
S + III7
S +

S+IV3
S+IV4
S+IVS
S+IV6

3.79

0.6

3.75

0.7

lA

3.70

0.8

B+H7

334

S+IV7

3.79

0.9

B + II8

3.25

1.1

S+IV8

3.71

1.1

B+Hil

4.08

1.1

S-Il

4.04

03

S-I2
S-I3

3.75

1.1

4.00

0.9

S-I4

3.96

1.1

IIn

3.46

0.8

+IID

330

0.7

B + III4

112
187

0.7

B +

8

8

+IHS

0.9
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Table 5 (Continued)
Mean Score SD
Movement Code

Movement Code

Mean Score

SD

S-I5

4.25

0.8

B + III6

3.25

1.0

S-16

4.16

0.8

B+III7

3.04

1.1

S-I7

4.17

0.8

B + 1II8

3.21

1.0

S48

3.33

lA

3.96

03

S-IHI

4.12

1.1

3.62

0.9

B+IV3
B+IV4
B+IV5
B+IV6
B+IV7
B+IV8
B-IIl
8-II2

3.96

1.2

B+IV1
B+IV2
8-IJI2

3.75

0.7

3.79

0.8

B-III3

3.29

0.9

3.71

0.8

B-IN4

3.25

0.9

3.87

0.7

B-IIIS

4.16

0.7

3.37

1.0

BIH6

3.71

0.6

3.25

1.2

B-HI7

137

0.7

3.66

03
03

8-NIS

4.04

0.7

3.96

0.3

3.62

0.9

B-II3

3.71
3.33

B-II4

330

1.0

B-II5
B-II6

3.91

0.4

B-IV1
B-IV2
B-IV3
B-IV4

3.96

0.2

B-II7

2.67

0.9

B-II8

3.75

B-IIII

4.00

0.8

3.21

1.0

3.67

0.9

B-IVS

3.67

0.2

B-I\ 6

4.08

0.6

1.2

B-Wl

338

0.9

0.0

B-IVS

3.67

0.9

Next, the mean scores for the three targets were compared. Means and
standard deviations for each of the targets are presented in Table 6.
Table 6.

Mean Scores per Actor

Actor

M

sd

a

3.86
3.67
3.98

A7

2.4-4.3

.38

2.2-4.1

.24

3343

b
c

range

A MANOVA, with Target as the between-subject variable, was computed
on the individual scores. This resulted in a significant effect of Target, F
(2,21)=6.41, p <.01. Pairwise comparisons (t-tests) showed that target b
differed significantly from both a and c, whereas a and c did not differ
significantly. (Contrast a en b: t = 2.6, p<.02; Contrast a en c: t - - 1.2,
p>.2; Contrast b en c: t = -3.3, p<.001).
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Conclusions
The results clearly showed, that the subjects were hardly able to arrive
at judgements concerning the emotional quality the facial movements
communicated. So, the main expectation was confirmed: the targets did
succeed in keeping their facial movements neutral. Hence, in as much as
obsevers will agree about specific emotional states in the performances,
this must be considered to result from the manipulated body movements
per se.
As the rest of the body was concei/ed to the subjects, it can be assumed
that, without that aid, it will be much more difficult to attend to the face.
This was also reported by the subjects themselves, who said that it was
very difficult to disregard the movements the target obviously made. They
often reported a frustrated feeling, as they were unable to see the rest of
the body. This evokes the question, whether a substantial proportion of
the variance can be explained from the movement features that were
visible! If that were true, this would be in line with Allport's (1924)
suggestion, that "We often assign to facial expression that which we infer
from the rest of the body. It is indeed difficult to distinguish between the
expressions manifest in the face and those which we project, or read into
it, from the posture, the gestures, or the situation: (Allport, 1924, p.110).
However, the present study was not designed to test this relationship.
The results did suggest a very slight tendency towards a negative
emotional quality (M = 3.83, corresponding with -.17 on the original
scale). Target b, who differed from the others, was judged more negative
as those others (-.33). Still, the means of these judgements cannot be
labelled "negative", as they not even exceed -1 on the original scales. It
can be assumed, that the faces in general communicated a serious, almost
surly attitude. But that was not enough to be compatible with a really felt,
negative emotion. The results of this study imply, that the movement
items can be used to examine the contribution of body movement to
impression formation, without considering the role of the accompanying
facial expressions.
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Chapter 4.

The Contribution Of General Movement Features To The
Attribution Of Emotions: An Empirical Studyi

4.1. Introduction
The present study is an attempt to assess 1) whether untrained observers
agree on the kind of emotions that the movements in the system, described
in the previous chapter, convey, and 2) the contribution of the general
movement features that were varied, to the attributions of emotions.
From the model, presented in Chapter 2, a number of expectations can
be derived. First, it is expected that particular movements, due to their

constituent features, are optimal expressions of particular emotions,
producing high agreement among the observers. Other movements might
still be expressive, but with less agreement, because they lack certain
relevant features. Still other movements will be ambiguous or not
expressive at all. Consequently, it is also expected, that each emotion
category will be associated with a number of movements, with varying
degrees of inter-observer agreement. Agreement is expected to range from
very high agreement to only slight agreement (that is, just above chancelevel).

Moreover, at the level of the experimentally manipulated

general

features of the movements, it is expected that distinct attributions can be
predicted by distinct groups of relevant movement features.
Finally, it is expected that more general meanings underly specific
discriminations between states. The more relevant features are detected,
the more specific discriminations are made within these broad meanings.

Before the method of this study is outlined, I will discuss some decisions
that were taken beforehand.

Firstly it was decided to have a broad age range among the subjects.
Too often in psychological research only adolescents, enrolled in
psychology courses feature as subjects. It is important to know, whether
there are differences among younger and older age groups. Could it be
that age-related changes, such as decreasing mobility, physical power,
quickness of reaction, produce changes in the kind of movement features

1 Parts of this study were published in De Meijer, 1989a.
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or even emotions that elder people attend to? Could there be cohorteffects, due to historical changes in a society, that affect the ways
emotions are expressed through the body?
Secondly, it was decided to ask subjects to identify emotions and
general interpersonal attitudes. The choice of emotions was based on the
finding that basic emotions can be adequately recognized in the face
(Ekman & Friesen, 1975: Izard, 1971), the voice (Van Bezooyen, 1984),
posture (Van Meel-Jansen & Moormann, 1984), and movement
(Montepare et al., 1987; Walk & Homan, 1984). General interpersonal
attitudes, related to degree of liking, were added because some other
research suggests that this kind of information is communicated by
general body orientation (Mehrabian, 1969; Spiegel & Machotka, 1974).
4.2. Method

4.2.1. Stimuti

The system that was described in the previous chapter consists of 96
movements. As was outlined, I had three dancers performing all the
movements, which resulted in 288 video-taped movements. As it is
possible that the impressions are systematically influenced by
physiognomic characteristics of the targets, I decided to confront the
subjects with performances by all three of the dancers. However, 288
movement stimuli were expected to jeopardize the internal validity of the
responses. Therefore, the subjects were shown a randomized order of the
96 movements of the system, with 32 performances by each dancer.
Three tapes were created, each tape containing all 96 performances in
the same randomized order. Corresponding movements on each tape were
performed by different dancers. On each tape, 32 performances of each
dancer occurred in randomized order. Together, the three tapes contained
all 288 performances.
4.2.2. Response Material

Six categories of emotions were drawn from the work of Ekman and
Friesen (1971, 1975) and Izard (1971): joy, grief, anger, fear, surprise, and
disgust. Three emotions were drawn from Izard's work: interest, shame,
and contempt. Three attitudes were added: sympathy, antipathy, and
admiration. These categories were supposed to be related to the
communication of liking of the other. Four-point scales were composed,
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consisting of the categories "absolutely not". "not", "a little" and
"absolutely„: The twelve scales were presented on a sheet of paper. For
the ratings of each movement a separate sheet of paper was used. For each
movement a// twelve scales had to be filled in.
The subjects were also given the opportunity to write down a term if
they thought that it better described the emotional connotation of a
movement. Still, even then all scales on the response sheet had to be filled
in. It turned out, that only few free responses were produced (on average
1.2 free responses per movement item), so these responses were not
subjected to systematic analysis. However, in the process of interpreting
the results, I sometimes turned to these responses.
4.2.3. Subjects

The subjects were 90 middle-and lower class adults belonging to a sample
of volunteers for experimental research. The answers of 85 subjects were
used for analysis (mean age 44 yrs, range 23-78,35 males and 50 females).
Five subjects were excluded from analysis because of incorrect use of the
response material (omitting scales on each response sheet). The
distribution of ages in the final sample was as follows: 20-30 years (n=18);
31-40 years (n=26); 41-50 years (n=11); 51-60 years (n=21); 71-80 years
(n=2).
4.2.4 Procedure

The subjects were randomly placed in one of six groups. Each group was

presented all of the 96 recordings of one tape version, so that each
version was shown to two groups. However, in order to avoid the effect of
order of movements on the tape (which was the same in the three original
versions), the three versions were each shown in two different ways: in
one group the first half of the tape corresponded with the second half in
the other group, and vice versa. Thus, each of the six groups saw one of
the three versions, each group in a different order of first and second half
of the tape.

The subjects were instructed to indicate for each of the emotions on
the response sheet how compatible it was with the movement the target
had made. Each reponse sheet (consisting of the twelve scales) was filled
in immediately after the movement had been shown to the subjects. In
between each movement there was one minute time, which in a pilot study
had proved to be enough. Viewing took place in two sessions, one half of
2 Dutch terms were, respectively, beslist nict", 'nict", 'enigszins", 9,eslist".
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the tape being shown in each session; each session took about 50 minutes.
4.3. Results

4.3.1. Effect of Tape Version
Before the research-questions can be examined, it must be assessed
whether the reponses to the three different tape versions can be
considered similar. To answer this question, MANOVA was used to test
the effect of tape version on the patterns of responses for each distinct
movement. Thus, 96 MANOVAs were performed, using tape version as
independent variable, and the 12 scales as the dependent variables. (The
results are summarized in Appendix A). When a p<.05 criterion was used,
26 movements (27%) showed a version effect. When a p<.10 criterion was
used, 31 movements (32%) showed version effects. Individual comparisons
among the 31 movements beyond the p<.10 criterion did not reveal any
systematic effect of one of the three targets. Each target was found to
affect the ratings in a number of cases.
Movements that showed a version effect beyond the p<.10 criterion
were eliminated. Thus, the ratings of 65 movements were preserved for
further analyses. Table 1 shows which movements were preserved, and
which were deleted.

4.3.2. Expressiveness of the Movement Stimuli

The first research-question concerns the expressiveness of the movements
within the system. Did particular body movements suggest particular
emotions? A couple of questions specify this research-question:

within the system that were expressive of a
particular emotion category, judged by a substantial majority of the

a. were there movements

subjects?
b. how specific were these expressive movements? In other words: were
they associated with one particular emotion category, or with clusters of
emotions?
c. Were there significant differences between the percentages of subjects
among the movements that expressed a particular category? These three
questions are examined in the same order below.
a. Expressiveness was measured by computing for each movement and
for each emotion the percentage of subjects that judged it expressive. The
scales were recoded into "expressive" (corresponding with "absolutely" and

1
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"a little") and "not expressive" (corresponding with "not" and "absolutely
not"). The binomial test (Siegel, 1956) was performed, which compares
the observed frequency in each category (expressive, not expressive) with
the expected frequency, if the distribution of responses is binomial. The
expected percentage was 50%. With N=85, a percentage of 62.4% indicated
a significant deviation from the expected percentage with p<.05.
Percentages equal to, or higher than 62.4% can therefore be considered to
reflect significant majorities. Table 1 shows which movements produced
significant majorities related to one or more emotion categories.
As can be seen in Table 1, 41 movements showed a majority of
expressive ratings on at least one scale. All emotion categories, except
disgust, were attributed to certain movements. Antipathy and contempt
were attributed to one and the same movement, and this movement was
primarily perceived as expressive of anger.
b. Related to the question of expressiveness is the degree of specificity of
expressive body movements in the system. As can be seen in Table 1,20
movements were associated with one particular category, whereas 21
movements were expressive of several categories. The number of
movements that were associated with a particular emotion ranged from 2
to 4. When several emotions were attributed to the same movement, they
seemed to be closely related to each other. Examples were 1) admiration
and joy; 2) admiration, sympathy and interest; 3) grief and shame.
Apparently, in these cases the subjects could not make more specific
discriminations.
Table 1 shows, that most of the movements with a high degree of
specificity (movements associated with only one emotion category)
expressed negative emotions (like fear, grief, anger) (14 cases) or surprise
(3 cases).

c. The number of movements that were judged expressive of a particular
emotion category differed sharply. In hierarchical order: admiration (15
movements), joy (10), surprise (10), grief (8), anger (8), shame (6),
sympathy (5), fear (5), interest (3), anitipathy and contempt (1). The
results presented in Table 1 suggest that, within each particular emotion
category, the degree of agreement among the subjects varied from
expression to expression. The distributions of percentages within each
category with 3 or more expressive movements were tested with Cochran's
test (Siegel, 1956). In this case the null hypothesis was that the varying
percentages can be considered due to chance. The results are presented in
Table 2. Significant values of Cochran's Q (p<.001) emerged for joy,
sympathy, admiration, surprise, grief, and anger. No significant values
were found for interest, shame and fear. Thus, six out of the twelve
categories used in this study showed a range of expressive movements,
with clearly varying degrees of agreement.
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Cochran's Q of Expressiveness Judgements For Each Emotion Category

Number of expressive
Categories

interest
joy
sympathy
admiration

movements

3
10
5
15

Q

fear

5

196
88.04 ...
23.28 .**
39.23 ...
25.43"
131

grief

8

16.81"

10

surprise

shame

6

anger

8

antipathy
contempt
disgust

1
1
0

Note.

330

15.01-

*.*
p <.001

- p<.01
* p<.05

4.3.3. The Contribution of Movement Features to the Attributions

The second research-question concerns contribution of distinct movement
features (like opening, forward direction, quickness) to the attributions. It
is concerned with the use, in general, by the subjects of certain features as
cues to the emotional states of the targets.
A data matrix was created with the means of the emotion scales for
each of the selected 65 movements as the raw scores, resulting in a 1 2 x 65
data matrix. To determine the relative contribution of the movement
features to the attributions, regression equations were computed with
movement dimensions (like trunk movement, arm movement, sagittal
direction) as the independent variables, and the ratings of the emotion
scales as the dependent variables. Each movement was described by seven
scores, to be entered as dummy variables in the regression equations: for
trunk movement (1 or 0 for stretching or bowing respectively), arm
movement (1 or 0 for opening or closing), vertical direction (1 for
upward, -1 for downward), sagittal direction (1 for forward, -1 for
backward), force (1 for strong, 0 for light), velocity (1 for fast, 0 for
Slow) and directness (1 for direct, 0 for indirect). Forced entry was used,
forcing all movement dimensions to be used in the equations. The results
are presented in Table 3.
As can be seen in Table 3, attributions were predicted to a substantial
degree by specific movement dimensions: Rrs ranged from .65 to .91.
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all reported coefficients p < .05
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Each distinct emotion category was predicted by a unique combination of
movement dimensions. Emotions differed as to the number, type, and
weights of relevant dimensions. Different signs of beta weights are related
to different features of a movement dimension. Trunk movement was the
strongest predictor of all scales except anger. Judged from the signs of the
beta weights in Table 3, and inspection of Table 2, it can be concluded
that stretching predicted the attributions of interest, joy, sympathy,
admiration, and surprise, whereas bowing predicted fear, grief, shame,
anger, antipathy, contempt, and disgust. The contributions of the other
dimensions were smaller and more specific.
Inspection of the scatterplots that resulted from the analyses outlined
above, suggested interaction effects (nonlinearity) in the predictions of
sympathy, admiration, joy, and surprise. The scatterplots in these cases
displayed clear V-or U-forms. The scatterplots of grief and shame also
displayed some kind of V-pattern, although less pronounced. Therefore it
was decided to consider first-order interactions among the seven
movement dimensions:
First, for each emotion scale, a regression model was built consisting of
the seven dimensions and the first-order interactions, except those of
vertical and sagittal direction. The reader is reminded of the fact that
these dimensions were not independently varied: if a movement was
vertically directed, it was not sagittally directed, and vice versa.
Consequently, there were three values of these dimensions instead of two
(upward, downward, or sagittally directed; and forward, backward, or
vertically directed). Only main effects of these dimensions were included.
After each regression equation was computed, non-significant interactions
were deleted, and the regression equation was computed again, until only
the significant interactions were left in the model.

3 No second-order interactions were found in subsequent analyses, therefore only the results of
the first-order interactions arc reported.
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Table 4.

Standardized Regression Coefficients Of Movement Dimensions Predicting Emotion
Scales, Including Interaction Effects.

Movement
Dimensions

Trunk movemcnt
Arm Movement
Vertical Direction
Sagittal Direction
Force

Velocity
Directness

Trunk x Arm
Trunk x Force
Trunk x Velocity
Trunk x Directness
Arm x Force
Arm x Velocity
Arm x Directness
Force x Velocity
Force x Directness
Velocity x Directnas

R,

Emotion Scales

I

J

Sy

Am
A3

.62

ns

36

ns

ns

ns

tls

.15

.25

.12

.14

ns

tls

.12

-.31
-.33

tls

-.21

tls

tls

-.28

-.11

ns

tls

.13

.12

.31

38

A7

30

ns

ns

-.21

-.15

.09

tls

ns

ns

ns

ns

.24

.16

.19

.17

tls

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

tls

tls

tls

tls

tls

.17

ns

.20

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

tls

ns

ns

ns

.91

.90

.88

.92

Table 4 (Continued).

Emotion Scales

Movement
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Arm Movement
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ns

ns
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-.86
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-.25

tls

-.18
-.12

ns

.16

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

-.15

ns

tls

-.10

54

.37

33

30
A9

ns

-.23

-.21

-.23
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Table 4 (Continued)
Movement
Dimensions

Trunk x Arm
Trunk x Force
Trunk x Velocity
Trunk x Directness
Arm x Force
Arm x Velocity
Arm x Directness
Force x Velocity
Force x Directness

Emotion Scales

Gr

Sh

Ag

At

Ct

Dg

tls

tls

-30

-.66

-.60

.14

.13

..19

ns

ns

ns

.23

.20

ns

ns

-.20

-.21

ns

-33

ns

-.19

ns

tls

ns

ns

ns

23

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

tls

ns

ns

ns

ns

tls

ns

ns

ns

-28

-.36

-.27

-.20

ns

ns

.17

ns

tls

tls

Velocity x Directness

.14

ns

-.34

-.24

ns

tls

RE

.93

.95

.84

.86

.86

.89

Note. All reported coefficients p<.05

The results are presented in Table 4. No interactions were found in the
predictions of surprise and fear, so these emotions are not included in this
table.
Compared with the first group of models (Table 3), a number of main
effects had disappeared from the models. Most striking is the
disappearance of trunk movement as a general predictor of joy, anger, and
contempt. Instead, strong interactions appeared between trunk movement
and arm movement. The main effects of arm movement had disappeared
from the regression models of interest, joy, sympathy, admiration,
contempt, and disgust. Instead, strong interactions with trunk movement
were found. The main effect of force had disappeared from the model of
admiration, instead, interactions with arm movement and velocity were
found. Finally, the main effects of directness had disappeared from the
models of anger and antipathy, and interactions with velocity emerged.
Compared with the first group of models (Table 3), certain new main
effects had appeared. Forward direction emerged as a predictor of anger.
In the models of grief and shame general contributions of force (lightness)
were found, along with a negative interaction between force and trunk
movement (grief, shame), and between force and directness (shame).
Finally, directness (direct movement) emerged as a general predictor of
sympathy and admiration, along with an interaction between directness
and trunk movement.
4.3.4. Movement Features Predicting Dimensions of Emotion Scales

In the foregoing analyses, the ratings of the twelve emotion categories
were treated separately. However, these ratings were probably not
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independent. Theoretically, it is plausible that the attributions were
guided by the perception of more general meanings, that are linked with
certain action tendencies. The following analysis is aimed at 1) finding
dimensions that underly the emotion ratings and 2) relating these
dimensions to predicting movement features.
First the correlations between the twelve scales were computed. The
results are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Pearson Correlations Between l'welve Emotion Scales.

1 J
I

Sy

AmSuFeGrShAgAtaDg

1.0

J .85 1.0
Sy .94 .91 1.0

Am

.94

.93

.97 1.0

Su .71 .62 .64
-.72
Fe
-.72 -.72
-.74
Gr
.80
-.81
Sh

Ag
At
Ct
Dg

-.82

-.83

-.76

.76

1.0

-.68

:37 1.0

-.81

..70

.63 1.0

-.81

-.65

.69

.96

1.0

.28
-36 -35 -.67 -.66 -36 .44
-.79 -.82 -.89 -.88 :62 39 34
:84 -.91 :88 -36 .68
32
-.81
.66
-.87 -.86 -.92 -.92 -.66 .69

.27

1.0

36
37

.85 1.0
.82

.96 1.0

.69

.75

.92 .92 1.0

The next step was a factor analysis, performed on the means of the 12
emotion ratings on the 65 movements. Principal Components was used,
followed by Varimax rotation. Inspection of the scree-plot suggested a
three-factor solution. Factor loadings are reported in Table 6.
The first factor explained 76.5% variance, the second factor explained
11.0% and the third factor 5.7%. (Kaiser-Olkin measure of sampling
adequacy was .89; Bartlett's test of sphericity yielded p<.001 ).
All three factors were correlated with a general positive-negative
distinction of emotions. They differed as to the specific emotions they
explained within this broad distinction. The first factor explained
attributions of certain negative emotions on the one hand (anger,
antipathy, contempt, and disgust, judged by loadings of .50 or more in
absolute value) and those of sympathy and admiration on the other. The
second factor explained attributions of fear, shame and grief versus those
of joy, sympathy, and admiration. The third factor explained attributions
of grief and shame versus those of surprise, admiration, and interest.
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Factor Loadings Of Emotion Scales.
Factors

Percentage
vanance

I

H

III

763

11.0

5.7

Scales

Interest

..49

-39

35

Joy

-.49

-.64

A7

Sympathy

-.63
-.60
-.44

-39

A3
37

-.03

.85

Fear

.33

.85

-.12
-.77

Admiration
Surprise

-32

Grief

.10

39

Shame

.11

.67

-.70

Anger
Antipathy
Contempt

.93

.05

..15

.85

.36

-.29

.84

A7

-.20

.71

.49

-.37

Disgust

The next step was aimed at relating these dimensions to patterns of
predicting movement features. Three variables were created, each
consisting of the sum of ratings weighted by their respective factor scores
on each of the three factors. Only scales with loadings higher than .5 in
absolute value were used in this analysis. For each weighted sum of scales
created in this way, a regression equation was computed in which the
movement dimensions entered as the independent variables. As it seems
likely that different movement features are important among bowed and
stretched movements, it was also decided to compute regression equations
for both groups of movements separately. There were 29 stretched
movements and 36 bowed movements (see Table 1). The results of the
analyses are presented in Table 7. As can be seen, the patterns of relevant
movement features not only differed between factors, there were also
notable differences between both groups of movements as to their relevant
features associated with each factor. This was especially the case with the

third factor.
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Next, regression equations were built, predicting these same three
variables, in which the first-order interactions were considered. The same
procedure was followed as with the computation of the regression
equations predicting the separate emotion scales. The results, presented in
Table 8 in general confirm the models that resulted from the first analysis.
Main effects that disappeared from the equations were those of arm
movement as a predictor of the third factor (a strong interaction between
arm movement and trunk movement was found), and the main effect of
directness as a predictor of factor I.
Table 8.

Standardized Regression Coefficients
Scores, Including Interactions

Source of
Factor Scores
Factor I

Movement Dimensions
'lrunk movement
Arm movement
Force

Velocity

Trunk x Arm
Force x Velocity
Velocity x Directness

of Summed Emotion Scales, Weighted by Factor

B
-.26
.14

.61
32
-39
-.30

-25

R' = .88

Factor II

Trunk movement
Arm movement
Vertical Direction
Sagittal Direction
Force

-Al

-.19
-.16
-.21
.14

Trunk x Arm
Trunk x Directness

-.30
-.19

Trunk movement
Vcrtical Direction
Sagittal Direction

.11

Velocity

·10

Trunk x Arm
Trunk x Force
Trunk x Directness

-.16

RE = .91

Factor III

R, =.90

Note. All reported coefficients, p<.05.

.69

-.08

.21

.16
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4.4. Discussion

This study has shown that particular movements within the system
were associated with one or more basic emotion categories and
interpersonal attitudes. Most of the emotion categories used in the

response form were expressed4 by a number of movements. Six emotion
categories (joy, sympathy, admiration, surprise, grief and anger) were
expressed by a range of movements, with inter-observer agreement
varying significantly. In these cases, certain movements seemed to stand
out as very effective expressions.
Moreover, at the level of general features, it was found which features
systematically predicted the attributions of each of the categories. From
this finding the question arises, whether the results of the first analysis
(pertaining to the expressiveness of distinct movements) can be explained
from the regression models. That is: can we explain the degree of
expressiveness of a movement sufficiently from the features that appear in
the regression equation? A more general question can be posed: what
precisely is the "status" of the predictive movement features that were
found in the regression analyses? Are some of them necessary, in order to
evoke a particular impression? Are some of them sufficient, These are
terms borrowed from the classical model of categorization (Medin &
Smith, 1984). Or, alternatively, can the process of attribution be described
completely in terms of probabilistic relationships'!

In the first part of the discussion (4.4.1), for each emotion category, it is
first examined
1) whether optimal movement expressions existed.
regression
model of each emotion category is compared
Thereafter, the
with the empirically found expressive movements. From this comparison
I'll try to answer the issues mentioned above: 2) do the regression
equations fully account for the characteristics of optimal movement
expressions? and 3) were there necessary and/or sufficient features that
characterized the expressions within an emotion category? Did they
correspond with the features that were part of the regression model?
Finally, from the inspection of these movement expressions, I'll try to 4)
infer certain action tendencies that might account for the expressive
impact of these movements.
In the second part of the discussion (4.4.2), I'll shift attention from the
level of distinct emotion categories, to that of more general meanings. It
was expected (Chapter 2) that inferences drawn from the perception of
movements will vary in their degree of specificity. Specific inferences are
likely to be elicited, if a movement either corresponds with an optimal
4 *Expressed" means: 'expressed according to the decoders" throughout this chapter.
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expression of a specific state, or if it embodies a specific combination of
action tendencies, or both. But, in general, less specific meanings will be
conveyed by body movements, because they either lack certain relevant
movement features that characterize optimal expressions, or they do not
reflect all action tendencies that are associated with a a more specific
state, or both.
From the results of the factor analysis and subsequent regression
analysis I'll try to infer a number of more general, broader, meanings, that
probably guided the attributions. It is expected, that these more general
meanings can be couched in terms of certain general action tendencies.
Finally (4.4.3), the foregoing discussions are integrated into an
empirical model that tries to describe the attribution process at several
levels of specificity (from general to specific, that is: from general action
tendencies to specific emotion labels). This model is compared with the
theoretical model that was presented in Chapter 2.

4.4.1. The Movement Expressions of Distinct Emotions

a. Interest and sympathy. Five movements expressed sympathy, three of
these expressed sympathy and interest. In addition, interest and sympathy
showed almost identical regression models. Therefore, these categories are
discussed together here.
Both categories were

attributed with the highest agreement to
movement S+III7, which can be characterized as stretching, opening,
and "gliding" in Laban terminology. The other
forward directed,
expressions of interest were variants of this movement involving arm
movement (S-III7) and directness (S+III8). In addition, sympathy was also
expressed by two movements that differed from S+III7 on two dimensions,
namely velocity and directness (S+III6) and vertical direction and
directness (S+I8).
In the case of sympathy, the movement with the highest degree of
agreement can safely be considered as an optimal expression. Cochran's Q
was significant, and this movement, with 89.4% agreement, stands out in
comparison with the other expressions (ranging from 72.9% to 63.5%).
This same movement was also the best expression of both interest and
admiration. From the high correlations among these three categories, we
may conclude that it was the best embodiment of the action tendencies
that underly these three emotions together.
How well do the regression models explain the characteristics of the
optimal expression? S+III7 completely corresponds with the regression
model of sympathy. This optimal movement pattern can be described
sufficiently as the sum of the predictive features.
Movements which produced less agreement lack predictive features,

'
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for instance directness (S+III8), slowliness (S+III6), or opening (S-III7).
However, it was found that these movements can still be considered as
expressions of interest and/or sympathy.
In the case of interest, the expressions were characterized by
stretching, moving forward, slowliness and lightness. These features can
(within the present movement system) be considered as necessary features
of interest. In the case of sympathy, stretching and lightness must be
considered

as

necessary features.

These results partly confirm the role of

open arm gestures in research

using postural expressions: open arm arrangement in general suggested
empathy, warmth, sympathy (Harrigan & Rosenthal, 1983; Machotka,
1965; Mehrabian, 1968; Smith-Hanen, 1977). The closed variant of the
optimal pattern, S-III7, evoked a number of free responses which referred
to an element of hesitation, or caution, on the part of the mover. The
contribution of forward direction to the impressions of interest and
sympathy corresponds with the role of forward leaning direction in
posture expressions, communicating attention, empathy, sympathy (Graves
& Robinson, 1976; Haase & Tepper, 1978; Harrigan & Rosenthal, 1983;
Mehrabian, 1968). Flach (1928) found forward direction, along with
general openness, to be inherent to the expression of curiosity. However,
curiosity was also characterized by increasing muscle strength.
The judgements of the decoders also confirm the notion of Strehle
(1954), who suggested that forward direction in general is an indication of
interest, attention, which might go along with positive as well as negative
emotions (for instance interest and anger). "(...) [forward movement])

signifies interest, in a purely matter-of-fact, a friendly, or a hostile way.
Pure mental interest and goal-orientedness too is displayed by a slight,
forward move, directed towards an imaginary point in the space, and the
more concentrated the mental activity is, the stronger the move is"
(Strehle, 1954, p.42; transl. M. de M.). In the literature on dance, Lawson
(1957) described forward direction as an indication that the mover is
trying to examine something that raised his interest; Hartong (1948)
described the connotations of forward movement as "being attracted to
something".
What action tendencies might have been inferred from the optimal
movement expression? The subject softly moves toward something or
someone, while clearly "opening up", as if to receive this entity, or to
prepare for embracing (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970). Lightness suggests the
absence of muscle strength, needed for violent action, warding off, etc.
Only two subjects gave a free response to this movement, describing their
impression as "surrender" respectively "openness". Readiness for peaceful
interaction, the absence of hostile intentions, together with approaching
seem the most important underlying action tendencies.
But why were s/owliness and directness important features? Velocity,
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in general, is related to the effectiveness of many of our actions. Slow
movements are useful if the mover needs to take care, or if he doesn't
want to disturb. It is also required during exploration, while sampling
information from the surroundings. Directness, as a predictive (but not
necessary) feature of sympathy, might entail the impression of
confidence, being sure about one's goal, purposeful, whereas indirectness
might be associated with being uncertain, hesitating, unable to decide (see
Tagiuri, 1960). (Two of the subjects actually reported "doubt" as their free
response to the indirect variant of S+III7.) Thus, an indirect, undulating
movement might be less compatible with sympathy because the mover at
the same time indicates his reserve, his uncertainty about his feelings.

b. Admiration. The attributions of admiration were highly correlated with
those of interest and sympathy (Table 5). However, admiration was
expressed by many more movements than either interest or sympathy. I
will therefore discuss this emotional content separately.
The percentages agreement among the 15 movements differed
significantly (Table 3). Table 1 shows that S+III7 was an optimal
expression (87.1%). This movement was already discussed in Section a.
Further inspection of Table 1 suggests that it is very difficult to extract
one particular movement pattern which underlies all of the expressions of
admiration, or even those with the highest degree of agreement. For
instance, those with a percentage of agreement of over 70% had only
stretching and opening in common.
Table 1 shows that admiration was always attributed in combination
with other emotion categories (there was only one exception to this).
Forward directed expressions were also associated with interest, sympathy
and joy; backward directed expressions were also associated with surprise,
upward directed expressions also with joy. This suggests that the label
"admiration" is associated with qualitatively distinct types of action
tendencies. The results suggest the following groups of movement
expressions, reflecting these action tendencies:
1) stretched, forward, open, light, slow movements: also evoking the
attributions of interest, sympathy, and joy.
These movements were already discussed in the previous section. They
seem to express a friendly, peaceful mood. Action tendencies are to
approach softly and quietly, to receive, embrace, to explore, etc.
2) stretched, open, upward directed movements: also expressing joy.
These movements too are compatible with positive approach, but
"lightness" is no longer a necessary component; there is a strong association
with peacefulness, softness, etc. There seems to be no "optimal" upward
directed expression. The mover is clearly directed at something above him,
which he either tries to reach, grasp, etc., or which he tries to receive.
3) stretched, open, backward movements: also expressing surprise.
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Darwin (1872) already observed the close connection between admiration
and surprise: "Admiration apparently consists of surprise associated with
some pleasure and a sense of approval" (p. 289). Within the present
movement system, those expressions of surprise which were open were
also associated with admiration. One could think of following action
tendencies: receiving, being overwhelmed (causing the subject to step
back), preparing for action.
The reclining movement reaction with admiration is also mentioned in
an old treatise on the expression of emotions by the dance master John
Weaver, dating from 1717. "Admiration is discovered by the raising up of
the right hand, the Palm turned upwards, the Fingers closed; and in one
Motion the Wrist turn'd round and Fingers spread; the Body reclining, and
Eyes fix'd on the Object" (cited in Cohen, 1977).
The regression equation showed that stretching plus opening was the
strongest indicator of admiration. Further, upward direction, slowliness
and directness, and stretching plus lightness were relevant features. These
results should now be reconsidered in the light of the previous discussion.
The optimal expression of admiration (S+III7) corresponds exactly with
the regression model. Here, predicting features are sufficient. But the role
of distinct features seems to be influenced by the general direction of the
movement: the regression equation holds best in case of forward directed
movements. If the direction is upward or backward, the contribution of
arm movement, force, velocity and directness seems to be different.
On the other hand, it is hardly possible to point to any necessary
features in expressions of admiration. The only feature all expressions
have in common is stretching.

c. Joy. Ten movements can be considered as expressions of joy within
the system. Percentages of agreement differed significantly among the
expressions. Inspection of Table 1 suggests, that three movements were
optimal expressions: S+Il (97.6%), S+I5 (94.196) and S+I6 (91.8%). These
expressions have the following features in common: stretching, opening,
moving upward, fast. Changes in either one of these features diminished
the degree of agreement substantially.
Except for the stretched, upward movements, joy was also attributed to
movements that were forward directed, and primarily expressive of
interest, sympathy and admiration (S+III7 and S+III8). However, the actual
results are somewhat more complicated. As can be seen in Table 1, a soft,

"gliding" forward directed movement which is performed while closing the
arms, was not associated with joy. So, the association of joy with the
underlying action tendencies of peaceful approach seems to require
opennes as a distinctive movement feature. In general, almost all
expressions of joy are open.
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Movement S+III 1 is a different case. Here, the mover comes forward

with his arms stretched, and clenched fists. This movement can also be
interpreted as a variant of the optimal expression S+I 1 in forward

direction.
The regression model failed to account for two results: 1) the lower
ratings of Slow open, upward directed movements relative to fast ones,
and 2) the higher ratings of certain forward directed movements. Both
results can be explained by the supposition that these features were only
relevant indicators of joy within a given movement pattern. Quickness only
played a role within upward directed movements, whereas forward
direction only played a role within open, light, slow movement patterns.
So, the predictive features that were found in the regression analysis are
not sufficient in order to describe the optimal pattern. On the other hand,
only stretching is a common element of all expressions of joy. So, the
general predictors are not necessary features, with the exception of
stretching.
What action tendencies might underly the expressions of joy? Darwin
(1872) suggested that expressions of joy could be considered antithetical to
those of grief. With respect to "being in good spirits" he remarked: "A man
in this state holds his body erect, his head upright, and his eyes open.
There is no drooping of the features, and no contraction of the eyebrows:
(p.210). This interpretation receives even more strength, if the movement
features indicating grief are taken into consideration: bowing, closing,
downward, slowliness.
However, it is also possible to relate the expressions of joy directly to
instrumental activity. In the older expression psychology, the idea
recurred that expressions of joy reflect the increase of ("life-")energy,
vitality. This"Lebenssteigerung" (Klages, 1942, pp. 154-155) was supposed
to reflect itself in opening, general raising of the body, expanding,
increase of muscle strength, increase of movements and velocity, etc. The
subject experiences a rather general impulse to move, to act, to encounter

his surroundings.
Strehle (1954) suggested that the vertical axis is immediately felt as an
indication of one's own self-image: by stretching, moving upward, one
experiences an increase of "self-being", and vice versa. Thus, all emotions
which involve the increase of "Lebensgeffihl" (vitality) would evoke
upward directed movements. One may even conclude, that moving upward
is an action tendency in itself, which is evoked by the experience of
activation, increase of vitality, associated with joy.
In his study on the experience of emotions, Davitz (1969) did not
present the term "joy" to his subjects. The semantically related terms
"cheerfulness", "elation", "enjoyment", and "happiness" were all
characterized by experiences of the Activation, Comfort, and
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Enhancement clusters. Examples from the Activation cluster are: "sense of
vitality, aliveness, vibrancy, an extra spurt of energy or drive"; "a sense of
lightness, buoyancy and upsurge of the body". Examples of Comfort. "my
movements are graceful and easy, I feel especially well coordinated",
"there is a general release, a lessening of tension", "I'm loose, relaxed".
And Enhancement: "I feel taller, stronger, bigger", "A sense of being
exceptionally strong or energetic", "muscle tone is suddenly enhanced".
Morris (1977) described the ceremony of triumphing, as it can be
observed, for instance, in soccer. The subject, according to Morris, tends
to make himself taller, thus displaying dominance. Within the context of
triumphing, the upward movement can also be interpreted as an indication
of moving away from the defeated victim, who is now considered harmless.

Artists from the world of dance have pointed to the vertical plane as an
expression of man's struggle with gravity (Chapter 3). Thus, hopping,
striving upward, are used as symbols of the liberation from the "bonds" of
earthy considerations. It is possible, that such more symbolic forms
become emotional expressions through a process of conventionalization,
becoming more and more automatically used. In that case, they have to be
learned at some moment during ontogeny.
This latter possibility (the transformation of symbolic, metaphoric
forms into emotional expressions) may also be interpreted in another way:
the subject adresses himself to the God(s), or other deitie, who are
believed to dwell "above". (See for instance Salomon's gesture during his
prayer in the newly built temple). Similarly Demisch (1984) concluded
that it expresses surrender, for instance in mourning, prayer, and
admiration (especially of the divine). In a number of biblical passages, it
is mentioned in situations where the subject addresses himself to God.
From an evolutionary perspective, Darwin (1872) described the gesture
of arm-raising as an expression of surprise and admiration. He suggested
that it is antithetical to the preparedness to actively interact with the
surroundings.
With respect to Darwin's and Demisch' theses, I would like to argue
that they probably did not distinguish between qualitatively distinct
expressions. It should be noted that, in the present study, open upward
directed movements were primarily expressive of joy, whereas open
backward directed movements primarily expressed surprise. Thus, the
gesture of arm-raising, seems to express qualitatively different emotions,
depending on sagittal and vertical direction. The action tendencies that are
conveyed by these gestures may be qualitatively somewhat different
either refraining from action, surrendering, etc. (especially when moving
backward), or actively begging for help, mercy, etc., directed at the
"above".

Lawson (1957), has pointed to the importance of an open arm position
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in the expression of joy. It would bear the connotation of "giving away". If
the arms are kept closed, whereas the body as a whole moves upward, a
kind of arrogant, proud, egoistic mood would be expressed. In the present
study, most of the closed, upward directed movements produced
Significant version effects.
In the case of the forward directed expressions (S+III7 and S+III8), the
action tendencies are probably qualitatively different from those in the
optimal expressions. Here "joy" seems part of an emotional meaning
associated with peaceful, softly moving toward someone or something,
ready to embrace, receive, take in, etc. Here again, as was already noted
with respect to admiration, we see different shades of meaning which are
associated with different action tendencies, and different combinations of
emotional states.
Klages (1942) went so far as to portray an "allegoric" expression of joy to
his reader: "(...) an upright standing or gently striding figure, in a relaxed
posture, (...) the head more or less raised, the chest somewhat extended;
the arms, with the hands opened, extended widely and held at the sides at
least horizontally, if not obliquely upward, (...): (p.155: transl. M. de M.).
Similary, Strehle (1954) wrote: "Joy makes the chest "swe 11",; enterprise
("Unternehmungslust") is directed outward; he who is happy extends his
arms in order to press the world onto his heart." (p.45; transl. M. de M.).
Taking into consideration the results of the present study, one may
conclude that these descriptions contain two qualitatively somewhat
different expressions: 1) happy, sympathetic approach (forward directed
and soft; associated with receiving and embracing, exploring and
enterprise), 2) "true", somewhat egocentric joy (swelling, stretching,
moving upward), which is only partly contained in these descriptions.
d. Surprise. Movements that were considered expressions of surprise were
mostly stretched and backward directed. Percentages of agreement among
these expressions differed significantly. Inspection of Table 1 suggests,
that backward directed movements that were open tended to produce
higher agreement. Movement S+IV5 produced the highest agreement
(84.7%), and can, tentatively, be interpreted as the best approximation of
an optimal expression of surprise. It is stretched, backward, open, light,
fast, and direct. Variations in arm movement (S-IV5) and directness
(S+IV6) produced much lower agreement.
General predictive features were only stretching and moving backward.
These features were clearly not sufficient to produce an optimal pattern.
On the other hand, even backward direction was not a necessary feature to
evoke compatibility with surprise (S-I5, S+IS). So, only stretching can be
considered a necessary feature.
Darwin (1872) and Dumas (1933) described attentiveness and motor
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as behavioral reactions typical of surprise. Attentiveness is
for
reflected,
instance, in the widening of eyes and mouth (Ekman &

inhibition

Friesen, 1975; Izard, 1977). In addition, Darwin described arm-raising as
gesture accompanying surprise (see previous section).
Davitz (1969) found that the experience of surprise was primarily
associated with Hyperactivation. Examples were "my body seems to speed
up", "there's an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated,
supercharged" (p. 110). Frijda et al (1989) found that surprise was
associated primarily with action tendencies reflecting Approach, Being
Excited, and Attending.
The expressive meaning of backward direction is rarely considered as
an indication of positive or neutral emotions. Empirical studies with
posture positions showed that backward leaning was associated with a
negative, refusing, repulsing attitude (James, 1932), a decrease of empathy
and sympathy (for instance Graves & Robinson, 1976; Haase & Tepper,
1978). However, from an ecological perspective, stepping back as a
reaction to a sudden, unexpected stimulus, is an adaptive response, which
enables the subject 1) to escape from a possibly dangerous situation, and,
2) to prepare for an adequate reaction.
Thus, the movements in the system that expressed surprise are in
accordance with a tendency to withdraw while at the same time remaining
attentive and orienting (stretched position). This kind of withdrawal is
qualitatively different from withdrawal while contracting the whole body
(by bowing and closing), which in this study evoked attributions of fear,
shame and grief. The meaning of arm-raising within this context was
already discussed in the previous section: refraining from action,
surrender, being temporarily unable to act.
Darwin (1872) described a gesture, which, in my opinion, reflects the
same emotional meaning as the optimal (open) surprise expressions in the
present study. It is the original gesture out of which "shrugging the
shoulders" developed as a sign of helplessness or impotence. He wrote
about someone who experiences this state: "... if the whole gesture is
completed, he bends his elbows closely inwards, raises his open hands,
turning them outwards, with the fingers separated." (pp. 263-264, and
Plate VI in Darwin, 1872). A variant is displayed, when the arms are
opened widely (see Van Meet, 1986, Figure 5).
a

Two expressions were upward directed. In one case (S-I5) the movement
pattern only slightly differed from the backward, closed movements that
tended to express surprise. Still, probably due to its upward direction, this
particular movement also evoked the impression of joy and admiration.
The other upward directed expression (S+I8) however, is a clearly
different kind of movement. It also evoked the impressions of sympathy,
admiration and joy. This movement more closely resembles the optimal
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expressions of interest, sympathy and admiration, which are forward
directed (S+III8, S+III7). It differs from these only with respect to its
vertical and sagittal direction. The underlying action tendencies in this
movement might be couched in similar terms: softly, quietly approaching,
preparedness for peaceful interaction, etc. However, the direction is
different, and this difference (the target is directed at something above
him instead of in front of him) seems to have produced a different
(although "neighbouring") shade of meaning, which also involved surprise.
Free responses to this particular movement were "amazement",
"hesitation", "helplessness", "surrender", and "compliant". It seems to
express a content which is more passive than that of the forward directed

movements.
e. Fear.

Only five movements within the system can be considered as

expressions of fear. Percentages of agreement were not very high (ranging
from 71.7% to 64.7%), and there were no significant differences among
these percentages. If we look at Table 2, we see no clusters of expressions
within the system, as was the case with the emotions that were discussed
so far. Combined with the rather low percentages of agreement, it can be
concluded that fear was not consistently displayed by a particular
movement pattern. Those features which predicted the attribution of fear
are compatible with tendencies to hide (bowing, closing), or to protect
(bowing, closing, backward, strong).
Hendriksen and Vingerhoets (1988) found that their Dutch subjects
considered "being unable to act adequately" typical of fear, along with
tension. Davitz (1969) found Hyperactivation and Inadequacy the most
frequently used clusters in association with fear. Examples from the
Inadequacy cluster were the following sentences: "a sense of being totally
unable to cope with the situation"; "there's a sense of not knowing where
to go, what to do"; "sense of being gripped by the situation". (p.113).
In the empirical literature with respect to the detection of fear and
anxiety, somewhat contradicting nonverbal indicators are reported:
stiffness, appearing "tied up" (which is not compatible with any gross body
movement), versus fast, nervous hand movements (Waxer, 1974). Could it
be then, that gross (salient) body movements as such are not very
compatible with fear?
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f. Grief and shame. Grief was expressed by eight movements. There were
significant differences among the percentages (Cochran's Q=16.81,
P<.001). Optimal expressions were B-II7 and B-II8 (both 83.5%). These
optimal expressions were characterized by slowliness, lightness,
closedness, and downward direction. Strong or open variants produced
considerably lower percentages of agreement. More striking is the fact
that the forward and backward directed variants were no clear expressions
of grief (only one of the expressions is foreward directed). Thus, grief was
optimally expressed in movements in which the mover remains on his
place, while slowly drooping to the ground.
The optimal expressions of grief were accounted for by the regression
models, except for the fact that indirectness of the movement (B-II8)
obviously did not influence the amount of agreement in the case of grief.
The regression equation showed an interaction effect between velocity and
directness. Apparently, this effect does not hold within the optimally
expressive pattern. General predictive features were sufficient to produce
optimal movement patterns. On the other hand, Table 1 suggests, that both
bowing and slowliness were necessary features, in order to produce
expressions of grief within this system.
What action tendencies seem to underly such expressions? Many of the
free responses to the movements that were expressive of grief, included
"defeatedness", "dejectedness", "depression", "helplessness", "dismay". They
refer to a condition in which the mover seems to be unable or unwilling to
take further action.
First and most obvious is the fact that the body is rendered ineffective.
The mover seems not inclined towards any activity directed at his
surroundings. Secondly, attention seems to be drawn inward. The mover
tends to "lock off" (Klages, 1942), to shut off the senses, in order to be
alone with his sorrow. Lightness and slowliness are, provided the
movement is performed bowing and or downward, both compatible with
the loss of energy, enthousiasm, which is needed to keep in touch with the
surroundings.
Also related to the loss of vitality might be the role of downward
direction. Here, the expressions of grief are clearly antithetical to those of
joy. Action tendencies corresponding with downward direction are
falling, yielding to gravity, yielding to a heavy load, etc. (In contrast to
sagittal direction, the mover remains on his site, while just moving
towards the floor.)
Flach (1928), who also found that the downward direction was most
characteristic of grief (Trauer), concluded that this resulted from a
gradual decrease of tension (Entspannung). "Wir sehen, wie der Zustand
der Traurigkeit eintritt und in dem Schwerwerden der Glieder des
K8rpers sich RuBert. In diesem Schwerwerden macht sich eine Entspan-
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nung geltend, die darin besteht, daB die normal vorhandene Spannung
unter ihr Niveau abfiillt. Das Traurigwerden stellt also einen Entspannungsvorgang dar, der gleitend einsetzt". (pp.486-487). ("We see, how
the state of sadness started, expressing itself by the limbs of the body
growing heavy. In this growing heaviness, a relaxation is manifested,
which consists of the normal tension sinking below its level. So, getting
sad manifests itself in a process of relaxation, which starts in a gliding
manner"). This gradual decrease of tension is again expressed best by slow,
soft movements, like those of the optimal expressions, which are, in
Laban terminology, "gliding" and "floating" respectively.
Strong variants of the optimal expressions displayed a fist-hand, which

perhaps evoked the impression that the mover is still struggling to
overcome his grief, or to react aggressively towards the source of this
emotion. The strong, open variants were at the same time associated with
anger (B+II3, B+II4). One may think of "blends" here, in the sense used by
Ekman and Friesen (1975) with respect to certain facial expressions.
If the optimal movements were performed with an open arm
movement, agreement also dropped. In these cases the arms just dangled

along the body. These movements evoked a number of free responses,
such as "completely hopeless", "defeatedness" (5 times), "apathic". These
movements seem to reflect a more extreme reaction, which is less "typical"
of grief. Lawson (1957) remarked that, whereas downward and closed
movements will express grief, open downward movements will just
express heaviness, the loss of consciousness, fainting, etc.

Six movements expressed shame. In general, the percentages of agreement
were lower than those pertaining to grief, and there were no significant
differences between these percentages. Three of them also expressed grief.
Inspecting Table 1, one gets the impression that downward direction is less
important, and closing more important in comparison with grief. This is
also suggested by the regression models. In addition, backward direction is
a systematic predictor of shame attributions, and not of attributions of
grief. However, as with fear, the movement system does not seem to
provide a prototypical "shame" pattern. Only bowing was a common
feature of all expressions of shame, and can be considered as necessary in
order to produce agreement among the subjects.
Izard (1977) listed as components of expressions of shame: looking
away, turning away the face and diminishing body posture.
Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1973) showed that covering the face with the hands is
also a (probably unlearned) reaction to the experience of shame. This
gesture also reflects the tendency to withdraw, and defend oneself against
the gazes of others.
Action tendencies like moving away, self-defence, withdrawal,
diminishing body posture, seem to result from fear as well as shame. In
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this study too, attributions of fear and shame were closely related (and
loaded on the same factor), and were predicted by similar features
(bowing, closing, moving backward).

g. Anger, antipathy, contempt, disgust. The attributions of these
movements were highly correlated, and were predicted by almost identical
features. Therefore, the results with respect to these categories are
discussed together. First, it should be noted that, whereas anger was
expressed by a number of movements within the system, antipathy and
contempt were only attributed to one (and the same) movement, which
primarily expressed anger. Disgust was not expressed by any of the
movements in the system.
Between the eight expressions of anger, significant differences existed
in percentages of agreement. It is difficult to extract a particular optimal
movement pattern from among these expressions. The only feature that all
expressions of anger have in common, is strength. Still, inspection of
Table 1 suggests, that there is an optimal pattern, which can be described

as bowing, opening, forward or backward, strong, fast. In Table 1, we see
that two movements stand out B+IV2 (81.2%) and B+IIIl. Both are
sagittally directed, whereas the downward directed variants did not evoke
the impression of anger at all. The two other movements that carry these
features, B+IV 1 and B+III2, were deleted due to version effects. However,
these movements too produced high percentages of anger ratings: 78.8%
(B+III2), and 70.6% (B+IV1). (These latter percentages are probably
negatively influenced by version effects. Both movements showed
significant differences between anger-ratings of at least two versions.
These are probably due to differences in the performances).
If all predictive features are present, an optimal movement pattern of
anger results. So, these features can be considered as sufficient. But,
forward direction and indirectness are not necessary in order to produce
an optimal pattern. On the other hand, as was already remarked, "strength"
was the only feature that seems necessary in order to produce an
expression of anger.
What action tendencies might have been perceived in the optimal
expressions? In the first place, the display of overall muscle strength
suggests a readiness to fight; to strike out; to remove a barrier; to destroy a
barrier (Davitz, 1969; Frijda, 1986; Strehle, 1954). In Davitz' (1969) study,
the association with sentences from the Hyperactivation and Moving
Against clusters was most prominent. Hendriksen and Vingerhoets (1988)
reported that anger was associated by a vast proportion of their subjects
with being unable to influence, control the situation. Inadequacy was also
one of the clusters associated with anger in Davitz' (1969) study. The
"barrier" is something or someone who is perceived to block the direction
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of the subject's motives. As a result, the subject will strive to regain
control over the situation by antagonistic action. Quickness is directly
linked with this preparedness for violent, antagonistic action (Strehle,
1954). But what about the meaning of bowing? At first glance, bowing
seems to render the body less prepared for a fight. If one observes boxers
in a fight, however, they only seldom stand completely erect facing each
other. Often the head is drawn somewhat between the shoulders, and the
spine is bowed. This posture helps to protect the vital points of the body.
So, the preparation of fight and offence may go together with protecting
the body by bowing which is therefore compatible with an angry mood
expression. Secondly, bowing might also be related to the general feeling
of inadequacy, and reflect a tendency to turn inward (like with grief and
-

shame).

A striking result of the present study was the low agreement with
respect to antipathy, contempt, and disgust. Nonetheless, the regression
equations resulted in nice solutions, which even showed differential
patterns associated with each of these categories. So, the subjects weighted
certain features consistently as indicators of these emotions, but they
reached no agreement on each of the movement patterns as a whole.
An explanation of the low agreement with these categories is, that
relevant elements were absent in the movements. Antipathy can be
expressed by more specific gestures, like waving with the hand.
Interestingly, moving backward and/or closing were not sufficient to
produce the impression of antipathy.
This somewhat shades the results of studies using posture expressions (e.g.,
Mehrabian, 1972). Closing was not a general predictive feature (there was
a negative interaction between trunk movement and arm movement).
Sagittal direction was not at all a predictive movement dimension with
respect to antipathy!
Contempt is often expressed by suddenly moving the head backward
(Izard, 1977). The rest of the body hardly moves. In this case, one could
even speculate, that gross body movements as such are not compatible
with contempt. The person or situation that evoked this emotion is judged
to be too "low" of value for the mover to take pains to get excited about.
The subject remains "unmoved".
Disgust can be expressed effectively by sticking out the tongue (Van
Meel-Jansen & Moormann, 1984), but in general seems not to be
associated with distinct body reactions or expressions (Hendriksen &
Vingerhoets, 1988).

In summary, the results of the present study have led me to distinguish
five optimal movement patterns:
1. stretching, opening, upward. fast: compatible primarily with joy; (in the
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following called the Joy-pattern).

2. stretching, opening, forward, light, slow, direct.' compatible primarily
with sympathy and admiration; and with both Acceptance and Positive
Approach. (In the following it is called the Sympathy-pattern).

3. stretching, opening, backward, light, fast, direct: primarily compatible
with surprise; (in the following called the Surprise-pattern).

4. bowing, closing, downward, light, slow. primarily compatible with grief;
(in the following called the Grief-pattern).

5. bowing, opening. forward or backward, strong, fast: primarily
compatible with anger; (in the follwoing called the Anger-pattern).

The predictive features that were found in this study, were sufficient in
order to produce the Sympathy-, Grief-, and Anger-patterns. The Joyand Surprise-patterns were characterized by both general predictive
features and additional elements.
Necessary features of the movement expressions could hardly be
distinguished. Stretching was a necessary feature of joy, admiration, and
surprise; bowing was a necessary feature of shame; strength characterized
all expressions of anger; stretching and lightness were necessary elements
of sympathy; bowing and slowliness characterized all expressions of grief;
streching, lightness and moving forward characterized the three
expressions of interest.
The results of this study are in accord with a probabilistic model of
categorization (Medin & Smith, 1984). Movement features are weighted
with respect to their indicative value of certain states. This confirms
Dittmann's (1987) expectation, that we can, at best, make probabilistic
judgements about emotions, if we base ourselves on the perception of
body movements. However, contrary to the notion, that body movement
always provide just vague impressions, the present results imply degrees
of specificity, corresponding with the number and kinds of distinctive
features that are detected in a movement. These findings are in accord
with the theoretical model, proposed in Chapter 2.
4.4.2. General Meanings Guiding the Attributions
The model, presented in Chapter 2, describes three levels of processing of
(expressive) movements. First, physical characteristics are represented
proximally (for instance: "moves backward", "closes arms"). These percepts
are translated into action tendencies, which correspond with distinct
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emotion categories. The movement pattern is perceived as a reaction to
some inner state. Finally, these intermediate inferences are translated into
more specific verbal labels, for instance representing emotion concepts.
It was expected that there will be varying degrees of specificity,
ranging from very general (for instance: retreating, withdrawing, opening
oneself up), to very specific (for instance: fear, shame, joy). The
specificity of attributions will depend on whether enough relevant
movement features are detected.
The foregoing discussion (4.4.1) concentrated on the attribution of
distinct emotions. From this discussion it became even more clear, that the
movements reflected expressive categories which are closely related to
distinct action tendencies on the part of the mover. Although it was
found, that each of the twelve emotion scales was predicted by a unique
pattern of movement features, and that most of them were expressed by
certain optimal movements, there were strong relationships between
particular groups of emotion attributions. The present discussion focuses
on these relationships. It can be assumed, that they reflect more general
dimensions of meaning, (corresponding with a less specific level of
meaning). The results of the factor analysis and subsequent regression
analyses are discussed in terms of such general dimensions of meaning.
In the following discussion, I will use the term "general dimension of
meaning" in the sense of broader, less specific inner states, which are
reflected in qualitatively distinct action tendencies. The term "dimension"
is used, as the results suggest rather dichotomous, bipolar dimensions of
meaning.
The three factors that were derived, suggest three general dimensions
of meaning that guided the attributions. The sharp distinction between
positive and negative scales on each factor suggests a corresponding
distinction between the two poles of each dimension of meaning. Both
poles are linked by some common motive, that is closely related to certain
action propensities. In the following, I will offer an interpretation of the
three factors by linking them with their respective relevant movement
features (see Table 8). This interpretation results from taking the
predictive features among stretched movements as best predictors of the
positive scales, and those among bowed movements as best predictors of
negative scales. This is, in fact, an oversimplification, but it can be argued
that these combinations of features are optimal sets, with the highest
probability of agreement among decoders. The interpretations are
summarized in Table 9.
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Table 9.

Interpretation Of The Factors

Factor

Scales

Predicted optimal
combination of features

Anger; antipathy
contempt; disgust

bowing; strong; fast;
indirect; opening

I

Rejection

sympathy;

stretching, opening;

admiration

direct

Accaptance

Fear; shame;
grief

bowing; closing;
downward or backward;
strong; direct

Withdrawal

versus

versus

joy;
interest;
sympathy;

stretching; opening;
forward

admiration

III

Interpretation

versus

versus

II

Chapter 4

Surprise;
admiration;
interest;

Approach

stretching; opening
backward; light;
direct

versus

versus

gtic[
shame

Preparation

bowing; downward
Slow

Defeatcdness

The first factor is in accord with a general dimension of RejectionAcceptance (Marler, 1978). Rejection (anger, antipathy, contempt, disgust)

is inferred from strong and bowed movements, especially when they are
fast and indirect. The mover shows his or her readiness to react with force
in order to remove some barrier or unpleasant stimulus (Strehle, 1954).
Rejection seems to come close to the Hostility-triad (anger, disgust,
contempt) suggested by Izard (1977). This pole of the dimension also
closely resembles Davitz' (1969) cluster "Moving Against", discussed in
Chapter 2. Experiences that went together with this cluster were, among
others: "There is an impulse to strike out, to pound, or smash, or kick, or
bite; to do something that will hurt"; "I want to strike out, explode, but I
hold back, control myself"; "Fists are clenched" (see Davitz, 1969, p. 113).
Experiences such as these were judged by a majority of the subjects to be
compatible with emotions like anger, disgust, hate, frustration, revenge,
irritation, and jealousy.
Acceptance is inferred from stretching, opening, lightness, and
directness of the movement. The mover shows his or her readiness to
interact without violence. Emotions that went with Acceptance were in
particular sympathy and admiration.
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Whereas sagittal and vertical direction were not relevant with respect to
this dimension, the presence or absence of certain dynamic qualities was

highly indicative. In Laban terms, in particular "thrusting" effort actions
(strong, fast, indirect) in the present movement system tended to suggest
Rejection, whereas "gliding" and "dabbing" effort actions (which are light,
direct) furthered the impression of Acceptance.
This first dimension can also be explained by application of Darwin's
"Law of Antithesis" (Darwin, 1872; see also 1.3). Strong movements,
especially when performed fast and indirectly, reflect the preparedness
for aggressive action. The opposite features might be used by the subject
to signal the opposite action readinesses: peacefulness, passive acceptance,

giving the other the opportunity to come nearer, and so on.
The second factor can be interpreted as a general dimension of
Withdrawal-Approach (James, 1932; Marler, 1978; Michotte, 1950).
Withdrawal is inferred from bowing, closing, moving downward or
backward of the body, especially when the movement is strong and/or
direct. The mover shows his tendency to move away from the situation in
a negatively toned state of mind (as suggested by bowing), while his
movements show remnants of, for instance, hiding, protecting, or fleeing.
Approach is inferred from stretching, opening and moving forward. It
differs from Acceptance in that the mover also indicates to move toward
the other (or something else in his surroundings), and by the unimportance
of dynamic features (strength and directness). The mover shows his
preparedness for positive approach, for instance to touch, embrace the
other. Emotions that go with this pole of dimension are joy, interest,
sympathy, and admiration.
Morris (1977) has tried to explain certain expressive body movements
as stylizations of touching or embracing. The most important examples are
greeting with raised hands, and the open arm gesture of an artist after he
has completed his act. The audience reacts to this gesture with an
applause. Morris suggests that it is an invitation to embracement.
Politicians also use this gesture during their campaigns (photograph in
private collection).
Davitz' (1969) cluster of Moving Toward comes close to Approach.
Associated with it were sentences like: "I want to help, protect, please
another person"; "A sense of empathic harmony with another person", "I
want to feel with the other person, experience with the other person with
every sense; to be psychologically in touch with another person"; "I want
to touch, hold, be close physically to the other person", "I want to be
tender and gentle with another person" etc. (Davitz, 1969, p.111). These
sentences were judged to be compatible mostly with admiration, affection,
friendliness, love, passion.
Engel (1785), pointed to the expressive meaning conveyed by the
direction of a movement. This direction was supposed to convey one of
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three basic psychological tendencies, namely: to unite with, to withdraw
from, or to reject. Whereas uniting and withdrawing seem to correspond
with the dimension Withdrawal-Apporach in the present study, rejecting
is expressed by the Rejection-pole of the first dimension. It should be
noted however, that not just sagittal direction, but other features as well
contribute to the expression of these general meanings.
It is interesting to note, that the mover's use of distance is likely to
influence his being perceived on this dimension. The role of distance as a
nonverbal cue has been widely researched, although primarily with respect
to interest/attentiveness and status relationships (Hall, 1968). Moving
forward in this study corresponds, in general, with diminishing distance;
moving backward with increasing distance towards some other person or
object (which is not seen by the judges).

The third factor differentiates between movements mainly expressive of
surprise, and those expressive of grief and shame. Regarding its predictive
features, this factor can be interpreted as a general dimension of
Preparation-Defeatedness. Preparation conveys the mover's reaction to a
sudden, unexpected stimulation (as in surprise, Izard, 1977). It is
suggested by opening, backward movements with straight trunk, especially
when these movements are performed lightly and directly.
The opposite content, Defeatedness, displays the inability to interact,
the total loss of energy corresponding with extreme grief and shame. It is
conveyed by slow, bowing, downward directed movements.
Davitz' (1969) cluster Moving Away seems to approximate the
meanings associated with Defeatedness. This cluster corresponded with
sentences like: "I want to withdraw, disappear, draw back, be alone, away
from others, crawl into myself"; "A sense of unrelatedness to others;
everyone seems far away; I am out of contact, can't reach others"; There's
a lack of involvement and not caring about anything that goes on around
me"; "A feeling of a certain distance from others; everyone seems far
away" (Davitz, 1969, p. 111). These sentences were associated with apathy,
boredom, depression, embarrassment, grief and shame.
Engel and Schmale (1972) postulated a biological defence-mechanism,
which they called Conservation-Withdrawal. It was thought to produce
relative immobility, quiescence and unresponsiveness to environmental
input, during moments of extreme stress, danger, etc. The biological goal
of this mechanism would be to conserve resources until environmental
conditions are once again more compatible. The autors suggest that
conservation-withdrawal is also manifested in a number of behavioral
expressions in man. Examples are the sagging face and stack jaw, often
supported by the hand, the turned-down corners of the mouth, the
slumping forward, and the flexing of the knees.
"The underlying inpetus for their elicitation is "giving up", a conscious or
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unconscious psychic appraisal, if only fleetingly, of no solution, no
response available" (p. 67). This is precisely what is reflected both in

Davitz' cluster of Moving Away, and in the dimension of Defeatedness in
the present study.

Marler (1978) suggested four general dimensions of meaning that would
communicated through expression (which he calls "affective

be

signalling"). The first three he labeled Arousal-Depression, ApproachWithdrawal, and Acceptance-Rejection, which correspond very well with,
respectively, Preparation-Defeatedness, Withdrawal-Approach, and
Rejection-Acceptance which were inferred from the present data. The
fourth dimension was called Social Engagement-Disengagement. Through
a comparison with Plutchik's model of emotions (Plutchik, 1970), Marler
showed that his dimensional structure provides a nice description of the
behavioral tendencies that are communicated through affective signalling.
The three dimensions that were inferred are also related to Mehrabian's
(1972) three dimensions, which he provided as a description of the
"semantic space of nonverbal behavior" (see Chapter 1). These dimensions
were labelled Positiveness (or Evaluation), Status (or Potency), and
Responsiveness (or Activity). Positiveness would correspond with cues of
immediacy forward lean, physical proximity, and orientation of the trunk
towards the addressee. It seems to correspond with my dimension of
Withdrawal-Approach. Responsiveness was postulated by Mehrabian as
the nonverbal counterpart of the orienting reflex. The degree of
responsiveness one person displays toward another would indicate the
other's salience for him. Increasing activity would express responsiveness.
Now, in the present study, the dimension Preparation-Defeatedness seems
to be related to the distinction between orienting, alerting (interest,
admiration, surprise) versus turning away attention, turning inward (grief,
shame).
Status, the third dimension distinguished by Mehrabian, does not
correspond directly with the dimension Rejection-Acceptance in this
study. This doesn't come as a surprise, as the subjects looked for
emotional states in the movements, and not for status-relationships.
However, there certainly is a relationship. Gross expressions of anger,
such as those encountered in this study, seem not appropriate for someone
in a lower status position. An interesting point emerges here: whereas
relaxation was found to be an indication of higher status (according to
Mehrabian's studies), plain display of muscle strength is probably also the
privilege of the higher-status individual. Research is surely needed that
focuses on the use of such cues by the members of a status hierarchy.
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4.4.3. Summary and Empirical Model

I will now propose an empirical, descriptive model of attribution of
emotions through the perception of body movement. The model is called
"empirical", because it is derived from the findings of the present study. It
is a further elaboration of the theoretical model presented in Chapter 2.
Let me first summarize the main elements of the theoretical model very
shortly. According to this model, distal characteristics of body movements
(such as opening, stretching, slowliness) are, in the first stage of
processing, translated into perceptual categories Cor proximal
representations). Next, inferences are drawn from these perceptually
represented movements, by matching them with action tendencies.
Finally, these intermediate inferences are translated into verbal labels,
corresponding with (in this case) emotion categories. Inferences are guided
by the weighting of detected movement features and action tendencies as
to their indicative value, hence, by probability judgements.
Moreover, it was expected that inferences will vary in specificity, fronn
broad (general) to narrow (specific). There are two main causes for this
variation in specificity:
1) not enough relevant movement features may be detected;

2) specificity of meaning can be expected to depend also on the number or
composite of action tendencies that are inferred from the movement.
Let me give an example of the first cause: the detection of muscle
strength in a movement may result in the inference of a number of
different action tendencies, such as readiness to use violence, and
preparedness to defend. If no other movement features are detected, a
rather broad inference will result. But if also forward direction,
quickness, indirectness were detected in the first stage, a more specific
inference is possible: for instance, anger.
The second possibility can be illustrated as follows: if only a tendency
to "approach" is inferred, a more general, broader inference is made, than
if "approach plus activity plus a tendency to direct attention upward" is
perceived. In the latter case, the more specific attribution that results may
be couched in terms like "joy", "victory", "exaltation", etc.
The model that is suggested, describes the attribution of emotional states,
following upon the perception of body movements, as follows. In general,
the composing features of a body movement are weighted as to their
expressive significance. How is this accomplished? I suggested that
emotion categories are characterized by rather fuzzy boundaries, which
are determined by qualitatively distinct action tendencies. These action
tendencies were supposed to serve the process of coping with felt
emotions. Thus, it was assumed that the decoder has some knowledge-base
at his or her disposal, which tells him or her 1) what movement features
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reflect what action tendencies, and 2) what action tendencies go with what

emotional states.
Now, the processes that were evoked by the present experiment, were,
of course, not directly observed. I have only access to the distal movement
characteristics, and resulting verbalized impressions. I will now try to
develop a model of the mediating processes that is in accordance with the
data and the theoretical assumptions. The resulting model is depicted in
Figure 1.
The results of this study suggest that trunk movement is a major
discriminator. It seems to serve as a general set, against which the other
features give increasing specificity. It roughly divides the movement
expressions into those Of positive or neutral states (interest, sympathy, joy,
admiration, surprise) and those of negative states (fear, grief, shame,
anger, antipathy, contempt, disgust). Only the attributions of fear and
anger sometimes cross over this border (see Table 1).
Weisfeld and Beresford (1982) suggested that trunk movement is an
indication of dominance or success. The present results show, that this
interpretation is too narrow. Rather, Pleasantness (Woodworth &
Schlosberg, 1954), or Hedonic Tone (Davitz, 1969) seem better
approximations of its connotations. Trunk movement may reflect the
subject's overall readiness to interact and to deal with his or her
surroundings.
Consequently, in Figure 1, trunk movement divides the "semantic
space" of body movements into two broad areas: the positively toned
versus the negatively toned emotional states.
Figure 1 shows, first, six groups of predictive general movement
features, which roughly divide the semantic space (corresponding with
groups of action tendendies) in six areas. Each of these features carries its
own, unique indicative weight. It is expected, that the more features
within a group are detected, the more certain individual decoders there
will be with respect to the associated broad content (e.g. rejection).
Figure 1 depicts how, first, perceived movement features are translated
into

action

tendencies.

For instance, strong and

fast

movements are

expected to suggest tendencies like "prepared to use violence", etc. Of
course, these action tendencies are hypothetical. They are partly derived
from the studies of Davitz (1969) and Frijda (1957; 1986; Frijda, Kuipers
& Ter Schure, 1989). For the greater part, they were already discussed in
Section 4.3.1.
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Figure

1.

Schematic Depiction

of Empirical Model
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(Continued).
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The decoder is expected to match features with action tendencies, and,
through this mechanism, to arrive at some attribution of an emotional
state. The terms "Rejection", "Withdrawal", etc. are only meant to
symbolize the broad expressive categories that correspond with these
general attributions. If not enough features are detected, attributions
might

refer to

even

broader

categories,

for

instance

"rejecting or

withdrawing", if only bowing and muscle strength are perceived.
On the other hand, the model predicts that, the more features are
detected, the more specific attributions there can be. In Figure 1,
movement features are listed in addition, which, according to the present
study, are likely to provide cues for further discrimination between states.
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These discriminations are expected to take place within the context of
broader meanings. For example, force was found to be an important cue
which discriminates between fear on the one hand, and shame and grief
on the other. So, within the context of Withdrawal, force provides more

detail.

A word of caution is needed with respect to the term "discrimination",
which I use in this context. Contrary to the perception of physical objects,
where fine discriminations result in absolute discriminations (e.g.: not a
circle but an ellipse), in the area of emotion decoding such absolute
judgements are less plausible. Rather, I have stressed the probabilistic
character of emotion recognition. One can only think of changing
probabilistic relationships. In the example given earlier: strong movements
are less likely to suggest grief or shame, and more likely to suggest fear.
Unfortunately, the model, depicted in Figure 1 is not a complete
description of the results of this study. The different weights of the
movement features, as predictors of distinct states, are not shown. This
renders the model far more complicated. The discriminative power of, for
instance, force, within the group of "Withdrawal" movements, will also
depend on the weights of the other features that are detected. Suppose the
decoder perceives the movement to be bowing, backward and slow.
Bowing and slowliness are strong predictors of grief and shame, If the
decoder now observes that the movement is also strong, on the one hand
fear increases in probability, but also "rejection" comes into the picture!
The final judgement will depend very much on the result of the matching
with action tendencies. Table 1 shows that bowing, backward, strong and
slow movements in one case were associated with fear by 64.7% of the
subjects, whereas the other three cases either produced a significant effect
of tape version, or produced no agreement.
The optimal movement patterns are placed at the top of the scheme.
This is because they consist of a very specific combination of movement
features. The question can be posed, what happens if a perceived
movement can be matched completely with such an optimal pattern. It is
possible, that this will evoke an immediate impression, without the need
for further weighting and computation. In that case, we encounter certain
exceptions to the "general" rule. Especially in the cases of the Joy- and
Surprise-patterns, the results point in the direction of prototypic
representations, which cannot be completely explained from the
movement characteristics that in general predict these attributions.
However, much more research is needed in order to conclude whether
there are qualitatively distinct mechanisms of emotion inference.
Moreover, even in the case of immediate translation into an inferred
meaning, there needs to be another probabilistic transformation in order
to arrive at a verbal statement. For instance, suppose one is confronted
with a movement that can be matched completely with the Joy-pattern. If
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one is asked to put into words the state that is felt by the mover, one
needs to convert the immediate, nonverbal impression (corresponding with

a distinct expressive category) into one of many possible verbal
descriptions. Probably, this depends on the relationships between action
tendencies and emotion concepts. This is beyond the scope of the present
study.
4.5. The Data Revisited: Differences Between Subgroups

In the analyses discussed until now, the characteristics of the subjects
were left out of consideration. Two of these characteristics will be
examined in this section, namely sexe and age.
There is a substantial amount of research which indicates that female
subjects are, in general, better, more accurate decoders of nonverbal
information (Hall, 1978; LaFrance & Mayo, 1979). However, the present
study does not provide an objective standard from which accuracy can be
inferred. I will focus upon a different question: were there qualitative
differences between both sexes? More particular, I will examine 1)
whether there were substantial differences between men and women with
respect to general features that predicted their respective attributions; 2)
whether there were substantial differences between the dimensions that
underlied the attributions in both groups.
As the age range among the subjects was quite broad, these same
questions were also examined for two age groups, roughly representing the
younger and the older subjects.

4.5.1 Differences Between Men and Women
Were there systematic differences between female and male subjects?
Separate data-matrices were created consisting of the means of scales
among women and men separately. The same procedure as described
above was used to compute the predicting features among men and
women. Overall, the regression coefficients were the same in both groups.
The matrix presented in Table 4, consists of 84 (7 by 12) regression
coefficients. The matrices of men and women differed on 12 (14.3%)
occasions from each other. In each of these cases the nonsignificant
coefficients in the one group still showed the same signs as the
corresponding significant coefficients in the other group. Therefore, these
differences must be considered of minor importance. These differences
are summarized in Table 10.
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Beta Weights That Differ Between Mak And Female Subjects.

Categoly

Movement
dimension

Regression coefficient
Men
Women
(n = 35)
*.

(n=50)

interest

force

sympathy

saggital

admiration

-.12*

fear

vertical direction
velocity
vertical direction

-.11

-.09
-.23 **

anger

directness

-.15

-.23* *

antipathy
contempt

arm movement

-.24**

sagittal direction
velocity
directness
sagittal direction

-.13

-.04
- 15*

.14

.27

-.11
-.08

-.19*

dagust

-.15

direction

.11
.13

-.08

.20"
.26

*.

:19**

Note. *p<.05
** p<.01

Secondly, it was examined whether different general meanings underly
the attributions of male and female subjects. This was done by following
the same procedure as was reported in Section 4.3.4, for each group
separately. First, the means of scales in both groups were factor-analyzed,
using Principal Components and Varimax rotation. Scree-plots in both
cases suggested a three-factor solution. The results are presented in Tables
11 and 12.
Tables 11

first, that almost the same factors were
extracted in both groups. Each of the three factors shows the same high
loading scales (judged from loadings higher than or equal to .50 in
absolute value). There are only marginal exceptions, e.g. contempt has a
loading lower than .50 on the first scale among females, and not among
males. Compared with the results of the factor analysis reported in Section
4.3.4, involving all subjects, the only substantial difference concerns the
lower loadings of grief and shame on the third factor in both groups.
and

12 show,
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Table 11. Factor Loadings of Emotion Scales of Female Subjects.

Factors

I

Percentage of variance

H

73.7

112

IH
43

Scales
Interest

-.79

-.47

.23

Joy
Sympathy

..79
-.72

..48
-.62

.19
.15

Admiration

-.72

-38

Surprise

-.40

-.41

31

.78

Far
Grief

.85

37

.00

.83

.06

-30

Shame

.89
.07

.08
.91

.19

.77

-38
-.23
-20

A7
38

.86

-.02

.75

-.11

Anger
Antipathy
Contempt
Disgust

Table 12.

Factor Loadings of Emotion Scales of Mate Subjects.

Factors
Percentage of variance

I

II

III

76.1

9A

6.2

Scales

Interest

-.67

-.44

.44

Joy
Sympathy

..77

.18

-.69
-.68
-.28

-32
-.63
-35
-.26

Fear

.79

.46

.04

Grief

.86

.15

-39

Admiration
Surprise

.24
.42

.90

Shame

.88

.17

-.32

Anger

.07

.91

Antipathy

Al

.85

-15
-.18

Contempt
Disgust

33
38

.79

-.12

.66

-34

Next, regression equations were computed, using the means of the
emotion scales, weighted by their respective factor scores on the three
factors. Interactions between the movement features were also considered.
The same method was followed as was used in the overall analysis. The
results are presented in Tables 13 and 14. In these tables, the factors are
labelled after the corresponding factors from the overall analysis. In
general, there are only marginal differences, which must be considered of
minor importance. They do not concern those features with the highest
weights. A more fundamental difference seems to have emerged only with
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third factor (Preparation/Defeatedness). In both groups,
trunk movement is the most indicative dimension. However, for the men,
sagittal direction is the only other systematic predictor, whereas for the
women, sagittal direction has a much lower weight, and velocity is also a
respect to the

systematic predictor.
We must conclude, that no substantial differences could be found
between the general meanings that underlied the attributions of males and
females.
Table 13.

Standardized Regression Coefficients of Summed Emotion Scales, Weighted by Factor
Scores: Female Subjects

Source of
Factor Scores
Factor I

Withdrawal/
Approach

Movement dimmensions

Trunk movement
Arm movement
Vertical direction
Sagittal direction
Force

Velocity

B
-A5

-.12
-.20
-.16
.09

-.07

Trunk x Arm movement
Trunk x Directness

..27

Trunk movement
Arm movement

-.26

-.19

R2 = .93

Factor II

Force

Rejection/
Acceptance

Velocity

.16

.60

.39

Directness

-.26

Trunk x Arm movement
Force x Velocity

-39
-.32

Trunk movement
Sagittal direction
Velocity

.75

R.2 = .84

Factor III

Preparation/
Defeatedness
RE =.94
Note.

All reported coefficients p<.05

-.15

.13
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Table 14. Standardized Regression Coefficients of Summed Emotion Scalcs Weighted by Factor
Scores: Male Subjects

Source of
Factor Scores

Movement dimmensions

Factor I

Trunk movement

Withdrawal/
Approach

Vertical direction
Sagittal direction
Force

Velocity
Trunk x Arm movement
Trunk x Directness

B
-.49
-.12
-.12
.08

-.08

-35
-.17

RE = .94
Factor II

Force
Velocity

Rejection/
Acceptance

Trunk x Arm movement
Trunk x Directness
Forcc x Velocity

.60

33
-.67
-.23
-.28

RE = .84
Factor III
Preparation/

Trunk Movement

.66

Sagittal direction

-37

Defeatedness
Rz = .63

Note. All reported coefficients p <.05

4.5.2. Differences Between Age Groups

As the age range among the subjects is quite broad, the question may rise
whether there were differences between older and younger subjects. To

answer this question, again two seperate data matrices were created. One
was made up of the means of the scales of the subjects in the age range
23-45 (mean age 33,7 years; n=51), the other was derived from the
subjects in the age range 46-78 (mean age 60,5 years; n=34). For each age
group the regression equations were computed, following the same
procedure as described above. Among the 84 regression coefficients, on 15
(17.8%) occasions a difference occurred, a coefficient being significant in
the one group where it was not in the other. Again, like in the comparison
of males and females, in each case the signs of both coefficients were
equal. From this comparison it cannot be concluded that systematic
differences occurred. The results are summarized in Table 15.
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Table 15. Beta Weights That Differ Bctwccn Younger And Older Subjects.
Category

movement dimension

interest

arm movement

sympathy
surprise
fear

sagittal direction
directness
force
vertical direction
sagittal direction

anger

velocity

antipathy

velocity
directness

contempt sagittal direction
velocity
disgust

directness
arm movement

sagittal direction
velocity

Note.

age group& (yrs)
46-78
2345

0321**
.07

.16

.14*

.04

-.18*
..15
-.13

-.11

.12

.51

*.

..27 ..
-.38 ..
.28"

.26**

-.20-

-.14

..07

:18*

.11

:25-.19*
-.08
.04

29"
-.10
-.07

-.19.26-

*p<.05
' *p<.01

The most striking difference between both age groups concerns the role of
velocity.

Quickness was not a general predictor of anger, antipathy,

contempt, and disgust among the group of older subjects. Moreover,
sagittal direction too seemed a less important predictor among older
subjects: interest is not systematically predicted by forward movement;
fear, contempt, and disgust are not systematically predicted by backward
movement. These differences are important, as they play a central role in
the first two factors: velocity was a main characteristic of the first factor
(Rejection), whereas sagittal direction was an important element of the
second factor (Withdrawal).
The next analysis was aimed at finding the general meanings that
underlied the attributions in both age groups. Were there differences
between the general dimensions that underlied the ratings? First, factoranalyses were carried out in both groups, using Principal Components and
Varimax Rotation. The scree-plots suggested a three-factor solution. The
resulting factor loadings are presented in Tables 16 and 17. The three
factors that were extracted in each group are, in general, the same. The
first, second, and third factors in the group of younger subjects
correspond with the second, first, and third factors in the group of older
subjects. The main differences are, that fear loads rather high on the
"anger-"factor in the group of older subjects, whereas grief and shame
load rather low on the "surprise-"factor in the group of older subjects.
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Table 16. Factor Loadings of Emotion Scales: Younger Subjects (2345 yrs)

Factors

I

Percentage of variance

II

III

72.6

118

-31
-31

-.70

.41

..75

11

6.6

Scales
Interest

Joy

-.66
-.60

:64

19

Admiration

-.63

AS

Surprise

-31

-14

38

32

.86

-.09

Grief

.08

.79

-35

Shame

.10

.86

-.42

Anger

.92

:02

.n

Antipathy

.92

.26

-.19

Contempt
Disgust

.88

.42

-.06

82

.47

-.18

Sympathy

Fear

Table 17.

Factors

Factor Loadings of Emotion Scales: Older Subjects (46-78 yrs).

Percentage of variance

I

II

79.3

7.9

III
3.6

Scales
Interest

-.69

-32

-.25

Joy

-.73

-39

-.10

Sympathy

Surprise

-.65
-.68
-.44

-.70
-.65
-.43

-.17
-.27
-.76

Fear

.73

.49

.08

.89

.20

.32

39
.09
.47
.44
39

.23

rul

.85
.81
.85
.65

38
11
.15
33

Admiration

Grief
Shame

Anger
Antipathy
Contempt
Disgust

Next, the regression models of the summed scales, weighted by factor
scores, were computed. Interactions were also considered. The results are
presented in Tables 18 and 19.
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Table 18. Standardized Regression Coefficients Of Summed Emotion Scales, Weighted By Factor
Scores: Younger Age Group (23-45 yrs)
Source of
Factor Scores

Movement dimensions

Factor I

Tunk movement

-.18

Arm movement

.14

Rejection/

Force

Acceptance

Velocity

Trunk x Arm movement
Force x Velocity
Velocity x Directness

B

.63

.63
-.62
-.30

-30

Rz = .86
Factor II

Withdrawal/
Approach

Trunk movement
Arm movement
Vertical Direction
Sagittal Direction
Force

-.38
-.18
-.22
-.21

.07

-.10

Velocity
Directncss
Trunk x Arm movement
Trunk x Directness

-.27
-.24

Trunk movement
Sagittal Direction
Trunk x Force

-.24
-.24

.14

Rz = .92

Factor III
Preparation/
Defeatedness
R, =.79

Note.

All reported coefficients p<.05

.89
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Standardized Regression Coefficients Of Summed Emotion Scales, Weighted By Factor
Scores: Older Subjects (46-78 yrs.)

Table 19.

Source of
Factor Scores

Factor I

Withdrawal/
Approach

Movement dimensions

B

Tunk movement
Vertical Direction

Trunk x Arm movement
Trunk x Directness

-.64
-.15
-.11
-.24
-.16

Trunk movement

-.39

Velocity

R' = .93
Factor II

Force

Rejection/
Acceptance

A8

Velocity
Directness

Trunk x Arm movement
Force x Velocity

.26

-.24
-32
-.28

R, =.88

Factor III
Preparation/
Defeatedness*

Trunk movement
Sagittal
Force

Direction

-.71

.18
.17

R, - .62

Note.

All reported coefficients p<.05;
-Preparation" is the negative pole of this dimension within this age group.

Let me compare the factors one by one. The factors, that correspond with
the Rejection-Acceptance factor that was found in the overall analysis,
differ primarily with respect to the weights of force and velocity. Both
movement dimensions have very strong weights among the younger age
group (both .63), and much lower (although significant) weights among
the oldest age group. I already pointed to the finding, that among the
older subjects velocity was not a predictor of anger, antipathy, contempt,
and disgust. Still, the results, both with respect to the scales that loaded on
these factors, and the predictive movement dimensions, suggest that in
both cases similar dimensions of meaning underly these ratings, which can
be labelled "Rejection-Acceptance".
Those factors, which correspond with the Withdrawal-Approach
dimension that was found in the overall analysis, differ primarily with
respect to the weights of trunk movement and sagittal direction. Among
older subjects, trunk movement is signified by a much higher beta weight
(even if interactions are taken into account) compared with the other age
group (-.64, -.37, respectively). Secondly, sagittal direction is a general
predictor among the younger subjects (-.21, indicating that backward
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direction predicts these scores). However, among the older subjects, it is
absolutely not a predictor (b= .002). This corresponds with the much lower
weight of sagittal direction as a predictor of fear among the latter age
group (see Table 15). It should be noted, that among the older subjects,
grief and shame have much higher loadings on this factor, compared with
the younger subjects.
4.5.3. Conclusions

The analyses pertaining to the effects of both sex and age have clearly
shown that these characteristics influenced the data only slightly. It is
striking, that all factor analyses pointed to a three-factor solution as the
best solution, and that these factor solutions involved the same factors,
predicted by the same general movement features.
This study was not designed to investigate the effects of these
variables. For instance, it is possible that female subjects are more likely
to use body information as a cue to emotional states, or that they are more
accurate in decoding the real felt state of a person (Hall, 1978, 1984).
Moreover, social rules may act not only on the display (the encoding) of
expressions, but also on the decoding side. Thus, male subjects may be less
inclined to attribute states which are not desirable for men, such as fear,
grief, or shame. On the other hand, women may be less inclined to
attribute anger, dislike, etc. In the next chapter, certain effects of sex on
the attribution of emotions to large body movements will be examined in
more detail.
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Chapter 5.
Effects Of Movement Expressiveness, Encoder Sex, And
Decoder Sex On The Attributions Of Aggression And

Grief

5.1. Introduction

There is a large body of research suggesting that men and women differ
substantially in the accuracy with which they decode expressive
information, with women performing better (Hall, 1978, 1984; Rotter &
Rotter, 1988). Much less is known about qualitative differences that might
exist between both sexes. Are there differences between men and women
with respect to their inclinations towards certain attributions?
Spiegel & Machotka (1974) reported certain differences between male
and female decoders of line-drawings depicting postures. Female decoders
were more sensitive to the changes in meaning produced by changing arm
positions. Sogon and Izard (1987) had a number of actors express distinct
emotional states through body movements, while their backs were turned
toward the viewer. Only certain emotional states were decoded better by
females than by males, namely disgust, fear and sadness. In other studies
(Henley & Harmon, 1985; Mehrabian, 1968a) no differences between male
and female decoders were found.
In the previous study (Chapter 4) only minor differences between male
and female decoders were found with respect to the kinds of features they
used. However, that study was not specifically designed to test a
hypothesis about gender differences. Such differences might only occur
with particular emotions, and they might be reflected in more subtle
differences that were not measured in that study. In the present study an
attempt was made to compare male and female decoders of expressive
body movements more systematically.
There is also a large body of research suggesting that men and women
differ in certain aspects of nonverbal behavior (Hall, 1984, 1978; Eagly,
1987). However, could it be that certain differences exist only in the
minds of the spectators, and not in the actual body movements? The
literature on gender stereotypes (e.g. Eagly, 1987; Rubie, 1983; Spence &
Helmreich, 1978) suggests that people share certain ideas about female and
male characteristics. Applied to the present problem, we can speculate that
certain expressions are considered typically masculine or feminine. For
instance, overt expression of aggression is generally considered more
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typical, and even, more appropriate for men than for women (Eagly, 1987;
Ruble, 1983). In that case, it is possible that the gender of the encoder
influences the decoder's attribution process. He or she may attribute an
emotional state, that is appropriate for the gender of the encoder, earlier,
or to a greater extent, than if it is not. A few studies have demonstrated
the effect of encoder gender. Mehrabian (1968a) found that an open
posture of a male encoder did not communicate a more positive attitude
than a closed posture, whereas an open posture of a female encoder
sometimes did. Spiegel and Machotka (1974) showed line drawings of a
naked woman and man, with arm positions varied in a number of ways.
They found that an open arm position was rated more positive if the
target was female. Henley and Harmon (1985) presented slides picturing
dyads displaying certain dominance relations. Gender of the targets, as
well as the degree of dominance expressed by one of the members of the
dyad to the other, were varied systematically. Viewers were asked to rate
the models on several rating scales, including dominance. The authors
found a significant effect of encoder sex, the male gesturers being rated
more dominant than the females displaying the same gestures. In addition,
they found that gender of the decoder had no effect on the ratings.
Finally, perceived dominance increased when a greater number of
dominance gestures were displayed.
If it is true, that the cue of encoder sex influences the attribution
process substantially, we can pose the question whether decoder sex might
not interfere with that effect. We could speculate that there is at least
some interaction between the decoder's gender, and the kinds of
stereotypes he or she has about gender characteristics in general.
Stereotypes may be held with respect to members of the opposite sex.
Thus, female decoders might perceive men as more aggressive than
women, whereas male decoders might not. On the other hand, male
decoders might perceive women as more inclined to express their grief in
public compared with men, whereas for female decoders little difference
might be made between the sexes in that respect. On the other hand, if
such beliefs are deeply rooted in our culture, they might be shared by men
and women. Sex-stereotypes are generally shared by men and women
(Eagly, 1987). In that case, a main effect of encoder sex on the
attributions of aggression and grief can be predicted, without the
inference of decoder sex.
Another variable that will influence the likelihood of attribution of a
particular state is what can be called the diagnosticity of the inforrnation
that is provided by behavior. We can assume that certain types of behavior
are considered as more typical of a particular state, trait, or category, than
others. For instance, in a study of the attribution of aggressiveness to
stimulus persons who were described to the experimental subjects,
Krueger and Rothbart (1988) found that category information (gender of
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the target) and diagnosticity of information (of both category and
behavioral information) significantly affected the ratings. The authors
found, that the higher the diagnosticity of the behavior, the higher the
ratings, regardless of gender. In addition, men were rated as more
aggressive than women, regardless of the diagnostic value of the behavior
they performed. So, the raters used the information about gender even
when the actual behavior was of high diagnostic value in itself.
The concept of diagnosticity can also be applied to expressive body
movements. As I demonstrated in the previous chapter, movements differ
as to their degree of expressiveness. Certain movements are more clear
expressions of an emotional state than others. Highly expressive
movements can be considered as prototypical patterns, whereas less
expressive movements share certain relevant features with such
prototypical patterns. In line with the research on this topic, I will use the
term diagnosticity for the degree of expressiveness of body movements.
The research questions of the present study were: 1) what are the effects
of encoder- and decoder sex on the attributions of aggression and grief to
someone displaying an appropriate expressive body movement? 2) what is
the effect of the degree of diagnosticity (expressiveness) of a movement
on the occurrence of gender effects on the attribution process? The target
emotions were aggression and grief, because both are likely to be related
to gender stereotypes. Aggressiveness is commonly mentioned in the
literature as a behavioral reaction typical of males (Eagly, 1987). The
overt display of grief can be considered to be related to overtly showing
your weakness, and seeking comfort. Research suggests that men actually
have more difficulty with seeking social support (Stroebe & Stroebe, 1987;
Vaux, 1985) and that in most cultures women tend to weap more than
males (Stroebe & Stroebe, 1987). This kind of base-rate differences might
influence the contents of our stereotypes (Eagly, 1987; Swann, 1984).
For the measurement of the effect of stereotyping it is crucial to have a
male and female person perform exactly the same movements. This is
difficult to realize in settings where the actors are instructed to enact an
emotion, or in settings where real emotions are evoked. The movements,
derived from my movement system (Chapter 3) are useful for the present
issue for two reasons: 1) male and female performances in that study were
identical with respect to their objective features; 2) the results showed
that various levels of social agreement were associated with these stimuli,
indicating different levels of diagnosticity. Therefore, the stimuli for the
present study were derived from that same sample of performances.
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5.2. Method
5.2.1. Subjects
Subjects were forty-two adults in the age range of 18-32 years, 21 mates
and 21 females. All subjects were students at Tilburg University, enrolled
in different courses (e.g. Psychology, Sociology, Economics). The subjects
were ignorant of the research questions behind this experiment.

5.2.2. Stimuli

For the purposes of the present study, level of diagnosticity was
operationalized into 4 levels:
- Level 1. High diagnosticity, corresponding with the two movement items
that evoked the highest agreement in the previous study;
- Level 2. Moderate diagnosticity (agreement in previous study less than
70%, but higher than chance expectation);
- level 3. Low diagnosticity; negative indicators of the target emotion are
introduced;
- Level 4. Very low diagnosticity; still more negative indicators of target
emotion are introduced.
It can be expected, that movements at lower levels (levels 2,3, and 4)
are at increasing semantic distance from the target emotion (aggression or
grief). At the levels 3 and 4 features are introduced into the movements
that provide negative indicators of the target emotion. Thus, at level 3 of
Aggression, lightness was introduced as a negative indicator; at level 3 of
Grief stretching and opening are introduced as negative indicators. At
level 4, slowliness was added to lightness as a negative indicator for
aggression, whereas upward direction was added to stretching and opening
as an extra negative indicator for grief. To ensure, that the selected items
at levels 3 and 4 carried emotional meaning, they were selected from
among those that expressed emotional contents whose relevant features
were mostly opposite of those of the target emotions. Thus, expressions of
sympathy were selected for the Levels 3 and 4 of Aggression, and
expressions of joy were selected for the levels 3 and 4 of Grief.
Three "neutral" movements were added, which did not yield any
agreement about one of the emotion categories in the previous experiment.
These items were added in order to scramble the patterns of differences
between the items that might otherwise be detected (as systematic
differences between the experimental items concerned mainly trunk
movement, force, and velocity). The ratings of the neutral items were not
analysed, as they were not relevant to the research questions.
From the original recordings, the performances by the male actor, and
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one of the two female actors (the one whose face was judged to be most
neutral, according to a previous study)1 were selected. Thus, of each
movement, two performances were selected, resulting in a total of 32
different items. Moreover, it should be noted, that these stimuli were
selected from among those items that did not show any differences
between actors with respect to the emotional meanings that were
attributed to them (see Chapter 4).
The resulting items are displayed in Table 1. As can be seen, two
movements were selected that represented levels 1,2, and 4, and one
movement for each of the scales that represented level 3. This was a result
of the outcomes of the previous study: we couldn't found two movements
that, according to that study, produced a similar rate of agreement.
Table 1. Overview of Movement Stimuli.
Movement
Code

Expressive content

Level of Diagnosticity

in previous

in present study

B+IV
B + IIIl
SIH2
B+II4
S + III6

Anger
Anger
Anger
Anger

Sympathy (63.1%)

Aggression 1
Aggression 1
Aggression 2
Aggression 2
Aggression 3

S + IH7

Sympathy (89.4%)

Aggression 4

S + III8

Sympathy (72.9%)

Aggression 4

B-II7
B-II8
B+m8
B+II4
S+IV4
S+Il
S+IS

Grief (833%)
Grief (833%)
Grief (67.1%)
Grief (62.4%)

Grief 1
Grief 1
Grief 2
Grief 2

Joy (62A%)

Grief 3

Joy (97.6%)
Joy (94.1%)

Grief 4
Grief 4

S-HIS

-

B+IIIS
B+IV6

-

study

(81.2%)
(78.8%)
(65.9%)

(62A%)

neutral
neutral
neutral

A video tape was produced containing all 32 items in randomized order
with respect to expressive level and encoder sex. The only restriction was
that no two subsequent items represented the same movement, performed
by different encoders.

1 The facial movements of the selected male and female did not differ
significantly with respect to
neutrality, according to a pilot study (Sce Chapter 3, selected were actors a and c).
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5.2.3. Scales

Two seven-point scales were prepared, one was labeled "Aggression", the
other "Grief"2. These labels were placed above each scale. The first point
of each scale was labeled "not at all", the seventh point was labeled "very
strong".
It was decided to ask the subjects to rate "aggression" instead of
"anger", as aggressivenesss seems more of a sex-typed label than anger.
Aggressiveness can be considered as the behavioral expression of anger,
rejection, antipathy, etc.
5.2.4. Procedure

The subjects participated in groups of five. Each subject was provided
with a sheet of paper, on which the two scales were placed next to each
other. There were thirty-two lines with the two scales below each other,
corresponding with each of the movement items.
The subjects were instructed to indicate the degree of aggression, and
the degree of grief they thought the mover felt. They were instructed to
look at the body movement the target made, and not at the face. They
were told that face did not provide any relevant information about either
of these states. Both scales had to be filled in at once, immediately after
each movement item was seen.

5.2.5. Objective Features of Stimuli

All selected items were analysed by a judge, who was trained in the
movement system that underlied the performances. He analysed each
performance with respect to each of its seven constituing dimensions
(trunk movement, arm movement, and so on). As the dimensions were
varied dichotomously, each item either corresponded with the underlying
prescritpion, or not. No items were found that did not completely
correspond with the original prescriptions.
Given the precise prescriptions of the movements, it can be assumed
that the performances of the two selected targets are almost identical.
Wallbott (1980) summarizes most of the movement features that are likely
to influence expressiveness. Most of these features were either absent in
the present stimuli (rhythm, measure, coordination, variability,
acceleration) or precisely prescribed (direction, degree of opening or
closing, force, course, duration). However, one may question whether
2

Corresponding Dutch terms: 'agressie", "verdrict:
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of these values, in particular force, duration, arm width, the exact
way of following a "lingering" path, were really always completely
some

identical. Unfortunately, we were unable to measure degree of force
objectively, as that would have required physiological measures being
taken during the performances. In a second analysis, of each videorecording the following objective characteristics were measured: duration,
arm width (if the movement was "open"), and number of changes of
direction Of the movement was "lingering"). Duration was measured
between the onset of the movement itself, and the moment the movement
ended, and changed into a frozen end position. So, the durations of beginand end-positions were not measured. Arm width was measured in the
end-position, when the arms were held at their greatest width. The
distance on the screen between the outer edges of the hands were
measured. Number of changes of direction was measured by counting the
number of times the target changed the orientation of the chest during the
movement (this always varied between one and three times, depending on
the duration of the movement). Using t-tests, the performances of the
male and female actor were compared with each other on each of these
measures.

No significant differences were found in mean duration of "fast"
performances, t=.26, p>.7; mean duration of "slow" performances, t=.84,
p>.4; mean arm width among "open" performances, t=.46, p>.6; and mean
number of changes in direction among "lingering" movements, t=.55, p>.5.
In conclusion, there are no indications that the performances of the male
and female actor were not identical with respect to the relevant objective
characteristics that are likely to influence the attribution process.
5.3. Results

5.3.1. Differences Between Corresponding Items
Were there significant differences between the ratings of the two
corresponding items on the levels 1,2, and 4? Using pairwise t-tests, the
means of corresponding items were compared. Only in one case a
Significant difference emerged, namely between the two items on level 2
of Aggression (t-5.9, p<.001). The stretched, fast, forward directed
movement received higher ratings of aggression than the bowed, slow
movement. Through planned comparisons, this higher rated movement
was compared with the two items on Level 1 of Aggression. As there was
still a significant difference between the ratings of this movement, and
those at Level 1, it was decided to treat it as a representative of Level 2.
One may conclude, that Level 2 of Aggression actually consists of two
"sub-levels" of diagnosticity, in between Levels 1 and 3.
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5.3.2. Attributions of Aggression
To compute the mean scores for each level, the mean scores of the two
corresponding items were used. Mean scores for each Level, Encoder, and
Decoder group are shown in Table 2.
A 4 (Level) x 2 (Encoder Sex) x 2 (Decoder Sex) MANOVA was
computed, with Level and Encoder Sex as within-subjects, and Decoder
Sex as between-subjects variables. The results showed a significant main
effect of Level, F(3,120)= 144.24, p<.001; and a significant interaction
between Level and Encoder, F(3,120)=5.83, p<.001. As can be seen in
Table 1, compared with the female target, the male target received higher
scores of Aggression at levels 1 and 2, but lower scores at levels 3 and 4.
No significant main effects were found of Encoder, F(1,40)= .50,
p>.48, and Decoder Sex, F(1,40)= .74, p>.39. No significant interactions
were found between Decoder Sex and Level, F(3,120)=.45, p>.71, and
Level, Encoder, and Decoder Sex, F(3,120)= .02, p>.99.
Next, pairwise t-tests were performed to test the differences between
scores at adjacent expressive levels. All differences were significant
(p<.01): between levels 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4 t-values were
respectively: 3.28, 4.31, and 10.48, so movements at higher expressive
levels received higher Aggression scores.
Table 2. Means Of Aggression Scores
Decoder

Lcvel of

SCX

Diagnosticity

Encoder Sex
Male

Female

Male

1

4.13

3.95

(n=21)

2

193

3.45

3

2AO

3.00

4

.38

.63

Female

1

430

(n=21)

2

4.14

4.36
3.68

3

2.73

3.46

4

.39

.61

5.3.3. Attributions of Grief
Means of Grief ratings are presented in Table 3. Mean ratings for each
expressive level were computed similarly as with the Aggression scale.
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Table 3. Means Of Grief Scores.
Decoder

Level of

Sex

Diagnosticity

Encoder Sex
Male

Female

Male

1

(n =21)

2

4.45
3.30

3

120

1.75

4

1.13

1AO

Female

1

(n=21)

2

4.75
3.11

4.07

3

1.14

1.23

4

1.23

lA6

4.83
4.28

5.30

2 (Encoder) x 2 (Decoder Sex) MANOVA was performed to
test the effects of these variables on the ratings of Grief. The results
showed a significant main effect of Level, F(3,120)= 141.56, p<.001, a

A 4 (Level) x

significant main effect of Encoder, F(1,40)= 34.95, p<.001, and a
significant interaction between Level and Encoder, F(3,120) = 5.83,
p<.001. As can be seen in Table 3, at all levels, the female target was rated
higher than the male target in grief. Moreover, the difference between
male and female decoders tended to be higher at levels 1 and 2.
No main effect of Decoder Sex was found, F(1,40)= .00, p>.97; and no
significant interactions were found between Level and Decoder Sex,
F(3,120)= 1.05, p>.37, between Encoder and Decoder Sex, F(1,40)= .24,
p>.62, and between Level, Encoder, and Decoder Sex, F(3,120)= .02,

p>.99.

Pairwise t-tests of the differences between scores at adjacent expressive
levels were computed. The resulting t-values were significant (p<.01) with
respect to the differences between levels 1 and 2 (t=10.65) and between
levels 2 and 3 (t=11.42). The difference between levels 3 and 4 was not
significant (t=.05, p>.95).
5.4. Discussion

The present study has shown that the attribution of certain emotional
states (aggression and grief) to a person displaying a large body movement
is substantially influenced by both the gender of the mover and the degree
of diagnosticity of the expression. On the other hand, gender of the
decoder (perceiver) did not influence the attributions. Hence, the results
reflect processes that are shared by male and female decoders. The
discussion will focus on the kinds of processes that might account for the
results.
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The effect of movement diagnosticity is in accordance with the results
be explained by the notion of
prototypical expressions, which consist of a number of relevant movement
features. The fewer of these features that can be detected in a movement,
the greater the uncertainty about the expressed meaning, and the less the
social agreement about it.
If the Aggression- and Grief scales are compared, an interesting
difference emerges: whereas Aggression-ratings were relatively high at

of the previous study (Chapter 4). It can

levels 1,2, and 3, Grief-ratings were high only at levels 1 and 2. This can
be explained with the results from my previous study (Chapter 4). The
movement that represented level 3 of Aggression (corresponding with a
slight Sympathy-expressing movement), in fact bore three features that
were relevant indicators of Anger according to that study, namely forward
direction, quickness, and indirectness. So, probably due to the somewhat
different procedure compared with the first study (the subjects now only
looked for aggression and grief, and not for sympathy), the "angry",
aggressive, rejective aspects were emphasized by the decoders.
How can the effects of encoder sex be explained? Judged from the
analyses of the trained observer in the present study, it is clear that no
systematic differences in the objective movement characteristics existed.

So, it is highly unlikely that systematic differences occurred between the
objective movement features of the actors, that can account for the
results. This is also suggested by the fact that the selected performances
did not show any significant differences between the targets with respect
to the subjectively perceived emotional meanings (see Chapter 4). So, can
we conclude that the differences between the attributions that emerged in
this study existed only in the minds of the spectators, and that they reflect
sex-stereotypes?

With respect to the attribution of aggression, the results seem to

suggest another explanantion. The subjects clearly tended to give higher
ratings to the male actor only if his movements showed enough indicators
of this state. However, if his movements showed up features that were
strong negative indicators (lightness, slowliness), the male was rated lower
in aggression than the female. This interaction-effect is not in line with
the notion of gender-stereotyping. In that case one would expect the male

to be rated higher at all levels of diagnosticity (Henley & Harmon, 1985;
Krueger and Rothbart, 1988). Another explanation, which seems to be
more in line with the results, is that the differences between ratings
resulted from objective differences, not in movement elements, but in the
salience of relevant features. The presence of force in a movement is a
strong indicator of emotions like anger, antipathy, contempt, and disgust
(Chapter 4). Force is displayed in these movements primarily through the
tension of the arms and hands. It is possible, that the male anatomy
provides a basis for a more pronounced display of tensions and relaxations
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these muscles. This could also explain, why the soft, "sympathetic"
movements were judged less aggressive if the encoder was a male, as the
absence of force was more clearly visible. So, although both actors
encoded the same relevant elements, differences might exist in the
accessibility of those features to the decoders. Only by using a large
number of actors in future research, it can be assessed whether such
differences in salience are related to differences in male and female
anatomy. It should be stressed, that this would be a very important factor
in person perception.
One could also argue, that the movements that "expressed" anger at the
lowest levels of diagnosticity, were actually expressions of an emotional
content that seems to be characteristic of females, namely sympathy. This
is an emotional attitude that is compatible with such typically "female"
themes as nurturance, providing for emotional security, etc. So, the results
with respect to Aggression might also be interpreted as being caused by
two kinds of stereotypes, one of which refers to male aggression, the other
to female sympathy and tenderness.

The effect of encoder sex on the ratings of grief is completely in line
with the notion of sex-stereotyping. The female target was rated more sad
even when she performed optimal expressions of joy! No features can be
detected in such movements that are really indicators of grief. Moreover,
both male and female decoders shared this unequal treatment of
expressive information, which is also in line with the notion of sexstereotyping (Eagly, 1987). One can think of the social stereotype of the
woman who is more inclined to show her grief in public, even if she does
this in an indirect way, that is, through a display that expresses the
opposite feelings.
In conclusion, the present study has shown that the attribution of
emotional states, evoked by the perception of a moving body, is not only
determined by the kinds of relevant movement features that are detected,
but also by the gender of the encoder.
In the case of aggression, the results can be interpreted to reflect
differences in the accessibility or salience of relevant features, related to
anatomical differences. These differences might be systematically related
to gender differences, but this cannot be concluded from the present
study. In the case of grief, the results suggest an effect of sex-typing,
which renders the encoder (whether male or female) more inclined to the
attribution of grief to a female than to a male encoder.
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Chapter 6.

Emotion Inference From
Developmental Aspects

Body

Movements: Some

6.1. Introduction
The results of the studies, reported in Chapters 4 and 5, demonstrated that
adults possess some knowledge base concerning movement-emotion
relationships. In this chapter, I will examine some questions with respect
to the development of this knowledge base.
Research suggests that around the age of 3,4 years, certain emotion
categories (e.g. joy, anger, distress) are recognized adequately in the face,
and the voice (Ekman & Oster, 1979; Izard, 1971; Van Bezooyen, 1984).
The number of emotion categories that is recognized increases up to
adolescence. Information about the decoding of expressive body
consequence of the low
movements, however, is scarce. This seems to be a
popularity of body movements as a topic in nonverbal communication
research (see Chapter 1).

It is of interest to know more about this development. First, body

expressions are part of the social interaction process which takes place
between the child and its caretakers from birth on. A number of empirical
studies have shown, that mothers tend to use kinetic signals (e.g. gestures,
gross and subtle movements; actions) during the verbal interactions with
their infants in order to influence their child's atttention (Garnica, 1978;
Schaffer, Hebburn, & Collis, 1983; Schnur & Shatz, 1984; Shatz, 1984;
Ziajka, 1981).
Secondly, body movement is propagated as an effective medium of
expression by teachers of dance and drama. For instance, the Modern
Educational Dance movement, which is based on the teachings of Laban
(Chapter 3), considers movement education fruitful for the development
of personality, cognitive growth, emotional balance, etc. (Cheney &
Strader, 1971; Foster, 1977; Russell, 1965). Information about children's
perception and appreciation of elements of body movement, such as those
examined in this study, is relevant for the development of instructional
objectives and materials within that context.
Let us recollect the results of the first experiment, which was reported
in Chapter 4. First, a number of optimal movement patterns were found.
My first research question concerns young children's perception of such
patterns. It can be argued, that, if they have the same expressive appeal as
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the optimal facial expressions (Ekman & Friesen, 1975; Izard, 1971), they
will be recognized at a relatively early age. More specifically, about the
age of 5, movement expressions which reflect basic, simple emotional
categories (joy, grief, anger, fear, etc.), can in that case be expected to be
recognized adequately.

Secondly, the first experiment showed that adults used distinct general
features as indicators of emotional states. The composing, general
movement features were shown to influence the degree of agreement
about a particular movement's expressive meaning. My second research
question concerns the effect of distinct general features on the judgement
of expressiveness by young children. Are there differences between
relevant features for children and adults? Are children sensitive to
variations in such features at all?
Before the research questions are presented, I will discuss the literature
with respect to the development of emotion inference from expressive
behavior (6.2). Thereafter, I will discuss literature on children's sensitivity
to distinct movement features (6.3), and their understanding of intentions
as they are revealed through actions (6.4).
6.2. The Development of Emotion Recognition in Natural Expressions

I will start with what is known about the decoding of facial expressions.
At between 3 and 5 months, discrimination among joy, surprise, anger,
and sad expressions has been demonstrated. (Barrera & Maurer, 1979;
Caron, Caron, & Myers, 1985; Field & Walden, 1982; Field et al.,
1982;LaBarbera et al., 1976; Younge-Browne et al., 1977). For instance,
Field (Field & Walden, 1982; Field, Woodson, Greenberg & Cohen, 1982)
reports discrimination between happy, sad and surprised expressions by
neonates. Habituation time was longer with surprised expressions; fixation
time was longer with happy expressions.
Caron et at. (1985) found that infants of between 4 and 7 months who
seemed to discriminate still photographs of different emotional
expressions, were in fact differentiating in terms of isolated features such
as the presence or absence of bared teeth. Even most 9-month-olds were
unable to distinguish between angry and happy faces, when both were
toothy. On the other hand, Caron, Caron, and MacLean (1988) presented
evidence that infants can differentiate certain dynamically distinct
expressions at as early as 5 months. The authors argued, that dynamic
stimulation presents the relevant invariant information the infant learns to
extract. Moreover, Meltzoff and Moore (1977) found that neonates were
able to imitate certain facial expressions, such as tongue protrusion. This
indicates sensitivity to distinct dynamic features of facial expression even
at birth.
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Research findings indicate, that discrimination and recognition of
facial expressions improves up to adolescence (Borke, 1973; Charlesworth
& Kreutzer, 1973; Ekman & Oster, 1979; gates, 1923; Izard, 1971). Gates
(1923) used six photographs from the Ruckmick (1921) series that
depicted the face of an adult female model, expressing happiness, pain,
anger, fear, scorn, or surprise. Four-year-old children recognized
happiness accurately 70% of the time, followed by anger (40% of the time
accurately). With increasing age, accuracy increased.
Izard (1971) studied the development of emotion recognition in the
face between 2 and 10 years in two different cultures (French and
American), using still photographs of nine emotional expressions. He
developed two tasks: a recognition task and a labeling task. The
recognition task required that the child chose the right expression out of
three, after the request "Show me the one who is ...". The labeling task
required the child to answer, for each of 18 (2x9) expressions, "How is
this person feeling?". Results of the recognition task show a gradual
increase from 2 to 9 years in both cultural groups. Separate analyses of
variance in both groups showed a substantal relationship between
performance and age. Large differences emerged between distinct
emotional categories. For instance, contempt-scorn was not recognized
adequately by a majority before 8 years, whereas joy and distress were
already recognized by a majority at age 2 in the American sample, and joy
and anger at age 3 in the French sample. Izard concluded from the results,
that recognition and labeling of the basic emotions of joy, sadness, anger,
and fear develops sooner than that of more complex emotions such as
shame and contempt.
Paliwal and Goss (1981) demonstrated that 4-to-6-year-olds were able
to infer emotions from schematic facial expressions. Variations in eyebrow
curvature, anf form of eyes and mouth were enough for these children to
discriminate between distinct emotional states. Moreover, the schematic
(almost symbolic) representation of the "happy"and "sad" mouths (Umouth, inverted-U mouth) were understood by these young children.
A second medium of emotion expression is the voice. Children are
sensitive to the emotional meaning of vocal characteristics at an early age
(Dimitrovski, 1964; Van Bezooyen, 1984; Walker, 1982). The development
of this ability seems to parallel the corresponding ability to identify
emotions in the face. Walker (1982) showed 5-and 7-month-old babies a
person telling a happy story in an upbeat voice and with an appropriate
affective expression. Another person told a sad story with a sad voice.
When tested with only the happy or sad voice, infants looked at the
correct face that matched the emotional tone of the voice. Dimitrovsky
(1964) presented 224 children, between the ages of five and twelve, with
twenty-four vocal expressions of anger, happiness, love, and sadness. The
results showed a gradual increase with age in the ability to identify the
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appropriate emotional meaning of these expressions. Although the fiveyear-olds did relatively poorly (mean score 8.07 out of a possible 24), even
their performance was better than chance. The mean score of the twelveyear-olds was 15.68. The mean rate of recognition was highest for "sad"
items. "Angry", "happy", and "loving" items followed in that order. This
order of relative difficulty was maintained at all but the five- and twelveyear levels, where "loving" items were correctly identified more often than
"happy" ones. Van Bezooyen (1984), in a cross-sectional study, found that
34-year-old children correctly recognized the vocal expressions of disgust,
interest, happiness, fear, sadness, and anger. Contempt was recognized at
about eight years, surprise at about 10-years, and shame at about 12 years.
This development seems to parallel emotion recognition in the face quite
we 11.

Turning now to body movements, we are at once struck by an almost
complete absence of information. At what age become children sensitive
to the expressive meaning of movement information? Working from an
ethological viewpoint, Ginsburg (1980) studied aggressive interaction
between elementary school children (grades 3 to 5). He found that these
children used certain movement features in order to stop an aggressive act.
Typical examples were head lowering, making oneself smaller by bowing,
etc. Soppe & Van Heiningen-Scali (1989) found that 8-year-old children
were able to use nonverbal cues of dominance (like trunk movement,
frequency and width of movements) in arriving at a judgement about the
target's personality.
Harris, Olthof & Meerum Terwogt (1981) (see also Meerum Terwogt,
1984) found that 6-year-olds already possessed insight in the kinds of
actions that are appropriate for different emotions. They asked children of
6,11 and 15 years by what cues they knew that they felt happy, angry, or
scared. All age groups cited physiological and behavioral cues with similar

six-year-olds tended to list predominantly
situational cues (e.g. "when it is my birthday"). The older children listed
predominantly mental experiences (e.g. "you think everything is fine").
Thus, during middle childhood there seems to be a transition from
focusing on situational cues towards mental, experiental cues. "For the
youngest children, emotion is made up of two components; a situation,
such as a birthday or a quarrel and a set of behavioural and bodily
reactions, such as laughing, joking, crying and so forth, which such a
situation normally elicits. One's own emotion can be identified by noting
either the situation or one's reactions. Another's emotion is identified by
noting his reactions; ..." (Meerum-Terwogt, 1984, pp. 36-37).
In a study, conducted in our laboratory, children's understanding of
dance expressions was studied. Three dancers performed nine dances. The
dances were based on nine different emotional themes, e.g. joy/victory,
grief/defeat, anger/offence, playfulness, and love. In a first experiment
frequency.

However,
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(Van Meet et al., 1988), after each dance the children (5-,8-, 10-, and 12year-olds) were to describe "what the dance was about". The results
showed, that five-year olds hardly inferred any emotions or other
psychological states from the dances. Rather, they described them in terms
of physical characteristics, e.g.: "They put their arms up", "they walk
about", "they sit on the floor". Average score of accuracy was very low
(one out of nine dances correct). With increasing age, more emotional
states were considered, and accuracy increased likewise. However, even
12-year-olds produced, on the average, adequate descriptions for only
five out of nine dances.
With respect to dance expressions, one must question the
correspondence between these artistically transformed movements, and
expression in daily life. This topic was discussed in Chapters 1 (Section
1.7) and 3 (Section 3.3). Dancing uses rhythm, dynamics, metaphor and
conveys a rather complex, nonspecific message. If children are sensitive to
the expressive meaning of such movements at eight years, could it be that
at an earlier age the understanding of more simple, basic movements
develops? Given young children's well-developed understanding of facial
and vocal expressions, this is even more probable.
In order to arrive at a number of research questions with respect to the
ontogenesis of the decoding of expressive body movements, I will now
examine two basic processes which are likely to play a central role: 1)
perception and categorization of movements; 2) social cognition. The
reader is reminded of the model, presented in Chapter 2. According to
that model, a person who is confronted with an expressive body
movement first has to form a proximal representation of the movement.
From this, the person might come to infer certain action tendencies that
are attributed to the mover. And these action tendencies might again cause
the person to arrive at a judgement in terms of emotion labels. From the
study, that was presented in Chapter 4, it was concluded that people use
the information, contained in proximal percepts, in a very complicated
way. General movement features bear their unique, indicative weights
with respect to emotion categories. Moreover, certain combinations of
features have their unique contributions. This suggests that people are
sensitive to the distinct compounds of a complex movement, but at the
same time are able to integrate the compounds into a meaningful structure
of its own. So, the first issue that will be examined is, how does the ability
to attend at constituing features within perceptual structures develop with
age? This is discussed in Section 6.3.
Secondly, the child's inferences are supposed to concern the emotional
states, degree of wellbeing, affective intentions of a subject, a person who
is the actor "behind" the movements. At what age are children able to
connect expressive behavior with subjective experiences of others? What
are the sources of this development? This issue is part of what is called
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social cognition (Flavell, 1983). This will be discussed in Section 6.4.
6.3. The Development of Movement Perception and Categorization

A survey of the literature on perceptual development suggests that with
increasing age, both analyzing and integrating skills come to act on
proximal percepts (see, for instance, Aslin & Smith, 1988). For example,
the ability to detect the constituent elements of an ongoing movement
develops with age. In an old study, Meili and Tobler (1931) studied
perception of stroboscopic motion in children (five to twelve years old),
and adults. Stroboscopic motion was seen by children as by adults, but
children saw motion also at some intervals where adults saw succession.
Greater integration over time, therefore, did not progress with age, but
was more characteristic of the children. Gantenbein (1952, cited in
Gibson, 1969) conducted a similar study, in the same age range. She
concluded that the younger the subject, the more easily perception of
motion was produced, and that children experienced motion over a larger
range in the scale between the extremes of succession and simultaneity
than did adults.
Max Feltzer's work on the development of temporal integration
(Feltzer, 1986) suggests, that between 4 and 6 years children develop the
ability to integrate parts of an object (presented after each other) into a
representation of the object as a whole. When the children were familiar
with a particular object, performance was better on each age-level. One
can argue, that this kind of temporal "integration" strongly appeals to an
analyzing skill, which helps to recognize parts of an object as such.
Familiarity may help, because the perceptual representation that is
involved may be better accessible to the young child.
Under 6 years of age, children tend to compare objects as a whole, and
have great difficulty attending at constituent parts. Beyond that age, there
is an emerging ability to compare objects on the basis of their constituent
parts (Kemler, 1983). There is some evidence however, that even young
children work with specific dimensions at ordering according to similarity
(Smith & Kemler, 1977).
Kemler and Smith (1978) suggested, that certain dimensions might be
more separable than others. The authors found that kindergarteners,
compared with older children, had difficulty using brightness and shape
as distinct perceptual dimensions. Their suggestion is in accord with
Garner's (1974) dichotomy of integral and separable dimensions in the

psychological representation of categories. Some dimensions of category
structure, like shape and color, might be more easily separated from the
total structure, than others, like hue and saturation.
From a review of the literature on the development of perception,
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and Smith (1988) concluded, that a general curvilinear
developmental trend (from parts to wholes in infancy, from wholes to
analyzable constituents during childhood) emerges from this literature.
They argued that the first development reflects the gradual formation of
perceptual representations, which bundle distinct features into consistent
wholes. The second development might reflect developmental changes in
cognitive operations on "well-formed and perhaps rigidly stable wholes".

Aslin

(Aslin & Smith, 1988, p.458).
Siegler (1989) has pointed to developmental changes in encoding of
information. Children often fail to encode relevant features, and much of
cognitive development involves the aquisition of increasingly adequate
encodings. With respect to problem solving, older children have better
knowledge of relevant features than younger children (Sophian, 1984;
Sternberg & Powell, 1983).
In categorization tasks, children tend to restrict themselves to fewer
features and dimensions (e.g. Frith & Frith, 1978), to focus on different
features (Anglin, 1985), to weigh the same features differently (Duncan &
Kellas, 1978; Mansfield, 1977), and to be overly strict in excluding
atypical members (Saltz, Soller, & Sigel, 1972). With respect to the number
of dimensions or features used, Frith and Frith (1978) had 213 children
between 4 and 16 years sort thirty complex objects freely into groups. The
objects were schematic faces, schematic imaginary animals, and abstract
patterns that were constructed from 9 independently and continuously
varying features, each with 10 levels. The authors found a dramatic
increase with age in the number of features attended to and the number of
independent dimensions of classification. Four-year-olds used on average
about two features, whereas 16-year-olds used on average about seven
features. In addition, there was a highly significant increase in the number
of dimensions of sorting used with age. Most 4-year-olds failed to achieve
even one independent dimension of sorting, and few children below the
age of 8 achieved two dimensions. The authors concluded that "The stage
which marks the first appearance of true classification, i.e., one
Significant dimension of classification, occurred between the ages of 5 and
8 and often coincided with a strategy of forming only two classes. In other
words, there was a negative relationship between number of classes
formed and number of dimensions of classification in this age range."
(P.425).

Keil and Batterman (1984) presented brief stories to preschool and
elementary school children, and asked them to judge whether the stories
described valid instances of particular concept (e.g. robber, island, church,
uncle). For each concept, two versions were prepared: one version had
correct defining features, but lacked important characteristic features. The

other had salient characteristic features but incorrect defining features. In
advance, the authors predicted that young children would accept the
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characteristic stories as valid, and reject the defining stories as invalid
descriptions. There was a significant increase in performance with age,
with the older children judging more of the correct, defining stories, and
fewer of the incorrect, characteristic stories. Moreover, children were less
likely to accept a correct defining story, than to reject an incorrect
characteristic story. However, this shift from relying primarily on
characteristic features to relying primarily on defining features occurred

at different ages for different concepts. Keil (see Keil, 1987; Keil &
Batterman, 1984; Keil & Kelly, 1987) suggests that individuals who are
unfamiliar with a particular concept, start with an exemplar-based
representation, which is gradually transformed into a category based on
defining features, through the gathering of experience. Thus, in general
development of categorization would entail "a relatively even weighting of
many features that co-occur frequently with a category to a heavy
emphasis on just one or two primary features or fundamental organizing
dimensions. At some point they seem to assume the presence of such
dimensions and actively look for them." (Keil,1987, p.130).
Alexander and Enns (1988) studied the boundaries of fuzzy categories
formed by 3-,4-,5-, and 24-year-old subjects. The subjects were first
introduced to two stuffed animals that differed on a wide variety of
contrasting figures. Thereafter they were asked to classify a group of
animals that shared a family resemblance with the original ones.
Categories became less "fuzzy" with age (e.g., group consensus increased).
Mean category size decreased significantly with age. Moreover, 5-yearolds could point to specific visual features that motivated their
categorizations.
Advances in categorization and problem solving tend to be uneven
across different topics. This suggests that it is better to speak of cognitive
stages within specific areas (Feldman, 1980). For instance, Keil (Keil,
1987; Keil & Batterman, 1984; Keil & Kelly, 1987) demonstrated large
differences in the development of word meanings between categories,
rather than between age levels in general.
What conclusions can be drawn from this review? First we must realize
that emotion categories are characterized by a large degree of fuzziness:
their boundaries are hard to delineate, they seem to merge gradually into
each other, like different colours. Still, as with colours, distinct emotion
categories are qualitatively different with respect to their typical
associated action propensities and related movement features. For
instance, there is a slight difference of emotional meaning between an
expression characterized by turning inward, closing, slowliness and
softness, and the same expression if it is performed with tense arms.
However, if the expression is also fast and/or open, a quality emerges,
which is characterized by readiness to strike out, fight, create a barrier,
etc. So, in general, the child will have to learn 1) to attend to distinct
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features within body movements; 2) how such features are to be weighted
as indicators of underlying emotions, in other words, how they are
associated with qualitatively distinct emotion categories. We can expect
young children to rely primarily on certain prototypical, characteristic
movement expressions, and to attend less to their constituent features.
When confronted with variants of the prototype, the young child will be
less likely to recognize the corresponding emotional content. Hence, I
expect young children to be rather rigid with respect to the identification
of expressive movements. By gradually learning to weigh and reweigh
distinct elements within movement reactions, the child will become
increasingly flexible, generalizing more and more over variants of the
prototype (depending on the kinds of features that are changed). At the
same time, the child will develop an awareness of the uncertainty that is
part of expression decoding. As a consequence of the weighting of
movement elements, movements will differ with respect to their clarity,
and judgements will vary as to their degree of certainty. Consequently,
social agreement will be more and more subject to the way distinct
movement features come to be weighted (see Chapter 4).
In conclusion, I expect that a major development that takes place in the
period between the early preschool years, and the late elementary school
years, concerns a general increase in size of the expressive movement
categories the child distinguishes. Whereas toddlers can be expected to
distinguish only certain prototypic, typical exemplars of movement
reactions belonging to a restricted number of states, the older child will
include many variants of these typical instances in the respective emotion
categories.

Let me translate these general expectations into a more specific one.
Suppose we take an optimal expression, let's say of joy. Such an
expression can be derived from the first study. This optimal expression is
a compound of features, and some are more important than others.
Suppose we create seven variants of this movement, each one differing
from the optimal expression by one feature (in that case, one feature is
always the opposite of one of the features of the optimal expression). We
show these movements to the child, and ask him or her to judge whether
the mover is happy. If the child is tied to optimal, typical exemplars, it
will say "no" to all variants, except those that are optimal instances
themselves. But if these children are already sensitive to the different
indicative weights of constituing features, social agreement about the
eight movements will vary from movement to movement, like in the first
study. By doing such an experiment, we would be able to find out whether
children are sensitive to the different weights of constituing features, and
whether the features they consider important differ from those of adults.
Moreover, we can assess wether children and adults differ with respect to
the number of variants they consider expressive of a particular emotion. I
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expect, that if children are more tied to optimal instances, they will, in
general, reach agreement about fewer variants than adults will.
6.4. The Development of Social Cognition With Respect To Movements

and Actions

A number of developmental theories have been proposed recently, that try
to explain how the young child first comes to learn social signals (Clark,
1978; Lock, 1978; Trevarthen & Hubley, 1978). What these theories have
in common, is their statement that the child's instrumental, non-social
actions and action propensities are interpreted by the mother as intentional
social signals. The mother tends to react accordingly, thus shaping the
child's instrumental actions into real signals. Clark (1978) gives the
following example. A young child reaches out his hand in order to catch a
ball. The mother interprets this "gesture" as a social signal, which says to
her that the child wants the ball. The mother responds by giving the ball
to the child. After some time, the child will anticipate the mother's
reaction. It will produce this particular gesture in order to evoke the
mother's response, instead of catching the ball. At the same time, the child
is confronted with social signals, emitted by the mother, often in the form
of action propensities. For instance, the mother holds out her hand,
signalling that she wants to receive something. By coaching the child to
really give her something upon displaying this gesture, the child gradually
comes to learn the social meaning of this gesture. According to Clark
(1978), the communicative use and understanding of symbols is founded
on these processes of gradual learning from actions and action
propensities.
Lock (1978) proposed a developmental process quite similar to Clark's
model. As an example he takes the gesture of arm-raising, signalling the
wish to become picked-up by the mother. Initially, this gesture is simply
the result of the way the mother picks her child up by taking it by the
arms. Gradually, the child learns to anticipate picking up and reacts by
raising the arms. As this might also happen when the mother has no
intention to pick the child up, she will interpret raising-up the arms as a
social signal, by which her child supposedly "tells" her that he or she wants
to be picked up, and she will react correspondingly. In the end, this
behavior has become shaped into a real, social gesture that is used

intentionally.
A number of studies have shown, that mothers tend to use kinetic
Signals (e.g. gestures, gross and subtle movements) during the verbal
interactions with their infants. Garnica (1978) studied the occurrence of
gestures concomitant with requests for action. Here the mother
deliberately attempts to influence the behavior of her child. Garnica
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concluded that the mother 'adopts certain nonverbal strategies such as
modelling, pointing, etc. as an adjustment to the child's limited
understanding of the meaning being conveyed in the utterance directed to
him." (Garnica, 1978, pp.145- 146). In some of the examples Garnica
presents, the mother performs movements which can be considered as
expressive. For instance, while a mother said "push the car", she leant over
and looked directly to the child. Such movements also express sympathy
and interest, according to my first study. Thus, the roots of understanding
expressive body movements might reach into these early interactions
between mother and infant.
An important source of information about action-emotion relationships
will be the labeling of the child's own behavior by the caretaker. In a
study by Lewis and Michalson (discussed in Lewis & Michalson, 1983) 111
one-year-olds and their mothers were observed during a 5-minute reunion
period in an attachment situation. This reunion period occurred after a
15-minute free-play episode in which the mother and the infant engaged
in unrestricted play and after the mother's departure from the playroom
for not more than 2 minutes. Only 26% of the mothers used any affect
labels during the reunion period. These labels were based on specific
behavioral characteristics of the children. "The mothers labeling their
children "angry/mad" had children who tended to throw themselves on the
ground or to throw and push toys around. The use of the label "tired/sad"
was applied to children who showed depression, which was expressed in
behavioral terms by a marked reduction in activity as well as a "tired
appearance". The use of "scared/upset" was applied to children who cried
and often assumed a bodily posture of wishing to be picked up, accompanied by a pleading look at the mother." (Lewis & Michalson, 1983, pp.
211-212). Although relatively few of the mothers in this particular study
used verbal emotion labels, the authors reported that these mothers'
behavioral reactions to their child were probably determined by the
expressive characteristics they perceived in their children. Furthermore,
Bretherton, McNew, and Beeghly-Smith (1981) presented some evidence
that children between 20 and 30 months sometimes use emotion labels and
behavioral descriptions (like crying, kissing, sleepy) in order to refer to
their own or other person's feelings.
The child's first stage of social knowledge is probably restricted to
simple situations in which the child associates a gesture or action with a
particular experience (e.g. extending the arms with being picked up). How
does the child's knowledge about other's motivations and feeling states
develop from that point onward? A number of studies have shown, that
preschoolers are less likely to attribute emotional states and motives to
people, compared with elementary school children (Flapan, 1968; Livesley
& Bromley, 1973; Wood, 1978). For instance, Flapan (1968) showed a
commercial movie to 60 girls of 6,9, and 12 years, and asked each girl to
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give an account of what she had seen. Six-year-olds' accounts were largely
restricted to descriptions of behavior which remained at the level of what
could be seen or heard immediately (e.g. crying, stated intentions). They
hardly produced any explanations of behavior. The 9-year-olds supplemented their descriptions with more explanations and some interpretations
of the actors' feelings, thoughts, motives. The 12-year-olds produced the
largest amount of inferred feelings and thoughts. Wood (1978) showed
four short silent films depicting jealousy, rejection, desire to impress
others, and malicious pleasure, to children between 6- and 14 years of
age. Again, with increasing age, the amount of descriptions of observable
behavior decreased, simple causal inferences remained constant, and
dispositional causes increased significantly. Collins (1970, 1979) has shown
that 8-year-olds, upon seeing a commercial film, tend to report explicit
information (such as the colour of a car, the dress of an actor, a fight)
instead of implicit information (inferred intentions, motives). Moreover,
their accounts were only loosely organized with respect to the temporal
structure of the films. However, Livesley and Bromley (1973) demonstrated, that even 4-year-olds spontaneously attributed feelings and
intentions to an actor displaying simple, daily activities.
Obviously, there is some discrepancy between studies on the
recognition of explicit emotional expressions, and those of the
understanding of filmed behavior. One explanation for this discrepancy is,
that preschoolers are more tied to the superficial, perceptual aspects of
information, which is for them already interesting enough. During the
elementary school years, children gradually learn to focus on causality,
motivation, etc. as information which is necessary in order to understand,
and communicate to others, a certain event. A second explanation is, that
studies on the understanding of filmed behavior appeal strongly to the
ability to a) temporally integrate subsequent scenes (encoding stage), and
b) temporally and logically order what has been perceived into a verbal
response (decoding stage). Preschoolers are obviously hampered by this
kind of presentation of information and reponse-giving.
From a review of the literature on person perception, Uhlinger-Shantz
(1983) concluded, that the young child (below 8 years of age) tends to
conceive of people primarily in terms of such perceptible features as
behavior, cloathing, and housing. During middle childhood the child tends
to overemphasize stable psychological traits, and only during adolescence
the child learns to integrate environmental, behavioral, and personal
characteristics.
Selman (1980) proposed a more detailed model of the development of
interpersonal understanding. He distinguished five stages, which are
mastered in a fixed order by each child. The first three stages are the
following:
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Leve/ 0. At the first stage (level), at between 3 and 6 years, children do
not clearly differentiate physical and psychological characteristics of
persons. A 4-year-old may say: "I am a good boy, because I am big".
Perceptible characteristics have strong appeal and meaning by themselves.
There appears to be a confusion of the causal relation between physical
and psychological experience (one is sad because one is crying). Overt
behavior appears to be seen as defining the inner experience rather than
the other way around. Intentional and unintentional behavior is often
confused. And most important of all: the child in this stage is not likely to
conceive of the other as the carrier of emotions, feelings, etc.
Level 1. Between 5 and 9 years the child masters clear differentiation
between physical and psychological characteristics of people. Thus, he
becomes more of a cartesian. Intentional and unintentional behavior is
distinguished. However, the child is unable to conceive of mixed or
separate emotions within one person.
Level 2. During middle childhood, the child becomes able to conceive of
multiple emotions that exist at the same time, and to think about a
person's character in terms of multiple elements.

In conclusion, at the end of the first year, certain actions and gestures of
fellows are likely to be recognized as signals, referring to actions and their
consequences that will follow immediately (e.g. being picked up, receiving
a gift). Probably along with the emergence of language during the second
and third year, the child will be confronted with labellings of movement
reactions in terms of emotions and moods. At least around the sixth year
the child will have gathered some knowledge about the different bodily
reactions that belong to distinct categories of emotions. In the large period
between the preschool years and the late elementary school years, the
child gradually will treat others as "carriers" of feelings and emotions, that
are "expressed" through their bodies.
6.5. The Understanding of Representations of Emotions: the Case of

Static Positions
In the arts, in comic strips, in play, and in many other situations, we
encounter representations of emotions embodied in forms that cannot be
considered as "expressions" in the sense I defined this term (1.9). They are
produced less spontaneously, and their functions are often different:
producing an aesthetic experience, communicating an intended message,
clarifying a verbal message, etc. On the other hand, it can be assumed,
that the difference is gradual rather than essential.
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Representations of emotions are based on the "raw material" that can be
found in emotional expressions (Van Meet, 1989). As I stated at various
places in this study, it is my contention that this raw material consists of
fundamental, biologically functional action tendencies. The artist, the
player, the designer of a comic strip invent new forms in which these
same action tendencies are incorporated. They create

forms that are

abstracted from spontaneous expressions, in that the essential or
characteric elements are taken over into the new products. From this idea
it follows, that the understanding of representations of emotions is for the
greater part determined by the development of emotional categories and,
hence, by the knowledge of emotion-expression relationships.
In the case of body movements, one example of representation is
offered by sculpture. Here, the artist tries to display a dynamic movement
structure, which results from an emotional state, by means of a static
position. Therefore, a statue often depicts a seemingly impossible,
unnatural posture
until we detect that it aims to suggest a dynamic
process. Sculpture, therefore, seems to be a still more abstract
representational medium than dance (see Chapter 3). In an empirical
study, Kreitler and Kreitler (1972) found, that visitors of an exhibition of
sculptures tended to imitate motorically the dynamic flow of which the
statue seemed to be a representation. This obviously helped them to
recognize the emotional quality that was depicted.
Van Meet-Jansen and Moormann (1984) found that static positions,
representing basic emotions, were less informative than dynamic
expressions. The authors had adult subjects express a number of emotions
either with their own body (full information condition) or by using a
manikin (reduced information condition). In both conditions, subjects
were quite able to recognize the various emotions that were portrayed.
However, recognition rate was significantly higher in the full information
condition. The authors attributed this difference to information provided
by both the face and the dynamic cues in the full information condition.
For instance, anger is a kind of explosive emotion, so that a static
-

representation can only be effective if it uses a conventional sign (a fist).
In terms Of the model that is used in the present study, we can expect that
the degree of uncertainty will be higher if dynamic cues are lacking,
depending on the weights that these cues carry. For instance, for grief, the
downward direction is important, along with slowliness, and (less
important) lightness. Possibly, downward direction can be suggested
through some kind of drooping posture. But slowliness and lightness are
much harder to suggest through static positions. Thus, the degree of
uncertainty will increase somewhat.
In my empirical study that will be reported in Sections 6.7 to 6.10, I
used a number of the movement stimuli that were used in the earlier
experiments; but I also introduced a number of static body positions,
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displayed by a manikin. These static positions were varied along two
dimensions: head/trunk position (upward/downward) and arm position
(opening, closing, alongside the body). Thus, the same method was used as
with the dynamic stimuli. But these static positions were deprived of their
dynamic flow: velocity, directness, force, sagittal direction, were all
lacking in the distal information. Hence, these stimuli were still one step
further abstracted from spontaneous expressions than the dynamic stimuli.
What will happen if you ask someone to detect some emotional state in
these positions? Will he be able to use these cues systematically? Let us

take "joy", for example. Joy was optimally expressed in fast, upward
directed movements with the arms extended in the air. A position that is
upward directed (breast and head upward directed, arms upward) is likely
to be a convincing representation of joy. The subject will match this static
image with his own, mental representation of expressions of joy.
What will be the influence of age on this kind of performance? For
one, children have to learn how to extract movement information from
static representations. From a survey of the literature, Friedman and
Stevenson (1980) concluded that 3-year-olds are able to use postural
information (deviations from the resting position) as a cue about
movement. Only at the end of the elementary school period children
gradually learn to use other cues, such as metaphors and conventions, in
order to infer an emotional content (Brooks, 1977; Friedman & Stevenson,
1975; Newton, 1985). Secondly, adequacy of recognition will depend on
the degree of development of mental representations of the corresponding
expressions. A child will have to know how joy is expressed through body
movements, in order to deal effectively with a static representation. There
is some research evidence suggesting that the understanding of dynamic
information precedes that of static representations of that same
information (Caron, Caron, & McLean, 1988; Kaiser & Proffitt, 1984).
In conclusion, it is suggested that the recognition of an emotional
content in static body positions depends on the adequate development of
emotional categories, that include knowledge about emotion-movement
relationships. Preschoolers can be expected to be able to infer movement
information from static information. However, given the evidence that
dynamic information is easier to understand than its static representation,
we can expect that they reach more agreement about certain dynamic
expressions of a particular emotion, than about static representations.
6.6. Conclusions and Expectations

1. From the first year of age on, the child is confronted with expressive,
social gestures and movements that communicate the attitudes and
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intentions of, for instance, the caretakers. It was expected, that early in
development the child learns the emotional meaning of certain
characteristic, prototypical expressions as they occur in large body
movements.

2. The child has to learn to weigh relevant features with respect to their
expressive meaning. This presupposes knowledge about underlying action
tendencies and their relationship with emotion categories. It was expected,
that, whereas the child at about 6 year knows what kinds of action
tendencies go with what emotions, only during the elementary school
period it will develop the ability to systematically weigh distinct
movement features in this respect. Moreover, the kinds of movement
features that will affect recognition of an emotional content might differ
for children and adults.
3. The recognition of emotions in facial and vocal expressions seems to be
linked with the development of emotion categories in general. From this it
can be expected, that the understanding of movement expressions too will
be linked with this general developmental process. Hence, if the child
knows how joy is expressed in the face and the voice, it probably also
knows the movement expression(s) of joy. A close correspondence
between the decoding of facial and movement expressions is to be
expected.

4. It can be expected that children have to learn to interpret expressive
movements first, before they can understand static representations of such
movements. The latter can be expected to be matched with mental
representations of emotion categories which are richer, containing
information about movement direction, velocity, tension, etc. typical of
specific expressive meanings.

6.7. An Experimental Study on the Development of Emotion Inference
from Movement Expressionsi
6J.1. Research Questions

From the foregoing survey of the literature, It can be concluded that the
period between, roughly, four and nine years is of large interest for the
study of emotion inference from expressive movements. On the one hand,
the child who is at the start of this period already distinguishes a number

1 Portions of this study were published in De Meijer, 1989b. I wish to thank M.R. de Mcijer for
her contribution to this study.
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of basic emotion categories. On the other hand, attention to distinctive

movement features, the mutual weighting of such features in terms of
their indicative power, is likely to develop gradually in this period. Also,
during this period the child gradually comes to "know" the other as a
person, as someone who experiences emotions and moods like him or her,
as someone who might try to hide his feelings, and so on. Therefore, I
decided to focus on this age period, and compare developments in this
period with the performances of adults. The main research questions of
the present study were:

1. Are optimal movement expressions, that were found in the previous
study, associated with the same emotional categories by children between
four and nine years?
2. How does the ability to recognize emotions in optimal movement
patterns develop between four and nine years?
3. Are the abilities to infer emotions from facial and movement
information closely related among these children?
4. Are children between four and nine years sensitive to changes in
composing elements within optimal movement expressions? What feature
changes affect their responses? Do they weigh distinct features in the
same way as adults do?

5. Are children sensitive to the contribution of elements of static positions
(displayed by a manikin) to an expressive message?

The tasks, that were developed for the purposes of this study, were either
recognition or detection tasks. That is, either the subject had to choose the
correct emotion label from a number of labels that were provided; or he or
she had to respond whether or not a particular emotion label was
compatible with the expression. Both of these processes can be viewed as
forms of emotion inference.

6J 1. Method
Subjects
Subjects in this study were 173 children and adults; four were excluded
from analyses because of technical problems during the experiment. The
data of 169 subjects were entered in the analyses.
The subjects were divided in three age groups: one group of 45
children, 22 boys and 23 girls, with mean age 5 yrs, 7 mnths (age range 4
yrs, 6 mnths-6 yrs, 6 mnths); a second group of 53 children, 25 boys, 28
girls, mean age 7 yrs, 3 mnths, (age range 6 yrs, 6 mnths-8 yrs, 6 mnths);
and a group of adults, 24 men, 47 women, mean age 22 yrs, 6 mnths (age
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18 yrs,6 mnths - 38 yrs, 4 mnths). The age distribution of the
children can be found in Appendix B.
range

The children were recruited from five elementary schools in Tilburg
and Helmond, The Netherlands, whereas the adults were students from
Tilburg University, enrolled in courses from diverse faculties (Psychology,
Sociology, Literature, Economics, Law).
Experimental Tasks

Each subject had to accomplish four tasks. First, I will describe the tasks
briefly in the order of appearance during the experiment. The stimuli are
described in detail below.
The first task was an emotion recognition task, using a multiple choice
format. Subjects were shown eight videotaped optimal movement
expressions, selected from the previous study. After each presentation, the
subject had to choose from four emotional categories which one
corresponded best with the emotion that was expressed by the movement.
This task will be referred to as the Multiple Choice Task.
In the second task the subjects were shown six different positionsz of a
manikin. The order of presentation of the positions was randomized in
each session, and among separate sessions. For each position, half of the
subjects had to judge whether it was compatible with joy. The other half
of the subjects had to judge the compatibility of each position with grief·
This task will be referred to as the Manikin Task.
In the third task, eight sets consisting of eight videotaped movement
expressions each, were presented to the subjects. Within each set, the
subject had to judge, for each of the movement expressions, whether or
not the expression was compatible with the target emotional category,
which was given in advance. This task wil be referred to as the Detection
Task. The subject has to detect the presence or absence of the target
emotion in each stimulus.
In the fourth task, the subjects were presented still photographs of
optimal facial expressions, representing the same emotions as the
corresponding movements in the first task. The instruction was the same
as in the first task. This task will be referred to as the Facial Expressions
Task.

Stimuli
Four emotion categories were chosen from the range of basic emotional

categories according to Ekman and Friesen (1975): joy, grief, anger, and

2 The term "posture" is avoided, as the positions were supposed to represent movements made by
the manikin.
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surprise. For each emotion two optimal movement expressions were
selected from the previous study (see Chapter 4). Two irrelevant
movements were added. The latter were movements which were not
associated with any of the twelve emotion categories by a majority in the
previous study. These ten movements were the stimuli used in the
Multiple Choice Task. The responses to the irrelevant movements were not
analysed.
The following optimal movement expressions were selected (the
numbers correspond with those in the Tables and are referred to in the
text):

1. S+Il (Joy): stretched, open, upward, strong, fast, direct.
2. S+I5 (Joy): stretched, open, upward, light, fast, direct.
3. S+IV5 (Surprise): stretched, open, backward, light, fast, direct.
4. S-IV1 (Surprise): stretched, closed, backward, strong, fast, direct.
5. B-II7 (Grief): bowed, closed, downward, light, slow, direct.
6. B-II8 (Grief): bowed, closed, downward, light, slow, indirect.
7. B+IIIl (Anger): bowed, open, forward, strong, fast, direct.
8. B+IV2 (Anger): bowed, open, backward, strong, fast, indirect.
As irrelevant movements were included: S-III5 and B+III5.

From the original tape recordings, the expressions of one of the female
targets were selected, namely the one whose facial expressions were

judged most neutral (target c, see Chapter 3).
Two video-tape versions were created, each tape consisted of a
randomized order of the ten recordings. The first half of the one tape
corresponded with the second half of the other, and vice versa.

In the Manikin task, two characteristics of the position were varied
independently: Head + Trunk (two values) and Arm position (three
values). Thus, a manikin was posited in each of the following six
positions:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Head
Head
Head
Head
Head
Head

Upward + Trunk Stretched /
Upward + Trunk Stretched /
Upward + Trunk Stretched /
Downward + Trunk Bowed /
Downward + Trunk Bowed /
Downward + Trunk Bowed /

Arms Upward
Arms Closed
Arms Alongside Body
Arms Upward
Arms Closed
Arms Alongside Body

In the Detection-task, eight sets consisting each of one of the eight
selected optimal patterns and seven variants on one dimension were
created. The optimal patterns, from which variants were derived, will be
termed "prototypes" in the following.
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In this way, the following sets were derived:

A. Prototype S+Il (joy); Variants: B+II 1, S- I l, S+III 1, S+IV 1, S+I5, S+I 3,
B.

S+I2;
Prototype S+I5
S+I6;

(joy); Variants B+II5, S-I5, S+III5, S+IV5, S+Il, S+I7,

C. Prototype S+IV5 (surprise); Variants B+IV5, S-IV5, S+I5, S+III5,
D.

S+IV 1, S+IV7, S+IV6;
Prototype S-IV1 (surprise); Variants B-IVI, S+IVI, S-Il, S-IIIl, S-

IV5, S-IV3, S-IV2;
E. Prototype B-II7 (grief); Variants S-I7, B+II7, B-III7, B-IV7, B-II3,
B-II5, B-II8;
F. Prototype B-II8 (grief); Variants S-I8, B+II8, B-III8, B-IV8, B-II6,
B-II4, B-II7;
Prototype B+III 1 (anger); Variants S+IIIl, B-IIIl, B+IIl, B+IV1,
B+III5, B+III3, B+III2;
H. Prototype B+IV2 (anger); Variants S+IV2, B-IV2, B+II2, B+III2,
B+IV6, B+IV4, B+IV1;
G.

From the original recordings, the performances by target nr c (see Chapter
3) were selected, as in the first task.
Finally, eight optimal facial expressions were selected for the Facial
Expressions-task. They were drawn from the work of Ekman and Friesen
(1975)3. The following photographs were selected: (pages and Figure
number refer to Ekman & Friesen (1975)):
1. Joy - p.104, Figure 43c
2. Joy - p.104, Figure 43b
3. Surprise - p.44, Figure 10a
4. Surprise - p.44, Figure 1 Od
5. Grief - p.121, Figure 54b
6. Grief - p.121, Figure 54a
7. Anger - p.91, Figure 37 under left
8. Anger - p.86, Figure 33a

All of these expressions are posed by the same, female target. Two
"irrelevant" expressions were added, in this case facial expressions of Fear
and Disgust were chosen (they are irrelevant given the four emotion terms
from which the subject had to choose). The responses to these irrelevant
expressions were not analysed.

3 I wish to thank Paul Ekman for giving his kind permission to usc these photographs
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Procedure

Multiple Choice Task

It was decided to have the subjects choose out of four alternatives.
Moreover, each time the same four alternatives were presented. A
recognition task (rather than a free labeling task) was chosen because
children tend to perform better on these tasks (Izard, 1971; Michaison &
Lewis, 1985). Moreover, it was expected that, for preschoolers, presenting
more than four alternatives at once might affect their performance, as
they have to keep the alternatives in their working memory during the
decision stage.
The children gave an oral response, and were therefore tested
individually. The adults gave a written response and were tested either
individually or in groups of two.
With the children the experimenter started with an introductory talk
about the four target emotions. He asked the child, whether he or she
could remember a situation, in which he/she had felt happy, sad, angry,
and surprised. The four questions were posed in randomized order over
the subjects. It was asked for a situation, as some research findings (e.g.
Harris, Olthof, & Meerum Terwogt, 1981; Meerum Terwogt, 1984) show
that 6-year-olds (compared with 11- and 16-year-olds) used primarily
situations to conceptualize emotions (see Section 6.2). If a child could not
produce an appropriate situation description, it was given some examples.
After the study was completed, it turned out that all children, of all ages,
were able to produce appropriate descriptions of happy, sad, and angry
situations. On the other hand, almost no children produced an appropriate
description of a surprised situation. In the latter case, following examples
of surprised situations were given to the child: "a juggler conjures a rabbit
out of his hat, and you do not understand how he did this"; "you see
something very strange on the street, for example a flying elephant".
Next, the children were shown four stylized drawings of facial
expressions, each representing one of the four emotions. The experimenter
pointed to each picture, and asked, which of the four emotions (happy,
sad, angry, surprise) was felt by the person on that picture. No feedback
was given (as that might influence the performances on the facial
recognition task). This little task was used in order to rehearse the kind of
response the children were to give in the real, experimental task that
followed. Hereafter the first experimental task started. The children were
given the following instruction: "you are about to see a lady on the
television, and sometimes she feels happy, sometimes sad, sometimes
angry, and sometimes surprised4 (the terms were listed in randomized
4 The corresponding Dutch terms were: blij, verdrictig, boos, and verbaasd.
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order). You must guess each time how she feels: happy, angry, surpised, or
sad (again the terms were listed in randomized order here)." Then the tape
was started, and after each movement item it was stopped. After the child
had given its response, the next item was shown. No feedback was given,
only when the task was completed, the child was told that he had
performed "very well".
Given the short duration of a number of these movements, which is
often unexpected, and the relatively small number of items, it was judged
necessary to accustom the subjects to the movements. Therefore, the
responses to the first five items were not scored. After the second half of
the tape was seen, the first half returned, and the answers were now
scored.

Manikin Task

After the first task was completed, the experimenter invited the subject to
sit down at a table. The experimenter was seated on the other side of the

table, facing the subject. Subsequently, the experimenter placed the
manikin on the table, in its "neutral" position. In this position, the manikin
seemed to walk upright with the arms beside the body. The children were
told, that the manikin was called Pietje (if the child was a boy), or
"Annie" (if the child was a girl). Next, the manikin was posited in one of
the six experimental positions, and the child was told: Here he/she comes.
Watch him/her carefully: is he/she happy (sad) or not?" The last question
was repeated with each of the other five positions. The adults were told
that they had to judge whether or not each posture was compatible with
joy (or gief). They gave their response in written form.

The Detection Task

The subjects were told, that they were about to see on the t.v.-screen the
same woman they had seen previously. The adult subjects were told in
addition, that they were to indicate on their response sheet, whether or
not each of the next eight movements was compatible with joy on part of
the mover. After the first set of eight movements was shown, they were
instructed to indicate on the response sheet, whether or not each of the
eight movements they would see was compatible with grief, and so on.
The children were asked, before each movement item was shown, to look
if the woman felt happy, sad, angry, or surprised, depending on the set of
movements. The eight sets were shown in one out of two orders. The order
of presentation of the sets was as follows (the sets are named after the
prototypical movement): S+I5, B-II8, B+IV2, S+IV5, S+Il, B-II7, B+IIIl,
S-IVI for one half of the subjects, and S+Il, B-II7, B+III 1, S - IV 1, S+I 5,
B-II8, B+IV2, S+IV5 for the other half.
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The Facial Expressions Task
The subjects were shown the ten photographs one after each other. The
instruction was the same as with the Multiple Choice Task.

The children were tested in a quiet room in their school, the adults were
tested in our research laboratory at Tilburg University. The experiment
lasted between 20 and 30 minutes with the adults, and between 30 and 40
minutes with the children.
6.8. Results of the Developmental Study
6.8.1. Recognition of Emotions in Optimal Movement Expressions

On the Multiple Choice task, each subject's total score could range from 0
(no correct responses) to 8 (all items correctly recognized). Mean
performances by the youngest children, older children, and adults, were,

respectively, 3.86 (sd=l.7), 4.77 (sd=1.9), and 7.61 (sd=0.7). A two-way
ANOVA, with Age and Gender as independent variables, mean total
scores as the dependent variables, showed a significant effect of Age,
F(2,166)= 98.5, p<.0001; and no significant effect of Gender, F(1,167)=
3.26, p>.07. Post-hoc analyses (LSD) showed that the three age-groups
differed significantly from each other (p<.05).
It is possible, that systematic differences in recognition of distinct
movement expressions influenced the total performance scores. Therefore,
the next analysis focused on the performances on each of the items. For
each movement expression, the percentage of subjects within each agegroup which gave a correct response was computed. The observed
frequencies were tested with the binomial test (Siegel, 1956), against a
binomial distribution, with an expected probability of 25%. The results
are shown in Table 1. As can be seen, in the youngest age group five out
of eight movement expressions were recognized correctly above chance
level, in the older age groups all expressions were recognized correctly
above chance level. But the difference between the older children, and the
adults is also apparent: among the adults each movement was recognized
correctly by over 90% of the subjects, whereas the percentages in the
older age group were considerably lower.
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Percentages Correct Responses On Multiple Choice Task.

Age groups

Movement expressions

4,5-6,5 yrs

6,5-8,5 yrs

adults

Nr.

(n= 45)

(n -53)

(n=71)

44.4'
318

517*
56.6*
414*

90.1*

453*

95.8*

1.
1

Emotion
joy
joy

97.2*

3.
4.

surprise
surprise

31.1
24.4

5.
6.

grief
grief

75.6*

753*

97.2'

64.4*

753*

986*

7.

anger

44.4*

64.2*

90.0*

8.

anger

66.7*

623*

95.80

958*

Note. * indicates: percentage deviatcs significantly from expected value (25%), p<.01.

As Table 1 shows, there were large differences between emotions, rather
than between movements. In both groups of children, movement
expressions of surprise were recognized worst, followed by those of joy.
Expressions of grief were recognized best in both groups of children.
Which "false" choices were made by the children? Were there particular
emotions consistently associated with the expressions, other than the
"correct" ones? Figures la-h display the percentages choices of each
category for each of the movements, computed for the three age groups.
As can be seen, the correct emotion was the modal category at all items,
except with the expressions of surprise among the youngest children. They
preferred joy (item 3) or anger (item 4). At all of the other items, in both
age groups children's false choices were distributed almost equally among
the false alternatives.
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6.8.2. Recognition of Emotions in Optimal Facial Expressions
The total scores on the Facial Expressions Task could range from 0 to 8
(all expressions correct). Mean total scores in the groups of youngest
children, older children, and adults, were 5.22 (sd=l.5), 5.87 (sd=l.5), and
7.18 (sd= 1.0). A two-way ANOVA was performed, with Age and Gender
as independent, total score on the Facial Expressions Task as the
dependent variables. This analysis demonstrated a significant effect of
Age, F(2,166)= 30.78, p<.0001; and a significant effect of Gender,
F(1,167)= 4.11, p<.05. Within each age group female subjects scored
higher (on average) than male subjects, so, there was no significant
interaction between Age and Gender. Post-hoc analyses (LSD) revealed
significant differences between all age groups.
In Table 2, the performances are shown for the eight facial expressions
separately. As can be seen, in the youngest age-group, expressions of
surprise caused the greatest difficulties, followed by those of grief. In the
second age group, expressions of grief were recognized worst. In all age
groups, the expressions of joy were recognized best.
Table 2.

Percentages Correct Responses On The Facial Expressions Task.

Age Groups
Facial expressions

4,5-6,5 yrs
(n = 45)

6,5-8,5 yrs

adults

(n = 53)

(n = 71)

93.3'

94.3*

97.2*

88.9*

98.1,

98.6,

35.6

77.4*

94.4•

44A*

67.9*

90.1*

grief
grief

48.9*

93.0*

anger

88.9*

anger

73.3*

583*
52.8*
923*
923*

Nr. Emotion

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

joy
joy
surprise
surprise

46.7*

81.7*
97.2*
66.2*

Note. * indicates: percentage deviatcs significantly from chance expectation (25%), p<.01.

Comparison of Multiple Choice Task with Facial Expressions Task
Were there significant differences between the recognition of emotions in
movement expressions and facial expressions? First, a MANOVA was
performed, using Age and Gender as between subjects, and Task

(Movement vs Face) as within subjects variables. This resulted in a
significant main effect of Age, F(2,163)= 97.13 p<.001; a significant main
effect of Gender, F(1,163)= 6.00, p<.02; a significant main effect of Task,
F(1,163)= 23.44, p<.001; and a significant interaction between Age and
Task, F(2,163)= 18.46, p<.001.
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For each age group, the difference between the total scores on both
tasks were tested with a t-test. The t-values in the groups of youngest

children, older children, and adults, were, respectively, t=4.2, p<.01;
t=3.96, p<.01, and t=3.58, p<.01. Children performed better on the facial
recognition task, whereas adults did better on the movement recognition
task. However, this latter effect is for the most part explained by the low
accuracy on item 8 of the Facial Expressions Task (66.2%).
Correlational Measures

In the previous analyses, the children were divided, according to their age,
in two broad age groups. As the distribution of ages among the children
was continuous (see Appendix B), it was also possible to compute
correlational measures. The next reported analyses focused exclusively on
the age range of 4.5-8.5 years (N=98). First, the correlations between Age
and Total Score on the Multiple Choice and Facial Expression-tasks were
computed. These correlations were significant, with r=.30, p<.01
(correlation between Age and Multiple Choice score) and r= .23, p<.02
(correlation between Age and Facial Expression score) respectively.
Secondly, a partial correlation coefficient between the total scores on the
Multiple Choice Task and the Facial Expressions Task was computed,
controlling for Age. This partial correlation coefficient was significant,
r=.22, p<.05.

6.8.3. The Effects of Manipulating Movement Features Within Optimal
Patterns

The following more specific research questions were derived from the
main question:

1. did the subjects within each age group agree about how the various
movements within a particular set must be categorized?
2. was there an effect of age on the mean number of movements that was
included in an emotion category?
3. what features affected the categorizations of the movements?
Differentiation Between Movements Per Set

Did the subjects in the present study agree about how the various
movements within a particular set must be categorized? In line with the
results of the first study (Chapter 4) and the theoretical model, it can be
expected that agreement differs for distinct movements. High agreement
will be reached only with respect to clear positive or negative instances.
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So, just as in the first experiment (Chapter 4), I will focus on the social
agreernent among subjects within each of the three age groups. I am not

looking at each subject individually, but, instead, on the responses of the
subjects as a group (percentages "yes" or "no"). For each set, and within
each age group separately, Cochran's Q was computed for the percentages
"yes" (positive responses). The results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3.

Cochran's Q for "Yes-" Responses Per Movement Set and Age Group

Proto-

type

S +Il
S+IS
S+IVS
S-IV1
8417
B-IIS

B+IIIl
B+IV2
Note. **p<.01;

Age Groups

Adults

4 614

6%-834

33.8*-

58.1**

213**

71.7

233**

49.1

32.6**

25.1"
102.9...

139.1

pief

54.6"
553"

104.3...

anger

20.2 **

177.7.*.
***

anger

31.8 **

Emotion

joy
joy
surprise

surprise
grief

...
***

468 -*
...
77.3

200.1

***

2493 ...
241.3
177.2

...

-*
.**

2003

135.2

-*

..*
p <.001

All Q-values were significant, indicating each age group's significant
differentiation between movements within each set.
Mean Number of Positive Instances Per Movement Set
there age-related differences between the mean number of
movements that a subject included in the category of positive instances of
a particular emotion? This was tested with a oneway-ANOVA, using Age
(3 groups) as the independent, mean number of "yes" responses as the
dependent variable. This was computed for each of the sets. The results
are summarized in Table 4. Significant Age effects were found in the sets
of S+Il (Joy), S+I5 (Joy), S+IV5 (Surprise), S-IVI (Surprise) and B-II7
Were

(grief).

Post hoc analyses (LSD) showed, that within the sets of S+Il and S+I5
there was an increase of positive responses from the children to the adults
(p<.01),but no difference between the two groups of children. Within the
set of S+IV5, there was an increase from the younger to the older children
(p<.05), and a decrease from the older children to the adults (p<.05),
indicating an inverted V-shape. The younger children did not differ from
the adults. This inverted V-shape was also found in the set of S-IV 1 : again
an increase from the younger to the older children (p<.01 ), and a decrease
from the older children to the adults (p<.05). In the set with B-II7 as the
prototype, the mean number of positive responses increased from the
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younger to the older children (p<.01), with no difference between older
children and adults.
Table 4.

Mean number of Yes-responses per Movement Set and Effect Of Age.

Prototypical
Movement

S+Il

Age
Group

Mean number

43-63
63-83
Adults

178

9cs'

F(2,166)

3.15
4.77

2127 ...

S+I5

43-63
63-83
Adults

331
3.45

431
1033 ***

S+IV5

43-63

4.20

63-83
Adults

5.11
4.27

43-63

4.13

63-83
Adults

4.42

331*

S-IV1

530
4.88

B-II7

43-63

4.82

6343

6.07

Adults

6.69

.*

16.85

B-II8

43-63
63-83

530

Adults

5A7

43-63
63-83
Adults

4.93

-.

5.87

1.01

B+IIIl

SA7
5.19
1.03

B+IV2

4343

5.24

63-83

5.91

Adults

SA9
1.98

Now. 'p<.05; -p<.01; ...p<.001

Next, a MANOVA was performed, with Emotion Category (being the sum
of yes-responses given in both sets of a particular emotion) and Age as the
independent variables. This resulted in a significant main effect of Age,
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F(4,332)= 5.11, p<.01; a significant main effect of Emotion Category,
F(6,996)= 38.16, p<.001; and a significant interaction between Age and
Emotion Category, F(12,996)= 6.20, p<.001. So, although there was an
overall tendency to give more yes-responses with increasing age, this
tendency was substantially influenced by the kind of emotion category
that was to be detected.
Movement Features Affecting the Categorization of Movements
What features affected the categorizations of the movements in the three
age groups? First, the categorization of the items was examined. In
Figures 2a-h percentages "yes-"responses, for each of the eight sets are
depicted. A binomial test was performed for each item, per age group, in
order to examine whether the percentages deviated from chance
expectation. The results showed that three kinds of movement items could
be distinguished: 1) movements with a majority of expressiveness

judgements (positive instances); 2) movements with a minority of
expressiveness judgements (negative instances); 3) movements with a
proportion of expressiveness judgements which does not deviate from a
chance expectation of 50%. In Figures 2a-h the movement items are
depicted according to this triplicity, for each movement set and age group
separately.
Were there developmental changes with respect to the degreee of
agreement about each of the items? In order to test this, Chi-squares were
computed on the differences between adjacent age-groups. Significant
differences are marked in Figures 2a-h. (The results of these analyses are
summarized in Appendix C). As can be seen, there were large differences
between target emotions with respect to 1) the adjacent age groups where
significant differences occurred, and 2) the number of significant
changes.

Thus, these age changes were substantially influenced by the kinds of
features that were involved in combination with the kind of emotion
category that was to be detected. If we look at the separate emotion
categories, the results can be summarized as follows:
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Joy. A strong age-related change in the number of positive instances: the
youngest children did not agree about positive instances at all; the oldest
children agreed about the two prototypes; the adults also considered the
closed and indirect variants as positive instances.
At each age level, bowed variants were negative instances. Other
features characterizing negative instances were different at each age level
and within each set.

Surprise. The largest age-related change in the number of positive
instances occurred between the two groups of children. The youngest
children agreed only about one prototype (S-IVI) and its light variant; the
older children and adults agreed about both of the prototypes, the variants
with respect to arm movement, the indirect variants, and one Slow variant.
Both groups of children did not reach agreement about any negative
instances of surprise. Contrariwise, the adults considered the bowed,
forward, and one upward directed variant as negative instances.

Grief. Positive instances of grief at all age levels were the prototypes and
the forward. backward, and strong variants. Moreover, older children and
adults agreed about both the open and fast variants. The youngest children
agreed about only one of the fast variants, and none of the open variants.
Negative instances among the children were the stretched variants,
whereas the adults agreed only about one stretched variant as a negative
instance.
Anger. Positive instances at all age levels were the prototypes, and the
variants with respect to vertical and sagittal direction and directness. Both
groups of children agreed one light variant; only the older children and
the adults agreed about one Slow variant. Only the youngest children and
the adults agreed about one closed variant.
Both groups of children did not agree about any negative instances; the
adults agreed about the stretched variants, and one of the light variants.

In conclusion, with respect to the emotional categories surprise, grief and
anger generalization over variants took place at all age levels. That is, with
respect to these emotions, subjects treated certain variants of optimal
movements as positive instances that expressed the target emotion. With
respect to joy, the children did not yet generalize over positive instances,
and they agreed only about certain negative instances. The major agerelated changes took place with respect to the emotional categories joy and
surprise, in line with the results on the Multiple Choice Task.
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6.8.4. Emotion Detection in Manikin Positions

Did the subjects agree about the categorization of the six positions as
either a positive or negative instance of the target emotion? Cochran's Q
was computed, as the subjects gave dichotomous (either "yes" or "no")
responses. Within the youngest age group, Cochran's Q was significant
with joy (n=23, Q=14.4, p<.02), but not with grief as the target emotion
(n=22, Q=7.7, p.>.1). Within the second age group, Cochran's Q was
significant within both subgroups (subgroup joy, n=30, Q=44.8, p<.01;
subgroup grief, n=23, Q=26.7, p<.01). Among adults, Cochran's Q was
significant in both subgroups (subgroup joy, n=37, Q=112.0, p<.001;
subgroup grief, n=34, Q=71.0, p<.001).
Which elements of the positions were used as cue for categorization,
and were there age-related changes with respect to this? The results will
be reported for each target emotion below. In Tables 5 and 6 the
percentages "yes-"judgements for each of the positions are displayed.
Table 5.

Percentages Subjects Attributing Joy To Each Of Six Manikin Positions

Age Groups
416-6Myrs

61'i-8&*yrs

(n=23)

(n = 30)

Adults
(n=3D

433

Positions

Stretched+Arms Upward
Strecthed +Arms Closed
Stretched+Arms Alongside
Bowcd + Arms Upward
Bowed +Arms Closed
Bowed+Arms Alongside

55.7

94.6-

17.4**

13.3**

72.9

433
47.8

26.7*

72.9**

Cochran's Q
Note.

* p<.05
1- p<.01

..

72.9-

66.7
..

17.4 ./

6.7

26.1*

10.0-

14.4*

44.8

..

0.0

.*

2.7"
112.0

..
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Percentages Subjects Attributing Grief To Each Of Six Manikin Positions

4 4-6yf yrs

Age groups
6H-8;4 yrs

Adults

(n=22)

(n = 23)

(n = 34)

213
45A

26.1*

176**

13.0"

32.3

Positions

Stretched+Arms Upward
Stretched +Arms Closed
Stretched +Arms Alongside
Bowed +Arms Upward
Bowed + Arms Closed
Bowed + Arms Alongside

Cochran's Q
Note.

40.9
40.9
59.1

26.1'

32.3

563
563

44.1

59.1

783-

100-

7.71

26.7

88.2

..

*.

71.00-

*p <.05

**p<01

Joy. In the youngest age group, there was agreement about the negative
instances: both Arms Closed positions, and the Bowed/Arms Alongside
position. Within the second a&e group too, only the negative instances
deviated significantly from chance expectation: both Arms Closed, and
both Arms Alongside positions. The adults agreed about which position
expressed joy best: the Stretched/Arms Upward position (94.6%). This
optimal expression is followed by three other expressions Stretched/Arms
Closed; Stretched/Arms Alongside; Bowed/Arms Upward, all 72.9%. The
two remaining positions were negative instances: Bowed/Arms Alongside
and Bowed/Arms Closed.

Grief. The youngest children did not discriminate significantly between
the positions. Within the second age group, there was agreement about one
positive instance: the Bowed/Arms Alongside position, and agreement
about the negative instances: the three Stretched positions. Finally, the
adults agreed about the optimal expression: the Bowed/Arms Alongside
position (100% agreement), followed by the Bowed/Arms Closed position
(88.2% agreement). Only the Stretched/Arms Upward position was
considered a negative instance by a significant majority of adults.
6.9. Discussion

6.9.1. Summary of the Main Research Findings
With respect to optimal patterns, the results have shown, that the youngest
children (between 4.5 and 6.5 years) reached agreement about the
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expressive meaning of five out of eight movement expressions. The
expressions of grief and anger were generally recognized best, those of
surprise and joy worst in both groups of children. This suggests, that the
acquisition of knowledge about movement-emotion relationships is in
different stages of development with respect to different categories. This

is in accord with Keil's (Keil, 1987; Keil & Batterman, 1984; Keil &
Kelly, 1987) research findings concerning the development of
categorization. Subjects can be expected to be at different degrees of
acquaintance with different movement expressions. Secondly, at all age
levels, distinct features had different effects on judgements depending on
the target emotion. For instance, with grief and anger as the target
emotions, forward, backward, and downward variants were all treated as
instances of these emotions by substantial proportions of the subjects.
However, the relative contribution of these features was different with
both emotions. Forward direction tended to further the agreement about
anger, whereas downward direction hampered it. This result is in accord
with the model presented in Chapter 2, which states that decoders weigh
distinct features with respect to their expressive meaning. The results
imply that this is true for adults as well as young children. Moreover,
from the results on the Detection Task it is clear, that no generalized
statements can be made about certain dimensions being more easily
extracted than others. It seems that all seven dimensions that were varied
in these stimuli influenced the responses, depending on the kind of
emotion that was to be detected.
The results of this study have shown that, at least with respect to
certain emotion categories, even the 4+-6t-year-olds tended to generalize
over variants of optimal instances. Moreover, from the results we cannot
conclude that a general increase of generalizations occurs with increasing
age. The facts are much more complicated, as they are substantially
influenced by the kind of emotion category involved.
A third main result was that, in the age range studied, facial
expressions were understood better than the corresponding movement
expressions. The relationship between both skills was significant, but very
slight (r=.22), if Age is ruled out. This rather loose relationship can be
partly attributed to the fact that there were large differences with respect
to the emotion categories that were recognized adequately in both
channels. In the face joy and anger were recognized best (in both age
groups), in the movements grief and anger were recognized best. Could it
be, that in real-life expressions sometimes body movements are more
characteristic and informative, and sometimes facial cues? This might be
so. But it could also be, that this finding was an artifact of the specific
movement stimuli that were used in this experiment. The stimuli that
"expressed" joy and surprise simply might deviate more from the more
typical, spontaneous expressions, than those that "expressed" grief and
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anger.

Why did the children perform generally better to the facial expressions
than to the movements? One explanantion is that the abilities to recognize
emotions in facial and movement expressions might be based to a large
extent on different mental abilities. One can think of the knowledge about
action tendencies, and the detection of such tendencies in movements,
here. Contrary to facial expressions, movements are characterized by
much variability, which necessitates the decoder to see through the unique
combination of movement features, in order to detect the underlying
action tendencies. Knowledge about relevant action tendencies is likely to
develop more slowly than the recognition of rather fixed expressive
patterns. Another explanation is, that the movement expressions used in
this study were far more artificial than the facial stimuli. This might have
underestimated the ability of these children to detect emotional meaning
in spontaneous movement expressions.
6.9.2. Developments With Respect To the Four Emotion Categories

Joy. The results with respect to the movement expressions of joy are
striking. In the face, joy is ontogenetically recognized first, and at all age
levels it remains the best recognized emotion. In the present study too, all
children had little difficulty with these facial expressions. But what about
the movements? The reader is reminded of the results of the first study,
reported in Chapter 4. Here, adults' degree of agreement about the

emotional content of these particular movements (S+I 1, S+I5) was
extremely high, compared with the other movements. But in the present
study, most of the children had difficulty with these movements.
Let me start with the results on the Multiple Choice Task. Item 1 was
recognized above chance expectation in both age groups: in the youngest
age group by a percentage 44.4%, which increased up to 57.7% in the
older age group. Item 2 was not recognized above chance expectation in
the first age group. In both age groups, Item 1 (which is performed with
strong fists directed upward), was primarily "confused"5 with surprise.
Item 2 (the light variant) was, by the youngest children, confused with
both anger and surprise, and by the older children primarily with surprise.
How can the low recognition rates of the optimal expressions of joy
among the youngest children be accounted for? I will suggest three
possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive. First, it could be, that
these movements lacked certain elements which suggest joy to children.
The target made only one, short movement, which ended abruptly when

5 The word "confused" is put between quotation marks, as it makes sense only in relation to the
adult norm.
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the end position was reached (standing on toes, arms raised, head and eyes
directed upward). Possibly, children consider reactions like hopping,

jumping up and down, rhythmically extending the arms in the air, and so
on, as typical characteristics of joy. Meerum Terwogt (1988) presented
some examples of 6-year-olds who drew happy children with raised arms.
expression of
So, the element of raised arms, as such, can be part of the
joy, according to young children. But it simply might not be enough. So,
one possibility is that the present stimuli were already too much modified,
so that they could not be matched with the children's perceptual
representations of typical movements that accompany joy. The
improvement of performance from 41-61 to 64-84 year-olds may result
from the growing ablity to ignore such specific perceptual characteristics,
and look for underlying action tendencies, as they are embodied in the
upward tendency.
A second explanation follows from Andrew Lock's (1978) account on
the development of arm-raising as a gesture of greeting. He suggested that
it developed from arm-raising as an anticipation on being picked up by
the caretaker, on part of the child. From there on, it would develop into a
signal which can be used deliberately. Morris (1977) has given numerous
examples of this gesture within the context of both greeting and victory.
Is it not possible, that for younger children arm-raising has a more narrow
meaning, corresponding with, for instance, greeting? This could be
further explored, for instance by using a free labeling design.
A third possibility is that the facial expressions of the mover have
influenced the children's responses. In Chapter 3 I reported a study, which
showed that these facial expressions were judged neutral, or very slightly
negative, by adult subjects. This kind of facial expression might be
perceived as an attempt to mask (inhibit) a negative emotion. Hence,
accurate recognition of expressions of positive emotions could be
negatively influenced. In that case, the present results would
underestimate the children's understanding of the expressions of surprise
and joy.
Let us now look at the results on the Detection-task. The 4t-6+-yearolds displayed some knowledge about negative instances, judged from the

agreement about a number of movements. Of these, only the bowed

variants remained negative instances at all age levels. So, the results
suggest that these children did possesss some knowledge base about how
joy is expressed through movement, as they agreed about the noninstances. The 6*-84-year-olds agreed about the prototypes as positive
instances. But contrary to the adults, these children did not consider the

closed and the indirect variants as expressive of joy. This is even more
striking, as the indirect variant was in the first study (reported in Chapter
4) considered an optimal movement pattern. Possibly, closing the arms
around the body communicated a more negative attitude to these children,
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which is not compatible with joy. Interestingly, the combination of
stretching and opening was a strong indicator of positive emotions in
adults, according to the first study, whereas stretching and closing
contributed negatively. But the adults were also sensitive to the special
contribution of moving upward, which seems to make them ignore other
features like closing and indirectness, in the light of this overall pattern.
The presence of strength tended to diminish the number of positive

responses among the children. The effects

of changing the other features,
in particular arm movement, velocity, and directness, were influenced by
presence of strength. This suggests that strength was rather a negative
indicator of joy to the children. It might have been judged as indicative of
a more antagonistic attitude, suggesting aggression, anger, et cetera. This
might also apply to the role of indirectness. Indirectness, combined with
quickness, produced a dynamic quality which was compatible with both
grief and anger, according to the children (see Figures 2f, 2h). Possibly,

this dynamic quality as such was an indication of some negative state. This
will be considered in more detail below.
An explanation for the vast difference between the children and the
adults is, that the children had a more specific idea about what an
expression of joy looks like. Jumping, extending both arms rhythmically
into the air, turning around and around, might all be part of that image.
The most important elements in that image seem to be the gesture of
extending the arms, and lightness.
Surprise. From the introductory interview it became apparent, that almost
no children (in both age groups) were able to describe a situation that
evoked surprise in them. Moreover, the youngest children had serious
problems with the recognition of the facial expression of surprise as well.
This latter result is different from that of studies reported by, among
others, Izard (1971) and Michalson and Lewis (1985). They reported high
percentages of 5-year-olds that recognized correctly the facial expression
of surprise. However, among the older children both the facial and
movement expressions of surprise were recognized above chance level.
The facial expressions of surprise were recognized even better than those
of grief! So, at least they linked these expressions with the word "surprise".
One explanation for this is, that their concept of this emotion already
included certain appropriate bodily expressions, but that it did not yet
include representations of appropriate situational components.
The following observation sheds more light on the course of
development of this emotion category, with respect to the movement
expressions that are included in it. In both age groups, one movement
expression of surprise, Item 3 (backward, open, light) was "confused"
primarily with joy, whereas the other expression, Item 4 (backward,
closed, strong) was confused primarily with anger. These different
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confusions can be explained by the distinctive features of both
expressions. For, although both movements had stretching and
backwardness in common (which were strong indicators of surprise,
according to the first study), they clearly differed with respect to arm
movement and muscle strength. The strong, closing arms were apparently
used as an indicator of anger. This is in accord with the results of the first
study (Chapter 4): strength, along with the combination of stretching plus
Closing, were strong indicators of anger. On the other hand, the
combination of stretching and opening was a strong indicator of positive
emotions, such as joy. It is possible, that the youngest children associated
the open, backward expression with a specific, positive state of for
instance, enthusiastic greeting.
In the Detection-task at all age levels, movements that were closed.

backward. and fast were the most expressive. The older children differed
from the younger ones in that they also considered certain open
movements as expressions of surprise. Between the older children and the
adults, the only increase in agreement about positive instances involved
open versions. So, whereas the youngest children responded positively
only to very specific feature combinations (stretched, backward, closed),
with increasing age there was increasing generalization over movement
features. Between the older children and the adults there was an increase
in agreement about only one open version as a positive instance, but there
was a large increase of agreement about negative instances, primarily the
bowed and forward directed versions. This is of interest, as stretching and
moving backward were the only consistent general predictors of surprise
that were found in the first study.
Why would the youngest children agree about the close versions, as
expressions of surprise? I suggest that for them, surprise is primarily
associated with fright, terror, which is displayed by suddenly stepping
back combined with self-defense. The closed, backward movements were,
in the first study (Chapter 4), often associated with fright (judged from
free responses). This interpretation

is

contrary to Bullock

&

Russell's

(1984) observation, that preschoolers tended to apply the label "surprise" to
all the expressions of pleasant states. This does not exclude the possibility,
that surprise is also associated with more pleasant, happy experiences by
young children. But they simply did not recognize those positive aspects in
these movements.
The results of the Detection-task are somewhat in contradiction with
those on the Multiple Choice Task: there the youngest children tended to
confuse the closed expression with anger. But as the closed expression had
certain indicative features of anger (strength and the combination of
stretching and closing), and as the anger category seemed to be developed
further in the children, the presence of the label "anger" in the Multiple
Choice Task might have distracted them. With ongoing age, the children
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(and adults) became able to consider the closed expression as more
expressive of surprise than of anger.
In summary, the results suggest that the youngest children matched the
movements with a more narrow expressive meaning, corresponding with,
for instance, fright, terror. The older children seemed to operate with a
broader criterion, corresponding quite close to the adult's. But they were
not sure about the importance of stetching and moving backward as
general, necessary features. Only the adults used the absence of these
features consistently as absolute negative indicators. This corresponds with
their knowledge about certain basic action tendencies of surprise: retreat,

preparation, alerting.

Grief · Grief was the best recognized emotion within all age groups. One
possible explanation for the better recognition of grief is, that the
corresponding expressions, used in this study, were more like those
encountered in natural situations, than those of joy and surprise.
In the Detection task, the prototypes were at all age levels the most
expressive movements. Forward, backward, and strong variants were also

considered expressive of grief at all age levels. Thus, at all age levels
subjects generalized over the cues of direction and force, as they are not
particularly informative about this particular emotional state.
The 44-6+-year-olds did not agree about the open variants in both sets.
That is, the percentages "Yes"-responses to open variants did not exceed
chance expectation. Obviously, to the youngest children, a movement with
the arms dangling about the body was not a convincing expression of
grief. On the other hand, the open variants were still moderately
expressive, and there was a large distance between them and the stretched
variants, which were least expressive. An explanation for the effect of
arm movement is that the open arms rendered the movements too
different from the typical reactions that are encountered in daily life.
Another possibility is that closing enhanced the impression that the mover
was turning inward and wanted to close herself for the influences from
the surroundings.
Interestingly, arm movement was also found to affect the detection of
joy and surprise by both groups of children. It seems that arm movement
as such is weighted more heavily by children than by adults. For the
children in this age range, arm opening or closing is such a salient,
informative cue, that is cannot be ignored. It seems to overrule all other
movement features that are present at the same moment.
In the first study (Chapter 4), slowliness was a very strong indicator of
grief. In the present study, quickness at all age levels tended to reduce
agreement, compared with the optimal patterns and their sagittal and
strong variants. This is in accordance with the strong contribution of
Slowlinesss to the inference of grief which was found in the first study.
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Interestingly, fast variants were not considered as definite negative

instances by the children. This suggests that many of them are sensitive to
the idea, that slowliness is a characteristic cue of grief (making it more
sure that grief is felt by the mover), but it is not a necessary cue.
Sometimes grief is expressed through a fast reaction.
In line with the interpretations of the first study (4.4.f), it can be
suggested that the children inferred relevant action tendencies associated
with grief in these movements, such as rendering the body ineffective for
action (by the downward, drooping motion); loss of motivation and energy
(slowliness, dropping to the floor); turning inward (bowing and closing).
In conclusion, the degrees of expressiveness of the movements were
quite similar at all age levels, with the prototypes, the sagittal and strong
variants among the positive instances, and the stretched variants negative
instances or nearly so. These results clearly show a well-developed ability
to generalize over variants, together with the differential weighting of
movement features.
The accurate recognition of behavioral reactions of grief is likely to be
of immediate interest to the child. The perception of grief in the caretaker
has been found to elicit comforting behavior at an early age (RadkeYarrow & Zahn-Waxler, 1983; Radke-Yarrow, Zahn-Waxler, & Chapman,

1983; Rheingold, 1982; Rheingold, Hay, and West, 1976). The
adaptiveness of this kind of prosocial behavior to the rules of group
cohesiveness, so central in human behavior, is obvious.
Anger. In the Multiple Choice Task, at all age levels both expressions of
Anger were recognized above chance level. Among the children, the
percentages correct tended to be somewhat lower than those of the Griefexpressions.
In the Detection task, B+III2 and B+IV2 were the most expressive
movements at all age levels. They differ from each other only with respect
to sagittal direction, whereas both movements are characterized by
bowing, opening, strength, quickness, and indirectness. At all age levels,
subjects considered variants with respect to vertical and sagittal direction
and directness as positive instances. Moreover, at all age levels, stretching,
lightness, and slowliness affected the responses seriously, mostly resulting
in a movement not being considered a positive instance by a significant
majority. In both groups of children, no movements were clear negative
instances.
In line with the interpretations of first study (4.4.g), it can be supposed
that the children focused on those features which were most informative
with respect to "angry" action tendencies: strength (associated with
antagonistic action); bowing (associated with protection in a fight, or with
turning inward as a result of feeling inadequate); and quickness
(associated with antagonistic action).
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According to the first study, force was the most important indicator of
anger. In the Detection task, the light variant of B+IIIl (B+III5) was at all
age levels generally judged as not expressive of anger. There was less
certainty about the light variant of B+IV2 (B+IV6) however. Moreover,
there were significant drops in agreement between the older children and
the adults with respect to both the light variants. In absolute terms, there
were (at all age levels) significant differences between the two light
variants in both sets. And not only in this study, but also in the first study
(Chapter 4): th6re, 17.6% considered B+III5 expressive of anger, whereas
43.5% considered B+IV6 as an expression of anger. The latter percentage
is still very high, given the strong impact of muscle strength on the ratings
of anger. I think this result is explained by the peculiar characteristics of
this "effort quality". It is a fast, "shaking" movement, which is hard to
produce without using force. It might still have evoked the impression
(proximal perception) of strength, thus making the inference of anger
more likely. The results can now be explained as follows: the children had
difficulty with detecting lightness in both of these movements, whereas
the adults "miscoded" only the indirect, fast version. Thus, these agechanges can be explained at the level of proximal representation, rather
than that of expressive categorization.
In summary, the relative degrees of expressiveness of the movement
stimuli were quite similar at the three age levels, with one particular
variant (B+III2) consistently at the top. There were only few changes in
agreement between the age groups. The most notable change involved the
light variants, which is probably due to changes at the level of proximal
representation, rather than expressive categorization.
6.9.3. Detection of Emotions in Manikin Positions

Compared with the results on the Detection task, which presented
dynamic stimuli, the children clearly responded different on this task. In
general, now they agreed more about what a position was not (negative
instances), than whether it did express the target emotion.
Joy. Let us compare the results with those on the dynamic stimuli (Figures
2a and 2b). There, only the older children reached agreement about
positive instances, namely about the prototypes. Here, with the manikin
positions, in none of the groups of children agreement about positive
instances was reached. Still, both the stretched and the bowed armsupward positions were the most expressive (evoking most agreement).
Again, as with the dynamic stimuli, the closed positions were not
perceived as expressive of joy. This is very interesting, as it replicates the
finding that the cue of closing is weighted much more heavily by children
than it is by adults.
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On the other hand, both children and adults tended to disregard the cue
of bowing if the arms are directed upward! This suggests, that at all age
levels the arms-upward gesture is weighted more heavily than the cue of
bowing. Thus , unlike the results with the dynamic stimuli (Chapters 4 and
6), trunk position is treated as less informative than arm position. A direct
comparison between both stimuli is impossible, because no combination of
bowing and upward direction was included in the movement system.
The fact that none of the positions was enough "convincing", to the
children suggests that dynamic cues (such as quickness, directness) are
necessary for proper recognition of joy, happiness. These static stimuli are
even more abstract than the dynamic stimuli, their distance from real-life
expressions is even larger. Thus, dynamic stimuli carry more characteristic
elements that remind these children of prototypical, real-life expressions
(jumping while extending the arms rhythmically in the air, etc.). The
adults seem to weigh the distinct features relative to each other, and
probably try to match them with a dynamic, temporally organized

structure compatible with joy. Thus, they disregard the cue of bowing if
the arms are upward directed, probably because they imagine that the
"mover" will, in a moment, direct his/her whole body upward. And they
disregard the cue of closing, if the rest of the body clearly displays an
upward tendency.

Grief. The youngest children did not yet reach any agreement. This is in
marked contrast with their accurate recognition of grief expressions in
dynamic body movements. The older children agreed about one positive
instance, namely the Bowed/Open position. This is very interesting, as
with the dynamic stimuli the closed, bowed movements were more
expressive.

Again, we must conclude that the lack of relevant dynamic information

(for instance slowliness, lightness) makes it difficult for the children to

recognize the expressed emotion. The open arms might have suggested a
more defeated, helpless attitude relative to the closed arms position, so
that it helped the older children in this case to "detect" grief.

In conclusion, static positions led to less social agreement among the
children than real movements, when the emotions joy and grief were
concerned. The lack of dynamic information obviously deprived the
stimuli of much of their informative value. Whereas adults were able to
match a number of static positions with the contents of the corresponding
emotion categories (which include representations of dynamic
expressions), children in general failed in that process.
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6.10. Conclusions and Implications

Children between 41 and 84 years agreed about the emotion label that
could be attached to certain optimal movement patterns that were derived
from the first study (Chapter 4). There were differences between the four
emotions, however. The expressions of surprise were recognized worst by
both groups of children, followed by those of joy. The expressions of
grief and anger were recognized best in both groups.
Children in the age group 64-84 performed significantly better than the
44-6+-year-olds. As a group, the 4*-61-year-olds recognized adequately
five out of eight expressions above chance level; the 6*-84-year-olds
recognized all eight expressions adequately above chance level.
1.

Children between 4t and 8t were sensitive to one-feature changes
within optimal movement expressions, even if the optimal prototypes were
not interpreted in the same terms as adults did. Both the 44-64 and the 648*-year-olds differentiated between the movements within a particular
set, suggesting significant social agreement about the categorization of
such movements. The children responded differently to distinct feature
changes within movements, depending on the kind of emotion category
looked for, and generalized over variants of an optimal instance.
2.

3. Among the children there was only a slight positive correlation between
the recognition of facial and movement expressions. Whereas certain
emotions were recognized better in the face compared with movement, for
some other emotions there were no differences. On average, children
performed better on the facial recognition task than on the movement
recognition task. There seems to be a rather loose relationship between the
adequate recognition of a particular emotional category in the face and in
body movements.

subjects at all age levels performed better on both the
movement and facial recognitions tasks, compared with male subjects.
However, only at the facial recognition task this difference was
4. Female

statistically significant.
5. Children between 4t and 84 years reached more agreement about
dynamic movement expressions of joy and grief, than about static
positions representing these emotions. The dynamic cues provided by
movements seem to help children at detecting positive and negative
instances. The 6*-84-year-olds reached somewhat more agreement about
particular positions than the 4+-6+-year-olds.
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Three general implications follow from the present study. First,
age range are likely to use certain movement
characteristics as cues to emotional states in natural situations. The very
existence of a knowledge base about movement-emotion relationships
which has been proved by this study, suggests that many learning
experiences went into it! Hence, not only the face and the voice, but also
the movements of the whole body are likely to provide the young child
with impressions about the other's emotional state. Future research should
take the various channels of emotional communication into consideration
when studying developments in emotion recognition, and not focus on
only one, isolated channel.
A second implication of the present study is, that children will be able
to understand at least certain well-articulated movement expressions that
are used in a more artistic form, provided the dynamics are preserved.
Dance and mime are examples of media that use movement this way. It
should be stressed, that these children seem to be tied to realistic
expressions. Their understanding of the emotional content that is
communicated through dance will be hampered seriously if movements
deviate too much from realistic, natural expressions (see also Van Meel,
Verburgh, & De Meijer, 1988).
Thirdly, we can expect from the results that the children in this age
range will benefit from attempts to teach them the role of distinct
movement features. Using the medium of dance, for instance, one can
help these children in the detection of those movement features that are
indicative of distinct states. An interesting plan of teaching movement
expresssion can be derived from the present study. In Chapter 7 I will
examine the use of the medium of movement in more detail.

children in this
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Chapter 7.
Conclusions, Restrictions, And Implications

7.1. Conclusions

The main conclusion that follows from the experiments I reported in
Chapters 4,5, and 6, is an affirmation of the question I posed in the
opening line of this study. Are we able to infer emotions, feelings from
the body movements our fellows make? Yes we are! Body movements can
acquire expressive meaning, that is, they can be mapped to distinct
emotion categories, even by untrained observers. To be more precise: we
know a lot more now about the role that distinct features play in the
expressive meaning that is conveyed by a body movement. I have
demonstrated that general movement features, like the general spatial
direction (forward, downward), the general use of speed and force,
contribute substantially to the impressions that are evoked. People
obviously know how to treat movement characteristics even in situations
where no facial and vocal information if available. Certain movement
patterns stand out as clear representations of distinct emotion categories,
whereas others are less agreed-upon expressions because they lack certain
important elements.
This conclusion contrasts with the ideas that can be found in the works
of Ekman and Friesen (19698, 1975; Ekman, 1980), Izard (1971, 1977),
and Dittmann (1987), who are fairly negative about the potency of
movements to express distinct emotions. On the other hand, the results are
generally in accord with the reflections and speculations from the German
and Dutch Expression Psychology (Asendorpf & Wallbott, 1982), and
those of the artists from the world of dance (Van Meet & De Meijer,
1989). Does the present study imply that the empirical studies, conducted
by, among others, Ekman and Friesen, were not appropriate to test the
importance of body movements? The answer to this question depends on
which aspect of body movement one is interested in. For instance, if you
are in a sitting position, your movements are restricted to small gestures
and changes in body position and orientation. The experiments that led to
the "pessimistic" view of movement expression studied such situations.
Moreover, they often studied situations of stress, and I am convinced that
stress and anxiety tend to diminish our movements rather than stimulating
them! What I am interested in is the potency of large body movements to
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express emotions. Such large body reactions can be observed at the street,
on the soccer field, in the tennis hall, they are performed by people in the

disaster. They are used in stylized forms in the arts, in
in
dance and mime, but also in paintings and sculptures. If
particular
people are allowed to move with their whole body, unhindered by display
rules that tend to prescribe inhibition of such large reactions, emotional
meaning emerges. I think the most striking result of the present study is,
that, although we tend to mask and inhibit our large movement reactions

midst of

a

in daily life, we are still able to recognize their emotional meaning
immediately! This can be explained by the fact that underlying all
expressive reactions, as they occur in such distinct channels as the face,
the voice, posture, gesture, and large body movements, are action
tendencies that form an indissoluble bond with emotions. Fear is, among
others, tendencies to withdraw and protect; grief is tendencies to
withdraw, to refrain from activity, to turn inward, to reflect; joy is
tendencies to expand and occupy the surrounding space, to act, no matter
how, and to approach the lucid world around you; anger is tendencies to
strike out and attack, to demolish, to remove; sympathy is tendencies to
approach and embrace, to come in touch with, to accept; and so on. All of
these action tendencies seem to be built into the emotional system by the
forces of nature that deliver the blueprint of the human organism.
During the course of ontogeny, these action tendencies are shaped into
socially and culturally acceptable forms (Zivin, 1985). Correspondingly,
during ontogeny we learn how to react to expressive behavior. Already
during the first year of age the infant learns to discriminate between
qualitatively distinct facial expressions in the caretakers, and to use these
expressions as indicators of, among others, safety of the situation
(Klinnert et al., 1983). Similarly, body movements in caretakers and other
conspecifics are emotionally significant already during the first year of
age. Social adaptive responses to the perception of emotions in relevant
others can be observed very early (Rheingold, 1982). But, as the results of
my study with young children showed, in the course of their development
children gradually learn to weigh distinct movement features as to their
indicative value of emotional states in conspecifics. This development is
probably embedded in the development of emotional categories, which are
organized around appraisal values and action propensities (see. for
instance, Frijda et al., 1989). Probably the child starts with considering
only certain movements as signals of certain action intentions on part of
the other. Then, gradually he learns to generalize over more and more
variants of that behavior, which are gradually treated as indicative (no
longer as signal) of certain intentions, and, maybe somehwat later, of
certain emotional states. Gradually will children develop an awareness of

the likelihood of certain states, judged from the presence of particular
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movement features (as indicative of action tendencies). In any case,
children at 5,6 years already respond to variants of optimal expressions in
a way that suggests that distinct features have distinct indicative weights
to them (6.8,6.9). I also found that there were differences in the rate of
development between distinct emotion categories in the age period
between 5 and 8 years. Probably, the "knowledge base" adults draw their
inferences from, is the result of a long learning process, that goes on until
adolescence. On the other hand, between the two adult age groups only
marginal differences were found (4.5.2). It seems that this knowledge base
is not changing substantially with respect to its general origanization
during the adult years. For instance, the three general dimensions, and
most of the indicative general movement features were the same in both
broad age groups. Moreover, the gender of the decoder did not make any
substantial difference (4.5.1; 5.3,5.4).
I also demonstrated that the constituing features of a particular body
movement are not the only factor that guides the attribution process.
Perception of the gender of the encoder is also a relevant factor (5.3,5.4),
at least with respect to the attribution of aggression and grief. In the case
of aggression, it was not clear whether the encoders differed with respect
to the way they displayed the same relevant movement features (in
particular force). With respect to grief it was concluded that the best
explanation was that the responses were influenced by sex-stereotypes,
which act on the outcomes of the inference process. In the case of a male
encoder we seem less inclined to attribute grief than in the case of a
female encoder. Very striking was that this difference even emerged in
cases where the movement was, according to the first study (4.3), an
adequate expression of the opposite content, namely joy!
Before the various implications of this study are discussed. I will
examine a number of restrictions that must also be considered. These
restrictions involve both the kinds of movement stimuli that were used in
the experiments, and the kinds of responses that were given by the
subjects.

7.2. Restrictions

7.2.1. Stimu/i

First, it can be questioned whether all relevant features were incorporated
in the movements. I have argued (Chapter 3) that a restricted number of
dichotomous dimensions (such as opening-closing, advancing-retreating)
were found in empirical literature, and in the reflections on expressive
movement in German expression psychology and in the world of dance.
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Of these, seven were incorporated in the movements. One problem is, that

such terms as "contraction-release" and "excentric-concentric", as they are
used often by dance theorists, refer to proximal representations (Scherer,
1978) of movement features. They are in fact compounds, consisting of
for instance the dimensions opening-closing, stretching-bowing, strengthsoftness. I have found only few dimensions which were clearly not
included in the system, after the descriptions of these authors were
analysed in that way. The most obvious example of a dimension not
included is the dichotomy of the horizontal axis (left-right, see for
instance, Kiener, 1962). The same might be true for the dimension
"symmetry-asymmetry" (Mehrabian, 1972). However, it can be assumed
that the indirect movements in my system are characterized by
asymmetry, whereas the direct movements are predominantly symmetric.
Moreover, one may question how much of the distinction between "linear"
and "circular" movements (Strehle, 1954) is reflected by the Laban
dimension direct-indirect, as it is used in my movement system.
I admit that not all possible relevant elements were present in this
system, but isn't that a rather unrealistic demand? The number of
movement stimuli would have become unmanageable. I think the results
have made clear enough that these movement stimuli were in themselves
rich enough to suggest a whole spectrum of emotional meanings. In as
much as certain elemnts lacked, they can only be expected to still increase
the clarity of the expressions.
Another restriction is the fact that singular movements were shown.
This rendered the stimuli clearly distinct from daily expressions, where
often a sequence of movements is displayed. The present movement stimuli
can be considered as the constituing elements within such larger
sequences. The decoder not only has to weigh the contribution of distinct
movement features within a movement as a whole, but also to judge how
distinct movements within a sequence of movements combine with each
other to form an expression of an underlying state. The decoder may use a
one-to-one calculation, mapping each distinct movement to its
corresponding emotion category. Or he may focus on the end-movement
as the most indicative one. For instance, one may see someone reacting by
extending the arms strongly upward, followed by a collapse, the arms
folding around the head. In that case, the last movement may be treated as
the most informative, suggesting that this person is struck by sadness. His
first reaction might be interpreted, for instance, as an initial attempt to
prepare for a reaction, or an act of surrender adressed at the gods
(Demisch, 1984).
Thirdly, in real life often different body parts are moved in different,
sometimes opposite directions. For instance, the trunk may stretch while
the head bows, or, contrarily, the trunk bows while the head is kept
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straight. I assume that in such cases impressions are evoked which
correspond with "blends" of distinct emotions (Ekman & Friesen, 1975).
For instance, bowing slowly and softly, while the head is kept straight
might evoke the impression of sadness in combination with interest, in
other words: sadness while still keeping in touch with the surroundings.
A fourth restriction is that these stimuli lacked other informative
channels, especially the face, the voice, and specific gestures. In natural
expressions, all of these channels are likely to act as one. They may even
be redundant to some extent. Someone who is struck by surprise may open
his eyes, his mouth and his arms widely, while stepping backward and
uttering "aah!" It is likely that the knowledge base, that was used by the
decoders in my experiments, is organized around such combinations of

expressive reactions. However, the present study has made clear that the
human moving body remains expressive, even if it is deprived of facial,
vocal, and specific gestural elements. There are certain situations in which
this is of particular importance, for instance at large spatial distances.
Furthermore, were there really no conventional, symbolic gestures
represented in this sample of movements? First, strong movements
displayed a fist. However, there was no act of fist-shaking. Moreover, as
Table 1 in Section 4.3. shows, not all movements that displayed a fist were
associated with anger. This depended on the presence of other features
(especially bowing). So, the mere presence of a fist was not enough to
evoke the impression of anger.
Second, arm-raising was a very effective expression of joy. Armraising is observed in many different contexts (Demisch, 1984). But, as
with fist-shaking, other features, especially velocity, contributed to the
degree of agreement among the subjects and to the particular emotional
contents that were associated with it (see Table 1 in Section 4.3). Thus,
even if in this case, arm-raising is considered as a conventional gesture,
its dynamic features contribute to its expressiveness.

11.2. Responses

At the response side, the subjects were supplied with emotion labels. So,
they were encouraged to search for meaning at that level of specificity. As
the results indicate, specificity can be reached at this experimentally
induced level of meaning. This indicates that the subjects used some
knowledge base that told them what kinds of movement features are
related to what kinds of states and enabled them to dicriminate between
movements that express categorically distinct states. This does not mean
that, in daily life, people always attribute in terms of distinct emotions.
First, from the model, presented in 2.3 it follows that the level of
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specificity depends (among others) on the composition of features that is
perceived. If only one action tendency is inferred (e.g. withdrawal) then
attributions might occur in terms of an action intention, or the decoder
might experience some confusion about the "true" emotion. For instance,
he might get an impression of "this person seems to be afraid, but he
might also feel sad". Secondly, our impressions are likely to be nonverbal
themselves. Only by asking the subjects to report their impressions, we
force them to use verbal categories. Verbal categories may not always
correspond precisely with what is perceived. There might be some loss of
information during the transformation of an impression into a label. For
instance the label "joy" refers to a broad category, which includes elation,
a feeling of serene happiness, ecstasy, etc.
The present study by no means measured all distinct impressions that
the movements evoked in the subjects. But that was not the research
question. I deliberately restricted myself to emotion categories, as they
represent adequate natural categories that we use in daily life in order to
communicate our inner life (Shaver et al., 1987).
7.2.3. E f fects of Culture

The effects of decoder age and gender were already discussed at length at
various places in this study. However, another significant aspect should be
considered, namely the decoders' cultural background. All of the subjects
were members of the Dutch, industrialized community. Certain authors,
for instance Labarre (1947), argued that the meaning of expressive
movements is completely determined by culture. The examples he gave all
consisted of specific gestures, such as shaking hands, nodding. With
respect to such gestures, Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1970, 1973) provided evidence
that they occur across many cultures.
Moreover, Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1970, 1973) showed that culture influences
human expressive behavior through inhibition of many actions (e.g.
stamping on the ground with the feet as an expression of anger), and by
making acceptable the precise forms in which the underlying (and
universal) motives are couched. For instance, trying to impress others is
often achieved by enhancing body size and width of the shoulders. "(...)
The only difference is in the means to achieve this expression in the
various cultures. Some men place feathered crowns on thier heads, others
fur caps made of bear hide, another displays with weapons and colorful
dress - the principle remains the same". (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970, p.420).
In line with Ekman and Friesen's (19693) concept of display rules, we
can assume that the overt expression of action tendencies that belong to
specific emotions can, to some extent, be influenced by culture. For
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instance, a culture may prescribe the expression of joy in a situation in

which one feels sad. Thus, the "expression" of sadness is in fact an
expression of joy (smiling). Suppose someone in that culture is confronted
with a true, natural expression of sadness. Will he recognize it as such?
With respect to facial expressions this question was affirmed by Ekman
and Friesen (1971). This suggest cross-cultural stability in emotion-action
relationships. So, culture seems to influence the precise forms into which
action tendencies are couched, but not the action tendencies themselves.
With respect to the present movement stimuli, it was argued that their
expressiveness was based on their association with distinct action
tendencies. I suggest that, during the course of phylogenesis, emotions
developed in close connection with certain action tendencies. In fact, we
cannot imagine an emotion devoid of such action propensities. I think that
is highly unlikely that members of other cultures would associate
completely different actions with the same emotions. Differences can only
be expected in cases where a movement closely corresponds with a
specific, conventional gesture.

7.3. Implications
7.3.1. The Decoding of Natural Expressions

The present study has shown that large body movements are carriers of
expressive meaning. They are likely to influence our perceptions of
others, consciously or unconsciously. Especially if the decoder is at some
larger distance from the encoder, he will rely on the information provided
by large movements in order to understand what is going on. Another
example is in the early interaction between caregivers and their infants.
As infants cannot yet communicate their feelings through the verbal
channel, their expressive body movements (along with facial expressions)
are likely to influence the inferences we make about the moods, emotions,
etc. that motivate them.
In future research on affective communication, not only the face, the
voice, and posture, but also large body movements should be taken into
consideration. I suggest that in future research on affective
communication in natural situations more attention is paid to combinations
of expressive reactions that occur, and that are used by the decoder.
Hence, one should study the combinations of facial, vocal, gestural, and
gross movement reactions instead of separating the body in parts that
belong together by their very nature.
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7.3.2. The Communicative Use of Expressive Body Movements

An important implication of the results of this study is it that must be
possible to use certain movement expressions deliberately in the service of
emotion communication. I think there are two areas where this is of
importance: first, in natural situations where the communication of affect
is sensed as problematic. For instance, deaf-mutes often have to use their
hands for the communication of "verbal" content, but they lack the use of
paralinguistic elements. which carry expressive meaning (Scherer, 1978;
Van Bezooyen, 1984). Dance and movement have been used with sucess
with this group of people (cf. Reber & Sherrill, 1981). Large body
movements may be used to help them to communicate the affective part
of their messages. This may also hold for aphasic patients. For instance,
aphasic stroke patients tend to compensate verbal disfluency through
nonverbal behavior, if that channel is affected less by the stroke (Smith,
1987). Several studies have demonstrated that certain aphasic patients can
be trained to use gestural communication with success (see, for instance,
Coelho & Duffy, 1987; Guilford & Scheuerle, 1982; Helm-Estabrooks,
Fitzpatrick, & Barresi, 1982). So, they might also be trained to make use
of large body movements in order to communicate their emotions directly
to others. The same applies to certain groups of subjects with a mental
deficiency, who are disturbed in their ability to express meaning,
including emotional meaning. The power of such large body movements as
were studied in this project, is that they are likely to be understood
immediately, without any specific training on part of the decoders.
Secondly, in dance, mime, and stage-acting one may use the
information provided by studies such as these in order to communicate
particular contents. Large body movements are the raw material on which
these art forms build their artistic presentations. Knowledge of the basic
expressive elements in movement forms can help artists in articulating
expressive meaning.
From the results of the present research project a number of prescriptions can be derived, that are useful in both of these areas. We can look
for such movement patterns, that are, according to this study, optimal
expressions of particular emotions. We can predict that, at least in a
western culture, these movements will convey (in this case: symbolize) the
emotions we want them to communicate, without decoders having to learn
their particular meanings! But even if the performing artist does not want
to make use deliberately of this kind of research information, he or she
must reckon with the fact that people tend to agree on the kinds of
emotional meanings that are suggested by his or her general movement
characteristics.
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1.3.3. Suggestions for the Therapeutic Use of Large Body Movements
Can large, expressive body movements, such as those used in the present
project, be used in a therapeutic context? What might be their function? It
was suggested (Section 1.9) that expressions serve to help us cope with our
emotions. This function is served in two ways: on the one hand motor
displays seem functional in guiding information processing during the
experience of an emotion. On the other hand, they guide conspecifics
toward reacting in adaptive ways to the subject. The first might be called
the intra-personal function, the other the social function of expressions.
Both aspects are relevant in particular therapeutic situations.
Within the context of religious life and spiritual development,
movement has often played an important role. It not only served to
communicate the beliefs that were held in these traditions (especially
though dance and lithurgic gesture), it was also used as a vehicle of
spiritual development. Yoga, Tai-Chi, and Dervish dances are examples of
this. Laban's attempt to use body movements in the service of
psychological wellbeing (Effort-analysis, see Section 3.4.5) was also
inspired by esoteric traditions, particularly from freemasonry. Laban's
basic idea was that balanced movements will produce a balanced psychic
functioning. More recently, Feldenkreis (1977) developed his system of
"functional integration", which consists of a series of movements and
actions that are to be practiced in order to arrive at an efficient, graceful
style of moving. Just like Laban, Feldenkreis suggests that this will foster
inner well-being. Other examples are bioenergetics (Lowen, 1977); the
Alexander technique (Alexander, 1932,1941); and Albert Pesso's "Psychomotor Therapy Sessions" (Pesso, 1973).
According to Ihanus and Rahkov (1985), the advent of modern dance
and pioneering experiments in rhythm, sound, and movement education
conducted by E. Jacques-Dalcroze and R. Laban, among others, were
essential to the development of dance and movement therapy, but it was
not until the 1940's that Marian Chace initiated dance therapy in the
psychiatric setting.
Dance therapy is based mainly on psychoanalytic and related therapies,
but in practice, therapists have relied heavily on their own intuition.
Hence, The number of empirical studies of the effectiveness of dance and
movement therapy within a psychotherapautic setting is extremely limited
(Ihanus & Rahkov, 1985; Mash, 1977; Skatteboe, Friis, Hope, & Vaghum,
1989). In particular, no information about long-term effects is available.
Kavaler and Riess (1977) concluded, from a survey of the literature, that
beneficial effects were found especially in groups of patients with a
disturbed verbal communication.
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Christrup (1961) concluded, from an exploratory study, that dance
therapy succeeded in changing body-image in a group of chronic
schizophrenic patients. Dosamantes-Alperson and Merrill (1980) examined
the effects of a therapeutic approach integrating felt movement, imagery
and thought. Pre/post measures were obtained from two experimental
groups and two control groups. Evidence of siginificant change
attributable to the experiential movement therapy is reported with respect
to inner-directedness, existentiality, feeling-reactivity, spontaneity, selfacceptance, and capacity for intimate contact. Kuettel (1982) conducted 2
pilot studies to compare the effects of participation in dance therapy. A
measure of affect was completed before and after each group session.
MANOVAs revealed significant results for the factors Erotized Affection,
Anxiety, and Somatic Distress. Shennum (1987) examined the effects of an
art and dance/movement therapy program on the behavior of 42
emotionally and behaviorally disturbed 6- 12 year-olds. A reduction of
emotional unresponsiveness and acting-out behavior was reported.
Certain applications of movement in therapy focus less on dance, and
more on a wide array of movement exercises. Roxendal (1985) based her
Body Awareness Therapy (BAT) on eastern body technique, and used it to
influence psychological functions. She reported a statistically significant
correlation between improvement in body awareness and anxiety.
Skatteboe et al (1989) report the application of their Body Awareness
Group Therapy to a group of 72 inpatients with personality disorders.
According to the authors, the patients are characterized by a restricted
body awareness, a disturbed emotional awareness, and disturbances in the
psychomotoric function, with reduced respiration and inhibition of
spontaneous bodily movements. Treatment is directed towards six
dimensions: 1) body awareness, 2) emotional awareness, 3) psychomotoric
functioning, 4) spontaneous action, 5) verbalizing capacity, and 6)
interpersonal function. The activities that are undertaken in this therapy
with small groups (six to eight in each group) were, among others, focused
on contact with the ground; stable balance in upright position; contact
with the "movement center"; various walking exercises, dance, and free
movements: and games followed by verbal discussion. To evaluate the
treatment process, a rating scale was developed, which measures each of
the six variables that are focused on in this therapy. From a computation
of the intercorrelations between, and factor structure among these
variables, it was concluded that "body awareness" and "emotional
awareness" on the one hand, and "psychomotor functioning" on the other
explained most of the variance. The authors are cautious with respect to
the direct effect of this therapy on the improvement of the problems,
because it was given as part of a more comprehensive treatment program.
Probst and Howe (1988) studied the effect of mime group therapy on
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body awareness, self-esteem, and movement concept in 18 chronic, adult
psychiatrric outpatients. After the three-day program, the only positive
effect that was found concerned an improvement of body image (as
reflected in a human figure drawing) with respect to proportionality.
Ewing, Scott, Mendez, and Thomas (1984) found evidence that aerobic
exercise enhanced positive mood both during and after the excercise. This
result is interesting, as it suggests that the performance of vigorous
movements, which are primarily expressive of aggression and rejection
(see Chapters 4 and 5) may stimulate a rather euphoristic mood in the
performer.
In conclusion, although the medium of body movement has been
widely used in clinical settings, and although the use of body movement
always played a major role within religious and magic practice, its effects
on psychological functioning have seldom been tested empirically. The
scarce evidence that was collected until now doesn't seem to be conclusive
with respect to the proportion of change during the therapy that these
movement practices explain. But the results are not discouraging, so more
evaluation research is dearly needed.
How can the results of the present research project be applied in a clinical
setting? It should be stressed, that the following suggestions are entirely
speculative. Moreover, I presume, that movement expressions are used
only as part of an ongoing psychotherapeutic intervention in which other
methods are used as well. For instance, the reinterpretation of emotionevoking situations (such as in Rational-Emotive Therapy) might go along
with the use of body movement.
Let us take a look at the functions that body movements fulfill during
the experience of an emotion. First, they help a person to cope with this
emotion by making the emotion more clear, guiding his thought and
perception in adaptive ways (e.g. shutting the eyes, concentrating on an
event that evoked the emotion), by preparing adaptive motor performances, and so on. Second, they function as a signal towards relevant
others, evoking cognitive or affective empathy, or just understanding.
This might trigger off adaptive reactions in these others. Consequently,
the use of movement in this context can focus on two broad aims: 1)
helping the client to find those movements that are most congruent with
his or her emotions (Riskind, 1984) and to perform them as a means of
intrapsychical coping; 2) learning to signal his or her emotions to others,
by daring to express them through body movements.
Now, as to the kinds of movements that can be used, I want to stress
that they do not have to be copies of the ones used in this project. My
research focused on the compounds of human movements, rather than on

movements as such. Hence, one should attend to those general movement
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features that were found to predict the particular emotion one is
interested in.
The client can be instructed to listen to his (or her) own feelings that
emerge during a clinical interview. At a particular moment, the client can
be instructed to "express" a felt emotion, making it larger and larger,
involving his entire body. So, one starts with movement expressions which
are congruent with the sensed emotional state. The counselor is free in
helping the client in displaying the most optimal expressions. He may even
simply instruct the client to move according to the prescriptions that were
given earlier. It can be expected, that this helps the client in both the
experience of this emotion, and at the same time in guiding his thoughts
and memories in an adaptive way. The couselor can help the client by
pointing out the most relevant features that belong to this particular
emotion. In the course of the sessions, new emotions that arise can be
expressed through body movements in the same way. As a result of this
process, the client will become sensitive to those elements of body
movement that are related to his emotions, and this is also a first step
towards the second general aim: being able to show your feelings to others.
The aim of improving the client's general expressiveness should also
include the use of all other bodily channels: the voice, the face, sitting
positions, the use of distance, and so on.

7.4. Epilogue

This study focused on emotional meaning in large body movements, as it
exists in the mind of the perceiver. At various places I stressed the fact that
the perceiver or decoder is actively seeking for emotional meanings, rather
than just "reading" them from the movements themselves. Our feelings and
attitudes are wrapped in clothes of dynamic, bodily events: movements in
the face and the limbs, gestures, vocal characteristics, our use of distance
and touch. There they are, halfway between the inner realm of mental
life, which is hidden for the other, and the outer realm of physical objects
and instrumental acts, in which our body and that of the other are both
placed. In the interplay between the encoder and the decoder emotional
meaning emerges - meaning as felt by the encoder, meaning as inferred
by the decoder. As a result of the intermediate position of expressive
behavior, halfway between the "hidden" psychological processes, and the
physical realization of body movements, there is much room for
misunderstandings, calculations, probability statements, and so on.
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We have only just begun with discovering the characteristics of large body
movements that determine what emotional qualities we perceive in them,
and hence, what emotions we ascribe to the mover. Many studies will have
to follow, if we want to arrive at a sufficient description of relevant
movement characteristics and of the kinds of emotions, feelings, moods,
and other psychological categories that are expressed by them. It is hoped,
that subsequent research in this field will benefit from the theoretical
notions and empirical data that are provided by the present study.
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Appendix A: Effect of Tape Version on the Ratings
Movement Code
S + Il

F (MANOVA)

p

.71

> .80

S+I2
S+I3
S+I4

1.90

< .01

1.46

> .10

1.24

> .20

S+IS

1.16

> .20

S+I6
S+I7
S+I8
S + IIIl

1.25

> .20

1.63

< .05

.98

> AO

1.30

> .10

IH2

1.31

> .10

S + HI3

2.00

< .01

IH4

1.87

< .02

S + III5

1.69

S + III6

1.13

S+m7
S + III8

1.04

< .05
> .30
> AO

1.16

> .20

S+IV1
S+IV2

2.10

< .01

.93

> 30

S+IV3

3.75

< .01

S+IV4
S+IVS
S+IV6
S+IV7
S+IV8

1.05

lA2

> AO
>.10
>.10

1.82
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1.68

S.Il

2.42

S-I2

S +

S +

1.28

1.37
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<.01
>.10

S43
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2.38
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.96
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S46
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S-17

1AO
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Appendix A (Continued)
Movement Code

F (MANOVA)

p

B-IVI

.66

> .88

IV 2

2.75

8-Il/3

,99
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Appendix C: Chi-squares (Pearson) of Responses on Detection Task
(adajacent age groups)1

1. Differences between percentages agreement of 41-61 and 61-81-yearolds
Difference
Set

from proto-

(prototype)

Emotion

type

Chi-square

A (S + Il)

joy

no significant differences

B (S + IS)

joy

closed

4.31'

prototype

7.39**

indirect

8.62"

C (S + IVS)

D (S-IV1)

E (B-IID

surpnse

surprise

grief

forward

6.78-

light
indirect

4.32*

prototype

4.39-

101 ...

open

6.36*

backward

4.50*
531-

strong
indirect

5.360
...

F (B-II8)

grief

open

9.19

G (B+ IIIl)

anger

indirect

4.28*

H (B + IV2)

anger

forward

7.71-

1

Only significant values are reported.
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2. Differences between percentages agreement of 61-81-year-olds and
adults

Difference
Sct

from proto-

(prototype)

Emotion

type

A (S+Il)

joy

prototype

1731 ...

CloGed

27.19 ...

backward

joy

B (S + IS)

22.99 ...
4031 ...

prototype

1739 ...
5.54*

closed
backward

surprise

D (S-IV1)

surprise

15.76

5.62*
...

bowed

1834

indirect

19.64 ...

prototype
upward
forward

13.29
21.49 -*

bowcd

20.31 -*

E (B-IID

grief

open

F (B-HS)

grief

direct
fast

backward

light

H (B+IV2)

Note.

anger

. p<.05
** p<.01
...

p<.001

...

strong

upward
forward

anger

...

31.11
6.99-

Slow

open

G (B+Inl)

3.98*

light
indirect

tx*ed

C (S + IVS)

Chi-square

light

6.24'
..

6.87"

8.28 ..

2330 .7.07-

8.44-

1721*384*
34.15

-*

9.66-
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Plate 1. The Joy-pattern: Zina Garrison displays the open, upward tendency of elation
(photo ANP).
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Plate 2. Steffi Graf during the final of Wimbledon, 1988: a combination of Joy (opening,
upward), Surprise (backward) and Rejection (display of muscle strength) (photo AP).
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upward move (photo AP).
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Plate 4. Soccer player Van Loen shows us an example of the Approach-pattern: the arms are
ready to embrace or receive - the posture is attentive (photo ANP).
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Plate 5. Navratilova in a typical display of Rejection, probably associated with
dissatisfaction (photo AP).
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Samenvatting

Emotionele Betekenis In Grote Lichaamsbewegingen

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt het hoofdonderwerp van deze studie geintroduceerd:
zijn we in staat om emoties af te leiden uit grote lichaamsbewegingen?
Opgemerkt wordt dat zowel pessimistische als optimistische visies op de
expressiviteit van grote lichaamsbewegingen in de literatuur worden aangetroffen. De meeste van deze visies werden echter niet gefundeerd door
adequaat empirisch onderzoek.
Op grond van een overzicht van de empirische literatuur wordt geconcludeerd dat lichaamsbewegingen rijke informatie verschaffen omtrent
emotionele toestanden, en dat op zijn minst bepaalde karakteristieken van
lichaamsbewegingen door decoders schijnen te worden gebruikt om emoties toe te schrijven. Echter, veel studies gebruikten statische posities of
stimulus personen in zittende positie. Zulke studies laten veel elementen
buiten beschouwing die relevante informatie aan de decoder kunnen verschaffen. Geconcludeerd werd dat, om de expressieve waarde van grote
lichaamsbewegingen vast te stellen, het noodzakelijk is om controle over
hun samenstellende elementen te hebben.

Vervolgens wordt het gebruik van de term expressie onderzocht.
Geconcludeerd wordt dat deze term verwijst naar gedrag dat in essentie
spontaan en niet-instrumenteel is. Het is niet rationeel aangepast aan de
vereisten van de situatie. Aangenomen wordt dat expressief gedrag functioneel is doordat het het subject helpt om zijn of haar emoties te verwerken, en doordat het belangrijke anderen helpt om op een adaptieve wijze
te reageren op het subject. Toegepast op grote lichaamsbewegingen wordt
verwacht dat expressie in de eerste plaats het gebruik van algemene bewegingskenmerken impliceert, zoals de richting in de ruimte, openheid of
geslotenheid, en het algemene gebruik van kracht, tijd, en massa.

In hoofdstuk 2 worden theorieon en modellen besproken die trachten te
verklaren hoe emoties door een waarnemer worden afgeleid uit expressief
gedrag. De volgende theorieon en modellen worden besproken: motorische

empathie (bijv. Lipps, Buytendijk, Buck); fysiognomische perceptie (Werner, Tagiuri); biologische visies (bijv. ethologie); de dimensionele benadering (bijv. Woodworth, Schlosberg, Osgood); de waarneming van actietendenzen (Frijda); sociale cognitie en attributie theorie (bijv. McArthur &
Baron); probabilistische inferentie (Dittmann); en Scherer's model van
emotie-inferentie. Vervolgens wordt, op grond van de resultaten van een
aantal studies naar de subjectieve beleving van emoties, de relatie tussen
emotiecategorieon en actietendenzen meer gedetailleerd uiteengezet.
Tenslotte presenteert de auteur zijn eigen model van het afleiden van
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emoties op grond van lichaamsbewgingen. Dit model gaat uit van drie niveaus van verwerking: 1) het niveau van de ontdekte fysieke bewegingskenmerken; 2) het niveau van de afgeleide actietendenzen; 3) het niveau
van de afgeleide emoties (emotiecategorieen). Afleidingen worden
gesteund door kansrelaties tussen ieder van deze niveaus. Bovendien zullen
andere processen, zoals kennis van "decoding rules" die in een cultuur bestaan, en de interpretatie van de situatie, op deze basale processen van invloed zijn en de kansrelaties beinvloeden.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de literatuur met betrekking tot de soort bewegingskenmerken die emotie-afteiding beinvloeden.
Het overzicht richt zich op empirische studies, speculatieve beschouwingen in de Duitse en Nederlandse expressiepsychologie, en literatuur over
dans.

Vervolgens wordt de ontwikkeling van een bewegingssysteem beschreven. Dit systeem beschrijft bewegingen langs zeven dichotome dimensies,
afgeleid uit het voorafgaande literatuuroverzicht. Deze dimensies zijn: 1)
rompbeweging (strekken-buigen): 2) armbeweging (openen-sluiten); 3)
verticale richting (omhoog-omlaag); 4) sagittale richting (voorwaarts-achterwaarts); 5) kracht (krachtig-licht); 6) snelheid (snel-traag); directheid
(direct-indirect). Het systeem omvat 96 afzonderlijke bewegingen, die met
het gehele lichaam moeten worden uitgevoerd.
Drie studenten dansexpressie (66n man, twee vrouwen) oefenden de
bewegingen in onder hiding van de auteur en een leraar moderne dans,
die tevens een specialist in Effort-Shape analyse was. Video-opnamen
werden gemaakt van ieder der bewegingen, uitgevoerd door ieder der drie
acteurs afzonderlijk. De acteurs werd de opdracht gegeven het gezicht zo
neutraal mogelijk te houden. Twee studies worden gepresenteerd welke
gericht waren op de adequaatheid van de uitvoeringen met betrekking tot
de samenstellende kenmerken, en op de neutraliteit van het gelaat.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een onderzoek gepresenteerd dat was opgezet om de
bijdrage van algemene bewegingskenkerken aan de toeschrijving van
emoties na te gaan. Vijf-en-tachtig volwassen proefpersonen werd de zesen-negentig op video geregistreerde bewegingen uit het eerder beschreven
bewegingssysteem getoond. Door gebruik te maken van schalen, dienden
de proefpersonen te beoordelen in welke mate iedere beweging met elk
van twaalf emotiecategorieen te verenigen was. Voor de meeste emotiecategorieon werd een aantal bewegingen gevonden die door een grote meerderheid van de proefpersonen als passende expressie werd beoordeeld (optimale expressies). De resultaten toonden voorts welke bewegingskenmerken bepaalde beoordelingen voorspellen. In overeenstemming met het theoretische model, dat in hoofdstuk 2 werd gepresenteerd, bleken emotiecategorieen te verschillen in aantal, type, en gewichten van de voorspellende
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bewegingskenmerken.
Drie factoren werden afgeleid uit de oorspronkelijke responsen en geinterpreteerd als Afwijzing- Aanvaarding, Terugtrekking-Nadering, en
Voorbereiding-Verslagenheid. Deze factoren werden beschouwd als meer
algemene betekenissen, waarbinnen verdere onderscheidingen op het niveau van emotiecategorieon gemaakt kunnen worden indien voldoende
relevante bewegingskenmerken kunnen worden ontdekt. Geen systematische verschillen tussen de geslachten, en tussen oudere en jongere proefpersonen werden gevonden met betrekking tot relevante bewegingskenmerken en algemene betekenissen.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een onderzoek gerapporteerd dat gericht was op de
effecten van het geslacht van de decoder, het geslacht van de encoder, en
objectieve bewegingskenmerken op de toeschrijvingen van agressie en
verdriet. Twee-en-veertig volwassen proefpersonen (21 mannen en 21
vrouwen) werd gevraagd aan te geven de mate waarin elk van zestien bewegingen agressie en verdriet uitdrukten. Iedere beweging was een "uitdrukking" van agressie of verdriet op een van vier niveaus van diagnosticiteit (duidelijkheid), afhankelijk van hun samenstellende kenmerken.
Van iedere beweging werden twee uitvoeringen geselecteerd, een door de
mannelijke uitvoerder, de ander door 66n van de twee vrouwelijke uitvoerders. Hoe hoger het niveau van diagnosticiteit, hoe hoger de mate van
agressie of verdriet die werd toegeschreven. De mannelijke encoder werd
als agressiever dan de vrouwelijke encoder beoordeeld bij bewegingen op
een hoog of tamelijk hoog niveau van diagnositiciteit, en als minder
agressief dan de vrouw bij bewegingen op de lagere niveaus van diagnosticiteit. De vrouwelijke encoder werd als verdrietiger dan de mannelijke
encoder beoordeeld op alle niveaus van diagnositiciteit.
In het geval van agressie kunnen de resultaten worden geinterpreteerd
als een gevolg van verschillen in de mate van toegankelijkheid of zichtbaarheid van relevante kenmerken, samenhangend met anatomische verschillen. Deze verschillen zouden systematisch gerelateerd kunnen zijn aan
sexe-verschillen, maar dat kan niet geconcludeerd worden uit deze studie.
In het geval van verdriet suggereren de resultaten een effect van "sex-typing", waarbij de encoder (mannelijk of vrouwelijk) meer geneigd is tot
de toeschrijving van verdriet aan een vrouwelijke dan aan een mannelijke
encoder.

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een onderzoek gerapporteerd dat gericht was op een
aantal ontogenetische vragen, namelijk: 1) Worden optimale bewegingsexpressies, zoals die in de eerste studie (zie hoofdstuk 4) werden gevonden,
met dezelfde emoties geassocieerd door kinderen tussen vier en negen
jaar?; 2) Hoe ontwikkelt zich het vermogen om emoties in optimale patronen te herkennen tussen vier en negen jaar?; 3) Hangen de vermogens om
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emoties te herkennen via gelaats- en bewegingsinformatie sterk met elkaar
samen bij deze kinderen?; 4) Zijn kinderen tussen vier en negen jaar gevoelig voor veranderingen in de samenstellende kenmerken van optimale
bewegingsexpressies? Welke veranderingen beinvloeden hun responsen?
Wegen ze afzonderlijke kenmerken op dezelfde manier als volwassenen dit
doen?; 5) Zijn kinderen gevoelig voor de bijdrage van elementen van statische posities (uitgebeeld door een manikin) aan de expressie van een
emotie?
De proefpersonen werden verdeeld in drie leeftijdsgroepen: een grioep
met een gemiddelde leeftijd van 5 jaar, 7 mndn (n=45; leeftijdsrange 4
jaar, 6 mndn-6 jaar, 6 mndn); een tweede groep met een gemiddelde leeftijd van 7 jaar, 3 mndn (n=53; leeftijdsrange 6 jaar, 6 mndn- 8 jaar, 6
mndn); en een groep van volwassenen (n=71; lee ftijdsrange 18 jaar, 6

mndn- 38 jaar, 4 mndn).
In een eerste taak (Multiple Choice Task) werd de proefpersonen videoopnamen van uitvoeringen van tien bewegingen, geselecteerd uit het bewegingssysteem. De bewegingen waren geselecteerd als optimale expressies van vreugde, verdriet, woede of verbazing (twee bewegingen per
emotie), en twee "neutrale" bewegingen. In een tweede taak (Gelaatsexpressie Taak) werd hen tien foto's van gelaatsexpressies getoond die
correspondeerden met dezelfde vier emoties. De proefpersonen moesten
voor iedere beweging, en voor iedere gelaatsexpressie, aangeven welke van
de vier emoties ze uitdrukte. In een derde taak (Detection Task) werd de
proefpersonen acht sets met acht bewegingsuitvoeringen getoond, waarbij
iedere set bestond uit een optimale expressie (prototype) van hetzij vreugde, verdriet, woede, of verbazing, en zeven varianten van die expressie
met betrekking tot elk van de samenstellende dimensies (zoals armbeweging, verticale richting, snelheid). De proefpersonen moesten aangeven of
iedere beweging wel of niet de gevraagde emotie (welke correspondeerde
met het prototype) uitdrukte. In een vierde taak (Manikin Task) werd de
proefpersonen zes posities van een manikin getoond, en werd hen
gevraagd voor iedere positie aan te geven of deze wel of niet vreugde
(helft van de proefpersonen) of verdriet (helft van de proefpersonen) uitdrukte.
De resultaten op de Multiple Choice taak toonden dat binnen de jongste
leeftijdsgroep vijf van de acht bewegingsexpressies correct werden herkend door een significante meerderheid, terwijl onder de oudere kinderen
en de volwassenen dit het geval was met alle acht de expressies. Bovendien
presteerden de beide groepen kinderen beter op de Gelaatsexpressie taak,
terwijl de volwassenen beter op de eerste taak presteerden (herkennen van
bewegingsexpressies). De resultaten op de Detectietaak lieten zien dat binnen iedere leeftijdsgroep gedifferentieerd werd tussen de bewegingen in
een set, hetgeen wijst op sociale overeenstemming met betrekking tot de
categorisatie van dergelijke bewegingen. De mate van overeenstemming
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tussen de proefpersonen werd in iedere groep bepaald door de de aard van
de veranderde kenmerken en van de gevraagde emotie. Proefpersonen in

alle leeftijdsgroepen generaliseerden over varianten van het prototype,
behalve bij de emotie "vreugde". De resultaten op de Manikin taak gaven
aan dat de kinderen in beiden leeftijdsgroepen meer overeenstemming
omtrent dynamische bewegingsexpressies van vreugde en verdriet bereikten, dan omtrent de statische posities die bewegingsexpressies representeerden. De dynamische cues die door bewegingen worden verschaft lijken
kinderen te helpen bij het ontdekken van expressies. De 6+-8&-jarigen
bereikten iets meer overeenstemming dan de 4t-61-jarigen.

worden zowel de beperkingen als de implicaties van dit
onderzoeksproject besproken. Als beperkingen worden de volgende punten genoemd: niet alle mogelijke bewegingskenmerken die het afteidingsproces kunnen beinvloeden werden bestudeerd; geen aandacht werd besteed aan de relatieve bijdrage van verschillende lichaamsdelen; ik bestudeerde niet de emotionele betekenis van bewepingsopvolgingen; dit project richttte zich uitluitend op emotiecategorieen, en niet op andere vormen van betekenis die uit lichaamsbewegingen zouden kunnen worden
afgeleid.
Wat betreft de implicaties wordt gesuggereerd dat de resultaten de belangrijkheid van grote lichaamsbewegingen als dragers van emotionele
betekenis hebben onderstreept. Het idee, dat lichaamsbewegingen geen
informatie verschaffen op het niveau van emotiecategoriein wordt tegengesproken door deze studie. Ten tweede suggereren de resultaten dat grote
lichaamsbewegingen gebruikt kunnen worden als een effectief medium
voor affectieve communicatie. Ten derde kunnen grote lichaamsbewegingen geintegreerd worden in psychotherapeutische interventieprogramma's.
Gesuggereerd wordt dat ze de cliont helpen om toegang te verkrijgen tot
diens gevoelens; om deze gevoelens te verwerken; en om deze effectiever

In hoofdstuk
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